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Preface

The world’s first known empires took shape in Mesopotamia between the eastern shores of the Mediterranean Sea and the Persian Gulf, beginning around 2350 B.C.E. The next 2,500 years witnessed sustained imperial growth, bringing a growing share of humanity under the control of ever-fewer states. Two thousand years ago, just four major powers—the Roman, Parthian, Kushan, and Han empires—ruled perhaps two-thirds all the people on Earth. Yet, despite empires’ prominence in the early history of civilization, there have been surprisingly few attempts to study the dynamics of ancient empires in the western Old World comparatively. Such grand comparisons were popular in the eighteenth century, but scholars then only had Greek and Latin literature and the Hebrew Bible as evidence and necessarily framed the problem in different, more limited, terms. Near Eastern texts, and knowledge of their languages, appeared in large amounts only in the late nineteenth century. Neither Karl Marx nor Max Weber could make much use of this material, and not until the 1920s were there enough archaeological data to make syntheses of early European and west Asian history possible. But one consequence of the increase in empirical knowledge was that twentieth-century scholars generally defined the disciplinary and geographical boundaries of their specialties more narrowly than their Enlightenment predecessors had done, shying away from large questions and cross-cultural comparisons. As a result, Greek and Roman empires have been studied largely in isolation from those of the Near East. Our book is designed to address these deficits and to encourage dialogue across disciplinary boundaries by examining the fundamental features of the successive and partly overlapping imperial states that dominated much of the Near East and the Mediterranean in the first millennia B.C.E. and C.E.: the Neo-Assyrian, Achaemenid Persian, Athenian, Roman, and Byzantine empires.

This volume has grown out of a series of conferences sponsored by Stanford University’s Social Science History Institute (SSHI). Founded as an interdepartmental program involving faculty and graduate students from the Departments of Anthropological Sciences, Classics, Economics, History, Political Science, and
Sociology, SSHI aimed to combine the analytical tools and techniques of the social sciences with the appreciation for institutions and evidence associated with the discipline of history. From the start, ancient history occupied a prominent position in SSHI’s research agenda. Following a conference on the ancient economy in 1998 that resulted in a collection of essays edited by Joe Manning and Ian Morris,1 SSHI sponsored a conference titled “Empires and Exploitation in the Ancient Mediterranean” at Stanford in May 2000, organized by the editors of this book. Follow-up meetings at Stanford in May 2001 and a final gathering at the University of Western Australia at Perth in August 2002 allowed the contributors to present and discuss revised papers and strengthen the thematic and methodological coherence of their studies.

At these meetings, internationally recognized experts in the history of the principal empires of ancient western Eurasia addressed a set of key issues such as the nature of the evidence, geographical context, the main historical developments, the role of material resources and modes of exploitation and redistribution, economic development, institutional frameworks, administrative and political practices, ideology, center-periphery relations, and the demise of imperial states. We did not impose a rigid template but left it to each contributor to emphasize some of these features in accordance with the potential of the source material and the preoccupations of pertinent scholarship. As a result, the individual chapters differ in terms of focus and scope, yet they also address the same crucial problems: how empires were run, how they extracted resources, and what their long-term consequences were.

A substantial introductory discussion of recent thought on the mechanisms of imperial state formation prefaces the five case studies of the Neo-Assyrian, Achaemenid Persian, Athenian, Roman, and Byzantine empires. Coauthored by a sociologist with strong historical interests (Jack Goldstone) and a historian with strong sociological interests (John Haldon), this introductory chapter situates the study of ancient empires within the broader context of related work in historical sociology and political science. The final chapter, on the sexual dimension of empire, adopts an explicitly comparative and multidisciplinary perspective, drawing on the findings of evolutionary psychology to improve our understanding of ultimate causation in imperial predation and exploitation in a wide range of historical systems from all over the globe.

We hope that, taken together, these seven contributions will encourage more systematic and comparative thinking about the nature and development of imperial states in early history, and serve as building blocks for cross-cultural studies. This project has inspired all the participants to engage in more explicitly comparative and multidisciplinary work on early empires, and we will measure this book’s success by its capacity to motivate our present and future colleagues to do the same.2

We particularly want to thank our longtime colleague Steve Haber, SSHI’s founder and director, for his invaluable intellectual and financial support. This volume would never have been conceived without his generosity and example. We are
also grateful to the University of Western Australia at Perth for hosting the group’s third meeting. We especially thank our host on that occasion, Brian Bosworth, who also delivered a paper at the first conference at Stanford, as did William Harris. Lance Davis, Erich Gruen, Steve Haber, David Laitin, and Gavin Wright kindly offered valuable comments on the papers presented at our first event.

The meetings that led to this volume were greatly enriched by the formidable presence of Keith Hopkins, who did more than anyone else to hold ancient historians to the standards of social scientific research.\(^3\) He died in March 2004, before he was able to complete the final revision of his contribution. With the kind permission of his literary executor, Christopher Kelly, it is published here for the first time with editorial additions by Walter Scheidel. This book is dedicated to his memory.

**Notes**

2. The cross-cultural study of ancient empires need not be confined to historically related entities: for comparative perspectives on the ancient Mediterranean and ancient China, see Scheidel, ed., forthcoming, complemented by an investigation organized by Morris and Scheidel of divergent processes of state formation in Europe and China after the Roman period. Cf. also Scheidel, in preparation, on models of causality in the study of ancient empires and now especially the international research project “Tributary Empires Compared,” directed by Peter Bang and focusing on the Roman, Mughal, and Ottoman empires.
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Ancient States, Empires, and Exploitation
Problems and Perspectives

Jack A. Goldstone and John F. Haldon

The rise and fall of ancient empires and states has been a popular theme in comparative social and political history for many years, yet we still find the whole process fascinating—perhaps because, in the modern world, notions of the “end of history” and “imperial overstretch” have raised questions about whether decline and fall affect the modern Western world as well as the past. Yet beyond such simple slogans lies a deeper truth: the dynamics of historical social change remain problematic because there are no simple answers to the question “Why did such-and-such an empire rise when it did, and why did it collapse or succumb to external pressures when it did?” The resurgence of interest in the fates of empires, as well as in meta-theoretical discussion about the structures of historical change on the grand scale, is evidenced in a number of current projects and recent publications.1

In the past thirty years or so, questions regarding the dynamics of empires have also been related to wider issues of cultural transformation, in which the appearance of particular religious-ideological and intellectual tendencies has been seen to play a more important and causal role. The impact of religious and intellectual change has especially been highlighted in the evolution of the political systems and state structures of a range of “axial civilizations,” in relation to both their impact on the formation and developmental trajectory of social and political elites and the psychological-ideological systems that underpin forms of political and social power. The phrase “axial age” was coined in 1949 by Karl Jaspers to characterize the period of formation of the world’s major religions as distinct belief systems based on canonical texts, roughly from 600 B.C.E. to 600 A.D., and which, it was argued, were one result of the evolution of cultural elites that were able to theorize a transcendental vision of their world and “the order of things,” exemplified in the cultural-intellectual traditions of Judaism, Hinduism, and Buddhism, of the ancient Greek cities and early Christianity, of Zoroastrianism and, by extension, of Islam. Several comparative sociological-historical analyses have tried to build on this.2 But the premise on which concepts of “axial civilizations” was constructed has been
challenged, partly because it failed to grapple adequately with the multiplicity of cultural and political forms and the divergences between different cultural systems that supposedly shared a common “axial” significance. A more fruitful approach, although it, too, has been subjected to some criticism, was outlined by Mann, in which the role of the major transcendental religions holds the key to the dynamic of the cultures in which they came to dominate, in respect of control over ideological as well as material resources, the articulation of power-structures, and elite identities.

What is clear is that understanding the dynamics of empires requires us to grapple with the tensions among the political/military, economic, and ideological/religious structures and elites that together constitute imperial power systems. To return to the notions with which we opened this essay, it may be that the United States and other Western powers face a reduction in their relative military and political power at the very same time that Western ideology regarding human rights and democracy becomes dominant, precisely because the ideals of spreading global democracy and economic development that have been used to justify Western domination are inconsistent with indefinite continuation of that domination.

The contributions to this volume discuss these issues in respect of a number of premodern states or empires and attempt to put them into a comparative context based on a presentation of their economic, social, and political-cultural systems and a comparison of the systemic similarities and dissimilarities they displayed. The neo-Assyrian Empire, Achaemenid Persia, Athens, Rome, Byzantium, and the early Islamic caliphates (Umayyad and Abbasid dynasties) provide the main case histories, although other comparative material is also drawn upon. The contributors in each case do not present their discussions from within any single standpoint but try to draw on a range of sociological and comparative perspectives that may suggest a range of possible approaches.

Yet we may attempt to derive certain general conclusions from the sum of these discussions. The first issue is to define the terms of the discussion. What is an empire? Indeed, how should we define a state? What differentiates “empire” from “state,” if there is a difference? Should our definitions be descriptive (i.e., empires are just big states) or analytical (i.e., empires operate on different structural bases from simple states)?

1. States

To begin with the notion of the state: no agreement has ever been reached on a universally acceptable general definition that has any real analytic value, partly because historians and anthropologists tend to define “the state” in terms of the different questions they wish to ask. Indeed, for much of human history the state is not a relevant concept to the forms and functions of social and political organization. It is difficult to point to institutions that formally constitute “the state” until the evolution from the third millennium B.C.E. of sacred monarchical authority concentrated in the hands of an individual supported by an intellectual-religious elite.
Yet thereafter, too rigid a definition merely acts as a conceptual straitjacket that ignores the fundamentally dynamic and dialectical nature of human social organization, and so, as with any definition, the notion of “the state” must remain flexible if it is to generate explanations; it should function as a heuristic tool.

A great deal of ink has flowed in attempts to generate all-embracing concepts of the state, ranging from Marx’s various definitions of the state as the embedded forms of property relations and social power in social formations, in which religious-ideological power was the form through which political structures were expressed (his “Asiatic” mode, for example), and also as the instrument of domination by a ruling class, to Max Weber’s concept of the state as a system of institutions and impersonalized relationships evolving out of late medieval society or as a territorial entity with a central power monopolizing coercive power. At the same time, emphasis has been placed by some, following the approach elaborated by Norbert Elias, on tracing the points or periods at which differential rates of socioeconomic and institutional change attain a certain qualitative evolutionary departure, during which modes of resource extraction and the political forms through which these were achieved undergo transformative changes, and studying how these impact upon yet are also affected by the processes of sociocultural class formation, awareness, and conflict. Modern discussion has tended to focus around efforts to reconcile these alternative and in many respects conflicting approaches centered on “structure” or “process”—Mann’s approach, for example, which sees the state as both an instrument of coercive and ideological power and an organ through which elites may reproduce their domination and which places emphasis on process as much as on structure.

Adopting a provisional working definition of the “state” that encompasses yet allows us to identify what is unique about “empires” would therefore seem appropriate at this stage (although we shall see in what follows that the contributors vary in both their emphases and their perspectives). At one extreme of social-political organization, the term “state” can refer to a relatively short-lived grouping of tribal or clan communities united under a warlord or chieftain who is endowed with both symbolic and military authority—in anthropological terms, a “Big-man” confederacy. Such “states” rarely survive for long, however, and are sometimes referred to as “proto-states,” since they have not yet attained a degree of institutional permanence and authority is generally exercised over a mobile people rather than a sovereign territory. Examples include the majority of the “nomad empires” that arose on the Eurasian steppe zone from the beginning of the first millennium B.C.E. and periodically re-appeared until the seventeenth century C.E., with the possible exception—although the point is certainly debatable—of the postconquest Mongol “hordes” in the early thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and certainly of Nurhaci’s formation of the Manchu Empire. At the other extreme we find more or less territorially unified political entities, with an organizational “center” (which may be peripatetic) from which a ruler or ruling group exercises political authority and that maintains
its existence successfully over several generations; a key element in the formation and degree of permanence of such formations is that the authority of the ruler or ruling group is recognized as both legitimate and exclusive. In this respect, the ideological aspect is absolutely fundamental to state-building, a point to which we will return later.

This more permanent type of state formation might be defined in the first instance as a territorially demarcated region* controlled by centralized governing or ruling establishments, which may or may not have a monopoly over the use of coercion but which usually have the coercive power to assert their authority over the territories they claim, at least on an occasional “punitive” basis when needed. If the central state had a monopoly on coercive power, this would fit Weber’s “ideal type” definition of the state.

How exactly such central authorities achieve these ends varies enormously from state to state and society to society. In all premodern states there have been gaps in the extent of state authority—border or mountainous regions, for example, difficult of access and untouched by state supervision, or “tribal” groups nominally owing allegiance and occupying territory claimed by the state but not always easily brought under the state's authority or control. Where geography has favored a tribal pastoral and/or nomadic economy, the nomads have frequently formed important elements in the armies of conquest states, certainly in the initial stages of their evolution. However, this has also meant that, because of the mobility of such pastoralists, because of their internal social cohesion and self-sufficiency, and because their wealth is generally easily moved out of the reach of state officials, they are both able and sometimes inclined to resist any central authority that does not directly favor their own interests.

By the same token, the relative patchiness of central control may represent a point on the line from local state to supra-local state to empire (and back again), as with Assyrian control over neighboring territories in the early period of expansion (ninth century B.C.E.). Ideological power can overcome this at certain times, but by itself generally remains a short-term means of cementing such power relationships.10 The very different configuration of power relationships within three late ancient or early medieval states, for example—late Rome and early Byzantium, Sasanian Iran, and the early Umayyad caliphate, partly discussed in chapter 6—provides striking examples of the ways in which the features of official military versus nomad militias, and central control versus central authority with varying local control, were combined.

A key element in state formation is the generation of fairly complex ideological and legitimating systems, on the one hand, and at the same time more

* Although lands may well have been geographically dispersed and frontiers ill defined or fluctuating, reflecting the process of formation through amalgamation, conquest, inheritance, and so forth.
impersonalized and institutionalized modes of surplus extraction than proto-states or clan or tribal groupings are capable of developing. In Weber’s concept, a focus around sacred monarchical and priestly authority is seen as one important initial stimulus to the formation of administrative-bureaucratic institutions evolved to secure the surpluses required for the temple and related religious-social functions. Administration based on kinship and lineage relationships, and the exploitation of kin-based modes of subordination, tend then gradually to be replaced by non-kinship-based bureaucratic or administrative systems (although kin and lineage are rarely entirely absent—again, the Assyrian example, on the one hand, with provincial governors appointed from among the ruling families, and that of the later Byzantine Empire, with its close familial networks, provide useful but very different illustrations). In most examples, a bureaucratic-administrative structure of some sort confers a clear advantage and appears to be a necessity if the political system is to retain its nontribal existence and cohesion. This point was made already by the Muslim philosopher and political analyst Ibn Khaldun, who saw this process as generally following the initial formation of a supra-tribal political entity from tribal elements under a chieftain of some sort, in which a crucial role was played by religion as a unifying element providing a new, supra-kinship set of relationships, identities, and loyalties. While Ibn Khaldun was clearly working on the basis of his knowledge of the evolution of Islamic states, his main point remains valid for any state formative process.11

A relatively open-ended account, allowing for both variety and evolution in state forms, is thus to be preferred to a closed and descriptive formulation, which would otherwise exclude features found in some state formations but perhaps not in others. An obvious reason for this preference is the fact that the formation of a state, and the civilizational system it may represent, is never a single event but rather a longer-term evolutionary process in which social habits and institutions and state organizations respond to changing conditions through what Runciman refers to as “competitive selection” of practices—where they fail to respond adequately, the state fails to develop further and fails. There are many different shades of “state-ness,” both in respect of the degree of actual physical control and in the degree of ideological integration of the varying and often antagonistic elements occupying the territory claimed by a given central authority. Some historical states have been represented by claims to legitimacy based on consensus, having little or no power of coercion, and have survived generally for only a relatively short time. Those state elites that have military coercion at their disposal, at least in the early stages of their development, may remain relatively isolated from the social structures they live off, surviving only as long as they are able effectively to coerce or persuade support and resources. Others may move toward the establishment of a permanent and self-regenerating body of administrators, which draws its recruits from either specific groups within the state (tribal groups, for example), from particular family dynasties, or from those of a particular social or cultural background (which includes the
establishment of slave bureaucracies and armies, deracinated from their original social and cultural context and dependent entirely on the system to which they owe their position). They thus tend to evolve institutional structures—fiscal systems, military organizations, and so forth—that establish their own sets of roles and discourses, divorced from the daily practices of “ordinary” society. The state becomes a specialized and dominant set of institutions, which may even undertake the creation \textit{ab initio} of its own administrative personnel and that can survive only by maintaining control over the appropriation and distribution of surplus wealth that this specialized personnel administers. This certainly became the case in Rome and Byzantium, in the Umayyad and Abbasid caliphates, and in the Ottoman and Mughal empires, for example. And it seems also that this distancing of administrative apparatus from social base as well as from the kinship ties of the royal household represents a developmental shift, a process of maturation, as we follow the evolution of state formation through time. Where the Assyrian and Achaemenid empires recruited their administrative infrastructure from the elite families of the center and provinces, bound through kinship ties or vested interests shared with the ruling dynasty and its kin, more developed bureaucratic systems recruited their personnel from a wider social range and depended upon more broadly available literary and educational possibilities. Of course, the picture is in all cases uneven and patchy, a mix of both “types,” and this simplification does a certain amount of injustice to the historical cases we examine. But where we find these phenomena, we have also found “states” in the more modern sense of the term.

A key issue is clearly the potential for state formations to reproduce themselves, in contrast to the potential of a particular dynasty with its retinues based upon personal loyalties and notions of honor, obligation, and reciprocity, to maintain itself in power over a number of generations. A crucial factor in state reproduction is the evolution of a bureaucratic elite that has a sense of its own function within the state or society, even if this elite remains closely tied to a particular social stratum (such as the slave administrators of the imperial household in first-century imperial Rome or the royal household in Assyria and Persia). At higher levels of state development, this elite identifies with a particular set of ideological and symbolic narratives and can recruit and train its personnel into the institutional roles and behavioral patterns relevant to the maintenance and even expansion of these structures. The relative success of the first Islamic caliphates, the Roman and Byzantine, or the Chinese and Ottoman states, in their different forms over time in this regard, to name just a few examples, provides good illustrations of the ways in which some political formations evolved stable yet flexible structures sufficient to permit their survival over a long period, despite often major shifts in dynastic arrangements and the nature of the central authority itself. The relative failures of the early Frankish kingdoms illustrate the fate of political formations that failed to generate such structures.

The case of the Athenian Empire may be used as an illustration. In spite of its success in mobilizing a vast resource catchment area, in the form of allies and
Dependent cities and territories, Athens remained remarkably jealous of its rights of citizenship, although this by no means reflected a wholly impermeable system (see Morris, in this volume). But the failure to expand citizenship and to create identities between center and periphery (with notable exceptions—Samos, for example, toward the end of the Peloponnesian War) reflected the failure to evolve an integrated imperial elite based on a broad tax base within the core territories. Athens was thus always parasitical in respect to its allied and subordinate territories, and this deprived it of the sort of structural flexibility that would have permitted it to survive the crisis of 405–404 B.C.E. and the defeat at Aegospotami. The failure to generate common identities within Athenian tributary territories vitiated Athenian strength at precisely the point at which it was most severely challenged.

Failure to bridge both regional and lineage identities (however spurious or artificial the latter may usually in fact have been) thus dramatically vitiated attempts by a central authority, even when supported by elements of a permanent civil or military bureaucracy, to maintain itself as an effective power with real coercive potential over more than a few generations. A similar situation was evident when the Spanish conquistadors entered Mesoamerica. The Aztec Empire they faced was not a centralized and ideologically unified organization but rather a loose tribute federation in which different Native American nations with distinct identities had been forced to pay tribute to, and recognize the suzerainty of, the Aztec leadership in Tenochtitlan. Instead of the various domains of the Aztec Empire uniting against the foreign invaders, the Tlaxcalans and other former tributary tribes took advantage of the opportunity to join with the Spanish invaders to destroy the Aztecs’ power.

In general, the maintenance of ideological legitimacy and hegemony must accompany the maintenance of appropriate coercive potential in situations during which external pressures build up, and the combination is central to the long-term survival of state systems. The relatively short lifespan of the Athenian Empire and the rapid collapse of the Aztecs after the arrival of the Europeans must owe something to these systemic weaknesses. In contrast, the neo-Assyrian state of the tenth through the eighth centuries B.C.E. does appear to have been able to maintain an administrative apparatus that, although dependent upon a social and ethnic identity within the palace, was supported by the spread of a unifying religious belief in the cult of Assur. The taxation and tribute raising (and associated bureaucratic skills) that provided a stable basis for supporting this apparatus was integrated into a system of vassalage and dependency upon both the royal dynasty and the cult of Assur, which was quite deliberately introduced into the pantheon of conquered peoples.

The late ancient and early medieval Persian kingdom of the Sasanids provides a good example of a remarkably successful dynasty in which ideological legitimacy and a bureaucratic administrative structure were successfully combined to hold in check powerful centrifugal tendencies, including competition among several equally powerful clans, for some four centuries. The power of the Sasanid royal house depended very largely on two interlinked factors: an ideological commitment
by a powerful group of regional clan or dynastic chiefs (the Sasanian “aristocracy,” from whom the royal house was itself drawn) to the legitimacy of the dominant dynasty (which claimed politico-religious authority sanctioned both by a claim to ancient lineage and military leadership) and the willingness of that dynasty to rule without challenging the key ideological, political, or economic interests of the aristocracy upon which it was in part dependent.14

The failure to maintain these two interlinked factors in the course of dynastic rivalries, as well as questions of honor, shame and competition, inevitably undermined central authority. The Abbasid caliphate (750–1258) can be understood from this perspective, for already by the later ninth century the central power was heavily compromised by the growing autonomy of provincial governors and by generals commanding armies in the central lands. It could be argued that it was only the need to attain ideological legitimacy within Islam that held the wider polity together, and successful religious-ideological opposition in Africa, Egypt, and the Arabian peninsula led to its disintegration into multiple caliphates.

2. State Success and Ideological Integration

The preceding discussion emphasized the importance of an integrated bureaucratic elite with its own resource base, as well as an ideologically rooted identity and legitimacy, to sustain state formation. Yet it is clear from a cursory comparison of a number of ancient and medieval state formations that a central authority can survive for substantial periods simply through the manipulation of key ideological and symbolic elements in the cultural system of the social formation as a whole. South Indian temple culture and the attendant state structures, particularly as exemplified in the Chola and Vijayanagar empires, provide classic examples. They also illustrate the central importance of legitimation within symbolic terms of reference—that is, within the symbolic universe of a given cultural formation—and of the social and cultural groups that are generally responsible for their maintenance, whether priestly groups or official churches or cult organizations or aristocratic elites endowed with particular symbolic authority.15

Thus, states may have ideological lives that are not necessarily tied to their actual political and institutional efficacy or power. Political ideologies and belief systems, once in existence, are sometimes well able to adapt and to survive in conditions that have evolved significantly from those within which they were originally engendered, provided the contradictions between the two are not too extreme or insurmountable in terms of social praxis and psychology. Those that respond to long-term functional needs in human society provide the best examples and include religious systems in particular, such as Hinduism, Islam, and Christianity. These systems did, to a greater or lesser degree, free themselves in certain respects from both the political and the social and economic conditions that produced them (although they may at the same time constrain the direction of social-economic evolution within those societies).
Political ideologies too can be extremely flexible. They may provide a rationale for conflict where no visible or obvious reason in terms of competition for material resources exists, for example. And they can also be extremely powerful. Many states were, in effect, little more than territories under the nominal authority of a ruler but in which actual power was exercised by a tribal-, clan- or family-based socioeconomic elite. The position of such an elite might originally have depended upon the central ruler and/or the conditions in which the state came into being (by conquest, for example), but, because of their actual control over resources or because of other historical conditions, that elite became in practice independent of the center. Yet, in such cases, we find that the very idea of a centralized kingdom or state, together with the residual power of concepts such as honor or loyalty to a particular dynastic succession or to a set of constitutional arrangements, was enough to maintain at least a fictional unity of identity. The later history of the Byzantine state from the thirteenth century to its final extinction in 1453 exemplifies this particular type of development. The Assyrian Empire in the late ninth century and the first half of the eighth century B.C.E. survived partly at least, it appears, because of the strength of these symbolic and ideological relationships, in spite of political strife at the center and the loss of certain more distant western territories. The Holy Roman Empire provided an expanded base for Hapsburg rule in central Europe up to the seventeenth century primarily through the ideological power of the Roman imperial ideal, rather than through the dynasty’s coercive or organizational strength. The Japanese shogunate continued to derive legitimacy from the concept of the semidivine emperor’s dominion over all Japanese, long after the role of the imperial court in national politics had become insignificant. Finally, the repeated unification of China after its initial integration under the Qin and early Han appears to be at least partly rooted in the persistent ideal of a single Chinese imperium, an ideal that survived multiple defeats and disintegration of particular dynasties.

These points suggest that a crucial element in the longer-term success of a state formation is a degree of acceptance of that state as normatively desirable, especially by elites, but even by the broader populace from which it draws its resources. We do not mean to revive the “consensus” theory of state formation but rather to stress the significance in the structuring of political relations of power and resource distribution of rules, “law,” and forms of normative behavioral patterns. These differed enormously in different historical cases. Some states survived only by virtue of their ability to coerce submission and the extraction of revenues and resources on a more or less continuous basis, such as the Aztec Empire of Mesoamerica or the empires of the Mongol “hordes.” But, over the longer term, this has not been a particularly effective way of evolving or maintaining state power. A good example of more lasting imperial power is provided by the case of Rome, in which a conquest state was able to evolve an ideological hegemony that in turn generated a consensual identity among the conquered territories. Although most states first evolved in the context of an imbalance between military coercion and cooperative participation,
those that have been most successful have usually generated increasingly complex relationships of reciprocity, consensus, and interdependence with leading elements of conquered groups or previous political formations, such as tribal and clan leaders, merchant elites, or aristocracies.

Many states, established after a relatively brief period of military expansion and conquest, came to rest very heavily on such ideological structures for gaining the support of varied elites, and the Indian examples mentioned already provide a good illustration of such systems. Equally, the Merovingian kingdom during the sixth and seventh centuries depended very heavily on the support and goodwill of the preexisting Gallo-Roman elite and the episcopal establishment (the two were anyway very closely integrated), especially in its southern regions, while the Ottoman rulers during the fifteenth century in particular relied on their Christian vassals as a counterweight to the power of the Turkish tribal and clan elites both in the Balkans and in Asia Minor.

In the Western tradition, this ideological integration has generally been seen, until recently, at least, as a secondary aspect of state formation, a reflection, perhaps, of the dominance of military institutions and coercion in the political history of the western Eurasian world. In fact, comparison with different types of state suggests that this prioritization may be misplaced. In the southern Indian state of Vijayanagar, political power rested on the exploitation of a core region, the source of immediate royal income, while the areas furthest away from the center of military and political coercion were attached primarily through occasional military expeditions and by connections of a ritual nature. Royal rituals were centered on key religious centers and temples, through whose religious-ideological authority the rulers reinforced their legitimacy and claims to overlordship, in return for which they undertook to support such institutions through a variety of endowments, regular gifts in cash and in kind, grants of labor services, and so on. It was through their involvement in such rituals that members of dominant social groups could be incorporated within what was in practice a network of royal and spiritual patronage. At the same time, the rituals legitimated more localized authority and power, so the system as a whole provided a rationale for the prevailing political institutions and social-economic relations.

To some extent, this set of structured relationships can also be approached from Durkheim’s perspective of religion as the primary and totalizing set of practices through which societies become both self-aware and can realize their identity through various political-institutional arrangements: stable and coherent social organization requires not just a degree of unifying coercion and/or lineage-based vested interests but also a normative level of mutually accepted perceptions, which exist outside such “secular” relationships yet at the same time serve to explain or situate the position of the individual or group within them. This is the function and effect of ritual observance and “religion,” in the broadest sense, so that the state can also be understood—following Durkheim’s logic—as the interface or instance
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at which religion and the institutionalized practice of a political elite meet and integrate.18

The political relationships of the Vijayanagar state, and to a degree the Egyptian, Assyrian, Babylonian, and other empires in which religious or priestly elites and temple economies played a central role, have been described by the concept “ritual polity”19 or as the “intense ritual penetration of everyday life.” But there is, of course, a danger in this notion of turning these specifically structured systems of governance into an idealist notion of theocratic, “Asiatic” stability, in which the rise and fall of states and power elites is determined by “religion” and in which economic relationships are created by the demands of religious observance and beliefs or perceptions.

In fact, it is clear that rulers were generally quite aware of the process of religious-political manipulation necessary to the maintenance of their power and especially of the need to maintain control over resources in order to invest in this ritual system on a grand scale in order to continually legitimate their position. More significant, it is clear that, when we examine a number of ancient state formations more closely, this ritual incorporative facet and the ways in which cultic systems function at both the political and the economic levels to bind a wider territory together was widespread and represented in practice one of the commonest means of empire building—whether we are concerned with the Babylonian, Assyrian, or any of the other early Near Eastern empires. The point is clear in the contributions to this volume that deal with the Assyrian and Achaemenid Persian empires, where the rulers of both empires became actively involved in the dominant cults of conquered territories, which were then assimilated into a broader network of divine relationships, participation in which guaranteed both continuing divine support and therefore political and institutional stability. Indeed, the “ritual penetration” of a society as represented by specific sets of social practices that express the legitimacy and belief system underpinning elite and central authority and that generally express and reinforce the structure of social relations of production is common to all premodern (precapitalist) social formations, but in different degrees.

The differing combinations of a specific political universe, ecological context, kinship structure, and religious configuration promoted the varying role and position of such ritual, transactional networks. In southern India, the centering of social life around a temple-oriented system of redistribution of surplus wealth and political legitimacy, combined with the particular, highly fragmented character of the political geography of the region, meant that the process of state formation was always inscribed within such relationships and the structures they generated, producing a highly inflected set of political-religious relationships in which legitimacy depended to a very great extent on consensual acceptance. The situation was not so different in ancient Assyria and Babylon.

But, in the case of Indian states, there is an additional factor to be taken into account. The ideological structures of Hinduism, and its contingent social practices,
which marked every aspect of Hindu social and political life across the whole subcontinent, tended under certain conditions to render the functions normally assumed and required of any state structure, especially those of maintaining order and internal cohesion, dangerously redundant. If we assume that states provide both centralized authority and, more important, normative rules for legal, social and economic relationships, then it becomes clear that in the Hindu context these characteristics of state organization are already present in the internal order of religious and social life—the lineage structures and caste attributions alone provide for much of this. Given the permeative strength of Shari’a as a guide to day-to-day patterns of behavior down to the humblest levels of household existence, a similar case could, in fact, be made for certain varieties of Islam, although the two cases have rarely been compared, while in a few cases within Christianity—especially in certain post-Reformation movements—one could draw similar conclusions about the interface between state structures (and their functions), law, and normative social behavior. It would be interesting to examine some of the ancient state formations about which we have evidence in an attempt to see whether similar relationships did, or could, prevail, or whether, as argued by Mann, it is only the most recent salvationist systems that can achieve these results.

The persistence of ideological integration can allow states to survive even with considerable administrative decentralization. State centers that are unable to maintain control and participation in the process of primary surplus distribution (through direct taxation, for example, or the ability always to coerce militarily) must attempt to survive by promoting their interests through alternative, secondary means of surplus re-distribution. Such means include the “devolution” of military and other authority, for example, to the level of the fief or an equivalent institution, as in western Europe during the period from the sixth to the sixteenth century. They include also networks of redistribution reinforced and operated through primarily religious structures.

Of course, both Islamic and Christian rulers in East and West legitimate the extraction and distribution of surplus—which is to say, in effect, the continued existence of their respective states—through political theologies, ideological narratives that highlighted the necessary duty of the state and its rulers to defend the faith and to promote the variety of associated activities which this entailed. At the same time, they had to be seen to reinforce and reaffirm their particular symbolic universe through ritualized expressions of faith and the redistribution of considerable amounts of surplus wealth to religious foundations of various types or through certain ideologically legitimating ritual actions. In the Byzantine world, the complex ceremonial of the imperial palace, the close relationship between the emperor (with the state) and the Church, and the supervision by the Church of popular beliefs and kinship structures created an impressive ideological and symbolic system of legitimation. Yet, in this particular formation, in contrast with the South Indian examples, it did not itself express also, or serve as, a key institution of surplus
distribution necessary to the economic survival of the state institution. Similar ritual networks can be seen in the Islamic world, in western Christendom, and in the Chinese Empire. And, in the case of both Christianity and Islam, ritual incorporation (that is to say, conversion) served as a fundamental tool of political integration and domination. The “segmentary” states (discussed later) of South and Central America provide closer parallels to the South Indian case, for here temple-centered redistribution of surplus and tribute was a crucial means through which surplus appropriation and political authority were maintained.22

An additional point should be made: such ideologically integrative systems co-exist at varying levels and interact differentially with local or group-based “social memories,” that is, the narratives peculiar to particular socially and/or culturally distinct groups within a social formation.23 Various elites—religious, political, warrior, mercantile—may each have their own ideological basis for defining their identity and their relationship and integrating ties with the central authorities. Similarly, different popular groups likely have their own group narratives that establish both their identity and the accepted basis of their relationships to local elites and to central state powers. To varying degrees, these legitimating narratives for various groups need to overlap and interpenetrate in a way that creates a network of ties that supports the authority of the state. However they may have evolved, such narratives serve not only to differentiate particular sets of individuals or subgroups—families, clans, kinship units, functionally distinct entities (craftsmen and artisans, slaves, servants, soldiers, clerics, aristocrats and so forth)—from one another (dependent on cultural, political, and geographical context) but at the same time to offer a source of common ideas and shared identities when the group as a whole is confronted with something external or imposed from outside. The historical context will determine how this takes place, but it is clear that both commemorative practices and public or private ritual observance derive from such narrative structures and can offer both oppositional and integrative possibilities to both subjects and rulers of empires.24

3. States and Elites

Since S. N. Eisenstadt’s classic study of the dynamics of empires, the pursuit of resources by elites has been seen as central to understanding imperial states. Particularly important is the nature of the power-relations that dominated elite relationships—both within state apparatuses and between elites and the broader social formation.25 How independent of society were state functionaries, individually or as a group? How limited was state power by the social and economic relationships that dominated a given society? Was the state, as a set of institutions, dependent upon a social and economic elite or “ruling class,” or upon an alliance of tribal lineages and identities (which may or may not have had any historical substance), or upon some combination of these?26 To what extent did emergent
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states incorporate existing elites? The relationships between these considerations and the origins of a given state system, on the one hand, and the appropriation, allocation, and distribution or redistribution of resources, on the other, constitute a series of focal issues.

These considerations are important because the state, through its need to establish and then maintain a regular and predictable structure for extracting revenues and resources, also enables or facilitates the evolution of new practices and relationships. This is clear in the evolution of the Roman state and empire, outlined in chapter 5, as well as in the way in which the East Roman/Byzantine state transferred the focus of its attention in fiscal matters away from urban centers to village communities during the course of the seventh and eighth centuries, thereby radically altering the ways in which social relationships between landlords and tenants, on the one hand, and between peasant producers, the state, and towns, on the other, functioned.27 Similar examples exist in the cases of the Ottoman and Mughal states. In the Ottoman case, the growth during the seventeenth century of a local “nobility,” together with the garrisoning of imperial salaried troops and Janissaries in the provinces on a permanent basis, radically altered the relationship between central government and regions (generally seen as to the disadvantage of the former); yet, such changes were made possible precisely because of the state’s perceived fiscal and military requirements.28

Thus, the state also created spaces in which new developments could take place—the role of tax farmers in the Byzantine, Ottoman, and Mughal contexts, for example, both as extractors of revenue and as potential stimulants to changed patterns of investment or consumption of wealth, to changed structures of money use on the part of both producers and state administrations, and so on. In some cases, the existence of a central fiscal administration may have given hitherto unimportant local leaders—village headmen, small-scale local landlords—a more significant role in the process of fiscal extraction and accumulation, leading to shifts in the political order of power at the local level and ultimately reacting back on the state itself. In sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Indian states, the role of pre-imperial village elites and rank attributions had a significant influence on the ways the Mughal state, for example, and its regional predecessors and successors could organize, just as the existence of centralized state apparatuses and their demands for revenue in turn affected the ways in which these local relationships worked, shaping the social space within which they could evolve.29

As we shall see again and again in the chapters that follow, the evolution of states, as well as considerations bearing on their stability and collapse, turned on how rulers sought new ways to maintain control over state (and often nonstate) elites, while elites sought to maintain their authority, whether at the expense of the state or of rivals for local power. And this leads in turn to a consideration of how such state-elite relationships form part of a social totality, especially in the context of both local and international pools of influence—the concentric, overlapping, and
reciprocally (but unevenly) influencing relationships that cross the boundaries of social formations.30

4. States, Empires, and Complexity

One important aspect of any discussion of states and their histories must be the differential processes of evolution reflected in their age or maturity. “Mature” states must confront very different problems from “young” states. The degree to which their various institutional and ideological systems become well established and embedded into the basic fabric of the social formations that support them must play an important role.

In newly formed conquest states, the conquerors are rarely integrated into the wider structure of social and economic relationships; they remain, in effect, parasitic consumers of wealth extracted by force, or the threat of force, alone. The “empire” of the late Roman Republic can be examined from this perspective. In others, while this may once have been the case, centuries of “state embedding” have occurred, so that the state elite, its apparatuses, and its ideology are inextricably interwoven into the social fabric of society at large.

Mature states also have a sense of identity and tradition, one based on generations of continuity of ideological and power structures, that is very different from that of newly founded states. These factors also influence both the contemporary and the modern views of certain states. The Byzantine “empire” was, in many respects, just a small, territorially unified state; its “imperial” aspect was both short lived and occasional, yet it retains the image of an empire because of its “imperial” origins, as part of the Roman imperial system.

This brings us at last to the question at the heart of this volume: the nature, constitution, and dynamics of empires. In a recent discussion, empires have been described very straightforwardly as the effects of the imposition of political sovereignty by one polity over others, however achieved, and the key marker of an “imperial” state was thus the degree of “foreign-ness” perceived to exist between rulers and ruled, conquerors and conquered.31 In the simplest terms, then, the study of empires becomes the study of the subordination of one “state” or social formation by another and the extent to which the conquerors are successful in converting these peripheral zones into a part of their original state, both ideologically and in terms of fiscal, military, and administrative structures.

In some respects, this definition overlaps with the notion of the “segmentary” state, intended to suggest a multicentered, confederated political structure in which ideological elements and consensus play as great a role as centrally exercised coercive power.32 Although many early states functioned on the basis of a series of concentric zones of power distribution, focused around a political core, we might reasonably describe “empires” on the same lines, in which case the issue of their success and longevity will revolve around the same key questions: to what extent
are empires of conquest able to impose upon the conquered lands and cultures their own ideological and cultural values and patterns of administration and elite formation and thereby create out of a range of different sociocultural formations a more or less homogeneous set of political values and ideological identities? Of all the “empires” discussed in this volume, the Roman—and its successor in the east Mediterranean basin, the Byzantine—states were perhaps the most successful in this respect. Of those not discussed here, the various Chinese states, especially from the T’ang onwards, and perhaps with the exception of the Mongol Yuan and Manchu Qing dynasties, achieved similar rates of successful integration, although the vastness of the Chinese lands and the regionalization of Chinese elites meant that this process was always contested and achieved at some cost.

Historians have generally referred to the expansive political entities of the East and pre-Renaissance Europe as “empires”—whether that of China, of Charlemagne, of Rome, Russia, Persia, Byzantium, or many others. The “national state” is then something that emerges with the renaissance monarchies of Europe. Yet in fact most so-called national states emerged through conquest or inheritance of previously distinct political or cultural domains, even in Western Europe. This was true of the integration of Ireland into the British monarchy (or monarchies, as Scotland remained institutionally distinct as well until the eighteenth century); it was true of the French incorporation of regions such as Flanders, Alsace-Lorraine, and the Burgundian inheritance; it was true of various Italian peninsular states; and it was a fortiori true for such expansive multinational entities as the properly named Prussian, Russian, and Austro-Hungarian empires. In the nineteenth century, much of Africa and south Asia was then forcibly incorporated into empires ruled from European metropoles. “Empire” was thus arguably the normal or modal form of large political entity throughout Eurasia until quite recently.

The true national state claimed by citizens as their own through their identification with a ruling elite to which all (or very nearly all) members of society could legitimately aspire is a quite recent phenomenon, perhaps visible only from the end of the eighteenth century in the United States and France and from the nineteenth century in South America and most of Europe. In terms of political, cultural, and social integration and ideological unity, the late Byzantine, Ming Chinese, and Tokugawa Japanese states were more “national” territorial states than was the late-eighteenth-century British monarchy, which ruled over Ireland, Scotland, and England and parts of North America, India, and the Caribbean, as well as other overseas possessions.

While some empires evolved through strategic alliances based on kinship or inheritance through gift or marriage, the majority of those political formations that we conventionally label empires were the direct result of military conquest. However, the key element that defines “empires” here is not simply their origins but rather the mode through which states and elites exercised power and defined their relationships to each other and the broader society. In our terms, an “empire” is a territory (contiguous or not) ruled from a distinct organizational center (which may be mobile) with clear ideological and political sway over varied elites who in turn exercise power over
a population in which a majority have neither access to nor influence over positions of imperial power. Such empires may over time acquire a great deal of cultural unification and identification between rulers and ruled (as in Ming China or late Imperial Rome), or there may be a clear gulf between rulers and ruled (as in the Ottoman rulers of Christian territories in Europe and most of the Mongol empires); or there may be partial integration of local elites and even limited pathways for certain ordinary individuals into broader imperial structures (as in the Janissary recruitment system of the late Ottoman Empire or the multinational elite of the Austro-Hungarians). While the particular patterns of state/elite relations and how they were institutionalized in systems of revenue extraction and distribution varied over space over time, “empire” in this sense was the typical formation by which large territorial states were ruled for most of human history, from several thousand years B.C.E. until the past century or two. While this volume concentrates on those empires that spanned the Middle East and eastern Mediterranean regions—largely because the states of Europe and China have been so often the basis for comparative analyses—the theoretical issues raised here thus are the same basic ones encountered throughout political history.

The following chapters describe and analyse such formations in respect of four key questions: how did they come into being? How did they survive? What was the structure of military/political and ideological power relations that facilitated this (or not)? And what was their economic basis in respect of the production, distribution, and consumption of wealth and also of the expansion of the base upon which wealth could be generated—whether quantitative (territorial expansion, for example), or qualitative (changing technologies of production, expanding trade, or shifts in the structures of capital investment)?

To answer any of these questions, we need first of all to determine at what level of explanatory power we wish to situate our discussion. It seems to us that there are at least three temporal frameworks across which the generation of states may be understood, which we may call for the sake of argument macro-, meso-, and micro-levels. While these are not equivalents for Braudel’s long, medium, and short durées, they are similar in concept. The macro-level is perhaps best illustrated in the recent work by Diamond, which posits very long-term evolutionary pathways determined primarily by ecological conditions. Once a particular set of conditions has stimulated a particular set of responses in terms of demography, reproductive patterns, nutritional systems and technologies, then micro-level shifts and causal relationships are determined in their effects entirely within that set of constraints. In this framework, once the appropriation of surpluses from nature reach a certain level, and this circumstance is combined with a certain density of settlement and ability to transmit coercive force, then states and empires become possible. Ecological and evolutionary pathways then lead to further increases in density, surplus, extraction, and concentration of coercive force, or not. On these grounds, the geography, flora, and fauna of the fertile crescent at the end of the last ice age (ca. 11,000 B.C.E.) conferred specific advantages that gave the human societies that evolved there a
permanent advantage over those in other areas that were unable to offer those conditions. At this level of generality, of course, the value of specific data in terms of historical political systems is merely that it should not contradict the evolutionary pathways thus sketched out, and it is of little help in determining the causal relationships behind the rise and fall of specific imperial formations within ecological regions.

At the meso-level of explanation, however, we can begin to grasp issues pertaining to specific empires and peoples and the way they affected a particular trajectory of development. Here, we are confronted with particular but broadly located cultural systems set within specific geopolitical contexts (for example, the fertile crescent, the Indus valley, the Eurasian steppe, the central and western European zone, the mountain and plateau regions of central and south America) associated with particular types of political structure. Such differences tend to reflect fairly straightforwardly geographical catchment areas—contrast China, with its extensive cereal and rice culture, extensive power relationships, vast manpower resources, and consequent assumptions about use and availability of labor and so on, and the microcosmic systems of the southern Balkans, Asia Minor and the Mediterranean basin, or again the Indian subcontinent, with its contiguous zones of relatively open plain, semi-arid coastal and plateau regions, mountains, and forest.

At the micro-level, finally, we need to differentiate within these broader contexts and interrogate local variations (in both time and space) in social, cultural, and political life, including fortuitous shifts in social relations instigated by issues of resource availability, competition, and access to centers of production and distribution, density and rate of reproduction of population groups, and the relations of social re-production. That is to say, within the broad parameters of a given imperial system, we need to recognize the contingent patterns of kinship, control of resources, and allocation of power and authority, which can vary over time and space in response to highly specific conditions.

The limitations of definitions of state organization confined for the most part to governmental and administrative structures must be obvious, yet the discussion has generally been confined—with some exceptions—to this level. Thus, the role
and function of the different elements that constitute the “ordinary” populations of states and their day-to-day activities have been generally ignored. Sadly, concepts of state power and authority have too often built upon this imbalance as if it were natural, so that the study of the state has for the most part been confined by the limits imposed by nineteenth- and twentieth-century concepts of centralized states and societies. This has meant, in particular, that historians have been constrained by notions of societal evolution that begin with “the primitive” and end up with the modern nation state, a teleology that has generally placed Western European societies at the forefront of “progress” and “development” and makes the rest of the world, in consequence, either a victim or a benefactor of Western “advances.” While this strongly ideological perspective has been challenged sufficiently strongly in recent decades to merit only a mention here, we should be aware that it continues to exercise a certain attraction, especially when “ancient” empires are discussed as precursors to a later “rise of the West.”

Equally suspect has been “state centrism,” an approach that conceives of imperial states as sets of centralized operational processes and that denies local infrastructural autonomy to regions away from the central territories. This approach tends also to encourage a cyclical approach to historical change, in which the rise and decline of central state power is seen as a wholly internal process that occurs abstracted from any change in the broader society and its economic and social relations. In contrast to Europe, for example, some regions, such as South Asia, the Islamic realm, and China, are seen as lacking in cumulative and consequential processes. Each polity is taken as an object of research in itself and, usually, in isolation, so that it is characterized as having a period of growth, expansion, and consolidation, followed by a period of decline, to be replaced eventually by a new and, at the same time, derivative political structure, each of which is founded on the same unchanging social base. Again, this has been challenged and a more sophisticated approach proposed in more recent debate.

One way of challenging these assumptions—where the empirical data are available, of course—is to attempt a detailed analysis of the evidence for what have been referred to as the “unofficial infrastructures” within which and upon which the more obvious “official” or public forms of government and state administration in most states are built. This may take a variety of forms, but its premise is that only rarely do novel forms of political structure arise from a vacuum (i.e., the complete annihilation of all that went before). Rather, elements of processual and structural continuity as well as change are universally present in the growth of any “new” system. The analysis may be focused on a range of themes, including, for example, the role of household administrations, of accounting systems, of clerical and exchange media, of networks of inherited rights and jurisdictional claims, and of popular socioeconomic solidarities and local ideologies and identities.

Wider structures of governmental administration arise out of a multiplicity of infrastructural relationships, many of which may remain entirely invisible to the
historian because of the nature of the available evidence but which should always be borne in mind when describing the results of research based upon what data is at hand. There is a personal, career-oriented, family- and individual-centric core to all historically attested organizational infrastructures, for example, in which the power to control wealth and its distribution may also coincide in both delegated and inherited forms. State systems are usually the result of a long-term evolution of a wide range of highly inflected localized modes of micro-structural social organization, each operating in its own immediate context according to local traditions and practices, which coalesce at a higher level to produce interlocal and interregional networks of resource management, distribution, and exchange. Such networks always preexist the actual state formative moment itself (although such a moment can usually be precisely identified only in very recent cases). For some societies we have enough material actually to identify these relational systems, at least to a limited extent—the later Roman Republic and Empire, the Byzantine state, especially in its last four centuries or so, the Ottoman Empire and some of the more recent state formations in the Indian subcontinent, and the more recent Chinese and Japanese state systems, for example. For the temporally more distant empires, it is not always possible, although a surprising amount of detail for such aspects of middle- and late-kingdom Egypt and the empires of the Near East (including Assyria) can in fact be elicited.

The reason for emphasizing this collective, many-headed, and sometimes random development is that it provides the essential ground in which systems of rule and administration began to develop, and these are fundamental elements in the medium- and long-term success of state-like political entities. Networks of elite household administrations, the “bundles” of rights and privileges they gained over productive resources, through both long-term processes of kin-based inheritance and rights granted from higher political authorities, and their intra-elite relationships, all contributed to situations in which “states” were in effect many-centered, functioning through progressively decentralized pools of administrative effectiveness, and dependent upon mutually beneficial relations of support, tribute, and upward redistribution of revenues and resources.

These are only rarely visible in the case of the majority of the ancient states for which we have evidence, but they can be highlighted and brought out in the analysis of more recent state formations, as in Frank Perlin’s discussion of the ways in which the heritable rights and “property brotherhood” described by the concept vatan functioned in the Maratha “state” in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. There a web of jurisdictional and property privileges coexisted and meshed with a state-centered hierarchic set of rights, an understanding of which must inform any attempt to come to grips with the origins of Maratha power in the region. While they may not be attainable through the limited ancient source material for many ancient empires, they should perhaps be assumed more widely when we examine the inner dynamic of any such political formation.
One aspect that arises indirectly from most of the discussions in this volume but that directly addresses the micro-level of state development is the importance of the extensive keeping of records and accounts. These appear to be a key element in the structural underpinning of state systems, not only stimulating the growth of a specialist, literary/clerical elite but also functioning as determinants of the directions in which power and administration might evolve. Each imperial system appears to develop, to a greater or lesser degree, a “library” of categories, techniques, and measurement systems, along with their organizational prerequisites; and these demand in turn a certain input of wealth and resources, a certain mode of social-economic organization. They were an important feature of the Achaemenid administration and of the interprovincial economy that flourished under Achaemenid rule. With obvious regional and local exceptions, they became an important element in the economies of the Roman imperial state and remained so throughout the history of the Byzantine Empire. They were equally significant at the ideological level, symbolizing the power of the ruling house or the state administrative apparatus.

Systems of accounts, records, and measurement are thus essential features of the broader historical developments in which we are interested and exemplify two fundamental points: first, that state and governmental/administrative “systems” cannot be the product of individual “reforms” or planning (even if individuals introduce changes or innovations into preexisting structures) and, second, that infrastructural networks of administration, exchange, reciprocity, and appropriation represent a constant element of any wider set of political power relations. Such networks both support the latter and at the same time continue to lead an existence that, while not autonomous, nevertheless is also relatively independent of the higher-order authority at progressively more localized levels of activity; that is, the greater the social distance between them and the paramount political-economic power, the greater the degree of their autonomy.

Moreover, there need not necessarily be a thoroughgoing uniformity across an empire’s territory, either geographically or in respect of social use. Indeed, a multiplicity of systems could often coexist, and the more geographically, socially, and politically diverse an empire or state, the more varied the subsystems of exchange and measurement might be beneath the surface created by the “official” systems. Even in the most uniform of monetary systems, such as Byzantium, for example, there existed local and regional variations determined by social as well as geographical locus. In this respect, we need to keep in mind the specificity of infrastructural social organization and at the same time its integration into wider networks of relationships, a focus emphasized also by Mann, who has also stressed the open and nonbounded nature of social structures at certain levels by approaching the problem from the point of view of the distribution of networks of social power.

The issues raised by these questions are especially pertinent to the problem of how empires arise and evolve, since we are confronted in most cases by a process in which a wide range of neighboring systems and subsystems of power over
resources and ideas are subsumed or incorporated by an aggressive external power but in which the aggressors themselves are always affected in some form by the process of conquest and by the nature of the systems conquered. In all the historical examples dealt with by the contributors to this volume, this was the case, although the modalities through which these relations were expressed varied enormously from case to case. What we see, inevitably, is the complexity of state and empire building, both in terms of origins and genesis of empire and in terms of structure and function.

5. History and the Evolution of Imperial Forms

It is a striking pattern in the history of empires that the succession of empires also presents us with a succession of imperial forms. That is, as we view the Assyrian, Persian, Macedonian, Roman, and Byzantine empires, to name just a few, we also see imperial formations that differ in degree of power over their territories, the integrations of their elites, and the patterns of ideological integration and institutionalized resource extraction and redistribution. To a surprising degree, it is as if a given imperial formation emerges as a response or solution to a particular problem of power extension or integration and then persists as long as that solution holds. Yet, when changes in broader social relations, resource balances, or external relationships with other territorial powers threaten given imperial institutions, that empire often fails. A new empire, more successful in solving that problem (or able to solve new ones that have arisen) then arises, and its imperial structures remain more or less stable for long periods.

Thus, for example, if we view the relationships between the imperial center and recently subordinated regions, we find that the Assyrian Empire imposed a simple binary choice on such regions: recognize Assyrian suzerainty and pay tribute or be destroyed. There was no question of ideological integration of distant territories into the Assyrian national character or of absorption of local rulers or elites into the Assyrian elite. The Persian Empire, by contrast, approached the problem of relations with subordinated regions more peaceably, seeking to co-opt local rulers and elites into an alliance (often cemented by marriage) with Persian notables sent to govern these territories. Persian satraps thus created a successful “straddle,” maintaining power relationships both within local regional societies and within the Persian imperial elite. The Roman Empire, by contrast, approached the problem of relations with subordinated regions more peaceably, seeking to co-opt local rulers and elites into an alliance (often cemented by marriage) with Persian notables sent to govern these territories. Persian satraps thus created a successful “straddle,” maintaining power relationships both within local regional societies and within the Persian imperial elite. Local societies, however, were largely unaffected. The Roman Empire went still further and sought to remodel conquered territories by creating a full ideological and institutional integration with Roman practices. Local elites could (and did) adopt Roman names and religion and obtain positions in the imperial bureaucracy—but local institutions, cultural and religious practices, and power networks were deprived of any political significance. States became Roman provinces, local deities were absorbed into the Roman pantheon, and even local kings were subordinated to Roman governors.
Some empires—such as those of Rome and Byzantium—of course evolved through several stages, experiencing institutional collapse (as at the end of the Roman Republic or the decline of the Western empire) and then re-emerging in new forms. But, for the most part, imperial structures have been both fairly rigid and persistent. In some ways, this has been a source of imperial strength; when a particular set of institutions of imperial authority and imperial center/elite relations has been well fitted to mesh with existing patterns of elite relationships and social patterns of ordinary life and local authority, that has endowed imperial structures with long life. In this way, the “fit” or equilibrium between the often invisible infrastructures of local and everyday power and the overarching institutions of imperial power are as important to the origins and maintenance of particular imperial formations as the initial facts of conquest (or sometimes inheritance) that incorporated certain territories. Yet, it can also be a critical weakness, for, as underlying conditions change, the “fit” or equilibrium among economic, social, and political relationships that span local, imperial, and “international” levels and the specific institutions of imperial rule can become impaired, leading to conflicts among rulers, elites, and even popular groups over the terms and extent of each group’s claims on the others.

Historians—and many sociologists—have typically adopted static metaphors for imperial institutions, speaking of the “architects” of “structures” of authority. Yet, recognizing the ongoing equilibrium between the infrastructures of everyday social and economic life and the reproduction of overarching imperial authority, it may well be wise to adopt a more dynamic metaphor. In this view, the “stability” of an imperial system would not be the result of a fixed institutional structure of authority; rather it would be the dynamic result of an ongoing equilibrium, the maintenance of a balance between the demands of the state upon elites and the underlying economy, between the authority of rulers over elites and the authority of elites within their local or particular sphere, and of the ideological integration of diverse cultural, regional, and economic groups into imperial systems of meanings, values, and responsibilities. The stability of an imperial system would be the dynamic result of an ongoing equilibrium, the maintenance of a balance between the demands of the state upon elites and the underlying economy, between the authority of rulers over elites and the authority of elites within their local or particular sphere, and of the ideological integration of diverse cultural, regional, and economic groups into imperial systems of meanings, values, and responsibilities.38

Instability or change then becomes a matter not simply of internal decay, of conflicts or problems within the central regime, but of the breakdown of the dynamic equilibrium that maintains apparent stability. Of course, internal decay (as in fiscal affairs or military discipline), internal factional conflicts, and problems of central versus regional control may well be a part of the story of imperial decline. But such factors often appear in the course of ongoing dynasties without toppling the overarching framework of imperial rule. When an imperial system falls, we generally need to look at failures of the existing institutions to maintain their dynamic “fit,” or ability to reproduce themselves, given changes in underlying economic, political, social, or international conditions. Major demographic shifts that create, reduce, or redistribute revenues and resources; new modes of economic activity that create free resources outside the accustomed local and imperial channels of resource
flows; changes in patterns of social mobility that unsettle local, regional, and intra-elite relationships and thus undermine elite relationships with the central authorities; waves of conquest that offer new opportunities to elites and popular groups or destroy earlier patterns of local or imperial authority; and the emergence of new belief systems (or the increased salience of old heterodoxies) that weaken the hegemony and integration of imperial ideology—some or all of these are likely to lurk behind the sudden dramatic collapse of imperial regimes.39

When we speak of the “evolution of imperial forms,” it should be clear that we are not using a unilinear metaphor of progressive improvement or a “stage theory” of social history, à la Spencer. Rather, the terminology of evolution here is meant to invoke the more precise usage of evolutionary biology, in which evolution represents the diversity of life as resulting from a series of unpredictable, highly diverse, many-branched pathways of change and development, including dead ends, regressions, and certain innovations that allow species a greater range or special adaptations. Somewhat analogously, we suggest that the variety of imperial formations reflects a series of unpredictable, highly diverse, many-branched pathways of political, social, and economic development, in which imperial forms arise and succeed as they develop a dynamic equilibrium with their “niche” of local economic, political, and social relationships in the societies they rule (and border). Some such forms prosper for greater or less periods, then may fail and be replaced by other forms as conditions change.

To point to a familiar example, the alternation of imperial control in Asia between nomadic hordes that create conquest empires and settled communities with long-standing ideological, political, and social regimes has been a long-recognized rhythm that is quite similar to the cycles of predator-prey populations in simple ecological models. In both cases, the precise timing and magnitude of the shifts from domination by nomads (or predators) to their retreat is chaotic and unpredictable. However, the general pattern of ebb and flow, of stability and instability of the equilibrium of a particular institutional setting, is inherent in the nature of the underlying relationships—namely that at any given time apparent stability is merely the result of a dynamic equilibrium among many forces, so that equilibrium can be lost (or regained) as conditions shift, and new equilibria arise.

For the purposes of this volume, we thus suggest (and it must remain no more than a suggestion at this point, whose value is to be tested in the specific studies that follow) that the series of empires that has arisen and fallen in overlapping succession in the Middle East and eastern Mediterranean region represents a series of equilibria, stable formations in which imperial structures have managed to find a balance with the resource production and distribution, the local elite authority, the settlements and networks of social interaction, and the belief systems that characterized varying swathes of this region. Of course, rulers and imperial systems act to restructure resource production and distribution, local authority, population settlements and networks, and belief systems, sometimes quite radically, as with Babylonian
deportations of conquered people or with Roman assimilation of conquered peoples as citizens and their states as provinces. Yet, imperial states rarely have total control over their infrastructure and their physical and political environment. They are thus subject to both sharp shocks and to gradual changes in those environments. In this way, the “meso-” and even “micro-” levels of social and political relationships influence the longer-term Braudelian “deep structures” to which imperial structures are generally fitted during their periods of inception, growth, and success. Reproduction—in both the literal biological form (as in chapter 7) and the more metaphorical form applied to institutions, beliefs, and practices—thus is central to understanding the full cycle of the rise, stability, decay, and displacement of empires.

The essays in this volume examine, in various ways, the institutions and “reproductive processes” of ancient, classical, and early medieval empires. Each makes its own choice of focus on micro- or meso-processes, although with some attention to the very macro-level of general ecological, economic, and international conditions in the eastern Mediterranean and Middle East region. While we do not propose to develop anything like an integrated history of the region as a whole, we do hope that by bringing together these cases, we can produce greater insights into the varied bases for imperial “success” at different times and places and into the pattern of imperial declines and successions that have characterized world history for most of the past five millennia.
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The Neo-Assyrian Empire

Peter R. Bedford

1. Introduction

The Neo-Assyrian (hereafter NA) Empire is the name given to a polity centered on the upper Tigris River that at its height in the seventh century B.C.E. controlled territory extending from the Zagros Mountains in the east to the Levant (Syria-Palestine) and much of Egypt in the west and from the Persian Gulf in the south to the headwaters of the Tigris and Euphrates in southeastern Anatolia in the north. It was the largest polity seen in western Asia up until that time. The NA period is technically a linguistic designation, denoting the third and last period of the Assyrian dialect of Akkadian (Old Assyrian period c.2000–c.1800 B.C.E.; Middle Assyrian period c.1400–c.1050 B.C.E.), although this period is coincident with the empire in which the texts were generated. While dates for the beginning of the empire can be disputed, it is generally accepted that the empire existed from the late tenth century until the late seventh century (c.934–c.605 B.C.E.), more than three hundred years. It was therefore also the most durable empire seen until then in western Asia. There had been a smaller Assyrian Empire for part of the Middle Assyrian (hereafter MA) period that extended across northeastern Mesopotamia (now northern Iraq, northeastern Syria, and southeastern Turkey) and after which the NA Empire was initially fashioned. Previous to this, the empires based in Mesopotamia were centered in the south (Babylonia) and, while extending along the Euphrates Eiver valley into northern Syria, were much more modest in their territorial reach. The best known of the southern-based empires are those founded by Sargon of Akkad (c.2340–c.2159 B.C.E.) and Hammurabi of Babylon (he of the famous “law code”; 1863–1712 B.C.E. [middle chronology]). Arguably these third- and early-second millennium “empires” were rather different in their forms of maintenance and political integration from what one sees in the NA Empire.

With this empire lasting some three hundred years, it is possible to identify changes in its character, not simply its geographic extent, but also its organization and modes of political domination and economic exploitation. This chapter offers a description of aspects of these changes by means of an historical overview of the
period. In so doing, it attempts to elucidate, with varying degrees of success, a number of questions that should prove useful for the comparative study of empires: how did the empire begin? How was it maintained and expanded? How did it end? How was it ruled? Given the constraints of space and the nature of the available sources, it is possible to offer here an extended consideration of two areas closely related to the second and fourth questions, namely principles or beliefs that provided legitimacy and identity to both rulers and the ruled and mechanisms of imperial control, including the classification of regions of the empire into different categories. The NA Empire is significant not only for the new and distinctive ways in which it justified and attempted to integrate the empire. It also bequeathed modes of imperial organization and legitimation to the ensuing Neo-Babylonian and Achaemenid Persian empires. Before turning to the historical outline of the NA Empire, however, the chapter briefly sets out by way of orientation the sources available for the study of the empire and the types of questions they can address, and it briefly introduces certain aspects of NA culture and society.

2. Orientation and Background

Various categories of evidence are available for the study of the NA Empire. Written sources include chronological texts, such as king lists, chronicles, and eponym lists (year-names taken from the names of officials), and royal inscriptions, such as annals, display inscriptions, votive inscriptions, and “letters to the god” (reports on military campaigns). As these texts are primarily royal commemorative texts, they have proved to be useful sources for the study of royal ideology and the ideological justifications for Assyrian imperialism. They also include important information concerning the political geography of the empire, types and amount of tribute and booty obtained, chronology of reigns, and political history. These types of texts cover the whole period, but not in uniform depth. More inscriptions, for example, were produced in periods of Assyrian ascendancy (in periods 1a, 1b, 2a, and 2b, in the historical overview provided later in this chapter). Officials’ inscriptions include texts written by NA governors in their provinces and others written by indigenous ruling houses that were retained in power by the Assyrians, as evidenced in Neo-Hittite and Aramean and Phoenician texts from Syria-Palestine. As the Tell Fekherye inscription (midnorthern Mesopotamia) shows, these two types were not mutually exclusive categories, since local rulers could represent themselves as governors as well as indigenous monarchs (in this bilingual stele the local ruler is termed “governor” in the Akkadian text and “king” in the Aramaic text). Royal inscriptions were composed by independent Babylonian kings.

Loyalty oaths and treaties are the oaths sworn by client kings and also by Assyrian officials. Probably to be included here are the Aramaic treaties from Sifre, which are thought by some to be between an Assyrian provincial governor and a client king. Administrative texts deal with the palace and temple, with provincial and military
administration. Administration often includes economic matters. Legal texts deal with decisions before a judge over matters such as murder, theft, and debt or concern conveyances (of persons or property, including land), contracts (loans and promissory notes), and receipts (as proof that a debt had been discharged). There are also legal and economic texts from Babylonia. Also to be included here are royal grants and decrees giving land and tax concessions to senior administrators.

About 2,500 letters and fragments survive mainly from historical period 2 (discussed later), although a preponderance of all datable letters come from two brief periods in period 2b—“ten years at the end of Sargon’s reign and nine years at the beginning and end of Esarhaddon’s and Assurbanipal’s reigns, respectively.” The letters are written to and from the royal court, dealing with administrative matters (only in part to do with the provinces), and about half of them deal with matters of medicine, extispicy, astrology, and omen interpretation. Oracular material was largely generated for the royal court by cultic experts in response to enquiries to deities, particularly Shamash, the god of justice. Whereas in the “letters to the king” it is commonly unsolicited omens being reported, the extispicy reports are solicited by the king to obtain divine advice. A related category of texts consists of “prophecies” delivered to the king from the goddess Ishtar (the god of war and love, so often the message is an encouragement for the battle). The date of these texts is quite late (historical period 2b), but they offer insight into the types of political decisions that had to be made by kings, the ways in which they were reached, and other concerns of the kings (illness, loyalty of officials and clients). Together with the annals, they also help to track military campaigns, since the kings always sought divine support and the divine timetable in undertaking military activities. Finally, there are also literary texts, some of which give insight into royal ideology.

Nontextual information comes from surface surveys, undertaken for sections of the upper Habur Valley and northern Jezirah (both north-central Mesopotamia), and above all from excavations, mainly of cities, notably the Assyrian royal (capital) cities in the homeland (such as Kalhu [Nimrud]; Dur-Sharrukin [Khorsabad]; Nineveh; Aššur) as well as some provincial capitals (for example, Til Barsip/Kar Shalmaneser [Tell Ahmar] on the Euphrates bend; Dur-katlimmu on the Habur). The emphasis has been on palatial buildings, which has led to the discovery of texts but leaves us with little understanding of urban sites as a whole. Assyrian palace reliefs have been analyzed in detail, particularly with an eye to their ideological import. There is also interest in influence on Assyrian art from western (that is, Aramean and Neo-Hittite) artistic traditions.

The preponderance of written sources date from the later period (historical period 2b). We rarely obtain anything from the subjugated peoples themselves, so our view of them is from the perspective of the dominant Assyrian power. The biblical texts from Israel and Judah ascribed to this period are about our only source for the views of subjugated peoples. Texts such as First Isaiah (Isaiah 1–39), Amos, and Deuteronomy document knowledge of Assyrian literary traditions. Much of
the Assyrian source material, both written and archaeological, is skewed toward the royal court and the king in particular. The types of sources, their provenances, and their dates circumscribe to a great degree the analysis of the empire that is possible.

Both Assyriology and the historical study of ancient western Asia based on the cuneiform sources (as distinct from classical or biblical sources) are still relatively young academic fields, only about 150 years old. Much of that time has been spent deciphering the texts, establishing a reliable chronology, and outlining the political history. For the NA period, deciphering the texts has proven to be particularly demanding, with a number of false steps along the way. Take the letters mentioned earlier. They were rather poorly copied in the 1890s through the 1910s and similarly poorly edited in the 1930s; they thus proved to be of limited historical use. It was not until the 1970s that reliable translations of them began to appear, thanks largely to the work of Simo Parpola. Similarly, hand copies of the economic and administrative texts had been published, but they were not always accurate and often proved hard to understand, not the least because it proved difficult to establish a context for them and they are filled with specialist terminology. Nicholas Postgate's work since the late 1960s has helped immensely to clarify the meaning of these texts. Having said that, I must admit that there is much that we cannot deduce simply because we have no clear knowledge of the context of the texts. Parpola's team that produced the State Archives of Assyria (that is, the complete corpus of NA texts produced by the empire) has rendered an invaluable service to those who do not want to be burdened with deciphering the texts. That does not mean, of course, that a firsthand familiarity with the texts and an intimate knowledge of the language are unimportant for historians of the NA Empire.

The upshot of all this is that a number of questions pertinent to those interested in the comparative study of empires cannot be readily answered with any assurance. Take demography, for example. Ancient Near Eastern historians have been reticent to offer even guesses at the population of western Asia for any pre-Hellenistic period. It might be possible to estimate the population by extrapolating from the number of deportees given in NA annals, if we knew what percentage of the conquered population they represented and if we could trust the numbers given. Estimates of the overall number of people deported in the NA period range from 1.5 to 4.5 million. But even the lower of these figures is commonly considered to be impossibly high, not least because of the logistical problems facing the Assyrian administration in moving, in the largest contingent, some 208,000 persons (from Babylonia to Assyria). Even if this latter figure is interpreted as the number of persons deported in a series of movements, logistical problems remain. While we cannot trust the figures sufficiently to extrapolate an accurate population count, the general settlement pattern clearly underwent a change, with more villages appearing across northern Mesopotamia and signs of increased settlement in Babylonia. Urbanism, not the least in the Assyrian heartland, is also a feature, with royal cities either being newly built or being
refurbished and expanded (Aššur 75 ha; Nimrud 360 ha; Khosabad 300 ha; Nineveh 700 ha). Provincial capitals were also constructed or refurbished, with their populations increased by new settlers (for example, Kar Shalmaneser 60 ha; Dur-katlimmu 55 ha). The populations of these royal cities were mostly settled by the crown, and arguably the same obtains for most, if not all, the new agricultural settlements across northern Mesopotamia. Rather than reflecting population increase, changing settlement patterns were an outcome of a government policy that included the resettlement of people after deportation and the sedentarizing of semi-nomadic Arameans and Chaldeans. It points to a restructuring of the agricultural economy; exploiting labor in new ways and opening up new lands.28

We are only a little better served in respect of technology.29 Assyria lagged behind both the Hittites and Syria-Palestine in the use of iron. As Brinkman notes: “The Hittites had mastered the methods of producing significant amounts of iron by at least the thirteenth century, and Syria-Palestine was making wide use of the technology by the tenth century. Assyria at the beginning of the ninth century was still largely dependent on bronze for weapons and for agricultural and household implements.”30 Iron was seemingly appropriated by Assyrians for military use from caches captured in Syria-Palestine, but by the third quarter of the eighth century it was undoubtedly a producer. This slow introduction of the technology for iron production did not hamper Assyrian military success. Much of what we know of technological improvements pertains to the military—the development of more advanced chariots, particularly the development of a platform that could support three (and sometimes four) men (the driver, the bowman, and the shield bearer), and of highly specialized siege warfare, including the development of the battering ram, the construction of earthen ramps, and the use of sappers. Something more substantial can be said on the topics of Assyrian political and religious institutions and class structure, although it must be stressed that the vast bulk of our information pertains to the upper echelons of society. We really know very little about the ordinary members of society.31

Assyria seems to have formed in the early fourteenth century when a territory at the eastern edge of the northern Mesopotamian Hurrian kingdom of Mitanni extricated itself. In wresting its independence, Assyria was born. This polity needs to be distinguished from the ancient city-state of Aššur (Ashur), although there is clear continuity with it, not the least in Ashur initially being the capital, and that city’s tutelary deity (also named Ashur) becoming the paramount deity of the new polity. MA and NA king lists and lists of officials present Assyria as being an unbroken continuation of the city-state, and cultural continuity is evident in language and religion. The territory of Assyria was much larger than that controlled by the city-state, however. It encompassed a triangular area from Ashur in the south, to Dur-Sharrukin (Khorsabad) in the north, across to Arbel in the east (see map 2.1). This was the Assyrian homeland. To this was attached a number of provinces in northern and northeastern Mesopotamia taken from the declining Mitanni.
NA notions of kingship and the political and religious institutions and beliefs that obtained are all indebted to the MA period. More will be said on royal ideology in a later section, but here it should be noted that the king was viewed as having an intimate relationship with the god Ashur, and he implemented the divine will. He enjoyed absolute power over the state and had responsibility for good governance, which included the care and feeding of gods and the maintenance of their shrines. He was the supreme and sole legislator and chief justice. No formal law codes are known to us. Most legal matters were regulated by custom, and the judicial system operated without the king’s personal intervention. While the king was the supreme human being in Assyrian thought, he was a mortal all the same, and Assyrians resisted the deification of their ruler, which had been known in Sumer and early Babylonia. Assyria was a militaristic state, and the king was the chief military leader, although he did not always lead the army in person. In marching to war, the army was a sort of religious procession, led along by priests and statues of the gods. All wars were religious wars, justified by the will of Ashur.

Our knowledge of religion is limited to the state cults. Little is known of personal piety or the religious beliefs and practices of ordinary Assyrians. Assyrian religion was polytheistic, with the gods organized as in a hierarchy under the chief deity, Ashur. They each had assigned roles (for example, Ishtar: battle and love; Shamash: justice), and each had a primary residence in one of the main cities (Ishtar: Arbela; Ninurta: Kalhu; Ashur: Ashur), although they all had shrines in various cities. Babylonian deities such as Enlil, Marduk, and Nabu were also worshipped in Assyria, and Babylonian ceremonies such as the *akitu* ritual were borrowed. The center of the cult was the temple and the divine statue. The temple was a monumental structure housing the cult statue in a central shrine and provided space for other deities in ancillary chapels. It also had rooms for storage and the activities of various personnel who worked there: artisans, scribes, kitchen staff, and domestic servants, as well as cultic functionaries. A temple was a self-contained community with its own hierarchy of personnel and its own economic resources, which were mainly in the form of land holdings, although increasingly they were dependent on royal benefits, including donations of tribute and booty, specific taxes levied on certain provinces, and ex voto offerings. The head of the temple was the “chief administrator,” who was responsible to the king. Given that the king had ultimate responsibility for the cults, temples and their senior personnel can be viewed as part of the state bureaucracy. Divination (specifically astrology and extispicy) also fall within the bounds of religion, since the Assyrian worldview understood that deities communicated with the terrestrial world, in particular with the king, through such means. There were numerous specialists in both astrology and extispicy attached to the royal court and within the state bureaucracy generally (as temple personnel or attached to the palace of a provincial governor).

In the administration of the empire there was a clear distinction between, on the one hand, Assyria (the home provinces) and the northern Mesopotamian provinces...
that paid taxes of various kinds and, on the other hand, the subjugated client states from which tribute was exacted. There were some similarities in organization, since the king placed each province under the control of a governor or in client states, particularly earlier in the empire and in territories more distant from the Assyrian heartland, under a member of an indigenous ruling house as a loyal servant of Assyria. Beneath the governor and his bureaucracy were local town and village mayors. Some agricultural lands were placed at the disposal of governors, leading bureaucrats of the central administration, and members of the leading Assyrian families, often including the labor to work the land (for example, appendix, text no. 4).

The Assyrian state, including the administration, was essentially militaristic in organization, and there was usually little distinction between military service and civil service. The chain of command was not always from one level to that immediately adjacent; the crown gave direct orders to some officials far down the pyramid, and the king had the right to intervene at any level in any matter. While the authority of the king was technically unlimited, it was checked by religion, legal precedent, and the temper of his nobles and officials; this last group effectively ran the empire on the king’s (and the deity’s) behalf. At the royal court there were six senior officials (the following English titles are attempts to make some sense of their position): the major domo, the vice-chancellor, the field marshal, the palace herald, the chief butler, and the (chief) steward. The first two were royal advisers (the former alone having direct access to the king), the third headed the army, the fourth was the chief administrative officer of the realm, the fifth acted as the king’s plenipotentiary, and the sixth undertook special royal commissions. We do not know much about their actual duties. Some of these officials had provinces ceded to them, which were administered by others in view of the owner’s absence at court. Land grants were also given to certain administrators at the next level down: viziers, the chief eunuch, and the chief justice. At this level also were the provincial governors, basically organized in a hierarchy (most prestigious in the homeland or near it). Their responsibilities were military and civil. Technically, they were members of the court, but they served in the provinces. Also outside the court, but of high standing in the administration, were the chief administrators of the main temples and the mayors of the major cities in the Assyrian heartland. There were numbers of lower-level administrators (“courtiers”) attached to the palace who were organized under the chief baker (note that often the titles of senior bureaucrats reflect their origins in domestic service). There were also tax collectors for royal lands and for the provinces. Some of these were assigned specialized tasks such as the collection of horses for the army. Army officers should also be mentioned among important, but lower-level, officials. Captains commanded a company of fifty men. Charioteers were viewed as the elite fighting forces within an army that also included cavalry, engineers, and infantry, the last forming the majority of the troops. What we know of the class structure arises out of this bureaucracy, since it reflected the
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Social order. At the top was the king; next came those attached to the royal court or the court of the crown prince, then administrators at various levels, officers in the army, ordinary Assyrian “citizens” (there is no Assyrian term), and semifree laborers (made up of deportees who worked on state land). At the bottom were slaves (never a very large number; some were Assyrians reduced to debt bondage, others prisoners of war).

Assyrians belonged to family groups or clans that were in turn part of larger groupings usually called tribes. One’s social status, and thus access to administrative posts and the emoluments that came with them, depended on the family or clan to which one belonged. It was possible, although not common, for families to move up in social status given one or more generations of sterling service to the state by an individual. In this way, one successful family member could enhance the social and economic standing of the whole family. Some foreigners were integrated into the Assyrian social system, since by the late eighth century Aramean names appear at very high levels in the class structure. There were a number of other “free” foreigners who also attained high rank in the bureaucracy. Generally foreigners did forced labor on building and agricultural projects or were otherwise employed in menial capacities in temples and palaces.

The vast majority of the population were farmers who worked family-owned land. Families and clans lived together in villages near their agricultural holdings. We do not know how these villages were organized beyond each having a mayor who represented them before state bureaucrats and who also acted as the local judge (a traditional role rather than one given by the state; many bureaucrats [palace officials, temple officials] acted in a judicial capacity, with their role more like that of a counselor to the parties involved than a judge who passed judgment). Babylonian villages, towns, and cities were characterized by councils of “citizens” who made determinations in certain legal cases. Whether or not something similar obtained in Assyria is not known. We might assume so, but such a body is not mentioned in any text. There is no popular assembly of any kind or any quasi-representative body that could make known the concerns of the people to their rulers. Perhaps the mayors played this role. There were never any popular uprisings by Assyrians against the crown or its administrative appointees. The only rebellions by Assyrians were those of the provincial governors, which reflect tensions within the elite class.

The state dominated ownership of the means of production, but there was also a vibrant private economic sector with property rights ensured by the state. All large-scale investment, such as the construction of monumental buildings, construction of infrastructure such as roads, expansion of agriculture into new areas, and mineral exploration and exploitation, was undertaken by the crown. Most of the trade was also in government hands, although some may have been contracted to private operators. Private contractors could be used for major construction work, as is clear in the construction of the new royal city Dur-Sharrukin. But in this project a levy of labor, tools, animals, and raw materials was laid on provincial governors, so it was
mainly construction undertaken by the state. Private investment and the wealth it generated were dwarfed by the state. It was the largest employer of labor, including semifree labor (deportees), controlled a large portion of the land (and thus agricultural production), controlled much of the manufacturing, and held a monopoly in the exploitation of minerals.

The economy was structured in such a way that surpluses flowed to the center or were used for the maintenance of the state in the provinces (including provincial courts). It was the Assyrian elite that was most advantaged by this. Postgate sees three sectors of the NA economy: palace sector, government sector, and private sector.44 This tripartite division has not convinced everyone. The government sector seems to overlap both the other two rather than being completely discrete. For example, when a high government official is involved in trading activities for personal gain, one must assume that this is part of the private sector, not part of the government sector, even though it may be his government position that affords him opportunity to trade.45 However, when an official trader is sent out by the crown to undertake trading activities, this must be seen as part of the palace sector.46

The palace sector comprised all things owned by the royal family. Included in this sector as consumers were the royal palaces, royal family, domestic staff, administrators and military, and court officials. Income was in the form of booty, tribute, “gifts,” produce and rents from lands owned, credit activities, slave sales, appropriations, and confiscations. Expenditures covered the subsistence of palace residents and staff, equipment of military staff, luxuries, gifts, regular temple offerings, and building operations. The government sector (including the army) drew on the private sector to provide resources for civil and military operations via taxation and conscription. The backbone of the government sector was the provincial system. The government subordinates were responsible for the collection of payments of all kinds from their province and for conscription and supply of soldiers and civil laborers. Village inspectors were responsible to the provincial administration for the assessment of taxation. There is no evidence of a conscious effort by the crown to control or monopolize trade, although both the crown and government officials were involved in it via agents. The private sector is hard to document because of scarcity of sources, although there is evidence for trading in private hands.47

Liverani, in contrast, has used a two-sector model of “palace” and “family” to examine trends in land tenure and inheritance from the mid-third through the mid-first millennium.48 He sees two processes at work in the first millennium that I believe are apt particularly for the NA period (at least in the Assyrian homeland and northern Mesopotamia).49 First, the palace sector directed to members of the palace organization (high officials at court and in the provinces) land, labor, and surpluses as it decentralized control of its lands.50 Some (most?) of these lands may well have been prebendary holdings accompanying the office, rather than actually “owned” by the officials.51 Much of the labor on these estates would have been deportees from elsewhere in the empire, some of whom were put to work in (new) royal cities. We
should expect this to have increased agricultural output and thus the overall wealth of the empire, but it is impossible to obtain figures to show its actual scale. Much (or all, in the case of state land) of this wealth would have gone to the state or enriched the elite families to whom the king had granted the land and labor.

The second process noted by Liverani is the erosion of the connection between land lot and a family or kinship group that had characterized earlier periods. Eventually, land became freely alienable. The upshot of this is that some families were completely deprived of landed property (and enslaved for debts), while other families accumulated large extensions of land that in the “free” sector came to be the exact counterpart of the large landed properties that belonged to the high officials in the Palace sector.52

Both processes led to ownership of landed property being concentrated in the hands of only some individuals or families, whereas in the second millennium landed properties were equally distributed among different family units in the family sector and centralized by the great organization in the Palace sector.53 Both these models recognize that wealth came to be concentrated in the hands of the leadings families that held the top administrative positions in the empire. Liverani’s model points to the impoverishment of an increasing number of Assyrians who lost their family lands, but the size of this change is impossible to judge.

3. Historical Overview

The following schematic outline of the history of the NA Empire helps to contextualize our main concerns. This history has been divided a number of ways, depending on whether a reign has been interpreted as marking the beginning of a new epoch or as belonging with the reigns that preceded it. Some of these divisions are fairly arbitrary, so I offer here one way of organizing the period:54

1. From territorial state to imperial power—934–745 B.C.E
   b. Extension of control to areas further west, south, and east—883–824 B.C.E. (Ašurnasirpal II and Shalmaneser III)
   c. Internal problems in Assyria—823–745 B.C.E. (Shamshi-Adad V — Ashur-nirari V; five kings)
2. Imperial expansion and consolidation—744–c.630 B.C.E.
   a. Second expansion and further provincial organization—744–722 B.C.E. (Tiglath-pileser III and Shalmaneser V)
   b. Imperial apogee—721–c.630 B.C.E. (Sargon II, Sennacherib, Esarhaddon, Ashurbanipal)
3.1. Period 1a

What seemed to be driving expansion westward, northward, and eastward from the Assyrian heartland was a desire to reclaim territories that had been gained in the MA period after the demise of the Hurrian state of Mitanni/Hanigalbat in the mid-fourteenth century. Assyria had lost control of these territories in the mid-eleventh century after the death of Tiglath-pileser I. Around this time, Assyria, with the rest of western Asia and the eastern Mediterranean, was plunged into something of a “dark age” usually connected to climatic change and events surrounding the movements of the Sea Peoples in Anatolia and along the Levantine coast. When written sources reappear in the early first millennium, a quite different political landscape obtains in western Asia. Whereas before 1200 a group of major powers (Egypt, Hatti, Assyria [replacing Mitanni], Babylonia) was involved in international diplomacy and rivalry, no such polities now existed. The Hittite empire was defunct, Egypt had retreated within its traditional borders, and Babylonia was stable but lacked rulers with imperial aspirations. In the place of city-states in Syria-Palestine, over which Egypt and Hatti had struggled for dominance in the mid- to late second millennium, there was a series of independent kingdoms (such as Israel, Aram, Moab, Edom). A similar political geography was evidenced across northern Mesopotamia (Aramean kingdoms) and into northern Syria (Neo-Hittite and Aramean kingdoms). As at the end of the MA period, Aramean pastoral nomads were found across northern Mesopotamia, and there were Aramean and Chaldean semi-nomadic and sedentary tribes in Babylonia. There were no major powers contesting control of northern Mesopotamia, which was obviously a prerequisite for Assyrian expansion. Assyria had a clear military advantage over the smaller polities in northern Mesopotamia, as it was able to muster more resources to overpower these smaller states if they were not immediately intimidated into submission. In this period, Assyrian expansion stayed well within the limits of the area controlled during the MA period. If one considers the military activities in this period as the (re)taking of territory deemed to be historically Assyrian, it is interesting that there was no attempt to integrate all of this territory into Assyria immediately. The “control” was not marked by the immediate institution of provincial administration. Rather, it took the form of a series of raids, collecting tribute and confirming local rulers as Assyrian administrators and governors. A number of these local rulers were in fact the descendants of Assyrian governors who had served in the MA provincial system. The royal annals record these (usually) annual “tours” of Assyrian-controlled areas, and the itineraries in the annals give us a clear idea of the geographic extent of Assyrian power. Even though these lands were viewed as properly Assyrian territory, the Assyrian kings took advantage of the internal organization of these territories that had developed in the interim between the MA and the NA periods. The formation of kingdoms in this region, as with the rest of northern Syria and Palestine in the aftermath of the demise of the great second-millennium powers, was seen not as something that needed to be
completely overturned but rather as something that could be exploited. The problem was that these territories were not submissive to Assyria, not that they had the wrong form of political organization.

It is likely, then, that this first period should be viewed as an attempt to return to the political conditions of the MA period. From the Assyrian perspective, this might be considered not a new act of imperialism but rather the re-establishment of control over territories in rebellion against their long-standing overlord. They had tried to withdraw from the natural condition of belonging to Assyria. The significance of this is that it is possible to construe the Assyrian Empire as beginning in the fourteenth century (MA period), then experiencing a hiatus in the eleventh century, followed by recovery in the tenth century. Thus, the mechanisms of imperialism may in fact derive from a period earlier than the first millennium. That the NA kings saw themselves as standing in a tradition that reached back into the MA period is evidenced not only by the occasional reference by name to military exploits of MA kings but also by reference to the fact that “Assyrians” lived in these territories and had been displaced by Arameans and others. The Assyrian king was seeking to return to political normalcy by reasserting Assyrian rule and returning Assyrians to towns and lands from which they had been displaced. So one motivation for the territorial expansion in this period, as well as in the next, was the correction of perceived political anomalies. Another motivation would seem to be economic, since the annals register the tribute exacted from these traditionally subjugated areas as well as the booty taken in one-off raids into territory (notably in Babylonia) that Assyrian kings recognized could not be retained. Also, in reconstituting “Assyria,” polities abutting the territories under Assyrian control began to send gifts acknowledging Assyria’s status.

3.2. Period 1b

This period has two identifiable sections. The first half of this period (reign of Ashurnasirpal II, 883–859) saw the continued expansion westward, northward, and southward within the limits of Assyrian control marked out in the MA period, as well as the development of the imperial administrative system. In this period, the construction of garrisons on borders or at strategic points in Assyrian-controlled territory was undertaken. Unsurprisingly, borders became contested places, not least because, prior to NA annexation, many of these subjugated polities had developed political and economic arrangements with their neighbors with which Assyrian hegemony interfered. Territories outside Assyria proper (say, west of the Habur River in central north Mesopotamia) were often initially dealt with in terms of treaty agreements (and at least sometimes under threat of Assyrian invasion), which afforded Assyria income in the form of tribute and the opportunity to intervene in their client’s affairs if the partner did not meet treaty obligations. In that event, a client state (commonly termed “vassal” in the scholarly literature) might have its ruler replaced with a more compliant member of the indigenous ruling house or might be turned
into a province (one result of resistance to the Assyrian army can be seen in appendix, text no. 2). In the second half of this period (reign of Shalmaneser III, 858–824), a number of north Syrian states beyond the Euphrates bend, which had marked the limit of Assyrian control, were made clients. A coalition of these states successfully challenged Assyrian influence, but only for a time. Only by forming coalitions could the smaller states, for example the northern Syrian kingdoms in period 1b and by Syro-Palestinian kingdoms in periods 1b and 2a, have any hope of successfully resisting Assyria. Quite often these coalitions were initially successful, but they proved difficult to maintain in the longer term. Once they broke up due to internal wrangling or Assyrian meddling in an effort to win favor with some of the allies, the Assyrians subjugated their territories. These polities were not provincialized but remained clients. A few others became clients in period 2a by calling on Assyrian aid against former coalition partners. Period 1b also saw the beginning of direct Assyrian involvement in Babylonian political affairs, with Shalmaneser intervening militarily to secure the Babylonian throne for the incumbent royal house against a usurper. The Babylonian king returned the favor in the next period. The character of Assyrian control in this period continues to be debated. It is indisputable that, over time, members of the ruling Assyrian families were installed as provincial governors. Provincialization across northern Mesopotamia was, however, sporadic, with client states and provinces intermixed. For Liverani, the control of newly acquired territories was a web or a network with a series of control points or nodes (“islands,” “outposts”) connected by roads but with much of the territory not directly under Assyrian administrative control. From these centers the Assyrians could strike out against Aramean tribes or others who were causing problems. Thus, “the empire is not a spread of land but a network of communications over which material goods are carried.” This can be contrasted with the more common view of Assyrian expansion and administrative control as an “oil stain” that slowly spread across northern Mesopotamia and that covered everything in its path. It is a question of how tightly controlled these holdings were in administrative practice. This issue continues to be relevant throughout the history of the NA Empire, particularly on the northern frontier. It is in this period that the lines of the NA administrative system, characterized by client states and provinces, clearly appear. The development of provincialization marked a higher level of integration. Here the Assyrians ruled directly through their own Assyrian appointees, commonly from the elite families. Why move from using the local political structures to having an Assyrian ruler? One argument is that this was a more efficient means of domination and economic exploitation. When Assyria relied on local rulers and structures, it incurred the costs of the annual “visits” needed to collect or demand the tribute. Provincialization, as a system in which the tribute moved naturally, without the costs of direct coercion but certainly because of the threat of coercion if there was a rebellion, arguably lowered the costs of running the empire. In theory, however, the system of clientship should have delivered this “natural,” regular sending of tribute.
Perhaps one aspect of provincialization in this period was the reinforcement of ties to the crown afforded by the appointment of members of the leading Assyrian families to governorships or other administrative positions. Also, this practice arguably extended the territory of “Assyria,” since these lands were now ruled by Assyrians, not by locals. Here we may observe in the royal inscriptions the beginnings of a changing notion of what constituted “Assyria” and “Assyrians.”

3.3. Period 1c

This period is particularly interesting as we reflect on the structure and cohesion of the empire. In the late MA period, central weakness led the provinces in northern Mesopotamia to establish independent polities of their own. Assyria in period 1c also exhibited central weakness, marked by wrangling over the kingship and the cessation of annual military campaigns. While the western client states took advantage of this and ceased sending tribute, the status of the provinces closer to the Assyrian homeland is unclear. There is no indisputable evidence for a loss of provinces similar to the end of the MA period. When the annals start again, in period 2a, Assyria did not have to reassert authority over these territories, so it may have been possible for the weak center to hold onto these territorial gains. Perhaps the administrative structure (provincialization) was able to continue to function regardless of events in the center so long as the governors’ commitment to the center was maintained. That is, a weak center did not mean that the Assyrian governors declared independence, nor were the local populations in a position militarily to overthrow the governors. Perhaps, then, the idea of the “weak center” is incorrect if the center could still command the allegiance of the provinces despite turmoil among the Assyrian elite concerning who should be king.

Another interpretation of the relationship between provincial governors and the central administration in this period emphasizes the role of the former, as members of elite families, in confirming an incoming king. The beginning of period 1c saw a major rebellion of cities (capitals of provinces?) within the empire, which Postgate suggests reflects factionalism among the provincial governors over the coming to power of Shamsi-Adad V, Shalmaneser’s successor. So divided was the Assyrian elite that he needed Babylonian support to secure the throne. The independence of some governors in this period is thought to be seen in the Aramaic treaties from Sifiru between the western ruler Mati’ilu of Arpad and Bar Gay’ah of KTK. Bar Gay’ah was the dominant partner, and he has been identified by some commentators with Shamash-ili, Assyrian governor of Bit Adini (Bit Adini is then identified with the otherwise unknown KTK). Shamash-ili would then have been acting independently of the Assyrian crown in making a client treaty with Mati’ilu. Others counter that the texts should be interpreted as presenting Shamash-ili as acting in the interests of the central administration by binding to Assyria a client who would otherwise have become delinquent. This would mean that the governor had not rebelled against the incumbent king. A third alternative is that Bar Gay’ah was an
independent king (location of KTK unknown) who was able to poach a former Assyrian client due to the weak center. The matter continues to be debated.

3.4. Period 2

This period is commonly identified as the NA Empire proper. The frontier of Assyria continued to press westward, northward, and southward beyond the limits set in period 1b, confronting other sovereign territories that had not traditionally been under Assyrian control (see map). Claims to them could not therefore be made on the basis of tradition, although it could be affirmed that at some previous time Assyrian kings had received occasional tribute or gifts of recognition from such territories (including in period 1b). Perhaps, on the western frontier at least, the borders were unstable, and so, in order to secure them, the area beyond the periphery had to be brought under Assyrian control. Thus, the frontier kept moving. Did Assyria somehow “blunder” into confrontation with those territories neighboring to the west (Syria-Palestine), east (Zagros Mountains), north (Urartu), and southeast (Elam) in period 2a due to border conflicts and a concern to retain the allegiance of clients, or was there some overarching policy goal that Assyria was trying to attain but that it was in fact not successful in fully realizing until period 2b?

It is widely thought that there was a specific purpose in pushing westward beyond the Euphrates in period 2, although not in fulfillment of some long-held “policy” from period 1, and that its primary motivation was economic. Assyria sought a stranglehold on all the trade routes in western Asia. It wanted to divert to the center the luxury goods and as much as possible of the surplus produced in the subjugated territories, which were then largely devoted to the building of palaces and new royal cities (the first of which was constructed as early as period 1b). Driving westward to the Mediterranean, it gained access to the Phoenician seaports, with their exotic wares, and to Lebanese cedar, while by pushing north into eastern Anatolia and east into the Zagros it obtained control over mineral deposits. In the west, at least, trade had to pass through Syria-Palestine, coming from the Aegean or further west in the Mediterranean or coming from the southwest (Arabia). That trade was probably both state controlled and in private hands (maybe no difference, since the “private” operators may in fact have been government officials), and the Assyrians were thus dependent on these other states for the goods. Demands for tribute may have been a way of enforcing terms of trade (in one direction) that were economically advantageous for Assyria. Assyria obtained the goods and materials it wanted “free” (minus the costs to enforce compliance, which could be high; notice that the Assyrians had to keep going back to the West to militarily enforce these demands). This is not primarily about the control of territory, but of goods and surpluses. I contend that at this stage the Assyrians were not thinking that they needed more land or that they wanted to appropriate and redeploy the labor available there.

The last point is significant because it is commonly supposed that Assyria had a voracious appetite for territories and populations, not just for extracting their
surpluses through ruthless military aggression. Here we need to make a distinction between those territories east of the Euphrates bend and those to the west. Territories to the east were seemingly incorporated into Assyria. Territories to the west were not initially, and the Assyrians did not want to run these territories. That is to say, the westward push was not some sort of land grab, nor a grab for labor. Assyria would have preferred that these territories remain under their indigenous ruling houses and send tribute and goods to the center of the empire. This was the purpose of the system of clientship.

In this system, the Assyrian king intimidated the kings of the smaller western polities into submitting to his overlordship, legally binding themselves to the service of the Assyrian king through the swearing of oaths of obedience by both local and imperial gods. Part of the act of obedience was the annual sending of tribute to the Assyrian king. Thus, the Assyrians were to be guaranteed regular tribute income and access to trade goods without the costs of regular military “trips” to extort it, unless the client broke the agreement and refused to pay. In return for submission, the local polity would retain a level of self-determination and territorial integrity. The system did not work, however. The Assyrians may have felt that the coercive power of oaths sworn by the gods, coupled with the threat of military intervention if the oaths were broken, would effectively bind the client; but it did not. This is why, throughout period 2, the Assyrians moved to provincialize most of the western polities. It was not out of the desire (or a specific policy) to control these lands directly (otherwise they could have been provincialized from the outset); rather, it was in response to the failure of the client system. If a kingdom repeatedly dishonored its oaths by refusing to pay the tribute, then the polity had to be dissolved and turned into a province ruled by an Assyrian governor. In that way, the flow of income to the center could be assured. The ideological underpinning of these actions will be explored in the following section. The failure in the client system was in no small way a result of the meddling of Assyria’s powerful neighbors—Urartu, Elam, and Egypt. As early as period 1b, Urartu had sought to obtain the allegiance of Assyrian clients across northern Mesopotamia and north Syria. This continued into period 2b. Elam in period 2 persistently provided support for Chaldean rebellion in Babylonia, and Egypt similarly in period 2b encouraged and aided rebellion among south Syrian and Palestinian clients. So provincialization, and the military action on which it depended, can be seen as responses to the influence and interference of powerful polities bordering on Assyrian-controlled territories. These polities wanted to put a break on Assyrian expansion, if only to preserve their own economic interests in their respective areas. Political destabilization would also check the integration of the empire. These polities may properly have feared that stable Assyrian clients would offer a staging ground for a move against their territory. Assyria attacked them in any case, but its purpose appears to have been to stop their political meddling with Assyrian clients rather than to subjugate them and incorporate them into Assyria. Although kings in period 2b made successful military
incursions into Egypt, with Ashurbanipal reaching as far south as Thebes, Egypt was never subjugated in any real sense. Assyrian authority there was limited to making clients of Delta kings. A long border war with Urartu was fought from period 1c throughout period 2a and into period 2b, until Sargon II made a successful raid into Urartian territory and as a result managed to stabilize the border. In the case of Elam, Ashurbanipal (period 2b) successfully attacked its capital, Susa, and claimed to have sacked it, but he immediately withdrew and made no attempt to retain control of the territory. Hallo is seemingly right in noting of period 2b that “Assyrian power was in fact approaching the natural limits of which it was capable, and the thrusts that were now made into more distant regions such as Persia [Elam], central Anatolia [Urartu], or Egypt were either repulsed or only temporarily successful.”

What did clients get from siding with a powerful neighbor against Assyria? Although there is no direct evidence, these large polities must have been offering terms that were deemed more beneficial to the ruling elites. In both southern Syria-Palestine and Babylonia, the offer seems to have been independence, although Egypt and Elam, respectively, might have expected more in return for their military investment than just a check on Assyrian expansion. In northern Syria, there is evidence that, at least in some instances, Urartu demanded by military threat that Assyrian clients transfer their allegiance to them. Clients were in an invidious position. They not only had to weigh up the putative benefits of accepting aid, breaking with Assyria, and realigning themselves with the powerful neighbor but also had to judge the military strength and resolve of the neighbor to resist the Assyrian retaliation that was sure to come. Elam turned out to be a reliable ally to Chaldean Babylonia, whereas Egypt proved to be fundamentally useless to the south Syrian and Palestinian states. It was thus a highly dangerous political game to play off Assyria against other powerful polities. The potential gains were improved terms of clientship (since all the states in Syria-Palestine would need to be in a relationship with one major power or another), which could also include something approaching “independence.” The risk was political extermination through provincialization. All the clients opted for the former status, but most of these polities by the end of period 2b had obtained the latter.

In period 2b, Assyria had basically won out over its potential rivals and stabilized the internal organization of the empire, with the exception of Babylonia, which proved to be an intractable problem (on which see the next section). It is for this reason that Hallo terms period 2b *pax assyriaca*. Culturally, economically, and territorially, this was the empire’s zenith. Agriculture was greatly expanded, and vast amounts of wealth were invested in monumental building projects in the Assyrian homeland and in artistic displays in palaces as the provincial system successfully delivered taxes and labor to meet Assyrian economic objectives.

The relationship among elite families, provincial governors, clients, and the king is evidenced in an interesting set of texts known as the Vassal Treaties of Esarhaddon. These are not client treaties in the regular sense but binding agreements for
the groups named earlier to support the succession to the throne of Ashurbanipal, Esarhaddon’s son and heir (period 2b). Sargon II, Esarhaddon’s grandfather, had usurped the throne, although he was a member of the royal family, and there is some suggestion the Esarhaddon was not his father’s first choice for king. His father, Sennacherib, had been murdered in a palace conspiracy. Since the succession to the throne was potentially fraught with problems, at the height of the empire’s power no less, Esarhaddon wanted to secure Ashurbanipal’s position before his death. He used this legal instrument to obtain the commitment of the ruling elites across the empire to ensure it.

3.5. Period 3

The rapid demise of Assyria from its zenith under Ashurbanipal (668–631) to its defeat at the hands of the Medes and the Babylonians (612–605) has long confounded historians. The sources are scant and problematical. In the late 620s, Babylonia again wrested its independence from Assyria. It has been thought that some military or organizational weakness must have been exploited by Assyria’s enemies, but what seems likely is that Assyria could not withstand a loosely coordinated two-pronged attack by two strong armies, particularly from directions in which it was less well defended (the south and east). The fact that Babylonia could become so economically and politically buoyant as to challenge militarily the Assyrian homeland highlights a serious inadequacy in the Assyrian administration of Babylonia and the failure of the Assyrians to integrate Babylonia fully into the empire. In this regard, Assyria may have fallen victim to the privileged view it held of Babylonia and its culture, manifested not least in the privileges it granted the ancient Babylonian cities. It is noteworthy that the provincial administrative system stayed in place, inherited by the Babylonians who continued to use it successfully, as did the Achaemenid Persians later. The overall strength of this system can be seen in the ease with which political power was transferred with little fragmentation of territorial holdings. The empire did not end, therefore. Rather, its center shifted from the upper Tigris south to Babylon, arguably continuing under the Persians with its center shifted again further east.

4. Constructing “Assyria”: Imperial Ideology, Administrative Organization, and Techniques of Imperial Control

One topic that has been of considerable interest to students of the NA Empire is the ideology of Assyrian imperialism. The annals and other royal inscriptions, together with artistic representations on the walls of Assyrian palaces depicting victorious battles and the king’s reception of subjugated peoples with their tribute, lend themselves to this analysis. A number of themes have been identified: royal ideology; the legitimacy of the king to subjugate foreign lands and to appropriate surpluses; the
rule of the god Ashur (= Assyria) bringing “order” to nations that are disordered (that is, outside Assyrian control); defining “Assyria”; and the view of foreigners. These themes are interlinked and are closely aligned with modes of imperial organization and the construction of imperial identity.

Economic gain has been commonly accepted as the primary motivation for Assyrian territorial expansion. The ruling elite sought to organize territory and people for its own economic benefit, to maximize agricultural output through a more efficient use of labor on newly opened cultivatable lands, to enhance the flow of luxury goods and raw materials to the center, and to keep the costs of running the empire as low as possible by lessening the threat of internal revolt. How was the empire administratively organized to attain these goals? Basically, it was through a mixed system of direct and indirect rule. Direct rule took the form of incorporating territory into the Assyrian provincial system with an Assyrian administrator appointed as governor. Indirect rule drew on a long-standing form of international relations between politically superior and inferior rulers. This is the vassal or client system.

While it is no doubt true that an economic motive was driving imperial aspirations, it is notable that Assyrian texts, particularly the annals and court literature focusing on royal ideology, are at pains to legitimate both direct and indirect forms of Assyrian domination. As mentioned in the historical overview, a case can be made to justify the initial territorial expansion (periods 1a and 1b) on the basis of historical precedent: these lands had been under Assyrian control in the MA period. Further, Assyrian texts expound a imperial ideology claiming that Ashur was the preeminent deity who ruled over all the gods, and, as a corollary, the political reality on Earth should be that all peoples acknowledged the sovereignty of Ashur’s representative, the Assyrian king. To that end, the king was charged at his coronation to “extend the borders” of Assyria. Territories beyond Assyrian control were held to be disordered, chaotic realms that did not conform to proper conduct. Charged with bringing more peoples under the shadow of Ashur, the Assyrian king was a divine agent for order in the world.

The superior military power on which Assyrian hegemony was founded was thus a reflection of the will of Ashur and the divine mandate to bring territories under his control (appendix, texts nos. 1, 3, 6). Assyrian expansion was construed in theological and moral terms: it was right and proper that neighboring peoples submit to Assyrian sovereignty, a circumstance sanctioned by the gods. The Assyrian Empire was bringing into earthly political reality the order that obtained in the heavenly realm where the gods of all the peoples and polities of western Asia acknowledged Ashur as their lord. Resistance to Assyrian sovereignty of course meant resistance to the divine will, which marked one as a reprobate deserving of the most stringent punishments (see appendix, texts no. 2, 8).

This ideology served as an important impetus for and a legitimation of Assyrian imperialism. At its heart, beside the god Ashur, stood the Assyrian king.
Traditionally, the Assyrian king was a religious functionary; at least his title in the Old Assyrian period (early second millennium), “vicar of Ashur,” marked him off as such. Another common title was “administrator of Ashur” (formerly translated “priest of Ashur”), which probably has cultic overtones given that the king held ultimate administrative responsibility for the cult of Ashur and other leading state deities. His role as cultic administrator may in fact be symbolic of his rule over the polity as a whole, if one accepts that Assyria was understood to be the domain of the god Ashur. Technically, it was the deity who ruled over the land, with the divine will implemented by his executive, the “administrator.” It is not until the MA period, probably in response to the need to represent himself as an equal of the other “Great Kings” among whom western Asia was then divided, that one sees the consistent use of the term “king” for the Assyrian ruler. This club of “Great Kings” in western Asia during the mid-second millennium recognized its members as political equals, as well as trading partners and potential competitors, and they called each other “brother.”86 The basic criterion for membership was sovereignty over territories outside one’s homeland, which led to recognition of one’s status by the existing members of the group. As in the case of Egypt and Hatti, this sovereignty could be expressed in the submission of neighboring polities, the recognition by lesser kings of the authority of the Great King. Submission was ratified through vassal treaties and the swearing of oaths. The MA Assyrian kings joined the club of Great Kings not through treaties with vassals but by occupying and provincializing territory west and southwest of their homeland from which they had displaced Mitannian rule.87 These relationships of “brotherhood” among political equals and vassalage of smaller polities were the mechanisms by which international relations were played out in this period.

Assuming that recollection of the control of territories bordering the homeland by the MA Great King underpinned initial NA expansion, it is notable that by period 1b this area included examples of both direct (provincialization) and indirect (clientship) rule. In fact, a number of independent polities that had developed west of the Assyrian homeland during the so-called dark age were seemingly remnants of the MA provincial system whose governors had established independent dynasties as a result of the weak center. For Assyria, the outcome of indirect rule was much the same as that of direct rule, except that the client state retained vestiges of independence. On the economic level, Assyrian interests were met through the payment of tribute and privileged trading arrangements. In some ways, being a client king was similar to being a provincial governor. Governors also swore oaths of allegiance to the king, and in return the king granted them not only political power over a territory but also economic rewards and privileges.88 If we consider client kings to be on a similar administrative level and to have similar administrative responsibilities vis-à-vis the Assyrian king, we could conclude that the empire was run by an administrative elite, some Assyrian, some native, who all ascribed to the Assyrian imperial ideology and who were linked to the king through a relationship of oaths,
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mutual obligations, and responsibilities. As the Assyrian king was Ashur’s vice-regent, so client kings and provincial governors served and represented the Assyrian king and maintained imperial interests. Imperial ideology acted as a mechanism for giving the empire some cohesion at the elite level. As will be seen, it also justified the eradication of polities ruled by recalcitrant clients and their incorporation into the provincial system.

While it is possible to identify similarities in the roles of clients and governors within the provincial administrative system, there are important differences that help to focus our attention on the problem of the type of polity Assyrian imperialism was forming. Provinces had their local political institutions replaced by Assyrian governors, who were commonly members of leading Assyrian families. Their appointment was an act of political largesse that served the king’s political interests, since the support of these families secured his position. Client states retained local rulers and political institutions. The client relationship was also a form of benefaction, but it should be construed after the model of international relations in the mid-second millennium in which the “Great King” accepted homage (marked by tribute, gifts, and subservience) from lesser kings, as was his due. The innovation in NA royal ideology lies in the fact that the Assyrian king was no longer a Great King among a group of “brothers” but the Great King. It was to the Assyrian king alone that Ashur, supreme among the gods, had given authority to rule. In the divinely instituted order of things (imperial ideology) it was appropriate for small kings to acknowledge the Great King; indeed, the Assyrian king was impelled to make them submit. The character of the relationship between the client and the Great King arose directly out of Assyrian royal ideology, which reinforced the relative status of the two parties. In response to submission, the Assyrian king, as Ashur’s representative, confirmed and legitimated the rule of the junior partner, committing himself to supporting that royal line against usurpers and defending the kingdom’s territorial integrity against foreign encroachment. The Assyrian king acted as the protector of good order in the kingdom that had submitted itself to the (indirect) rule of Ashur. The client king recognized that his legitimacy flowed from the Assyrian king and was dependent on the maintenance of good relations with him as a faithful servant. The two kings formed a pact or political relationship with mutual obligations. It was, of course, an unequal relationship both politically and economically. Nevertheless, it can properly be described as a reciprocal relationship: the client gave the Assyrian king tribute, allegiance, and adherence to imperial goals, and the Assyrian king gave legitimacy, tenure of rule, and promises of protection.

In assuming his obligations to the client, the Assyrian king exercised royal responsibilities, just as he did in the Assyrian homeland. This alerts us to the fact that the client kingdom could be considered a part of “Assyria.” If Assyria was the domain of the god Ashur, then client kingdoms fell within this domain, but they were of a category or status different from that of the homeland or the provinces. This difference is evident not only in the form of administrative leadership—local
client kings versus Assyrian provincial governors—but is reinforced in the language used to describe their economic relationship with the center. Provinces (including the homeland) paid taxes into the Assyrian treasury that are described in a vocabulary quite distinct from that used to describe the tribute and gifts paid to the Assyrian king by client kings. Gifts and tribute reflected an acknowledgment of Assyrian sovereignty, rather than a tax that was placed on a province as part of Assyria. So “Assyria” can be understood in a number of ways. It can refer to the homeland and to the homeland plus provinces. But its meaning can also seemingly encompass the client states, as well. When historians write of “the Assyrian Empire,” these client states are always in view. It is important to consider, however, how the status of these clients within the Assyrian “Empire” makes the character of this emerging polity somewhat complex.

In order to meet his obligation to “extend the borders” of Ashur’s rule, the Assyrian king drew on the model of mid-second-millennium international relations in which independent polities entered, voluntarily or not, into a submissive political relationship with Assyria. Other territories were immediately incorporated into the Assyrian provincial system. Thus, the “empire” was constituted as a homeland surrounded by a network of provinces and client kingdoms of various sizes. In respect to the client states, this may not have been an “empire,” since they were still semi-independent and had indigenous political institutions. They did, however, have a living memory of being an autonomous polity. I suppose it turns on how we view the NA-type of overlord-client relationship. To the extent that territories were provincialized, they qualify as imperial possessions, although much of the territory east of the Euphrates had formerly been under Assyrian rule (MA period) and from the Assyrian perspective should never have been independent.

This mixed system of direct and indirect rule is consonant with many studies of modern imperialism, which include both direct and indirect rule within their definition of empire. But why were some territories immediately provincialized while others were made clients? The answer is unfortunately not as simple as identifying the reaction of these polities to the claim of Assyrian hegemony: those that submitted were permitted to become clients, while those that resisted were made into provinces. The evidence from the annals and province lists shows that some polities that were initially unwilling to acknowledge Assyria had a compliant local ruler set on the throne who was made a client, whereas some submissive territories became provinces. Further, should we perhaps view the provincialization throughout period 1 of an increasing number of the territories formerly under Assyrian control in the MA period as an attempt to create a “Greater Assyria”? That is, should this be construed an act of state formation rather than as empire? And if it should be, what are the boundaries of the state? Should a distinction be made between the territories west of the Habur River (central north Mesopotamia) and those east of it—the former being beyond the limits of the state proper, while the latter were annexed to an expanded Assyrian homeland? This consideration is made
all the more challenging given the thorough provincialization of the territories between the Habur and the Euphrates (that is, the territories west of the Habur) into what appears to be a “Greater Assyria” by the end of period 1b. To be sure, this “Greater Assyria” might not have held together during the period of central weakness in period 1c, but it is the political reality that was immediately reinstated in period 2a. In period 2a, the client system was extended to encompass all of Syria-Palestine. Throughout period 2a and 2b, almost all these clients were provincialized in response to persistent rebellion. What, then, should be made of the change of status of many of the Syro-Palestinian kingdoms from client to province in period 2? If incorporation of provinces east of the Habur (or also east of the Euphrates?) could be considered the formation of a Greater Assyria and perhaps reflect the process of state formation, can the incorporation of the Syria-Palestine clients as provinces be viewed similarly? In discussing how administrative organization reflected and reinforced the developing understanding of imperial identity, we must consider that period 2 offers clear evidence from Syria-Palestine of how subjugated polities moved from the status of client to that of province, how the appropriation of lands and peoples was justified, how the territories and peoples were viewed, and how they were integrated into the empire. To highlight the complexity of Assyrian views on subjugated territories, the discussion juxtaposes the treatment of Syro-Palestinian polities with that of Babylonian polities. It is to a consideration of the role of client states in period 2 that our attention now turns.

Syria-Palestine was unambiguously outside Assyria. Occasionally, MA period kings had marched westward to the Mediterranean, collected gifts from local rulers, and erected a stele noting the accomplishment, the latter perhaps marking the nominal limits of Ashur’s rule. Assyrian kings in period 1b did likewise. Assyrian territorial ambitions in period 1b (specifically, during the rule of Shalmaneser III) may have run to the control of northern Syria, but temporary coalitions of Syro-Palestinian states successfully resisted Assyrian military encroachments. In period 2a, by which time the territory east of the Euphrates had been provincialized, a concerted effort was made by Assyrian kings to bring Syria-Palestine under Assyrian control. Why was this? Economic gain and royal ideology again feature as the two main reasons. The economic motive is obvious enough. As a Mediterranean coastal region, Syria-Palestine had a different climate and therefore produced different agricultural products from the rest of Assyrian-controlled territory. Most significant, however, was the role of the Phoenician cities as trade centers, which was promoted by the Assyrians’ demand for exotic goods. Via these centers, the empire could control Mediterranean commerce. Royal ideology arguably features in the need for successive kings to “extend the borders” of Assyria. To do so would make one a “good” king who obeyed the will of Ashur, and it is possible that the Assyrian elite expected this of its rulers. Kings would therefore need to undertake successful campaigns in order to keep the support of elites, who were also undoubtedly economically advantaged through such activities.
In period 2, Syro-Palestinian states subjugated by Assyria, a few voluntarily, the sizable majority involuntarily, were all made clients. To be a client was to come within the economic and ideological orbit of Assyria. It was to recognize that Assyria was your overlord to whom homage was due in the form of annual tribute; it was also to recognize the legitimacy of Assyrian sovereignty in terms articulated by the Assyrians themselves: that Ashur, the great lord, the lord of all gods (including the gods of the client territory), had commissioned the Assyrian king to superintend this land, which the deities of this land themselves affirmed. Clients were bound to the Assyrian king by oaths sworn by both the local and the Assyrian gods. This made the relationship one that was divinely sanctioned, although in effect it meant that the client was no longer a sovereign state. The legitimacy of the local king to rule now depended on his loyalty to the Great King, which itself was construed as an act of obedience to the local gods. As the local gods served Ashur, the imperial deity, so the local king served the vice-regent of Ashur, the king of Assyria. The earthly political reality was to mirror the cosmic political reality. If the oath was broken by nonpayment of tribute (= rebellion), the Assyrians were justified in undertaking drastic action against the perpetrators who had committed an offense against the gods.

The ideological reason for not immediately incorporating these territories into the provincial system may have been respect for the deities of these lands. These deities had not wronged Ashur and had arguably served him appropriately in the heavenly realm, where all things are done in good order. Thus, on the ground, as it were, these polities were afforded the opportunity of serving Ashur’s vice-regent, the Assyrian king (a service marked by the prompt payment of annual tribute). If they did so, well and good. But if they did not, then they had offended divine order and their own gods. This in part explains the confiscation of cult statues from recalcitrant clients. If a people did not know how to honor their deity by keeping the oaths sworn by that deity, then clearly that deity needed to be taken into Assyrian care. Indeed, the Assyrian king claimed that the local deity had called on him to punish the deity’s own people because they had broken their oath (see also appendix, text no. 7). The removal of the deity from its shrine was not a mark of disrespect; rather, it was interpreted as the result of that deity’s will—he or she wished to go to Assyria to pay homage to Ashur. The local deity is said to have abandoned its people because of the effrontery of oath violation and to have permitted the Assyrian army to capture the kingdom, replace its monarchy, and take the local god back to Assyria, where it would be properly cared for. (And as the deity was being removed to Assyria or elsewhere in the empire, so too that deity’s people could follow it into exile.) The spoliation of the divine images of rebellious vassals and the destruction of shrines was thus viewed as just punishment for unwillingness to submit to Ashur and his king.

There has been a long-running debate over whether the Assyrians imposed on client states the obligation to worship Assyrian gods as a gesture of submission and as a means of “Assyrianizing” them. The balance of opinion is against such an
imposition.\textsuperscript{91} Client states, as distinct from provincial territories in northern Mesopotamia, were spared direct Assyrian interference in religious affairs, even though tribute payments and loyalty oaths were required to demonstrate allegiance to the Assyrian overlord. Assyrians permitted local cults to continue even after the spoliation of divine images.\textsuperscript{92} That this was the case even in provincial territories may be shown by II Kings 17:24–34, where the worship of Yahweh was officially sanctioned in the former kingdom of Israel. Peoples deported to this territory were also permitted to worship their traditional gods that they had brought with them. The threat of destruction of shrines or the removal of deities from the shrines in their homelands was an important means by which the NA Empire managed relationships with its client states. NA monarchs did not sanction the wanton destruction of the shrines and cult objects of subject peoples.\textsuperscript{93} The images of minor deities could be destroyed, while the images of the main deities of the subjugated territory, together with accompanying religious objects, were removed to Assyria. There they were commonly treated with respect and placed in a shrine in Assyria or in an outlying district. One reason for the spoliation of divine images was to secure loyalty oaths from vassals, after which the cult images could be returned.\textsuperscript{94} Shrines were destroyed and divine images destroyed and/or removed in territories unwilling to submit to the Assyrian king or in rebellious vassal states, especially when there was resistance on the arrival of the army of the empire. There does not seem to have been a consistent policy, however, since not all territories appear to have suffered the loss of divine images or shrines. From Tiglath-pileser III (period 2a) on, states in Syria-Palestine suffered this fate if they proved to be consistently recalcitrant vassals.\textsuperscript{95}

Ostensibly, while subjugated peoples were responsible for their own local and national cults, the king of Assyria had final responsibility for them. The royal inscriptions of Esarhaddon and Ashurbanipal (period 2b) not only speak of the normalization and regulation of Assyro-Babylonian cults and cult centers but also include references to the repatriation of captured foreign deities (that is, deities outside the Assyro-Babylonian cultural sphere) and the re-establishment of regular offerings and income for these foreign cults.\textsuperscript{96} There is also a reference to the restoration of shrines of foreign deities. Esarhaddon claims to have proclaimed a general amnesty for all gods who had been taken to Assyria:

[I am he] who returned the pillaged gods of the countries from Assyria and Elam to their shrines, who let them stay in comfortable quarters until he completed temples [for them], and could set the gods upon daises as a lasting abode. In all cult centers, [it was] I, who established the necessary accessories.\textsuperscript{97}

The result of military action to restore divine order to the territories of rebellious clients normally was incorporation into the Assyrian provincial system, the second category of administration, with an attendant loss of autonomy. Peoples who rebelled were seen as criminals against the divine order and thus had to be severely
punished (appendix, text no. 8). Their indigenous leaders had forfeited the right to rule the territory, and, for the sake of good order and the well-being of gods and people, the territory had to be ruled directly by an Assyrian governor and incorporated into the provincial system. Much of the local population would be deported and peoples from elsewhere in the empire relocated to the region. Religion was thus clearly used by the Assyrians as a tool of subjugation, and Assyrian gods were used to that end. The use of the client states’ own deities as an ideological tool of control, as part of the imposition of Assyrian imperial ideology to recast national self-understanding, might also be seen as a form of “Assyrianization.” The claim that the Assyrian king was the final protector of religion in both the provinces and client states undermined traditional national understandings of the relationship between deities and their polities and peoples and brought them all within the Assyrian worldview.

As noted in the historical overview (period 2a), the Assyrians arguably preferred that the territories west of the Euphrates remain in a client status. This form of subjugation as an administrative tactic expressed an Assyrian imperial ideology that ascribed an identity and location to these polities within the Assyrian worldview. The changing of status between client and province demanded a change in the view of territory and also in the view of the subjugated population. What had been a client state with a level of autonomy and territorial integrity was now incorporated under direct Assyrian control, as were its people. This was not only another level of administrative integration into the empire; the territory and people occupied a different place in the Assyrian worldview. It marked a different relationship between the empire and the territory and people and moved the territory into a different category. “Client” as an ascribed identity with certain characteristics was replaced by “province” as a different ascribed identity with different characteristics. Clients were accorded the right to retain their national ideology and territorial integrity, and thus their “national” identity, albeit within the context of the Assyrian “symbolic universe.” But once a territory was incorporated into the provincial system, the Assyrian claim was that the territory and people now belonged to the Assyrian Empire. This then became the ideological justification for deportation, since the subjugated peoples were informed that they were now, after a fashion at least, “Assyrians” and that they now lived in “Assyria,” so they could legitimately be moved anywhere within that realm without ever leaving “their” territory and even take their gods with them. There was an economic spin-off from this. As new agricultural lands, including some in quite marginal areas in northern Mesopotamia (successful crops two in five years), were opened up, much of the labor on these estates was performed by deportees from elsewhere in the empire (see appendix, text no. 4). The populations of provinces became viewed as labor that could be best utilized on projects (usually agricultural projects, although there is evidence for building projects such as new royal cities) that served imperial needs. This concern with the efficient use of labor was sometimes couched in terms of political expediency: people
had to be moved from their homeland in order to quell rebellion. However, these people were usually those deemed to be less economically productive and so were put to use in fertile agricultural areas (for example, urbanites who had been using up the local surplus; Arameans, Chaldeans, and other pastoral nomads who were not sedentary agriculturalists and who were settled to become such). Their status was not the same as that of “ethnic” Assyrians, however. The legal status of these deportees was not “slave” but “dependent labor,” since they were tied to a particular estate. Postgate views them as “helots,” borrowing a category applied to western Asia by Diakonoff.

As client kingdoms were turned into provinces, peoples and deities were no longer tied to a particular place but now belonged to the empire. In breaking the traditional nexus of people, place, and gods (divine rule), the Assyrian elite dissolved the basis for existing national and ethnic identities and ascribed to subjugated peoples a new identity. Deportation was a mechanism for breaking old and constructing new identities, since peoples from various locations were mixed in new settlements. Thus, deportation achieved two complementary goals for the central administration: it dissolved national and ethnic identities that were risked fragmenting the empire (even though client status sought to bring all such polities within a single “symbolic universe”), and it legitimated the movement of labor within Assyria to locations where it could be more economically exploited. So far as I can tell, this attitude toward and use of provincialization and deportation was an innovation, certainly on this scale. It also might be termed “Assyrianization,” if by that one means turning populations from whatever they were (e.g., “Israelites,” “Bit Adinians”) into “Assyrians” (see appendix, texts nos. 3, 4, 5).

Provincialization was qualitatively different from clientship both administratively and ideologically. In considering the evidence from NA royal inscriptions pertaining to the incorporation of territories and peoples into the empire, Machinist reviews a number of key phrases such as “accounted to/with the people of Assyria/my land,” “added to the border of Assyria/my land/a particular district or province of Assyria,” “I (= the king) imposed upon them my yoke/the yoke of my rule/the yoke of Ashur, my lord,” and the claim to have imposed taxes on subjugated peoples “like Assyrians,” among others. He concludes that “the terms ‘Assyria’ and ‘Assyrian,’ in the royal inscriptions, are not really, or at least essentially, ethnic terms but rather political ones, defining a region and people that manifest the required obedience [to Ashur/the Assyrian king].” This, of course, need not suggest that “Assyria” did not also refer specifically to the Assyrian homeland in contradistinction to the subjugated territories or that “Assyrian” referred specifically to the indigenous inhabitants of the homeland. In the latter case, “Assyrian” was arguably an ethnic designation. It is perhaps notable, although unremarked by Machinist since he was concerned solely with royal inscriptions, that in NA administrative texts, subjugated peoples, including those who had been deported to the Assyrian homeland, were never termed “Assyrians.” They were always denoted by their ethnic designation or by
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reference to their place of origin. Despite the evidence of the administrative texts, the royal inscriptions make clear that the Assyrian elite viewed subjugated peoples and lands, particularly when they had been incorporated into the provincial system, as “Assyrians” and “Assyria,” respectively. This was a direct challenge to the identity affirmed by the subjugated peoples themselves. The Syro-Palestinian kingdoms, for example, had articulated “national” and ethnic identities that clearly referred to a political and social identity tied to a particular place (the kingdom ruled over by the divinely appointed indigenous king) and (a) particular national god(s). Assyrian hegemony contravened that, initially by imposing client status and, more violently, by turning the state into a province. The Assyrians were not consistent in their treatment of Syro-Palestinian polities. The positive outcomes to the empire from provincialization needed to be evaluated against possible negatives. The clear example of this is the Phoenician cities Tyre, Sidon, and Byblos. Their economic significance to Assyria was such that they were never brought into the provincial system but were instead permitted to retain a level of self-determination as client states even after episodes of rebellion. Babylonia offers a starker contrast with the experience of Syro-Palestinian states. Babylonia was seen to have close cultural connections to Assyria, with major temples of deities revered by the Assyrians long established in Babylonian cities. Assyrians recognized their culture as younger than Babylonia’s and as in some sense derivative of it. Assyrians and Babylonians spoke dialects of the same language, and Assyrians had borrowed the Babylonian cuneiform writing system. Babylonia was effectively turned into a province in period 2a, regained its independence in period 2b with Elamite support (reign of Sargon II), only to be subjugated soon after (reign of Sennacherib). Assyrian kings were so concerned to legitimate their rule there that more than one Assyrian king in period 2 assumed the throne of Babylon and ruled (perhaps in name only) the two states concurrently. Assyria never did resolve how to govern Babylonia. When Shamash-shuma-ukin, the brother of Ashurbanipal (late period 2b), was installed as king of Babylon, a bloody civil war between them followed.

Babylonia was the only subjugated territory in which the Assyrian king assumed the indigenous kingship. Other recalcitrant territories were quashed and indigenous kingship eradicated, and while it is true that the city of Babylon was razed by Sennacherib out of frustration at the population’s recalcitrance, it was almost immediately rebuilt by Esarhaddon and Ashurbanipal, who claimed to have been called by Marduk, the god of Babylon, to restore cultic normality to Babylonia. They undertook rebuilding projects in this conquered territory and sought to have themselves portrayed as legitimate kings of Babylon rather than as foreign usurpers. To this end, they not only had royal inscriptions written proclaiming such but also adopted the titulary of the king of Babylon, as evidenced in economic and legal texts written during their reigns. There were also deportations (mainly of Arameans and Chaldeans), but the royal inscriptions make it clear that Babylonia was a special place culturally and so had to be treated in a special way. This marks a different
conception of Babylonia as a territory within the orbit of Assyrian control. Nom-inally, one might expect the king of Assyria to be king over all the subjugated ter-
ritories. While this was so, the important thing to note is that in all locations other
than Babylonia either the Assyrian king either recognized the local king as a client
and thus retained him or eradicated the indigenous monarchy and replaced it with
the Assyrian king, who ruled via an appointed Assyrian governor. The Assyrian king
did not have himself crowned king according to the rites of the subjugated terri-
tory. This consideration was afforded Babylonia alone. The local traditions of legiti-
mate kingship were not set aside as they were when other territories were made into
provinces. They were retained in Babylonia, and the Assyrian king was seemingly at
pains to legitimate himself by keeping them (although not necessarily all of them; see, for example, his absence from the annual *akītu* ritual at which the Babylonian
king’s presence was normally required). Following the tradition of Babylonian
kings, the *kiddinutu* status of the ancient Babylonian cities with their long-standing
legal rights and tax concessions for their citizens, including curtailment of the king’s
authority to exact taxes, fines, labor service, and army service, were recognized by
the Assyrians.

Babylonian cities were centers of culture and the economy, so it is hardly sur-
prising, given the Assyrians’ attitude toward Babylonia, that they displayed a gener-
ally positive disposition to them. It was also politically expedient to do so. Tribal
Chaldeans and Arameans whose power base lay in regional Babylonia needed the
support of urban elites and institutions (specifically, temples) to mount rebellions
against Assyrian rule. Throughout period 2, they had some success in unifying
urban, elite, and regional interests to resist Assyrian hegemony. The Assyrians them-
selves countered by acting like indigenous Babylonian monarchs. This positioning
was deliberately targeted at the urban elites and institutions and sought to under-
mine Chaldean coalition building. In the struggle for the hearts and minds of the
Babylonian urban elites, the Chaldeans were ultimately successful.

By the end of period 2, the empire consisted largely of provinces across northern
and southeastern Mesopotamia, Syria, and northern Palestine. Southern Palestinian
kingdoms such as Judah were some of the few remaining clients. Babylonia vacill-
ated among being a province, being a kingdom ruled by the Assyrian king, and
being independent. The administrative status of subjugated territories reflected their
particular relationship to the Assyrian king and their position within the Assyrian
“symbolic universe.” The ideology of empire was impressed on both Assyria and
the subjugated polities, since to the Assyrian ruling elite they were part of a single
system, even though they belonged in distinct categories. Structurally, the empire
looked much like it had at the end of period 1b. It was a nexus of homeland, prov-
inces, and clients, but now Babylonia was included as a seemingly different type of
territory. The question of what type of polity the Assyrian Empire was remains. In
fact, the extension of the provincial system into Syria exacerbates the problem of
defining “Assyria,” especially since deportation to various parts of the empire and
ethnic mixing might be construed as a form of state formation. It is a problematic notion, though, given that provincialized populations and deportees did not have the same legal standing as Assyrian “nationals.” To make matters more complex, it is unclear exactly how an Assyrian “national” should be defined, since if it is done on the basis of birth in the homeland (or of descent from one born there), the boundaries of the homeland are debatable. My suspicion is that by period 2b it would be the territory east of the Habur.

In this section I have emphasized (1) aspects of the ideology underpinning Assyrian imperialism; (2) some mechanisms for controlling, organizing, and integrating the empire; and (3) problems in elucidating the character of the polity being formed by Assyrian imperialism; I have attempted to show how they are interconnected. It seems to me that the problem of integration plagued the empire. It is that problem, no doubt exacerbated by the empire’s vast (for the time) territorial reach, that constantly demanded the attention of Assyrian rulers, strained their system of administrative organization, and exercised their powers of coercion. The process of integrating an empire may prove to be one of the areas that could be fruitfully further pursued in comparative research.

5. Conclusion: What’s “New” About the Neo-Assyrian Empire?

In his study of ancient Near Eastern imperialism, Michael Mann devotes most of his attention to the late-third-millennium empire of Sargon of Akkad. This is understandable, not only because it is the earliest of the “empires” but also because it affords Mann the opportunity to lay out his interpretative strategy for this and later empires. I am somewhat surprised, though, that he devotes comparatively little space (only some seven pages) to the much better attested NA Empire. In any case, since he has treated both empires, it affords an opportunity to relate my discussion in this chapter to his work and to reflect on the relationship between the NA and earlier western Asian empires.

In his study of the empire of Sargon of Akkad, Mann elucidates the four principal strategies in the development of genuine imperial domination: rule through clients; direct army rule; “compulsory cooperation” (indicating “that economic development and repression could go together,” with economic benefits depending “on the provision of certain uniform and repressive services by the state”: 153); and the development of a common ruling-class culture (where the place of religion as “ideological power” is recognized, noting its role in the development of “ruling-class community”). Mann holds that, generally, the first two strategies dominated in the earliest empires, with the balance shifting to the latter two strategies by the time of the Roman empire. It would seem that Sargon of Akkad’s empire emphasized rule through clients and direct army rule, although elements of compulsory cooperation and common ruling-class culture can be detected. By comparison, the
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NA Empire was marked by a strategy that “combined ruling through the army and a degree of compulsory cooperation with a diffused upper-class ‘nationalism’ of their own core” (231). Mann notes regarding this empire that “the ‘army option’ [was] pursued to its most ferocious known limits in our historical traditions,” marked by large conquests, the control of subjugated populations “by threat and occasional use of ruthless militarism,” and deportations (234). The compulsory cooperation resulted in a number of claimed economic benefits through expenditure on the building of palaces, royal cities, and other administrative centers, through investment in the provision of plows and the acquisition of draught horses, and through the storing of grain reserves. While these two strategies have much in common with those of earlier empires, for Mann the NA Empire introduces a new element: “a form of ‘nationalism’” (235). This is not “a cohesive ideology that spreads vertically through all classes of the ‘nation,’” since Assyria was too hierarchal a society, unlike the Greeks, whose nationalism “was dependent on rough equality and a measure of political democracy.” It was only the Assyrian upper classes—nobility, landowners, merchants, officials—that, together with the army, conceived of themselves as belonging to the same nation. “They seem to have participated in a common ideology, a normative community that diffused universally among the upper classes” (235, author’s emphasis). “Their community seems to have ended abruptly at the boundaries of what was called the Assyrian nation, consigning the outer provinces to a clearly subordinate status. This was probably the most novel technique of rule, adding to the cohesion of the empire’s core. Ideological power as immanent ruling-class morale seems to make its clearest historical entry so far in this narrative” (235, author’s emphasis; cf. 160–1). Thus, with the emergence of “nationalism,” “more diffuse, universal sources of social identity grew at the expense of particularistic, local ones” (236).

I agree with Mann that we see the emergence of a sense of Assyrian national identity in the NA period, although I think that it may well go somewhat deeper in Assyrian society than he allows. Be that as it may, what Mann’s analysis misses, and what I have tried to emphasize in this essay, is the use of imperial ideology to integrate subjugated peoples into the Assyrian “symbolic universe.” Mann is correct to note that the Assyrian ruling elite looked on subjugated peoples and territories differently from the way they looked on Assyria and “ethnic” Assyrians, but it is significant that this ruling-class ideology also articulated the ways in which various types of subjugated peoples related to and were placed within the empire. This ideology was diffused throughout the empire, at least at the level of elites.

One could therefore view clientship not simply as an example of ruling through a conquered elite (as in earlier empires), but as a means, articulated through imperial ideology, of integrating this elite within an empire-wide ruling-class culture. The conquered elite now belonged to the Assyrian ruling elite, albeit on the second tier. They were legally recognized as ruling their territory under the patronage of the Assyrian king, and they became representatives of Assyrian rule and imperial
values and ideology. Subjugated peoples and their rulers who were submissive and continued to be obedient were applauded for their moral virtues and for acting “like Assyrians.” The ideology underpinning clientship articulated a relationship between Assyria and the subjugated polity that placed the latter in a position inferior to Assyria even as it drew the ruling elite into an association with the Assyrian king and the imperial ruling structures.

Provincialization can also be viewed similarly. It did indeed reinforce the status of the territory as something considerably less than Assyria proper, as Mann avers (at least in the sense that it was a territory in need of correct ordering by an Assyrian governor), but it also integrated the territory and population closely with Assyria, spreading the notion of Assyria beyond the boundaries of the home provinces. This is seen most clearly for provinces east of the Euphrates bend, but it is arguable also for provinces in Syria-Palestine. Provincialization in particular led the peoples and territories to become “Assyrian,” even if that “Assyria” can be distinguished in some sense from the homeland.

This highlights the issue of the type of polity the Assyrians were forming. Earlier empires espoused religio-political ideologies to legitimize the subjugation of neighboring territories. But I do not think that prior to the Assyrians there was an attempt to articulate an imperial ideology that sought to integrate the subjugated polities into the ruling-class worldview and then, if necessary, to change where they “fitted” into that worldview (moving from client to province). Assyrian imperial ideology was diffused across the empire and should be seen as an innovative means of integrating the empire, expressing power, and maintaining control. We might want to draw a distinction between an Assyrian national and ethnic identity and an Assyrian imperial identity, although the two are obviously related. All subjugated territories and peoples found a place in the latter, whether in the administrative category of client or province. These peoples may not have had a place in ethnic or national Assyria, but the issue needs further research.

Appendix: Assyrian Texts

1. Tiglath–pileser, strong king, unrivalled king of the universe, king of the four quarters, king of all princes, lord of lords, chief herdsman, king of kings, attentive purification priest, to whom by the command of the god Shamash the holy scepter was given and who had complete authority over the people….The god Ashur [and] the great gods who magnify my sovereignty, and who granted as my lot power and strength, commanded me to extend the border of their land. They placed in my hands their mighty weapons, deluge in battle. I gained control over lands, mountains, towns, and princes who were hostile to Ashur and I subdued their districts. I vied with 60 crowned heads kings and achieved victory over them in battle. I have neither rival in strife nor equal in conflict. I added territory to Assyria [and] people to its population. I extended the border of my land and ruled over all their lands. (Tiglath-pileser I, MA period) (Grayson 1991b: 13)
2. In strife and conflict I besieged [and] conquered the city. I felled 3,000 of their fighting men with the sword. I carried off prisoners, possessions, oxen, [and] cattle from them. I burnt many captives from them. I captured many troops alive: I cut off some of their arms [and] hands; I cut off of others their noses, ears [and] extremities. I gouged out the eyes of many troops. I made one pile of the living (and) one of heads. I hung their heads on trees around the city. I burnt their adolescent boys [and] girls. I razed, destroyed, burnt, [and] consumed the city. (Ashurnasirpal II, 883–859 B.C.E.; period 1b) (Grayson 1991b: 201)

3. When Ashur, the great lord, chose me in his steadfast heart [and] with his holy eyes and named me for the shepherdship of Assyria, he put in my grasp a strong weapon which fells the insubordinate, he crowned me with a lofty crown, [and] he sternly commanded me to exercise dominion over and to subdue all the lands insubmissive to Ashur…. I uprooted 17,500 of his troops. I took for myself Ahunu together with his troops, gods, chariots, [and] horses, brought [them] to my city Ashur, [and] regarded them as people of my land. (Shalmaneser III, 858–824 B.C.E.; period 1b) (Grayson 1996: 8, 29–30)

4. [Of] those Ara[means whom] I despoiled, X thousand to the province of the turtanu, 10,000 [to] the province of the Palace-Herald, […] thousand [to] the province of the Chief Cupbearer, [… thousand [to] the province of Barha[I]zi, 5,000 [to] the province of Mazama[u I divid]ed and settled [therein]. I made them of one mouth. [I considered them as] inhabitants of [Assyria]. [I placed upon them] the yoke of Ashur my lord, as upon the Assyrians. The abandoned settlements in the periphery of my [land], which had gone to ruin [during the reign of my royal ancestors, the kings of Assyria], I restored. (Tiglath-pileser III, 744–727 B.C.E.; period 2b) (Tadmor 1994: 44–45)

5. The population of the four [quarters], of foreign tongue and divergent speech, inhabitants of mountain and plain, all of whom the Light of the gods, the lord of all, shepherded, whom I had carried off with my powerful scepter by the command of Ashur, my lord—I made them of one mouth and put them in its [= the new city; Dut-katlimmu] midst. Assyrians [lit., sons of Assyria], versed in all the proper culture, I ordered as overseers and supervisors to give them instruction in fearing god and king. (Sargon II, 721–705 B.C.E.; period 2b) (Machinist 1993: 95)

6. May Shamash, king of heaven and earth, elevate you to shepherdship over the four regions! May Ashur, who gave you the scepter, lengthen your days and years! Spread your land wide at your feet!… Ashur is king—indeed Ashur is king! Ashurbanipal is the representative of Ashur, the creation of his hands. May the great gods make firm his reign, may they protect the life of Ashurbanipal, king of Assyria! May they give him a straight scepter to extend the land and his peoples! May his reign be renewed, and may they consolidate his royal throne for ever! (Ashurbanipal, 668–631 B.C.E; period 2b) (Livingstone 1989: 26–27)

7. The goddess X, beloved of Tel.unu, priestess of the land of [Arabia], who, angered at Haza’el, king of Arabia,… handed him over to Sennacherib, my own grandfather, and caused his defeat. She [i.e., the goddess] determined not to remain with the people of Arabia and set out for Assyria… Hazail, king of the Arabs, came before him [i.e., Esarhaddon] with [his rich] gifts, kissed his feet, and appealed to him concerning the return of his goddess. He had mercy on him and agreed…. Esarhaddon had a star of red gold made, which was studded with precious stones,… and presented it for a healthy life and long days, the prosperity of his descendants, the constancy of his rule, and the overthrow of his enemies. He showed kindness toward captured gods of all lands, whose sanctuaries had been trampled, so that the gods might grant him the blessing of long life and permit his offspring to rule over humanity. (Ashurbanipal, 668–631 B.C.E.) (Cogan 1974: 16–17)
8. Uate’ together with his army, who had not kept the sworn oaths (and) who had fled before the weapons of Ashur my lord, Erra the strong overcame them. Disaster broke out among them so that they ate the flesh of their children to keep from starving. [The Assyrian gods] quickly inflicted all the curses which are written in the sworn oaths (including that) a camel-foal, a donkey-foal, a calf, a lamb might suck at seven milk-giving animals yet could still not satisfy their bellies with milk. The people in Arabia asked each other: “Why has such a disaster fallen on Arabia?”— “Because we did not abide by the great oaths of Ashur, and sinned against the kindness of Ashurbanipal, the king who pleases the heart of Enlil!” (Ashurbanipal, 668–631 B.C.E.; period 2b) (Streck 1916: 2:76–79)
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The Achaemenid Empire

Josef Wiesehöfer

1. Introduction

The Achaemenid1 (Persian) Empire was the largest of all ancient Near Eastern “world empires,” spanning from Egypt to Central Asia and the Indus region. Its formation began after 550 B.C.E., when the petty king Cyrus of Anshan/Fars in southwestern Iran and his son Cambyses conquered the mighty Medes and the empires of Lydia, Babylonia, and Egypt. These territories were incorporated into the new “state.” For more than two hundred years, the Achaemenids faced no serious opponents. Only the conquests of Alexander the Great, between 334 and 323 B.C.E., terminated Achaemenid rule over Asia. Even then, the prevalent Persian models of governing and administration did not come to an end but heavily influenced later empire building by Alexander, the Seleucids, and the Mauryas in India.2

This chapter focuses on the following questions: What were the geographic and demographic parameters of the Persian Empire? How can we best describe the expansionist and postexpansionist phases of the history of this empire, and when and why did the hegemony of the Achaemenids end? How did the empire, at its inception and during its lifespan, affect the inhabitants in the various regions of this kingdom? How did the rulers intend integration to work? What were the structural parameters of this realm, and how did the imperial state maintain its power? Last but not least: what can a comparison with the most important preceding empire, that of the Assyrians, add to our understanding of the Achaemenids?

2. Evidence

The history of the Achaemenid Empire is documented by a variety of sources.3 Their regrettable lack of explanatory power is caused by several factors. First, the testimonies that do not originate in and around the central areas of royal ideology, such as royal inscriptions and reliefs, are the product of frequently hostile foreign countries, as can be seen in Greek literature and art. Both categories reflect inherent
and specific biases. Second, the Iranian historical tradition was predominantly oral in character; thus, its Achaemenid traits can be traced only rudimentarily today.\textsuperscript{4} Third, quantifiable material is rare. This evidence includes Babylonian cuneiform tablets, mostly from Mesopotamian archives of the late sixth and early fifth centuries and the second half of the fifth century B.C.E.; Elamite cuneiform tablets of the provincial administration of southwestern Iran of the first half of the fifth century B.C.E.; papyri and ostraca from fifth-century Egypt; and other similar sources. Not only is the actual amount of this material relatively limited, but it is also chronologically and geographically imbalanced. It is therefore difficult to write a history of events from a Persian perspective or to measure the economic performance of the Achaemenid Empire in any meaningful way and to base demographic, social, and economic statements on statistically sound material.

The multilingual royal inscriptions that were set up throughout the empire, the coins and the fine arts of the residences and burial places with their characteristic harmonious mixture of indigenous, modified Near Eastern, and newly designed elements,\textsuperscript{5} provide insight into the ideology of rule and government: First, they reminded the royal subjects of the rulers’ extraordinary qualities and achievements, as well as their duty of loyalty to these kings. Second, both the inscriptions and the palace and tomb reliefs emphasize the royal idea of the \textit{pax Achaemenidica}, that is, the god-given and universal state of peace that was guaranteed by the kings and desired by their subjects. Opposition to this arrangement, in terms of the Great Kings’ announcements, would have seemed nothing short of irresponsible.

Greek literary accounts of the Achaemenids, on the other hand, stand in stark contrast to the royal perspective. The Greek descriptions are varied and partly of high literary quality. All are characterized by the fact that the Persian universal monarchy was never presented as an alternative model to that of the Greek ideal of the autonomous \textit{polis}.\textsuperscript{6} In the fifth century, the Greek view of the Persians oscillated between fascination and aversion, between attraction and the need for distance—attitudes typical for social interaction with powerful foreign cultures.\textsuperscript{7} Herodotus, who in his \textit{Histories} (second half of the fifth century B.C.E.) tries to set forth “the great and marvellous deeds done by Greeks and barbarians and especially the reason why they warred against each other” (1.1), is even inclined to grant bravery and dignity to the opponents and to present their defeat, which is described as a consequence of the Persian kings’ \textit{hybris}, as a warning example to his fellow Athenians. In the course of time, however, not the least because of the experience of political disunity both within and among the city states, Greek tradition became increasingly biased and uniform: we end up with the image of the decadent barbarian “counter-world” with despotic rulers and slave-like subjects—an idea that was certainly also meant to emphasize the Greeks’ superior culture and to establish Greek unity by presenting a common foe and an easy prey.\textsuperscript{8} But, despite its bias, the Hellenic literary tradition provides an extraordinary amount of relevant and useful information—information, however, that has to be analyzed and evaluated with
care. For a long time, the original idea of a succession of world empires ("translatio imperii") has been regarded as part of Achaemenid royal ideology; however, much speaks in favor of it being a Herodotean model.9

Another less distorted but regionally and chronologically rather restricted perspective on the structures and determining factors of the Achaemenid Empire and the degree of its subjects’ loyalty to the king derives from other sources from different parts of the empire, such as collections of clay tablets from Babylonia and Persis. The Babylonian tablets are mostly private archive records, documenting legal and economic transactions. The tablets from Persis are records of the regional administration. These texts provide insight into the administration, social structure, and economy of these two provinces. Other categories include the papyri from the Jewish military colony of Elephantine, which illustrate Jewish life in the Egyptian diaspora; the inscriptions of Egyptian officials in Persian service, which hint at the degree of local elite cooperation; and the Greek inscriptions from Asia Minor, which document the relations between satraps (provincial governors), cities, and temples. The ostraca and coins from Judaea also belong to this group of evidence, whereas the books of the so-called Old Testament, which make reference to Achaemenid times, not only give less information on the Persians than on the special relation between Jahwe and God’s own people in post-Exile times but also exaggerate the province’s importance for the Great Kings. At the same time, they illustrate an important step in the formation of Jewishness.

Apart from the material from Persis, the archaeological evidence comes predominantly from Syria-Palestine and Anatolia. The multicultural dimension of the Achaemenid Empire is represented particularly well in regional and local art, as well as in the Persian emulation ("Perserie") of young aristocrats in late-fifth-century Athens. While the former, however motivated, illustrate the provincial elites’ orientation toward examples set by the Great King, indigenous perseverance and rich cultural contacts both within the empire and with the outer world at the same time,10 the latter give an idea both of Athens’ fascination with the enemy’s lifestyle and of the great variety of Greco-Persian relations.11

3. Beginnings of Persian Rule

Our picture of Persian rule and empire formation has been influenced mainly by the writings of Herodotus.12 He assigns the earliest dominion over Asia to the Lydians and Assyrians. The Medes then enter the sphere of Assyrian control. Herodotus elevates the Medes, encroaching later on the Assyrian sphere of influence, to a level of definitive power by comparing them to the Lydian kings (Mermnads) in western Asia Minor and to the Babylonians, the heirs of the Assyrians.13 The Persians finally lose their anonymity under Cyrus (550–530 B.C.E.), who first conquers Astyages, king of the Medes, and then the Lydian king Croesus and later puts an end to Babylonian rule. This account is supported by the legend of Cyrus’s life: his
exposure, childhood, and ultimate revelation of his true royal identity. In this legend, Herodotus identifies Cyrus—fancifully—as the grandson of Astyages. Cyrus is firmly convinced that Tyche—the personification of divine fortune—who granted him sovereignty over formerly Median and Lydian territories (Herodotus 1.126) will assist him during his attempts to subdue the Bactrians, Babylon, the Sacas, and the Egyptians (1.153)—almost the entire continent opposite Europe. With his fording of the Araxes on the borders of Asia during the battle against the Scythian queen Tomyris, Cyrus transgresses the boundaries set for him by the gods. According to Herodotus, Xerxes repeats this mistake later when he crosses the Hellespont. The story of Cyrus, the admirable founder of this great empire, ends in tragedy, even though the Persian conquests within the borders of Asia remain in place. Cyrus’s son, Cambyses, even extends the empire significantly through the conquest of Egypt (525 B.C.E.). But, while Cyrus’s downfall was his transgression of the divinely set borders, his son’s were his phantasmagoric military ambitions against Carthage and Ethiopia (3.17 & 25). These setbacks exacerbate his inclination toward brutality, irascibility, and despotic tendencies. The atrocities committed by him in Egypt, which transform the more gentle, patriarchal monarchy of his father, Cyrus, into a despotic and barbarous one, eventually cause the demise of Cyrus’s dynasty and a temporary return of Median rule, as well as the beginnings of Darius’s royal line.

Herodotus portrays Darius (521–486 B.C.E.) as a king who falls between the opposites of paternal, benign ruler and despot. After he has consolidated his empire, he launches attempts to enlarge it. His campaign against the Scythians, which begins with the crossing of the Danube (another literal and symbolical “transgression” of a border), is a failure, saved only by Darius’s late decision to retreat. Because of his politics concerning Macedonia and Thrace, the borders of his empire now abut those of Hellas. The real confrontation between Persians and Greeks begins with the “Ionian Revolt,” especially with Athens’ and Eretria’s participation (500–494 B.C.E.). Darius initially desires both revenge on those two cities and the subjugation of all other Greek states. This campaign of vengeance, which Darius’s son Xerxes (486–465 B.C.E.) continues, explodes into a campaign for world domination. The ensuing personal and military catastrophes of Xerxes and his army are caused both by the transgression of divinely ordained borders and the fact that the Persians have long given up their freedom to the command of the king. In the end, Persian rule is again limited to Asia.

This is Herodotus’s view of Persian empire building. Numerous scholars have relied on his report, explaining that the quest for world domination was part and parcel of Persian ruling ideology, reflected as such in the royal inscriptions. According to this view, Darius planned to conquer and incorporate all of Hellas, and Xerxes aimed toward the domination of all of western Europe. The true motivations and intentions of the Persian kings during the formation of their empire are, of course, very difficult to nail down in their exact historical sequence. More recent investigations have shown that one essential prerequisite for Persian empire formation
was the existence of a sustainable Elamite, post-Assyrian kingdom in southwest Iran. This was also important for the extent of acculturation and transculturation between the Elamites and the Persians. The Elamite traditions, unsurprisingly, did not remain unchanged in a partly semipastoral (Iranian) milieu but were influenced by Iranian traditions and institutions. Simultaneously, the ethnogenesis of the Persians has to be interpreted as a mixture of “Iranian” and “Elamite” population groups. As a result of Elamite influence, the Persians were imbued with more potential for empire formation than, for example, the Medes. Median rule might best be described as a “loosely unifying leadership.” In the end, the Persians under Cyrus were successful in their conflicts against the Medes and the Lydians, integrating the territory of their enemies into their own empire. How the incorporation of new territories was organized in the political and administrative sphere is unknown; we have no sources for any areas except the Lydian western territories.

Babylon, ruled by King Nabonidus at the time, could not have remained unaffected by the defeats of its Median neighbors and its Lydian allies, nor by the Persian control of Susa. But the events leading up to the fatal confrontation with Cyrus are impossible to determine because of the lack of sources. It is clear, however, that tensions must have increased steadily, fueled, among other factors, by Cyrus’s alliance with Babylonian population groups that were dissatisfied with the rule of Nabonidus (such as the Priests of Marduk). After his victory at Opis, the subsequent massacre of the Babylonian soldiers, and the conquest of Sippar, Cyrus sent his commander Ugbaru ahead to Babylon. The city opened the doors willingly to the representative of the king; Babylon was thus taken and King Nabonidus captured. Cyrus’s triumphal procession into Babylon at the end of October 539 B.C.E. (commemorated as recently as 1971 by the Shah), was held according to the Babylonian tradition, as were his first administrative actions in the city and country. The “Cyrus Cylinder” inscription, for example, was carved by a skilled Babylonian craftsperson and portrays the king as the legitimate ruler of Babylon. Under the divine protection of Marduk, he is shown as fulfilling his civic, public, and political duties toward both gods and people in the best interest of the country and its inhabitants.

With his actions, Cyrus made it possible for the local elite to accept and cooperate with the foreign ruler. After Nabonidus’s defeat, the former Neo-Babylonian territories stretching from Palestine in the southwest to the Zagros Mountains in the east had all changed ownership. It is impossible to determine to what extent Cyrus was guided by the Babylonian example in the political annexation of those territories to his realm and how much he was able to change politics during his nine-year rule. The Jewish texts assign Cyrus a major role in the repatriation of the Judaeans after their deportation by Nebukadnezzar and in the rebuilding of the Temple in Jerusalem. But this should be understood as a theologically influenced reconstruction of events, which included the attribution of measures much later approved or begun to this long-awaited emancipator. Although Cyrus would certainly have been
concerned about Syria-Palestine, significant changes did not occur until the reigns of his successors.

Cyrus obviously attributed great importance to the annexation of the well-populated and geographically expansive Neo-Babylonian kingdom. We can see this both from the king’s ideological efforts and from his concrete policies. Nabonidus’s upper-level officials were allowed to remain in their offices; the crown prince Cambyses was made “vicerey” for one year in 538–537 B.C.E., after which he resigned as “King of Babylon” and was replaced by the new provincial governor, Gobryas. In contrast to Lydia, our sources for Babylonia do not give any hint of local rebellion. This conspicuous absence can be seen as an indication of the success of early Persian governance. This success is also confirmed by the fact that in the 530s B.C.E., Cyrus apparently brought large parts of Eastern Iran under his control. The details of how he did this—his strategies, the progression of his campaigns, and his methods for securing the northeast and eastern borders—remain unknown.

After Cyrus’s victory over Nabonidus, the Persians shared a border with the Egyptians. The latter were the last remaining major power in the Near East. Their king, Amasis, who found himself without allies, attempted to meet the Persian danger by building up a powerful navy. He enlisted the support of the Greek tyrant Polycrates of Samos, who was a potential threat to the Persians in the East Aegean, and chose Cyprus as an important base for his fleet. Cambyses, son of Cyrus, retaliated by launching his own navy, staffed with experienced sailors from his own subjects under Persian command. This was not his only time-consuming and costly enterprise. Cambyses also constructed and enlarged harbors, conquered Cyprus, and forged alliances with the Arabic tribes whose assistance would be invaluable for the crossing of the Sinai desert. The Persian victory at Pelusium (525 B.C.E.) and the conquest of Memphis and capture of King Psammetichus III signaled the end of the Persian campaign against Egypt. The neighbors to the west capitulated, the southern border was secured through diplomacy, and the large oases in the west came under Persian control. Following his father’s example, Cambyses attempted to secure the loyalty and support of the local elite by adapting his politics and royal ideology to the Egyptian tradition. That these measures were at least partially successful can be seen in the inscription of the official Udjahorresnet. The more negative version of Cambyses’s conquest of Egypt that appears in Herodotus was influenced by cutbacks in temple funding and later futile Egyptian revolts against the Persians in 486–485 and 460–454 B.C.E.

The causes of the political crisis in the empire that occurred during Cambyses’s sojourn at the Nile were manifold. They must have included financial and military exploitation of the subjects in the campaign against Egypt, mounting tensions between the Great King and the powerful Persian aristocracy, and a conflict of succession with his brother Bardiya. The empire found itself in significant political upheaval, recorded both in the Bisutun inscription of Darius I and in Herodotus. The exact sequence of events remains unclear. The Bisutun version of the story involves
an official appointed by Cambyses, a Median magus by the name of Gaumata. He took advantage of the discontent of Cambyses’s subjects and the murder of Bardiya, which had been ordered by the king himself, and posed as the brother of the king. Under this guise, he ascended the throne and won public approval through a number of popular measures such as canceling taxes and abolishing mandatory military service. However, many scholars assume that Bardiya himself rose up against his brother. Regardless of whether Darius I, who removed Gaumata/Bardiya with his co-conspirators after Cambyses’s death, should be considered a regicide and a liar, he was at the very least a usurper, lacking any familial claim to the throne. Darius actively promoted a link between his own Achaemenid clan and Cyrus’s Teispid lineage, which is recorded both in the Bisutun inscription and by Herodotus. This constructed genealogy was meant to legitimize his claim to the throne.

The political caesura following Cambyses’s death was a huge shift for the empire. Darius contained numerous revolts only with great effort and brutality (522–521 B.C.E.). He would not have been able to achieve even these victories without the assistance of a large proportion of the Persian aristocracy that had been dissatisfied with both Cambyses and Gaumata/Bardiya. The process of empire formation and territorial expansion and the necessary military, political, and fiscal efforts had apparently created dissent among the Great King, the Persian population, and the Persian aristocracy with regard to the development of the respective roles of ruler, aristocracy, and subjects. It is testimony to Darius’s considerable political and diplomatic skills that he was still able to maintain the unity of the empire, to tie the allegiance of the aristocracy to himself, and to secure his claim to the throne. It is equally an example of his military aptitude and his unscrupulousness. The monument of Bisutun, with its depiction of Darius’s triumph over the opposing “Liar-Kings” (as he calls them), is the ultimate expression of these abilities.

Darius’s rule was an important chapter in the history of the Achaemenid Empire. Under his sovereignty, the empire reached its greatest territorial expansion, the fiscal policies and administrative bodies underwent major reforms, and a royal ideology was developed. Unfortunately, the historical events of the period following Darius’s rule are barely documented; and when they are they are extremely one-sided in their point of view. Our main sources come from the Greek historians and the Old Testament, which are concerned mainly with Greek-Persian or Judaean-Persian relations and the western provinces of the empire. The Bisutun inscription records Darius’s campaigns in the second and third years of his rule, against Elam and the Scythians in Central Asia, but this is all that the Persian sources relate. Two chronicles of the latest phase of the empire (345–344 B.C.E. and the time of Alexander)—survive from Babylonia. In addition, some brief historical information can be found in the “Astronomical Diaries,” which is not always easy to interpret. Almost all other accounts are not indigenous and often carry a distinct anti-Persian bias.

Darius I expanded his empire to the north, the west, and the east. He secured its borders and strengthened its economy. In the west, the territories integrated into
the empire included the Cyrenaica in 513 B.C.E., Thrace, rich in natural resources, and the strategic straits and Aegean islands opposite the coast of Asia Minor. Most important was the acquisition of Samos around 519 B.C.E. Darius made Macedonia tributary to his empire (510 and after 492 B.C.E.). He also made a treaty with Athens in 507–506 B.C.E. In the East, the Persians successfully conquered “Indian” territories. They considered the northern border of their empire to be the Danube, and the failed campaign against the Scythians (c. 513 B.C.E.) proved that their limits in this area of the border lay in defending it against attacks of the nomads. These policies of consolidation and securing of the outer territories suffered a significant setback around 500 B.C.E., when the Ionian cities revolted under the leadership of the tyrant Aristogoras of Miletus; Caria and parts of Cyprus joined the revolt against the Persians. The rebels even conquered and burned Sardis with the help of their Athenian and Eretrian allies. The revolts could be suppressed only by an enormous effort on the Persian side that was aided by some dissent among the Ionians. The Persians spent the following years establishing different types of political institutions in those reconquered cities that promised to remain loyal to the Persian crown. They also mapped each city’s territory in order to recalculate the tribute to be handed over and to prevent border disputes between subject cities. Last but not least, the Persians prepared for revenge against Athens and Eretria. Not only had these cities supported the revolt, but Athens, in doing so, had broken its treaty with Persia. While the Persian defeat at Marathon was the inglorious end to an otherwise successful Aegean campaign, it should certainly not be considered a failed attempt to conquer all of Greece. What proved most important for the Persians was not their defeat but its consequences for the political system of Athens (such as the removal of sympathizers with Persians or tyrants) and the creation of an Athenian political identity.

Darius was also more involved in Egypt, as the brief reign of Cambyses had not successfully established any kind of stability. Just as Darius assumed his reign, the Persian satrap there was replaced and a number of measures were designed to secure the king’s sovereignty. Some of the most significant of these included the retraction of Cambyses’s fiscal measures, the reaffirmation of the old privileges of the temples and the priesthood, the completion of the Necho Canal, and the launching of naval expeditions to and from Egypt. These maritime campaigns were undertaken less for the sake of economic improvement than in a conscious attempt to emulate Pharaonic deeds.

Darius also initiated the construction of the two most important Achaemenid residences, Susa and Persepolis. The Elamite tablets from Persepolis and the foundation inscription (“Foundation Charter”) from Susa (DSf) record the far-reaching importance of these projects. The king successfully mobilized manpower, raw materials, and artistic templates from all over the empire to realize his idea of Achaemenid rule through the media of architecture, imagery, and text. Even Darius’s tomb, in Naqsh-i Rustam, in the new form of a cruciform cliff tomb, is a symbol
of this tradition with its inscriptions (DNa, DNb) and its reliefs. Gaumata’s revolt, as well as those during the early years of Darius’s reign, had a significant effect on politics. Darius reformed the administration, the infrastructure, and the security of the empire. He also reworked the ideology of Persian kingship. Both art and text under his reign reflect the idea of a *pax Achaemenidica*, which Darius must have considered more likely to further the integration of the empire than an ideology that portrayed the king as the conqueror and the subjects as the vanquished.

Darius’s son and successor, Xerxes (486–65 B.C.E.), was faced with a difficult situation upon assumption of the throne. He had to secure and preserve Persian rule, founded by Cyrus and reformed and legitimized by his father. Recent studies on the Achaemenids have shown that he was more successful as a ruler than the Greek sources would have us believe. Such more recent studies, which have not been favorably received by everyone in the academic community, show that Xerxes had no part in the destruction of Babylonian temples and the abduction of Marduk’s statue. It is equally unlikely that the wholesale adoption of his father’s royal ideology was a result of his lack of creativity or that his behavior during battles in Greece was marked by cowardice, brutality, and ignorance of proper strategy. Xerxes had learned from his father how to prevent revolts. In case prevention of a revolt proved impossible, as in Egypt or Babylon, he knew how to suppress it. He also knew how to consolidate the most recently conquered territories, integrate them into the empire (such as in the division of the provinces Lydia and Babylonia), and secure them militarily.27

Xerxes’ only real failure was his attempt to force the Greeks to recognize Persian sovereignty, which he presumably hoped to achieve by setting up a system of Persian-friendly Greek hegemonic powers. This would have brought the entire Aegean under the control of the Great King. His alleged plan to bring all of western Europe under Persian rule is highly unlikely.28 Some important Greek *poleis* and *ethne*, such as Thebes and Thessaly, did negotiate treaties with the Persians. Depending on the military situation, others stuck to tactical agreements (Delphi) or remained neutral (Argos). Some, such as Messenia, would gladly have traded their dependence on other Greek *poleis* for an alliance with the Persians. In spite of the partial support of the Persians by Greek *poleis*, the anti-Persian members of the “Hellenic League,” after a number of failed attempts, managed to secure a series of great victories against the Persian army and navy (Salamis 480, Plataea 479). Athens, Sparta, Plataea, Corinth, Eretria, and Aegina did not have a wider agenda; they were not fighting for Europe in opposition to Asia or in favor of democracy and humanity as opposed to barbarism and despotism. They were simply defending their political independence. But the consequences were formidable. In the years leading up to the Battle of the Eurymedon (460 s B.C.E.), Persia found itself pushed back to the eastern Mediterranean and the interior of Asia Minor. Athens advanced to become a hegemonic power in Greece, in fierce rivalry with Sparta, and the Persian wars created pan-Hellenic identities that stood in opposition to the notion of the “barbarian.”
In sum, the first phase of Persian empire formation under Cyrus and Cambyses was not achieved through lineage, diplomatic marriages, or voluntary annexations of other states. Instead, the empire was formed through the conquest and incorporation of previously independent kingdoms (Lydia, Babylonia, Egypt) and federations (the federation of the Medes). During the early phases of the conflicts with the Medes and Lydians, it seems as though the Persians provoked their neighbors to military action. But these reactions also appear to have been less a direct result of the Persians’ own military initiative than of the gradual geographic expansion of their empire from Persis into the Zagros and into northwestern Iran.

The motives for the war against Babylonia and the overall political situation in eastern Iran are unknown. Presumably, the Persians simply adopted local, traditional administrative and socioeconomic institutions (probably except in the territory of the Medes) in the beginning stages of their sovereignty. They probably also collected taxes or tribute at irregular intervals, added military service requirements, and replaced the local dynasties. The Persians reordered regional political institutions only in the event of a revolt, as in Lydia and Ionia. It is not clear whether the Egyptian war was caused by the formidable Persian supremacy in the Near East or whether Cambyses—in the Assyrian-Babylonian tradition—was actively trying to dispose of his last remaining powerful neighbor. Deliberate territorial expansion of the empire seems to have ended after the subjugation of Samos, the Cyrenaica, Thrace, and the region of the Indus. The continuing “vassal”-type relationship with Macedonia and the likely alliances with some Scythian tribes beyond Sogdia, Arab tribes, and possibly even Ethiopia, should not be considered a continuation of territorial expansion. These regions, which were loyal to Persia, formed an additional protective ring of territories adjacent to the empire. The part that the Athenians and Eretrians played during the Ionian Revolt drove the Persians to the—ultimately unsuccessful—attempt to extend this buffer zone into the Aegean and even (under Xerxes) into mainland Greece. An incorporation of the whole region into the ensemble of the imperial territories was hardly the intent.

This reconsideration of Persian empire formation explains, for one, the repeated attempts of the subjugated elites to dispose of the Persian rule in the early phase of Persian rule. Such uprisings, which continuously reappeared up until the early years of Xerxes’ reign, include the revolt of Pactyes in Lydia under Cyrus. Following Darius’s ascension to the throne, rebels challenged the crown in Babylonia, eastern Iran, and other areas, some of them even claiming dynastic lineage. Further revolts occurred in Ionia and Cyprus under Darius and in Egypt and Babylonia under Xerxes. For another, this reconsideration facilitates our understanding of the character of empire formation under Darius and Xerxes. These rulers provided the Iranian elite with important roles in the administration of the empire, especially in the form of provincial “top” offices—often at the expense of the local elite. They also reorganized the tributary and fiscal relations between the center of the empire and the provinces and strengthened political and military supervision. The local and
regional elites were still allowed to retain their political positions with the exception of the highest-ranking ones. This policy apparently left them with enough prestige not only to tolerate Persian rule but even to adopt the new ideological and practical framework (see later discussion). The royal *pax Achaemenidica* not only ensured peace and order and rewarded its loyal subjects but also threatened harsh punishment of insurgents and rebelling subjects (*bandaka*) (discussed later). The combination of political concepts and measures was very effective in spite of the numerous structural problems that plagued the empire even up to the highest level of government (see later discussion).

The territorial expansion after Darius I not only served the interest of the members of the royal house. The family members of the six co-conspirators against Gaumata/Bardiya, as well as other members of the Persian aristocracy, were rewarded with important political offices throughout the empire and at court and received substantial financial benefits. Even Median aristocrats appear relatively early in leading military and administrative positions. In regional and local contexts, members of the indigenous elites, such as the Greek exiles, also played an important role in politics under Persian rule, as long as they had proved their loyalty to the Great King or gained the status of “friends” or “benefactors.” Herodotus mentions individuals of the most diverse backgrounds and even describes former opponents such as Croesus as “warners” (*Artabanus*) or “warmongers” (*Mardonius*). His account should be interpreted as a direct result of the author’s worldview, not as historical reality. It is impossible to tell who truly was able to exert of influence on the king and his decisions. It remains most likely, however, that such influence would have occurred within the immediate vicinity of the king: at court, in the service of the empire, and in marriage alliances to the royal house.

4. Basic Parameters

4.1. Demography

Information on the demographic parameters of the Achaemenid Empire is rudimentary at best.²⁹ What we have comes from a variety of different sources, and the numbers they provide us with are highly controversial. As far as the total population of the Achaemenid Empire is concerned, a presentation of two different demographic tables reveals the problems of such calculations (table 3.1).

The methodology employed in extracting figures from literary and archaeological material is highly problematic. This is true for the use of settlement surveys, concentrated almost exclusively on Syria and Mesopotamia, that have produced data that are not only of debatable value but also quantitatively insufficient, as well as literary evidence, which has often been interpreted without regard to its time and place of origin and its specific use of numbers. Herodotus’s (3.89) accounts of Achaemenid tributes and the size of the Persian army and fleet during the Persian Wars (490–79
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b.c.e.) imply a very large population. More detailed analysis, however, proves that his figures are unreliable. Both Herodotus’s list of provinces and the figures he gives for the tribute are not based on Persian sources.³⁰ His description of the size of the army is based on both Homer’s epics and Hecataeus’s ethnographical work,³¹ and the figures he lists for the number of soldiers and ships are based on patterns that express nothing but relations of magnitude. Finally, by exaggerating the size of the Persian army throughout Greek history, authors such as Herodotus, Xenophon, and the historians of Alexander the Great magnify the Greeks’ military achievements to make them seem exceptionally glorious. The authors of the fourth century in particular succeeded in making the Persian opponent appear extremely daunting, but only because of the sheer size of its army (whose members had been coerced by the Great King to serve and fight) and not because of any bravery on the part of the soldiers or the tactical skills of their commanders.

The numbers of the workers mentioned in the Elamite “Fortification Tablets” from Persepolis that have been published so far (21,576 in all) are equally problematic; not even in combination with later historians’ praise of the fertility and population density of Persis do they enable us to estimate of the size of the population of the core province of the empire. The manual workers and craftsmen employed there

---

**Table 3.1. Modern Estimates of the Population of the Achaemenid Empire**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Region Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>High estimates</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesopotamia</td>
<td>c. 5–6,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bactria/Sogdiana</td>
<td>c. 2,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margiana</td>
<td>c. 500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central and Eastern Persis</td>
<td>c. 500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susiana and Western Persis</td>
<td>c. 1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Syria</td>
<td>c. 500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cilicia</td>
<td>c. 2,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western and Southern Asia Minor</td>
<td>c. 5,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria/Palestine</td>
<td>c. 1,500,000–2,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>c. 5–6,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern regions of the empire</td>
<td>At least c. 7,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole empire</td>
<td>c. 30–35,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low estimates</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>c. 3,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near East (without Arabia)</td>
<td>c. 12,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Asia and India</td>
<td>c. 1,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole empire</td>
<td>c. 17,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
were actually members of a special labor force, recruited from all over the empire to serve the king in Fars. The well-balanced proportion of men to women (8,138 men, 8,564 women, 2,687 boys, 2,142 girls) indicates no more than that some of these workers must have lived in family groups. The ratio of different generations does not match other ancient demographic patterns, and an assessment of living and work spaces minimizes the numerical data’s meaningfulness. But by looking at a special case (special rations for mothers)\textsuperscript{32} and at Greek testimonies of the royal policy of reproduction,\textsuperscript{33} it becomes obvious that Persian rulers were interested in the greatest possible number of potential soldiers, officials, and workers.\textsuperscript{34} Both the Greek and the indigenous evidence assign much relevance to Achaemenid “forced migration” as a demographic factor. Apart from the workers (\textit{kurtash}) mentioned earlier, working in the treasuries and working houses of Fars and Elymais, one has to remember the \textit{hatru} collectives in Babylonia, organized in terms of their duties, customers or place of origin (see later discussion), and the deported elites of conquered cities and communities (Eretria, Miletus). The royal distribution of land and property to Iranian and non-Iranian officials and officers in newly acquired territories and the service of Achaemenid garrison troops in places far away from their homes also influenced demographic conditions. After all, both of these migratory measures led to the development of an Iranian cultural “diaspora,” especially in Hellenistic and Roman Asia Minor.

Persian imperialism led not to the development of new mega-towns (like Babylon) but rather to the adjustment of existing royal centers such as Babylon, Susa, Sardis, and Ecbatana to Persian needs.\textsuperscript{35} Still, the Achaemenids contributed significantly to the process of urbanization in the Ancient Near East by promoting satrapal capitals as regional centers (thereby following an Assyrian program) and by investing revenues in constructing new royal cities in their home province of Fars (Persepolis, Pasargadae, Matezzish). Since the “traveling ruler” was a particular feature of Achaemenid kingship,\textsuperscript{36} Persian residences (note the kings’ self-portrayal as master builders, hunters, and gardeners) were marked by special architectural and landscaped constituents (palaces, fortifications, administrative buildings—open spaces for tents, gardens, and game parks \textit{[paradeisoi]}).\textsuperscript{37}

\subsection*{4.2. Economic Institutional Framework and Standards of Living}

The enormous wealth of the kings, the members of the Achaemenid clan, and the Iranian and indigenous elites has often been presented and commented on by Greek authors in terms of effeminate \textit{tryphe} (“luxury”). The rich treasuries that Alexander the Great found in the royal residences show that the largest part of the resources was concentrated at court and in the center of the empire. This proverbial “royal gold” had often enough helped to preemptively ward off potential dangers to the empire at its western border and had become a constant nuisance to those Greeks who were Persian enemies. Among the characteristic acts of a good ruler, however, as shown in both Achaemenid inscriptions and the Greek sources, were the systematic
punishment of miscreants and rebels and the generous rewarding of benefactors and loyal subjects. These personalities, called *euergetai* or *orosangai* by the Greek authors (< Median ‘varusanha’), were listed at court with their achievements, privileges, and distinctions. The reward they received could be in the form of tax exemption (Greek *ateleia*), special proximity to the king, or gifts such as landed property (or its proceeds or incomes), valuable objects, horses with golden bridle, or merely a seat at the royal banquets. The honored persons were represented on Achaemenid reliefs and elsewhere, and there is reason to believe that such distinctions were granted at public ceremonies (for instance at a royal meal [Greek *tykta*, < Iranian ‘taug-’]). Occasions for granting them might be the king’s birthday, the designation of the heir to the throne, or an accession. On the other hand, it appears that previously honored subjects who later proved disloyal might be publicly deprived of their privileges and gifts and, at worst, even publicly tortured and executed. Greek tradition equally includes the type of the magnanimous and forgiving ruler.

Along with the Great King’s *polydoria* (“open-handedness”) which, in the Iranian context, is always to be understood as the mark and privilege of a highly superior sovereign, rather than as a royal gesture within a reciprocal system of gift exchange, one may also recognize something like the ruler’s obligation to show particular generosity. This is expressed by what the Greeks describe as the *nomos* of the king’s obligation to fulfil his subjects’ wishes on certain occasions.

As far as the economic institutional framework and the common people’s economic situation are concerned, we have mostly Babylonian and Jewish evidence, both, however, once again only in rudimentary form. On the whole, the economy of the Persian Near East was characterized by continuities with the preceding Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian empires, but—for Babylonia—with special developments in land tenure, business practices, and legal instruments.

The sources we have for Babylonia under Persian rule do not divulge much information on the contemporary economic circumstances. We can tell, however, that there were “winners” and “losers.” The textual and archaeological evidence shows that most of the old cities were served as legal and economic centers; the temples, on the other hand, remained centers of cult and trade, the latter partially regulated by the state. The texts from the early Achaemenid period, the Murashu texts, and texts of other late-fifth-century archives definitively place large landholders, the highest ranking political officials, the so-called business houses/firms, and the royal treasury (thanks to measures intensifying agricultural production and extracting taxes and revenues) among the “winners.” The “losers” that emerge from these texts are the temple workers and the smaller landholders organized into *hatrus* (see later discussion). In the course of time, these smaller landholders, to whom the king had leased out land in exchange for services and taxes, came under heavy financial and working pressure.

The political importance of Babylonia as the center of a formerly powerful empire and its agricultural resources provided clear personal benefits for the king.
These factors were certainly among the reasons why Achaemenid kings increasingly amassed property in this province. The Babylonian texts record royal domains, and, more important, royal control over most of the irrigation systems and canals—an essential part of the Tigris and Euphrates river valley. Some Babylonian large landholders with Iranian or Babylonian names who drew a direct profit from the taxes and services of their “dependents” formed a type of local “landed gentry,” which was subordinate to the Persian aristocrats, the “Friends of the King,” and the male and female members of the royal house in terms of political importance, prestige, and economic power. The latter mostly left the administration of their estates in the hands of Babylonian stewards and agents. Their control over these properties was very much contingent on their relationship with the king and could be lost very quickly: one need only make the mistake of being loyal to the “wrong” contender for the throne. Other domains were provided to officials in their capacity as officials. It has been noted that there were several good reasons behind this generous allocation of properties by the king to persons who were either related to him or politically close: not merely a reward for special loyalty, these grants were also a means of monitoring and controlling potential political rivals, such as the satrap of Babylonia.

In addition to the large and medium-size estates and temples as land-holding organizations, cuneiform texts also document royal grants of small land parcels to individuals in return for (military) service; these parcels were often part of larger corporate institutions (*hatrus*). The military “fiefs” were of three different types, according to the kind of military service and equipment expected and the basic fighting units of the Persian army: “horse-land,” “bow-land,” and “chariot-land.” The grantees and their obligations were registered in a royal census, kept by officers at the main mustering points of the satrapy to ensure military call-ups in case of need. Apart from the “military” *hatrus*, there were others named for the artisanal, agricultural, or administrative occupations of their members, for the estates or administrative institutions to which their members were attached, or for the geographic or ethnic origins of their members. Land held in such corporate groups was not alienable, but it could be inherited, passed on in dowries, or used as a pledge in exchange for a loan. On the whole, the kings’ settlement policy in Babylonia served the empire’s needs by both expanding the amount of cultivated land (increasing agricultural production and taxation) and creating a population obliged to perform military service. As the empire stabilized during the reign of Xerxes I and territorial expansion came to a halt, the descendants of the original grantees were asked to pay a silver tax in lieu of performing military service. Like temples and large estate holders, who contracted with family “firms” (e.g., the Murashus) to place the land under cultivation by renting the land on portions to various farmers, the members of the *hatrus* leased their parcels out to those “entrepreneurs,” who sublet them to tenants. Other contracts between the two parties were concluded to meet the tax payments of the farmers through exchanging produce on their behalf for a fee. The “Murashu documents” of the second half of the fifth century testify not only to the
geographical location of the parcels but also to their administrative integration into the hatru organization and to the company’s role as financial mediator among those tenants, the original grantees, and the king.

The Egibis, another family “firm,” also managed large tracts of crown land and were further involved in business partnerships in which both parties drew up contracts to share both profits and losses on a commercial agricultural venture (harranu partnerships). The close relationship among the state, the temples (as “economic engines”), and the “entrepreneurs” was mutually advantageous economically. The family “firms” of the Egibis and the Murashus were the most important mediators between landholders and the crown. With this function they ensured the economic power of the province and its fiscal productivity, even as the gap dividing rich and poor grew ever wider. Nothing indicates a total economic stagnation or economic decline in Babylonia during late Achaemenid rule. In fact, the opposite seems to be the case; everything indicates that Mazaues handed over to Alexander a well-ordered, politically secure, and extremely lucrative province.

In post-Exile Judaea, a party of lay leaders and priests had established a political organization with the consent of the Persian administration and in exchange for absolute loyalty that guaranteed them a maximum level of sociopolitical participation. It was probably those “nobles and councillors” about whom the traditional class of peasants, already burdened with famine and the “royal tax,” complained to Nehemiah. Those rich lenders had tried to take advantage of the debtors’ property and families if the latter were unable to pay. However, it was this social crisis that led to a particularly harsh questioning of the theological legitimacy of wealth within the framework of the official Jahwe religion.

Unfortunately, no Persian source exists that offers reflection on the strengths and weaknesses of Achaemenid rule over time. The Greek texts (such as Xenophon’s Education of Cyrus 8) represent not Persian but uniquely Greek opinions (see earlier discussion). In the Greek sources, the rule of Xerxes is the turning point in Iranian history, a period that initiated the inevitable and unstoppable decline of the Persian Empire. It has been widely accepted that this does not reflect historical reality (see earlier discussion). Near Eastern archaeology, in fact, suggests the exact opposite: the time of Xerxes archaeologically represents the apex of Persian artistic creativity (without wishing to imply that art from the following period of the empire was marked by “cultural conformity”). Reliefs and inscriptions of Darius’s time were copied by Xerxes and his successors not out of lack of creativity but to emphasize the continuing validity of his royal maxims. As far as provincial culture is concerned, Caria under Maussolus testifies both to the continuing artistic and cultural influence of the center and to the self-confidence of local dynasties in service of the Persians.

4.3. Exploitation

The Great King seemed to consider himself the ultimate owner of all of the empire’s territories, which he administered by order of the gods for the benefit of
all inhabitants. However, sources also present the ruler as the master of his own oikia/oikos, a household, which consists both of inherited and newly gained property. This property generates rents for the head of the household and allows him to be generous. The households (oikoi) of the Persian nobility can be described in a similar way; they differ from the king’s oikia not so much in terms of structure as in size. The Persians only very rarely modified the social and economic structures of the newly conquered territories.

Although local modes of agricultural production necessarily remained basically the same, the imperial grip on productive resources was tightened in comparison with conditions in the preceding Near Eastern empires. For one, the king, members of the royal family and of the new Iranian administrative elite, garrison officers, and other decision makers, as well as individual “friends” and “benefactors” of the king, had to be endowed with their own oikoi. As far as Achaemenid Babylonia is concerned, the reorganization of agricultural production (exploitation by institutional landowners [e.g., the temples] or the crown; hatru system) reinforced the dependency of agriculturalists (formerly “free” peasants, “fief” holders, and tenants) on these large landowners and on the mediating entrepreneurial “firms.” Also, villagers within satrapies were assigned special duties (e.g., provisioning the satrapal court; the garrisons, the traveling king); those duties were imposed in addition to the regular taxes and services. Finally, the king controlled the access to water. Another important part of Near Eastern economy in Achaemenid times was pastoralism, rendering the reciprocal exchange between the (semi-)nomadic mountain peoples and the sedentary populations profitable to both sides.

According to our sources, the skilled labor in Phoenicia, North Syria, and Babylonia took the form of manufacture for the temples and production of both luxury goods and regular household crafts. The volume of both of these industries is difficult to quantify. Presumably, trade increased significantly during the Persian period. Yet, the sources leave many questions unanswered. There is little evidence for long-distance trade and merchants. Written sources of this period—when they do mention transregional interactions—focus mainly on political and military actions, such as the use of roads and waterways by troops, messengers, and diplomats. The Elamite tablets from Persepolis and the archives of the Egibis and Murashus from Mesopotamia, on the other hand, show a distinctively regional focus. Archaeological material, another important source, requires confirmation through textual evidence to be interpreted as trade objects, instead of diplomatic presents, war booty, or “souvenirs.”

What evidence is there to demonstrate an increasing importance of long-distance trade during the Achaemenid period? It has been argued that any political integration of this degree necessarily promotes the exchange of goods. Agreements are reached much more readily, transaction costs are lowered, and any specialized regional agriculture and industry have a better chance to boost sales when political borders are eliminated and the infrastructure is expanded, as was the case with the
Achaemenid system of roads. Unfortunately, we have very little source material to verify these assumptions. Arguments in favor of political integration and the control measures instituted to ensure its success are linked to the idea that the long, stable *pax Achaemenidica* had a beneficial effect on regional and superregional trade. Moreover, the hitherto unfamiliar sophistication and exclusiveness of the royal and aristocratic lifestyle during the Persian period may have sped along long-distance trade, as much of it involved the exchange of strategic or luxury goods. Finally, the importance of the introduction of coinage and its role as a stimulant to trade should be considered. Neither correspondence between traders nor archives documenting superregional trade exist, however, and what evidence there is is not readily susceptible to statistical analysis. In order to test modern theses, one must rely on alternative evidence and methods such as detailed examinations of individual texts, any casual references in Greek literature, or the results of local excavations. As had been common in previous centuries, some of the long-distance trade remained in the hands of agents who were hired by the state or larger organizations such as the Babylonian temples. Another part of the trade network (such as in the Levant) was in private hands, which was likewise not a recent development. The state was not only an important final recipient of merchandise and raw materials that had been acquired by the Phoenician traders in the open market and that often finally flowed into the coffers of the Great King. It also played a pivotal role in the organization of the exchange of raw materials and rations for precious metals or even coins, therefore promoting the development of local markets. Further, it should be noted that Persian mechanisms of exchange, distribution, and social integration were not intended primarily for the benefit of a state-regulated market exchange. Instead, they played a larger role in reciprocal and redistributive exchanges, which are mentioned in the sources as a common feature of this period.

The tribute (*phoros*) was charged and collected at the provincial level; thereby, the Achaemenids followed the traditions of pre-Persian times and used old land registers wherever this was possible and there was no need for reform. Hyparchs at the middle level and chiliarchs and civic self-governing bodies at the lower level were at the satraps’ service in western Asia Minor; they were also familiar with the tax privileges or special duties of people, estates, villages, cities or holy shrines. Part of the taxes—in the form of precious metals—was transported to the empire’s centers, while the remainder stayed in the province to be used by the satrap in accordance with royal orders. Contributions in kind, stored in warehouses and granaries, served for the provisioning of garrisons and workers. It is impossible to determine the amount of the king’s revenue and the size of the treasures hoarded in the treasuries of the empire. Although Alexander’s enormous booty might cause amazement, one must take into consideration the fact that those treasures had been assembled over a period of many decades. Apart from that, they served to maintain the redistributive exchange system between the king and his subjects and, in a broader sense, helped secure the ruler’s preeminent political position. The theory that Alexander, with
the help of the Great Kings’ hoarded treasures, might have planned a systematic and consciously rapid increase of the money supply and a monetary boost to the economy anachronistically seeks to ascribe modern economic knowledge to ancient actors. Alexander’s main motives were clearly more pragmatic: he was in urgent need of huge amounts of minted coins for the campaigns he had planned for the following years and to pay off the soldiers who were sent back to Greece and Macedonia after 324 BCE. Alexander might also have been aware of the effect of his name on the coins, but the strong economic consequences of his minting policy were more or less unintentional.

In contrast, the royal Achaemenid coinage seemed to serve a single purpose: that of displaying the “royal hero” in a variety of warlike postures. The limited circulation of these coins (the Tigris and Euphrates river valley, for example, continued its use of silver ingots as the most important medium of exchange, while the central Iranian regions relied on the exchange of natural produce and other premonetary forms of currency) shows that in most parts of the empire there was no real connection between coinage and the exaction of tribute. Sigloii (silver coins) do not appear in Babylonia and Persia until the fourth century. There is also no evidence that the Persians ever attempted to enforce the exclusive use of royal currency in any region of the empire. In fact, in most regions that used coins as currency, the royal stamp was less commonly used than currency issued by the satraps, local dynasties, or cities. The Great Kings may well have agreed to the minting of any coins that would return to them in the form of tribute. For many “foreign” transactions, “Greek money” was considered more appropriate. It is therefore not surprising that the Persians did not even attempt to standardize weights and measures. The policy on coinage represents the economic, cultural, and administrative diversity of the kingdom in the same way that the hoarding of treasures for political purposes was suited to the character of Persian kingship.

The surviving sources are limited in number and not well distributed in terms of time, geography, and social context, and significant regional variation exists among the four major areas of southern Mesopotamia, northern Mesopotamia, Syria-Palestine, and Iran. Apart from that, it is difficult to quantify economic developments. Population growth, increase of agricultural activity, developments in the “institutional sector,” and an increasing volume of trade transactions point to some measure of economic growth in the Achaemenid period. It is clear that the royal house as well as the major Persian and local landowners mostly benefited from this trend, but their improved standard of living is hardly representative of the economic situation of the rest of the inhabitants of the empire, especially during periods of population growth and given significant regional variation in economic development. It is impossible to determine from the available sources to what extent the stability of the kingdom and the increased economic role of the royal house and the large landholders fostered an even more intensive exploitation of the dependants and of “public” resources. Equally, we cannot learn from the sources to what extent,
if at all, investments were made toward a more developed infrastructure and social welfare. However, the ideology of the royal “benefactor” and of the “collaboration” of ruler and ruled as a mutually beneficial relationship was unlikely to have worked and the empire might not have enjoyed stability if official claims and reality had diverged and if many imperial subjects had experienced economic and social developments as a clear change for the worse.

4.4. Basic Political Institutions of Rule

“The land of the King,” as the Persian Empire is called in Persian treaties with the Greeks, was subdivided into provinces (“satrapies”), which were governed by satraps (“protectors of the empire”), who were installed for an indefinite period and thus could become very influential. But administrative structures cannot easily be identified. First, the royal inscriptions present the empire as an ensemble not of administrative units but of “lands” or “peoples.” Second, the highest functionaries’ Greek titles and the administrative districts’ Greek names are not always clear and uniform. And, third, the borders of the provinces were drawn up afresh from time to time and can rarely be defined with precision. But it is quite clear that full uniformity of the administrative structures on a provincial level and of the relations between the official authorities and the subjects never existed. Depending on tradition, members of royal houses, Persian aristocrats, local dynasts, or city kings acted differently at or below the satrapy level, united only in their common responsibility to the Great King or the satrap. If necessary, supra-regional officeholders were installed (e.g., Cyrus the Younger, the karanos of western Anatolia), and, according to political calculation and/or because of particular merits, certain populations enjoyed special privileges. Thus, the leaders of the peoples of the Zagros Mountains, who could be controlled only with great difficulties, were rewarded with presents from the Great King for their promise to respect the royal right of passage, to keep the peace, and to lend the kings their military support in cases of need. The Palestinian Arabs, for example, were exempt from any contributions in exchange for their acknowledgment of sovereignty. Mardonius’s politically farsighted reorganization of the West after 494 B.C.E., as well as Artaxerxes II’s measures against Euagoras of Salamis and his disturbance of the balance of power on Cyprus in the first half of the fourth century, give us another idea of the variety and unorthodoxy of royal ruling maxims.

A similar flexibility also determined the kings’ relations with their neighbors beyond the borders. In the west, for instance, they tried to make the Macedonian king or Athens in the time of Cleisthenes accept Persian orders in foreign affairs (and to symbolically reinforce these treaties by giving “earth and water”) in exchange for military or financial support. Although we are only poorly informed about the situation on the northeastern front, there is every reason to believe that the Persian kings and the Scythian “tribes” agreed on an arrangement (economic exchange versus military service) that was profitable for both sides.
Although basically “composite” in character, the Achaemenid Empire was not simply an ensemble of countries and peoples or a “confederation” of political entities with only loose ties among them; institutional variety does not exclude political unity. On the contrary, as has rightly been pointed out,59 the Achaemenids were able to make cultural diversity serve the needs of imperial unity. Their ability to reconcile the ideology of universal empire with that of regional kingship left its mark on Alexander, the Seleucids, and even the Parthians. The great variety of traditions regarding the relationship between the ruler and his subjects had provided the Persian kings—as followers of their Near Eastern and Egyptian predecessors—with a big repertoire of tested means of rule. Advised by indigenous specialists, they could benefit from the former kings’ mistakes and experiment with new strategies.

Wherever possible, the Persian kings took over well-established institutions and functionaries who promised to be loyal. Wherever possible, they asked local authorities and committees to find solutions to and to make decisions on problems on the spot and promoted institutions such as holy shrines, as long as they helped to bring about peace and unity and did not stir up anti-Persian resentment. Wherever possible, they granted new or confirmed old privileges, proved themselves to be generous and grateful rulers, and even abstained from personal revenge on former enemies if they, like Themistocles, changed over to the Persian side. To their subjects they applied a clear and simple standard: loyalty (i.e., the acknowledgment of Persian rule through the payment of tribute and military service) was rewarded, disloyalty severely punished (see later discussion). In general, the Persians fostered good relations with organizations and elites in subjugated territories as a means of pacification and of lowering the costs of running the empire. Respect for the cults of subjugated peoples, the use of local elites as administrators of subjugated territories, and the fostering of an imperial ideology that encouraged a view of mutual benefit all created favorable preconditions for enhanced economic and political performance.60

Apart from those composite elements, there are others that might be called “fractal,” aiming at uniformity: this includes positioning the royal garrisons at strategically important locations, supported by the respective satrap but controlled by the Great King. And the attendants and informants at the satrapal courts (“the Eyes and Ears” of the Greek sources), whom the Greeks falsely thought of as members of a royal intelligence agency, might be called fractal elements of Persian rule, as well. Whenever former local potentates and officials who had supported the Persian conquerors were able to maintain their political or social positions, they were dependent on the Persian authorities.61 Others (such as the former tyrant Histiaeus of Miletus and the former Egyptian naval commander Udjahorresnet), who retained honored social positions within their own society, were recruited into the Great King’s entourage, thereby losing their former political or military power. Similar modifications of traditional usage can be discerned within the sphere of religious policy: while acknowledging local traditions in order to secure the loyalty of the
conquered people and the staff of their holy shrines and to ensure control of the latter’s wealth, the Great Kings at times asserted their control of religious affairs through the destruction of the shrines of rebellious people, through the reinforcement of the cohesion of the Persian communities in the provinces with the help of Iranian cults, or through minor but meaningful changes within rituals or ceremonies. The adoption of Aramaic as a *lingua franca* changed local linguistic behavior insofar as it created a new sphere of “official” imperial statements.

The practice of uprooting single persons or groups and transplanting them to distant lands is well attested in Achaemenid times, although there are no examples of real mass deportations (in the Assyrian sense). Besides, not all of the examples given by the Greek historians appear trustworthy down to the last detail. With regard to subjugated Greek cities, it is also not quite clear whether punitive deportations affected whole communities or only their political and military elites (given that rebel cities of the Ionian Revolt and their supporters, such as Miletus or Eretria, do not seem to have been completely abandoned after their subjugation in 494 and 490 B.C.E., respectively). It is also difficult to determine the social and political status of the deportees: Greeks are attested on graffiti and on tablets at Persepolis, but we cannot be sure that all of them were deportees. The same problem applies to the *hatru* communities of Babylonia, whose members were not all deportees or their descendants. Nevertheless, it was this combination of granted autonomy and strict supervision that contributed to the success of the Persian way of empire building.

It has rightly been pointed out that the adoption of Iranian terms in the ideological, administrative, and socioeconomic spheres in different regional languages does not mean that the corresponding institutions themselves had to be identical (unlike, for example, the system of Persian measures and weights, whose impact can be detected in many parts of the empire). On the other hand, the spread of the Persian word *data-* (“law,” “order”) into almost all languages of the Ancient Near East is a good example of the effectiveness of an elementary “ideological” vocabulary, propagated by the center to underline the authority of the Great King. *Data-* must, of course, not be misunderstood as a kind of “imperial law” or an imperial collection of royally authorised local regulations but has to be taken as a term for every royal decision, every order published by the king. The personal character of this royal law or ordinance is stressed time and again, and it even seems to replace the concept of a divine law.

The idea of a universal empire propagated and symbolically promulgated by the king was present in the Achaemenid Empire; and a significant amount of imitation of kingly behavior and royal virtues by the provincial and local elites also occurred. But there was never a process of “Persianization” (along the lines of its equivalent “Romanization”). First, the Old Persian language, Persian culture, and Persian religion did not play a role comparable to that of their Roman counterparts (Persian culture was itself a highly eclectic culture). Apart from that, Achaemenid (i.e., royal Persian) culture and art were strictly connected to the idea of the strong, generous,
and rightful king as the gods’ representative on Earth, and therefore both came to an abrupt end with the end of the empire. Second, in contrast to the Romans, the Persians never fully developed an ideological system that might have replaced regionally or locally constructed solidarities by fostering empire-wide internal coherence. That is why many of the lasting effects of Persian rule became visible only long after the fall of the empire. Third, the Persians had neither the manpower nor the ideological resources to impose a new political and ideological system on all their subjects, although Persian ideology, court art, and practices surely had an impact on conquered people, and especially their elites. What is normally called Persian “tolerance” was just a way to keep the conquered peoples quiet; although necessity inspired his policies, Darius’s way of consolidating the empire is nevertheless proof of the king’s farsightedness. Fourth, there was no such Persian sense of mission as we can find, for example, in Roman literary works. Fifth, although Darius I and his successors seem to have been deeply influenced by Zoroastrian (Avestan) terminology and ideas (which they modified to serve their political needs, however), Zoroastrianism never became an important factor for the coherence of the empire, unlike Christianity in late antiquity.

4.5. Principles of Legitimacy and Identity

The ideological traits of Persian kingship, heralded empire-wide in images and inscriptions, are the following. First, kingship is firmly rooted in Persia, or more precisely Persis, as well as in the Aryan ethnic and cultural community, and it requires descent from the family of Achaemenes. The Persians, at the same time, stand out among all peoples on account of their abilities and their special relationship to the ruler. Persian kingship differs from that of the neighbors and predecessors because it exceeds them in power (“king of kings”), not the least thanks to the fact that an unprecedented number of “lands” or “peoples” now acknowledges the rule of the Persian king. Second, Persian kingship is characterized by a special relationship between the ruler and the gods, although no divine descent or godlike qualities are attributed to the king. Auramazda “and the other gods that are” bestowed the kingdom on Darius (or Xerxes); “by the favor of Auramazda” he has been elected and installed, and—successfully—rules the empire. As his “representative” on Earth, he is vested with a kind of royal charisma (*farnah*). Third, as his kingship is owed to the favor of Auramazda, the king is obliged to protect the god’s good creation. He is capable of doing so because the god has given him the ability to tell right from wrong and because he has special qualities that are conducive to the promotion of justice and the protection of order. Although an absolute monarch, he is capable of impartiality and self-control, he judges, rewards, and punishes not at whim but steadily and fairly; as a superb horseman, warrior, and farmer, he is able to ward off the dangers threatening his empire. This is why the violent death of a king (his murder or his death on the battlefield) endangers the God-given imperial order just as the disloyalty of the king’s subjects (*bandaka*) does. Order, not chaos,
peace, not tension, and good conduct of the subjects and royal generosity, not dis-
loyalty and kingly misbehavior, dominate the inscriptions and the imagery of the royal residences. The Persian kings had no trouble adapting their behavior to the royal ideologies of foreign cultures. They were, in fact, keen to gain advantage from them: thus, Cyrus shows himself to be the tool of Marduk in his cylinder inscription from Babylon, and Darius calls himself “king by the favor of Bel” in the copy of the Bisutun inscription from the same place. In the context of his official and social functions both in the palace and as a traveling king, the ruler on the one hand emphasizes the magister-minister-relationship between himself and all his subjects (e.g., when distributing gifts or arranging banquets). On the other hand, he gives the impression of being accessible and concerned with the worries of his subjects.

Unlike in the later stages of the Roman Empire, only a few non-Persians were allowed to reach the highest political and military positions (e.g., Belesys, Memnon, and Mentor). Nevertheless, the kings entrusted members of the provincial elites or even foreigners with important honors or tasks. They let them benefit from privileges and gifts, invited them to collaborate, to imitate Achaemenid royal virtues and royal behavior, and to take over Persian customs and traditions and thereby turned them into their followers. Metiochus, the son of Miltiades, the victor of Marathon, was honored with house and home, a Persian wife, and “Persian” children;73 the same applies to the former Spartan king Demaratus,74 to the victor at Salamis Themistocles,75 and to the Egyptian collaborator Udjahorresnet,76 to name only a few of many examples. On the other hand, political and personal relations on a regional or even local level were much more decisive for the cohesion of an empire than those on the highest decision levels. And it is there, below the satrapal level, that we can detect a great amount not only of autonomy but also of Persian-indigenous cooperation and indigenous imitation of Persian models. We know of numerous examples of marital connections between Persian officers and functionaries and female members of important provincial families; Darius II and his half-sister and wife Parysatis, offspring of Artaxerxes I and his Babylonian wives, show that even half-provincials could ascend to the throne. At the satrapal level, locals occupied leading positions, like the Hecatomnids in Caria, Jewish or Samaritan governors in Jehud or Samaria, or the city kings of Phoenicia and Cyprus. Archaeology has proven that as far as palace architecture, style of home décor, dress, jewelery, and public appearance were concerned, those indigenous elites followed not only local but also royal models.

In other words, although something akin to a “Persian national identity” can be noticed in the royal inscriptions, imperial ideology at the same time aimed at integrating the elites of the provinces within an empire-wide ruling class culture, even at integrating subjugated peoples into a kind of imperial “symbolic universe.” No inhabitant of the empire was forced to choose between an “imperial” and a “local” identity; for example, an inhabitant of Smyrna was allowed to keep his own civic (and Greek cultural) identity, but, at the same time, he was invited to regard himself
as—and to be proud of being—a member of the most successful and prosperous political entity of his own time, the Persian Empire. However, he was not granted the possibility of rejecting this second identity by rebelling against Persian rule.

4.6. Technology and Scientific Advance

The infrastructural and agricultural measures (the extension of the road system, the maintenance of river traffic and irrigation, and the provision of drinking water and new crops), modeled on Near Eastern examples, facilitated the rapid transfer of troops and improved the diet of royal subjects. The success of these measures is underlined by the Greco-Roman conceptual and practical orientation toward the Persian *angaros*-system (“royal post”) and the Persian institution of the *paradeisos*. The adoption of Aramaic as the *lingua franca* of the empire, which had strong effects on the development of Near Eastern languages and scripts, as well as the influence of Persian political and cultural institutions on both that of their neighbors in the west and of the Achaemenids’ successors as rulers of western Asia, bear further witness to the impact of Persian rule. The development of new forms of agricultural relations and legal instruments in Achaemenid Babylonia has already been addressed.

5. The End of Achaemenid Rule

Three ideal-typical explanations have been advanced to account for the decline of Persian sovereignty. The first of these views the end of the Persian Empire as the result of the moral and physical shortcomings of the Persians themselves. The second explanation blames insurmountable difficulties inherent in Persian rule, which were present either from the very beginning or from a certain later point in time. The third and most recent theory tends to emphasize the astonishing vitality and wealth of the realm immediately prior to its fall and therefore regards this collapse as sudden and unprecedented. These three explanations could be called, respectively, the “decadence”- or “decline” model, the “crisis” model, and the “catastrophe” model.

The first model, of decadence and decline, has its roots in antiquity. It is commonly present in the self-conception of the classical Greeks as well as their conception of the Foreign/Other. Where did this Greek concept of “Persian decadence” originate? In part a poor understanding of foreign customs and traditions is to be blamed, such as Persian gift-exchange rituals, the role of opulent banquets, or the hoarding of lavish treasures. Greek agenda also played a role. Some authors emphasized the biases and clichés of the Greeks (Ctesias, Isocrates); other texts demonstrated the political theories of their authors (Plato, Xenophon) or issued a call for military action (Isocrates). These texts conform to topical templates that persist far beyond antiquity and even into our own time.

Recent scholarship has increasingly advanced explanations for the collapse of the empire that reach beyond ethical and moral decrepitude. Such theories point to
political, military, economic, and social crises that supposedly began during Xerxes’ reign and could not be eradicated by subsequent rulers. These crises are thought to have included a number of characteristics, of which the most commonly mentioned are the inability of the Persian kings to unite the empire into an organic whole entity, preventing separatist tendencies in some areas of the empire; the tensions within the royal house; the tensions between the kings and provincial governors (satrap revolts); the increasing dependence on mercenaries while the Persian armies shrank; and economic stagnation resulting from the massive hoarding of precious metal resources, the depletion of the arable land, excessive tax burdens, and the growing rift between social classes. Some classical literary evidence for the control mechanisms employed by the Great Kings (garrisons, fortresses, and even the supposed spy network of the “Eyes and Ears of the king”) or for the significant power of the satraps has been used to argue for a “centralized” organization and a “weak sovereignty.” Some scholars emphasize the heterogeneity of the realm (described earlier), the surprising amount of local autonomy, and the high levels of governmental tolerance, all of which are often mentioned in the royal inscriptions and reliefs. They—correctly—assume that this was the intended, normal state of affairs but argue that these factors simultaneously indicate weakness in the central authority. The “weak empire” would therefore have been a result of a well-intended but ultimately disastrous concept of rule. A major piece of evidence allegedly supporting this theory is the conspicuous absence of visible Achaemenid traits in the material culture of the provinces.

In reality, the—never existential—crises of the empire at the end of the fifth and fourth centuries were a result of structural problems, which emerged only at certain times. These crises stemmed from the insecurities surrounding successions to the throne and tensions between central and provincial governors or among the latter. Before Alexander, these crises were not caused by revolts among the subjects or by major threats from the outside (this is true also for Agesilaus’s and Philip II’s campaigns in western Asia Minor). Most subjects—with the possible exception of the Egyptians—had accommodated themselves to this larger empire that provided them with protection from outside and inside threats and with a secure subsistence base.

Only in light of this tendency is it possible to understand how Artaxerxes III was able to reincorporate Egypt into the empire in 343 B.C.E., even though it had been independent for sixty years. Alexander’s achievements were not so much the result of the structural weaknesses of Achaemenid rule. He succeeded thanks to his outstanding strategic abilities: his troops were also superior in training, tactics, and military technology, especially when it came to laying sieges, and Alexander knew how to capitalize on the traditions and expectations of his new Persian subjects. His victories at the Granicus and at Issus (334–333 B.C.E.) and the almost simultaneous triumphs of Antigonus in Asia Minor and those of the king himself at Tyre and Gaza were essential for his success. He conquered the Persian Empire after eleven
years of hard campaigning. Only in retrospect, from the perspective of later Greek authors, did his victory against the doomed Persians appear easy.

With the exception of a few Greek poleis in the west, Alexander did not portray himself as a liberator from the Persian yoke. The Lydians, Egyptians, and Babylonians received him as their new ruler according to the traditions that even the Achaemenid rulers had respected. At the same time that Darius III was rehabilitated as a thoroughly competent ruler, the extent to which Alexander himself had already adopted Achaemenid manners was recognized, even before the death of his rival (as whose avenger and heir he subsequently fashioned himself). He upheld Achaemenid traditions, not to his own Macedonian army or the Greeks, but vis-à-vis the subjects and officials of the king, as well as Darius himself.82 Intimately familiar with the requirements of Persian kingship, he had attempted to outstrip his opponent in terms of royal virtues by basking in the glow of Cyrus’s successes and gathering the Persian dignitaries on his side. Alexander could offer all those who defected to his side the retention of their previous honors and positions. He gained the necessary popularity for himself and his politics through his victories. In cases where he was not successful—where his endeavors did not impress (as in eastern Iran), where his understanding of the peculiarities of Achaemenid politics was insufficient (as in the case of the mountain dwellers), or where irrational actions prevailed over sober deliberation—he broke all opposition with extreme brutality. Where his politics of communication and cooperation were respected, on the other hand, he remained generous. Both of these sides of the Macedonian conqueror of Iran are reflected in later Iranian tradition.

6. Conclusion

The inscriptions of the Achaemenid kings take the loyalty of the subjects for granted; they even present this loyalty as the natural result of divine justice and the royal pursuit of justice, “truth,” and the well-being of all subjects of the empire. These conditions are desired by the gods themselves and are meant to be a part of the kings’ duties on Earth enjoined by the gods, in particular Auramazda.83 At the same time, these inscriptions clearly carry the threat of sanctions against anyone who does not follow these divine and royal commandments.84 Both the Greek sources and the royal inscriptions (viz., *DB*) announce the merciless prosecution and punishment of rebels and insurgents. However, the allegedly biggest offenders in this sense, the “remorseless” kings Cambyses and Xerxes, must be absolved of many of their alleged crimes; their actions did not differ much from those of their popular fathers, Cyrus and Darius. The *pax Achaemenidica* was dependent at all times on both the carrot and the stick, on both the guarantee of well-being (within, of course, the framework of traditionally unbalanced economic and social relations) and “graveyard peace” following the squashing of revolts.
The victims of Achaemenid empire building and regency rarely have a voice in
the known sources, with the exception of some insurgents, otherwise known in the
royal policy as “liar kings.” Still, we should not fail to recognize those who stood in
the way of the Persians’ success or those who were not at all inclined to appreciate
the actual blessings of Persian rule. We should be less concerned with the princes
who lost their lives in dynastic quarrels or with the “liar kings,” who mostly had
an eye on their own interests; we should be much more interested in those who
preferred autonomy in foreign affairs to Persian “vassalage” and in those who were
deporated or drafted to forcibly work for the profit of the king. It is necessary to
think carefully in this respect and to draw the “landscapes of imperialism” anew.

In light of recent scholarship on Augustan culture in Rome,85 the significance of
the emulation of the royal ideology, the royal lifestyle, and the royal art and texts
by the Persian elite ought to be reevaluated. Did this “semantic” and “pragmatic”
system “of great extent” not also preclude possible alternatives or conflicting con-
cepts? Is its encroachment into the private sphere explicable only as representing its
wholesale, eager adoption by the recipients, or could it not also—at least in part—
be understood as “noncommittal political applause,” that is, the expression of an
opportunistic spirit? Along the same lines, could the ubiquitous, repetitive, and all-
encompassing presence of royal propaganda in art and formulaic inscriptions, even
if their emphasis on peace and order and their lack of warlike scenes might have
seemed “congenial,” not have resulted in their audiences’ weariness? After all, one
problem with the messages promoted was that they were not always a true reflection
of the political reality—which was not nearly as peaceful as it was made out to be.

The positive image that the Persian kings projected of themselves and their
politics has endured until this day, with the exception of the (equally “imagined”) occidental
version of the story of the Persian Wars between the empire and the
Greeks. Especially in contrast to the practices of their immediate predecessors, the
Assyrians, the “tolerance” of Persian rule has repeatedly been emphasized—a toler-
ance that has been said to stand in sharp contrast to the harshness, severity, even
brutality of Sargon, Senacherib, or Assurbanipal. This judgment is based to a large
extent on the different tone of Assyrian and Achaemenid royal communiqués, be
they visual or epigraphic. But this interpretation overlooks at least three important
issues. For one, the Achaemenids must have been aware of the Assyrian precedent
of the foundation, sustenance, and collapse of an empire at the time when they
founded, expanded, and secured their own. For another, Cyrus and his successors
did present themselves in accordance with the Assyrian tradition86 in word (e.g., the
“Cyrus Cylinder” from Babylon, which mentions Assurbanipal), image (e.g., royal
art, which was strongly influenced by Assyrian motifs87), and deed (relentless crush-
ing of rebellions, occasional deportations). They left no doubt that their empire
was won by war.88 Finally, the Achaemenid “minor arts” (e.g., glyptics) often depict
nonpeaceful scenes. Moreover, the Persian images of imperial peace are placed on
the exterior facades of the palaces, while the Assyrian pictures of conquest and subjugation were situated in the interior of palace suites.89

The evidence supports the idea that the Persians learned from Assyrian royal ideology and royal practice—and also from the (Neo-)Babylonian example.90 Their royal ideology placed more emphasis on the reciprocal relationship between royal patronage and the loyalty of the subjects. It also was more flexible in the administrative aspects of the imperial order through its greater acceptance of local autonomy and avoidance of uniform provincialization. The Persian kings also did not try to create and enforce a divine hierarchy: local gods were never seen as subordinate to Auralmaza. Finally, the Persian crown turned away from drastic “pacification” measures such as frequent mass deportation in order to secure their rule.

We can never know for certain the extent of the royal subjects’ support, acceptance, or rejection of the Achaemenid “order of peace.” In the end, the Achaemenid Empire fell because of the tactical skills of its military opponent, Alexander of Macedon, not because of a lack of interior cohesion or because of administrative or economic crises. Its longevity and success had been the result both of the royal concern with the welfare of the subjects and of the considerable degree of local autonomy and structural “tolerance” that they had been granted; also, however, to the stringent and sometimes merciless control exerted by the central authorities of the empire. Alexander the Great thought these policies worth emulating and consequently gained the title of the “last Achaemenid” (Pierre Briant’s term). He was not the last: later Near Eastern empires continued to carry on the legacy of the Persian kings.
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1. Cyrus and his sons are conventionally counted among the Achaemenids, although the evidence lists only Darius I and his descendants. It is likely that the union of the lineage of Cyrus and the Achaemenids was achieved only by the marriage of Darius I and Cyrus’s daughter Atossa. On a clay cylinder from Babylony, Cyrus identifies himself as being of the house of Teispes (cf. Rollinger 1998). For the purposes of this chapter, however, I will assign the term “Achaemenid” to all Persian kings.

2. The history of the Achaemenid Empire is treated extensively by Briant 2002a; Allen 2005; Kuhrt 1995 (as part of a history of the Ancient Near East); Wiesehöfer 2001a, Huyse 2005, and Brosius 2006 (as part of a history of ancient Iran); Kuhrt 2001a (as part of a series of empire studies).

3. A broad survey of the sources may be found in Wiesehöfer 2001a: 7–28, 252–57. A collection of (translated) sources is provided by Kuhrt 2007.

4. For the Iranian oral tradition cf. Huyse in press.

6. Although Xenophon (Education of Cyrus) is doing exactly this while considering the ideal form of government, he nevertheless comes to a clearly negative conclusion as far as the contemporary Persian monarchy is concerned (book 8).


14. The dream sequences recounted by Herodotus show that the “higher powers” intervened only after Xerxes’ hubristic decisions had already been made (Bichler 2000: 322).

15. Cf., e.g., XPh 6–13: “I am Xerxes, the great king, King of Kings, king of the countries containing many races, king on this great earth even far off, the son of Darius the King, an Achaemenid, a Persian, the son of a Persian, an Aryan, of Aryan lineage” (transl. R. Schmitt).


19. Rollinger 1999. There is little reason to believe that the Medes ever ruled over the Persians.


22. On the confusion of succession after the death of Cambyses see Rollinger 1998.


26. Wiesehöfer 2004a describes how much our understanding of Persian politics is influenced by Herodotus’s writings and how uncritically and selectively these tend to be interpreted.
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In contrast to the more dynamic Assyrian art, Achaemenid art seems to be much more fixed, reserved, and lacking major stylistic developments. On the other hand, this type of iconography correlates with the “timeless” nature of inscriptions.

Schaudig 2001 demonstrates that Achaemenid royal inscriptions were borrowed from their Assyrian and Babylonian predecessors.
The Greater Athenian State

Ian Morris

1. Introduction

If it were worth taking the time to calculate such things, we would probably find that more books and articles have been written on the Athenian Empire of 478–404 B.C.E. than on any ancient empire except the Roman. And if we worked out how much scholarship has been served up per subject of each empire, square mile of territory, or year of the empire’s existence, Athens would surely win hands down. Every schoolchild gets to hear about its leaders, poets, and monuments.

Yet despite Athens’ renown, this was a decidedly odd ancient empire. Most obviously, it was tiny (fig. 4.1), covering just a couple of thousand square miles. It was barely big enough to make a respectable Assyrian or Roman province, let alone a Persian satrapy. Its total revenues were just 1 or 2 percent of those of the early Roman Empire.1 Fewer than a million people lived in it, as against 35 million in the Persian Empire and 50 to 60 million in the Roman or Han Chinese. In comparison to the subjects of Assyria, Persia, Rome, or (in most periods) Byzantium, these people were ethnically and culturally remarkably homogeneous; not only were they overwhelmingly Greek, but almost all of them were Greeks who self-identified as Ionians, descendants of the shared ancestor Ion. The other empires discussed in this book dwarfed the Athenian in almost every sense and lasted much longer.

Athens was a quirky empire—so quirky, I suggest in this chapter, that we would do better not to think of it as an empire at all. I make this claim and do it in this context not just to be contrary but because the claim exemplifies two of this book’s central propositions: that we should study imperialism as a subset of the larger process of state formation, and that state formation was one of the major dynamics in ancient history. By “state formation” I mean the centralization of political power in officeholders’ hands and officeholders’ attempts to extend that power, both deeper into civil society and outward by enlarging the units they governed. State formation generated conflict and competition among officeholders, between officeholders and those they administered, and between competing states. These dynamics were among the most important forces in generating not only violence and exploitation
but also the organizational advances that made possible small but lasting improvements in ordinary people’s standards of living.2

Greek historians have not normally treated state formation as the central dynamic of the classical period (table 4.1), preferring instead to look at fifth-century Athens as an example of imperialism comparable to the more successful examples of Rome or Persia,
and generally presenting Athens’ defeat in 404 as the end of the Greek imperial experiment, ushering in an age of interstate anarchy. This can certainly be a useful way to look at Greek history, and it clarifies certain trends, but it also has the great disadvantage of obscuring the differences between classical Greece and genuinely imperial ancient states like Assyria, Persia, Rome, and Byzantium. In comparative terms, I believe that this disadvantage outweighs the benefits of the traditional perspective: it muddies our understanding both of classical Greece itself and of the larger history of the ancient state. It therefore seems worth taking a chapter in this book to examine these differences.

I argue in this chapter that in the fifth century B.C.E. the tempo of state formation in Greece increased sharply. Both internal and external dynamics were at work. Competition for resources and honor between Greek states and fear of and resistance to Persian and (to a lesser extent) Carthaginian power combined to push the three strongest Greek cities—Sparta, Syracuse, and Athens (fig. 4.2a)—down distinct paths of state formation, shaped by local histories, institutional and environmental differences, and specific decisions. Borrowing the terminology of the historical sociologist Charles Tilly,3 we might say that the Athenian and Syracusan paths were capital-intensive, commercial, and urban, while the Spartan path was coercion-intensive, militaristic, and rural. The Athenian path differed from both the Spartan and the Syracusan, though, in deepening state capacity by creating a centralized tax base and bureaucratic administration. International relations theorists often take it for granted that competition inevitably forces states to deepen institutional capacity,4 but fifth-century Syracuse and particularly Sparta show that this is not the only possible outcome. Economic historians have recognized that state leaders often choose inefficient solutions to problems because of the prohibitive transaction costs involved in implementing efficient ones and that such inefficient
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solutions create groups with vested interests, whose members will struggle to preserve an inefficient (but for them profitable) system. Syracusan tyranny and Spartan oligarchia nicely exemplify these tendencies, but the most interesting fact about interstate competition in fifth-century Greece may be that the Spartan and Syracusan “inefficient solutions” did not just persist; they actually defeated Athens’ more modern, capital-intensive, bureaucratic state.

I argue that we will make most sense of the political organization we conventionally call the Athenian Empire not by treating it as a unique experiment in imperialism but by seeing it as just one of a variety of routes toward state formation within contemporary Greece. Athenians’, Spartans’, and Syracusans’ fear of and resistance to each other drove their distinct modes of state formation ever faster, and the conflicts between these three formative states caught up other smaller cities in similar

Figure 4.2b. Sites mentioned in this chapter: the Aegean basin. 1 = Coronea; 2 = Thespiae; 3 = Leuctra; 4 = Plataea; 5 = Megara; 6 = Thebes; 7 = Eleusis; 8 = Tanagra
processes of transformation. The processes came to a head in the Peloponnesian War (or Athenian War, as Spartans and Syracusans must have called it) of 431–404 B.C.E., which permanently closed off the Athens’ capital-intensive path, pushed Syracuse back onto an authoritarian path, cruelly exposed the limits of Sparta’s coercion-intensive path, and shifted the balance of power away from Greek states in favor of Persia and Carthage. I suggest that translating the Greek word *archê* (which Thucydides used to describe Athens’ political system) as “empire” and treating the *archê* as distinct from the processes of state formation going on in other classical Greek cities makes it hard to explain the larger patterns. The Athenians did not create an empire like those that fill the other chapters in this book; their *archê* did not even qualify as a “young empire” in the sense that Jack Goldstone and John Haldon use that term (this vol.). Throughout this chapter I will translate *archê* as “Greater Athenian state”—not a very elegant turn of phrase, perhaps, but one that captures both the similarities and the differences between what the Athenians and their rivals were doing, the processes of state formation that had been going on in Greece for the preceding three hundred years, and how state formation affected the traditional structures of the city-state.

In keeping with this book’s general goal of providing a foundation for systematic comparisons between ancient political organizations, I begin in section 2 by describing
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the sources available for studying fifth-century B.C.E. state formation, then in section 3 offer a bare-bones narrative of the fifth century to orient readers more familiar with other historical periods. Section 4, describing the basic parameters (environmental, demographic, economic, technological, social, political, and religious) of this world, completes the background treatment. In section 5, I discuss the main concepts we need to understand the shape of fifth-century history, particularly “state formation” and “empire.” Sections 6 and 7 form the core of the chapter, reviewing respectively the political, military, economic, administrative, and cultural consequences of Athenian state formation and parallel processes in other Greek states.

2. Evidence

We can divide the evidence into two categories, the written and the nonwritten. Nonwritten evidence, gathered chiefly through archaeological excavations and surveys, does much to fill in the background of demography, living standards, technology, and so on that the written sources generally neglect. It has its own complex problems, but, although these are no more daunting than those surrounding the written sources, historians of ancient Greece have made little use of unwritten evidence. This may be because so many historians of the Athenian Empire emplot their stories as political rather than socioeconomic narratives, and so the archaeological evidence seems less relevant to them. Most attempts to bring nonwritten evidence into the story have consisted of using painted pottery to try to document Athenian economic policies and have had rather mixed success.

The written sources contain far more information about fifth-century state formation but have two main shortcomings—the primary sources were overwhelmingly produced by and about Athenians, while many of the secondary sources were written several centuries later. Most general accounts of the Athenian Empire review the written sources, so I will keep my comments brief.

Herodotus of Halicarnassus (probably 484–c. 420 B.C.E.) was an eyewitness to the growth of the Greater Athenian State but said little about it. Some classicists suggest that the moral of his History of the Greco-Persian War of 480–479 was that Athens could, like Persia, become a victim of its own hubris, but he never explicitly said this. Herodotus is useful on Athens’ takeover of the anti-Persian alliance in 478–477 but tells us little thereafter.

Thucydides of Athens wrote a long account of the first twenty years of the Peloponnesian War of 431–404 B.C.E., prefaced by a brief review of the period 478–431. He was probably born in the 450s and says that he started writing his History in 431, because he saw that this was the greatest war ever. He was still writing in 404, though the History breaks off midsentence during the events of 411. Thucydides probably died around 400.

Thucydides’ account of his methods sets him apart from other classical historians, and his text commands unique respect today, but interpreting it remains highly problematic. Many of the questions, such as how he composed his text or how we
should read the speeches he put in the mouths of the principal actors, have only a marginal impact on the arguments in this chapter, but others, such as his silence about the increase in tribute demands in 425 or his basic perspective on Athenian growth, are more relevant.

In addition to several shorter historical works, Xenophon of Athens (c. 430–350 B.C.E.) wrote a narrative called the *Hellenica* (“Greek Affairs”), picking up where Thucydides left off in 411 and continuing to 362. Xenophon’s naive prose and awkward storytelling have encouraged many classicists to see him as a plodder, but since the 1990s literary critics have claimed to detect artful irony and humor where others had found only incompetence. That said, the *Hellenica* seems far less incisive than Thucydides and has some remarkable omissions.

Fragments survive from other contemporary historians, such as Ion of Chios, Hellanicus of Lesbos, and Ctesias, but these are more often frustrating than enlightening. Important comments also crop up in fifth-century tragedy and in Aristophanes’ comedies, and the work of fourth-century orators and philosophers (notably the *Constitution of Athens*, probably written in the 320s B.C.E. by Aristotle or one of his students) often mentions episodes from fifth-century history. But for detailed narratives to set alongside Thucydides, we must rely on much later sources. Diodorus of Sicily (c. 80–20 B.C.E.) offers a continuous survey. His method was generally to find a narrative account such as that of Thucydides or the lost work of the fourth-century writer Ephorus and to follow it as far as possible. He sometimes includes details missing from Thucydides, but in transferring information to his annalistic framework he made many mistakes and rationalized the stories. When Diodorus clashes with Thucydides, few scholars side with him.

Later still, soon after 100 C.E., Plutarch wrote a series of *Parallel Lives* of Greek and Roman statesmen, including the fifth-century Athenian politicians Aristides, Themistocles, Cimon, Pericles, Nicias, and Alcibiades, and Lysander of Sparta. Plutarch makes it clear that his main concern was the reader’s moral improvement, not factual accuracy, and his interpretations of Athenian culture often seem colored by the Roman Empire in his own age. But he also had access to sources that no longer survive and clearly read widely and carefully. He can be a major source.

Finally, inscriptions recovered by more than a century of excavation have transformed our narrative.¹¹ Changes in Athenian democracy led to a boom in record-keeping on stone after 462, and with the transfer of the empire’s treasury from the sacred island of Delos to Athens itself in 454, records of the *aparchê* (the one-sixtieth of the tribute given to the goddess Athena) allow us to reconstruct the tribute paid by the subject cities. Unfortunately, few inscriptions contain precise dating information before the very end of the fifth century, and we rely largely on letterforms to date the stones. Until the 1980s there was general agreement on the results, but in the 1990s this collapsed. This calls for an important digression.

Most epigraphers had agreed since the 1930s that any inscription using the three-barred sigma \( \sigma \) must date before about 445 B.C.E., at which point carvers
started using the four-barred version of that letter (Σ). Consequently, historians dated a number of texts describing major Athenian interventions in the internal government of subject cities or Athenian efforts to impose uniform policies on the entire Greater Athenian State to the 450s and early 440s. Harold Mattingly, however, argued in a series of essays beginning in 1961 that the paleographic dogma must be wrong and that most or all of these measures were taken in the 420s or later. He suggested that some carvers carried on using older letter forms and that when we have no date for a decree, we should put more weight on the general historical context than on letter-carving conventions.

For thirty years, most professional historians rejected Mattingly’s thesis, but in 1989 a combination of computer-enhanced photography and laser imagery shattered the consensus. An inscription recording a treaty between Athens and Segesta, in western Sicily, is highly unusual in having both “old-fashioned” letters—the three-barred sigma and the rounded-and-tailed rho—and the name of an archon. Unfortunately, the stone was used for many years as a threshold slab, and the movement of the door over the inscription’s surface erased all of the archon’s name except the final letters –ON. Mattingly, swayed by the fact that including the archon’s name is normally a late fifth-century phenomenon, restored the name as Antiphon, archon in 418–417; most historians, swayed by the assumption that the forms of sigma and rho must predate 445, preferred Habron, archon in 458–457. In a landmark essay, Mortimer Chambers, Ralph Gallucci, and P. Spanos showed that Mattingly was almost certainly right. Debate goes on, but the case for 418–417 now seems virtually certain.

We can be confident that one inscription with three-barred sigmas dates well after 446, so there is no reason why others might not do so too. Mattingly argued that, given the financial crisis facing Athens early in the Peloponnesian War, most inscriptions with three-barred sigmas in which Athens takes a tough line with the cities should date to the 420s. He accepted that this argument was highly subjective, and Moses Finley famously mocked it as a “harshness-of-Cleon trap,” according to which any assertive decree must come late in the fifth century.

Like every development in source analysis, though, the Mattingly thesis creates new problems as well as solving old ones. For example, there were other occasions earlier in the fifth century when Athens’ extensive commitments also created severe financial problems. In the 450s, for instance, Athens was fighting simultaneously in Egypt, Cyprus, the north Aegean, and the Peloponnese, and this could well have brought on a financial crisis in the early 440s. No source covers the 440s in the detail that Thucydides and Aristophanes provide for the 420s, so we might be overlooking an equally plausible context for Athens’ financial and administrative interventions. However, the evidence that we do have—the story that when the treasury was moved to Athens in 454 it contained either 8,000 or 10,000 talents; the relatively small tribute sums recorded for 454–453 and subsequent years; the lavish building campaign begun at Athens in the early 440s; and Thucydides’ comment that 428 was
the first time the Athenians felt the need to impose a direct tax on themselves—suggests that Mattingly probably was right to pinpoint the 420s as the first period of really severe financial constraints.17

Another issue is that we do not have to assume that Athens’ tougher line was a passive response to financial problems; it could have been driven by ideological concerns. If so, then the early 440s could once again be as plausible a date for many inscriptions as the 420s, particularly if we believe that Callias negotiated a peace treaty between Athens and Persia around 449 and that this called the whole raison d’être of the Greater Athenian State into question.

If we find more examples of Athenian interventions with secure archon dates, a pattern may start to emerge, but for the moment we must live with uncertainty. The Segesta decree shows not all inscriptions with three-barred sigmas date before 445, but the fact that this letterform was still being used in 418–417 does not mean that every inscription with it must date so late. In the case of the regulations for Eretria and Chalcis, for instance, the traditional date of 446–445—immediately after their revolt in 447–446—strikes me as more plausible than Mattingly’s suggestion of 424–423.18 Overall, though, I follow Mattingly’s dates in this chapter. It would be foolish to suppose that before Pericles’ death Athens never intervened in subject cities’ domestic affairs, but, on the other hand, all the circumstantial evidence suggests that the 420s saw a significant acceleration of the tempo of state formation.

In sum, the written record is substantial but has systematic biases. Most of the sources date after 430; every scrap of literary evidence relating to the Greater Athenian State in the period 478–431 can fit into a single book;19 and downdating most of the inscriptions to the 420s just increases this imbalance. The sources also focus on individuals and politics, and we hear very little from non-Athenians.

For state formation outside Athens we rely overwhelmingly on casual asides in these same sources. Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon, Diodorus, and Plutarch all treat Sparta in some detail, but their accounts also suffer from the notorious “Spartan mirage,” a tendency either to idealize Sparta or vilify it as an “anti-Athens.” The Spartans produced almost no inscriptions to balance the stories that non-Spartans told about them.

Our evidence for Syracuse, the third major state of the fifth century, is even poorer. Herodotus briefly describes Geloan and Syracusan state building in the 490s–480s, and Thucydides goes into more detail about Athens’ Sicilian wars in 427–424 and 415–413, but for all else we rely on Diodorus. The western Greeks produced very few inscriptions.20

3. Basic Narrative

In this section I summarize the basic background to fifth-century Greek state formation for readers not familiar with its details. For the sake of clarity I separate the story into Aegean and western stories, although in reality the two regions interacted
3.1. The Aegean

The first centralized, complex societies that archaeologists call states took shape in Crete around 2100 B.C.E. Like the earlier complex societies of southwest Asia, they were palace-centered monarchies with redistributive economies run by literate bureaucrats. Somewhat similar societies developed in mainland Greece before 1600, but, when migrations, destructions, and depopulation swept the East Mediterranean in the twelfth century, the Aegean palaces collapsed completely. Much simpler societies developed in the eleventh century, with only weak overseas links. Population growth drove recovery in the eighth century, and hundreds of small city-states formed, carried by colonists to Sicily, south Italy, and the shores of the Black Sea.

At first, these weak, relatively egalitarian city-states flourished in something of a power vacuum. The few Assyrians who knew of the Greeks saw them as mercenaries, pirates, and traders, but, as competition over the carcass of the Assyrian Empire mounted in the early sixth century, the Lydians brought the Greek cities of western Turkey into their empire and imposed tribute on them. Herodotus says that King Croesus of Lydia decided against incorporating the Aegean islands into his empire into the 550s,21 when Cyrus of Persia overthrew the Lydian Empire in 546, he followed the same strategy.

By 546, Sparta was the strongest state in Greece. Spartan power rested ultimately on the city-state’s eighth-century conquest of neighboring Messenia and
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the reduction of the Messenians to serf laborers called helots, whose labor allowed Spartan citizens (Spartiates) to devote themselves to full-time training for war. In the early sixth century, Sparta tried to extend helotage into Arcadia but after a defeat around 560 altered course, giving up further annexations and instead creating an alliance known as the Peloponnesian League. Nearly all the allied cities considered themselves Dorians, an ethnic subgroup within the larger Greek population (see fig. 4.3). The allies paid no tribute but did provide troops, creating by far the biggest army in Greece. The Spartans sent an embassy to meet Cyrus on the west coast of Turkey in 546 and warn him not to trouble the Greeks. He reportedly laughed at them but had apparently already decided to turn eastward and to treat the Aegean as the natural northwest frontier for his empire. This remained the case until the late 520s, when Darius took the throne, built a fleet, and approved a series of adventures against Greek cities and Balkan tribes.

In the same years, some Aegean cities were constructing the first Greek fleets. The Peloponnesian League remained unchallenged on land, though, and continued to expand. In 511, Sparta made the rather unusual decision to intervene in a non-Dorian city, sending a small force by sea to overthrow the tyrant rulers of the Ionian Greek city Athens. This failed dismally, so in 510 the Spartans tried again. This time they went by land and expelled the tyrants, but the venture had mixed results. A third Spartan intervention in 508 or 507 to support their chosen candidate in Athens’ aristocratic politics fared even worse, ending with an Athenian popular uprising, an undignified Spartan retreat, and the establishment of democracy at Athens. In 506, the Athenians, fearing Spartan revenge, offered submission to Persia. The Athenian assembly subsequently repudiated this, but in Persian eyes Athens was always thereafter a rebellious vassal.

Aegean history took a decisive turn in 499 when the Ionian Greeks of western Turkey revolted against Persia. Athens and Eretria, which were both Ionian cities (Athens in fact considered itself the Ionians’ mother city), sent ships to support them. After crushing the Ionians in 494, Darius apparently decided that the only way to secure his northwest frontier was to incorporate mainland Greece too. Several cities submitted in 492. Storms destroyed the punitive force Darius sent against Athens and Eretria in 491, but in 490 a second force sacked Eretria and deported its population. Athens seemed about to meet the same fate but, to general surprise, defeated the Persians at Marathon. Sparta put aside its hostility with Athens in the face of the Persian threat, but the Athenians won the battle before the Spartan force had even set off.

Darius began assembling a much larger force to conquer Greece, but when he died, in 486, Egypt revolted. After crushing the uprising, the new Persian king, Xerxes, apparently decided that Greece was a low strategic priority, but under pressure from his advisers returned to Darius’s plan. Recognizing the danger, the Athenians built the biggest warfleet yet seen, in 483, and in 481 they formed an anti-Persian alliance with Sparta. Sparta’s Peloponnesian League provided the bulk
of the land forces and Athens the bulk of the navy. An embassy to Syracuse that year failed to enlist Sicilian help, and in the end only thirty-one cities resisted Persia. Despite major tensions—which Xerxes tried hard to exploit—the Greek alliance defeated huge Persian forces at Salamis in 480 and Plataea in 479.

In 478, Sparta suggested that the Ionian Greeks relocate to the mainland, obviating the need for a long-term naval war against Persia, for which Sparta was poorly equipped. When this plan fell through, Athens and the Ionians squeezed Sparta out of its leadership role and formed a joint anti-Persian alliance (usually known as the Delian League), made up almost entirely of Ionians. In 477, Aristides of Athens designed a system of tribute through which the allies jointly paid into a fund on the sacred island of Delos, and this fund paid for a fleet to protect them and plunder Persian territory. The system was popular, but the fleet was under Athenian control, and most of the tribute went to pay Athenian rowers. By 470, Athens was using the fleet to stop free-riders leaving the League, and through the 460s hostility toward the organization mounted.

In the 470s and 460s, the League’s leading politician was Cimon of Athens, who saw its goal as collaboration with Sparta and hostility to Persia. Paradoxically, Cimon’s victory over a major Persian force at the River Eurymedon in or around 466 may have strengthened the feeling that the League was no longer necessary, and when in 465 the League besieged Thasos (one of its major members) to enforce Athenian designs on Thasian mines, Sparta decided to attack Athens. Only an earthquake and a helot uprising in Sparta averted war. Cimon persuaded the Athenians to help Sparta, but in 462 the Spartans rejected their aid. Cimon was discredited and exiled, and a new radical leadership turned Athens against Sparta while simultaneously stepping up the anti-Persian war. From 460 through 446, Athens and Sparta fought the on-again, off-again First Peloponnesian War, much of it waged through proxies, and in 459 Athens also invaded the Persian province of Egypt, only to suffer complete defeat in 454. Fearing that Persian ships might raid Delos and seize the treasury there, Athens now moved the League’s silver to the Athenian acropolis. Most historians treat this as marking the shift from a Delian League to an Athenian Empire. Cimon, who returned from exile in 452, led an expedition to Cyprus that stabilized the war with Persia, and Athens and Persia may have signed a peace treaty (what those modern historians who believe in its reality call the “Peace of Callias”) in 449; even if they did not, Athenian-Persian hostilities virtually ceased at this point, increasing the sense that the original motivation for consensual submission to Athens, which marked the first steps toward a Greater Athenian State, no longer applied.

In the early 440s, Athens suffered a series of defeats at the hands of Sparta’s allies, and in 446 revolts seriously undermined the Greater State. Pericles—now the leading Athenian statesman—restored the situation, signed the Thirty Years’ Peace with Sparta, and began a policy of consolidating Athenian power while avoiding overseas entanglements. This held until 433, when Athens concluded alliances with Rhegion, in southern Italy, and Corcyra, which dominated sea routes to the west,
and imposed trade sanctions on Megara, an important Spartan ally. Fearing the
growth of Athenian power, Sparta declared war in 431, beginning the (Great) Pelo-
ponnesian War. Most historians call the first phase of fighting, from 431 through
421, the Archidamian War. Initially, Athens followed Pericles’ strategy of avoiding
land battles and staying within the city’s fortifications while the fleet guaranteed
grain imports and raided Sparta’s allies, with the goal of wearing Sparta down till it
accepted the status quo ante and the fact of Athenian power. Pericles died in 429 in
a great plague that struck the besieged city of Athens, and competition for influence
in the democratic Assembly drove rival politicians to formulate ever more ambi-
tious plans actually to defeat Sparta on land. In 427, one of these schemes led Athens
to intervene in Sicily. It (and several other stratagems) collapsed in 424, and in 421
Athens and Sparta, exhausted, made peace.

Historians usually call the period from 421 through 413 the Peace of Nicias, but
the war continued by other means. In a covert operation, the Athenian aristocrat
Alcibiades assembled an alliance that forced Sparta to risk everything in a single
battle in 418; then, in 415, he persuaded the Assembly to launch a massive invasion
of Sicily. Internal conflicts destabilized the attack before it even began, and a two-
year siege of Syracuse ended in disaster. Sparta then renewed the war, only to find
that even in its final phase (the Ionian War, 412–404), Athens could not be defeated
so long as it maintained even a tenuous command of the sea, protecting its grain
supply and enforcing tribute payments from its subject cities. In 412, Sparta there-
fore made a deal with Persia, surrendering the Ionian Greeks in return for enough
money to build a fleet that could cut Athens’ grain supply. Intrigues between Persian
satraps prevented the gold from getting through till the dynamic admiral Lysander
took charge of Spartan efforts in 407; even then, Athens kept the grain routes open
till 405, when a catastrophic tactical blunder allowed Lysander to capture the Athe-
nian fleet at Aegospotamoi. Athens surrendered the next year, and Sparta took over
what remained of the Greater Athenian State.

3.2. The West

Greeks began settling in Sicily in the 730s B.C.E., and, by the sixth century, western
cities like Syracuse and Akragas were wealthier than any in the Aegean. They faced
no expansionist empire like Lydia or Persia to drive state formation; instead, most
cities had open frontiers with indigenous societies that, while often fighting bravely,
were less developed than the Greeks and usually lost out. A combination of wars
with the Sicels and internal dynamics probably explain the tyrant Hippocrates of
Gela’s conquest of several neighboring cities in eastern Sicily in the 490s. We do not
know whether these cities paid tribute to Gela or provided troops, but one way or
another Hippocrates assembled a formidable army. When he died, in 491, his cavalry
commander Gelon took over the small kingdom, then, after defeating Syracuse in
485, transferred his throne to that city and put his brother Hieron in charge of Gela.
Gelon built up Syracuse’s power by relocating the populations of defeated cities to
his capital and by making a marriage alliance with Theron, tyrant of Akragas. Both these strategies had more in common with the practices of Near Eastern kings than with those of Aegean Greek cities. Gelon also relied heavily on mercenaries.

Tyrants ruled all the main Greek cities in Sicily and Italy in the early fifth century. Marriage alliances were one of their major tools of international relations, while fallings-out within and between tyrannical families and tensions between tyrants and their own citizens were the main threats to stability. In 483, Gelon’s closest ally (and father-in-law), Theron of Akragas, expelled Terilos, tyrant of Himera. Terilos had strong personal ties in Carthage, and his guest-friends there decided to intervene to restore him. This threat was probably one of the main reasons why Gelon rejected the Spartan and Athenian request for help against Persia in 481. The Carthaginians invaded in 480, but Gelon decisively defeated them. Carthage then stayed out of Sicilian politics for two generations, and Syracuse became the dominant western city. The “tyrants’ club” led by Syracuse was at its zenith in the 470s, intervening in Italy and fighting the Etruscans, but by 465 the delicate balance between the chiefs had collapsed and civil wars between citizens, “new” citizens who had been transferred by tyrants from one city to another, and the tyrants’ mercenaries tore many cities apart. By 461, all the tyrants had fallen. The cities signed a Common Resolution to maintain peace, and many adopted democracy. Syracuse’s dominance collapsed, though it remained the largest and richest Greek city in the west.

An indigenous Sicel state emerged in the 450s in the posttyrannical power vacuum, but the Syracusan democracy smashed it in 440, and in 439 Syracuse greatly expanded its army and navy. Over the next few years, Syracuse bullied all its Dorian neighbors into accepting its lead (again, we do not know whether they paid tribute or provided troops) and began threatening Sicily’s Ionian Greeks too. Concerned by Syracuse’s creation of a second Dorian power bloc, Athens made alliances with Ionian Rhegion and Leontini in 433, committing some ten thousand men and sixty ships on the Ionian side when war broke out in Sicily in 427. In 424, though, the Sicilian Greeks decided that they feared Athens more than one another and signed a general peace.

Syracuse’s strength continued to worry the other Sicilian cities, and in 415 Alcibiades of Athens gambled that the Ionians would rally to a new Athenian invasion. He exploited a war between the Greek city of Selinous and the indigenous city of Segesta to attack Syracuse, but by 413 Syracuse had defeated Athens’ finest armada and was once again the undisputed leader of Sicily, albeit severely weakened by the struggle. Events then took an unexpected turn. The Segestans, who had drawn Athens in to Sicily, understandably now felt vulnerable, and in 410 they put themselves under Carthaginian protection. Armed with new siege techniques, between 409 and 406 Carthage destroyed Selinous, Himera, Akragas, Gela, and Camarina. In a panic, the Syracusans appointed one Dionysius as sole general, with complete authority and a bodyguard. In 405, Syracuse once again found itself under siege, and once again it survived. Racked by plague, the Carthaginian army withdrew in 404, by which time Dionysius had established himself as tyrant of the greatly weakened city,
but since the war had weakened the other Greek cities much more, Dionysius now dominated Greek Sicily in a way that even Gelon had not managed.

4. Basic Parameters

4.1. Natural Environment and Ecology

Most geographers classify Greece as part of a “Mediterranean” climate zone, with hot dry summers and cool wet winters, but there is much variation within this category. Northwest Greece is mountainous and forested, with some fertile upland valleys, while southern Greece is far drier, with small plains divided by hills and some significant mountains. Thessaly and Macedonia have larger and better-watered plains. The “Mediterranean triad” of cereals, vines, and olives was established almost everywhere before 2000 B.C.E., although because olives will not grow at altitudes above eight hundred meters, mountain dwellers always had to import oil. Some historians add pulses to the triad as a fourth staple. For most people, meat—particularly beef—was a luxury, although sheep and goat were certainly eaten in frequent religious festivals. Fish, too, were considered delicacies. They were not available in sufficient quantity to be a staple but even in small amounts could be an important protein source. Overall, the diet was healthy and serious famines were rare, but skeletal and textual evidence alike suggest that periodic food shortages were common.

Many economic historians believe that long-term trends in age-specific height correlate tightly with nutritional status to provide a predictor of standards of living. Robert Fogel suggested using 1.68 meters as the upper limit for speaking of “short” (i.e., poorly nourished) men, and estimates for Greek heights derived from the long bones fall right around this figure. Ancient Greeks were poorly nourished by modern standards but fare much better when compared with Greeks from just forty years ago; the men buried at Metapontum and in the Athenian Kerameikos cemetery were typically taller than Cypriot Greek military recruits in 1949, who averaged just 1.65 meters.

Greek agriculture was mostly rain-fed, and the major challenge facing Greek farmers was less overall shortages of rain than its unpredictability. Interannual variation was high, requiring farmers to develop storage, friendship, and exchange as risk-buffering mechanisms. Barley, which is more drought-resistant than wheat, was probably the staple food. Between 1931 and 1960, rainfall around Athens varied so much that the barley crop failed one year in twenty, wheat one year in four, and legumes three years in four, and these statistics are probably broadly applicable to classical antiquity. Yields probably rarely exceeded 650 kg per hectare.

4.2. Demography

Population began growing rapidly in Greece in the eighth century B.C.E. Until about 400, growth was fastest around the Aegean Sea and in the western colonies, with
northern Greece catching up in the fourth century and western parts of the mainland in the third.\textsuperscript{30}

Although infants and children are generally underrepresented in the archaeological record, several cemeteries—including the fifth-century Kerameikos burial ground at Athens—show that infant mortality was high, as we would expect in a predemographic transition society. From a sample of 425 skeletons, Lawrence Angel concluded that the average adult age at death for women rose from 30.9 years in the Early Iron Age (1100–700 b.c.e.) to 36.8 in classical times (c. 480–323 b.c.e.).\textsuperscript{31} Physical anthropologists are now more skeptical about being able to age adult skeletons accurately than they were when Angel compiled his data, and recent studies have produced younger adult female ages at death.\textsuperscript{32} Nevertheless, Angel’s data and more recent studies all show the same diachronic trend of substantial increases in adult ages at death between the ninth century and the fourth.\textsuperscript{33} The typical woman’s reproductive life was at least five years (or 15–20 percent) longer in the fifth century than it had been in the tenth or ninth.

Comparative demography suggests that population change is normally mortality-led, with the result that if female adult age at death increases within the years of fertility, total fertility rates also increase.\textsuperscript{34} With more children being born and/or more of those born surviving to adulthood, population grows until people respond by artificially controlling their fertility, emigrating, or starving. If disease rates increase, the reverse happens. Since it takes time for people to recognize changes in mortality and to recalibrate the relationship between the private and social costs of children or—in the absence of such changes—for Malthusian “positive” checks to increase mortality, periods of rapid growth or decline can occur. Both population growth and decline tend to disrupt premodern states massively.\textsuperscript{35} In ancient Greece, periods of population growth correlate strongly with economic growth and state formation, while demographic decline correlates with economic and state collapse.\textsuperscript{36}

The literary sources for epidemics are well known,\textsuperscript{37} and DNA evidence suggests that the famous plague that broke out at Athens in 430 was a form of typhoid fever. It recurred in 427–426, but since Aegean population as a whole continued to climb for another century, we should probably conclude that it had little long-term effect on the local disease pool.\textsuperscript{38} However, Diodorus says that terrible plagues broke out in the Carthaginian army in Sicily in 405 and 396.\textsuperscript{39} He does not say these plagues affected the Greeks, too, but they may have been connected to the Sicilian population decline that reached crisis proportions by the 340s.

The textual evidence for absolute population sizes is much disputed, but Mogens Hansen has convincingly argued that there were at least six to seven million Greeks in the fourth century.\textsuperscript{40} It is harder to document changes between the fifth and fourth centuries, but my own guess (based largely on survey data, densities in excavated settlements, and the scanty literary sources) is that total Greek population was between 5.5 and 6 million around 450 b.c.e. Hansen has firmly restated the
case that the population of Attica—the roughly 2,500 km² of territory that made up the city-state of Athens—peaked at around 350,000 in the 430s. This was a huge population for a city-state, and means that about 6 percent of all Greeks lived in Attica (i.e., the city of Athens plus its traditional hinterland) and about 15 percent of all Greeks in the Greater Athenian State. Most of the more than one thousand known Greek city-states, by contrast, had populations of just a few thousand.

About 40,000 of the 350,000 residents in Attica were adult male citizens. Judging from the settled area of the city of Athens, about 10 percent of the population lived in the urban center, and perhaps another 10 percent in the harbor town of Piraeus. Hansen’s figures would mean a density of 139 people/km² in Attica, while the carrying capacity was in the region of 35–42 people/km². Even in the best years for rainfall, Attica had to import two-thirds to three-quarters of its food in the 430s BCE. Hence the strategic importance of Athens’ defeat at Aegospotamoi in 405; absent a powerful Athenian fleet, Sparta could simply cut off the grain supply and starve the city into submission. The Peloponnesian War caused serious population losses, especially among the poorer men who rowed in the fleet, and at the lowest point in the fourth century there were probably 30,000 citizens and a total population of about 250,000. Athens’ population was about 30 percent lower in the 350s than it had been in the 430s and had probably been lower still the early fourth century. Archaeological surveys, on the other hand, suggest that in much of the rest of Greece population was 10 to 20 percent higher in the fourth century than in the fifth. The Peloponnesian War was a demographic disaster for Athens, whose population fell from a little over 6 percent of the Greek total in the 430s to under 4 percent by 350 BCE.

Fifth-century Athens’ main rival for populousness was Syracuse. Thucydides says Syracuse was no smaller than Athens in 413 and its fifth-century walls encircled 120 hectares. As early as the 470s, though, settlement had spread beyond them, and the city’s population probably was much the same size as Athens’. The population of Syracusan territory was probably around 250,000 in 415, a density of 53–75/km²—just one-third to one-half of Attica’s but still high by preindustrial standards. Franco De Angelis estimates that twice as much land in Greek Sicily was arable as in mainland Greece (perhaps 77 percent, much higher than Garnsey’s estimate of 35–40 percent for Attica). At least half a dozen Sicilian states probably had fifth-century populations of forty to fifty thousand. Syracusans may have made up about 4 percent of all Greeks throughout the fifth and fourth centuries, and Sicilian Greeks as a whole about 10 percent in the fifth and rather less in the fourth.

Sparta’s demographic situation was very different. Most estimates put the total population of fifth-century Laconia and Messenia, the regions Sparta controlled, in the 200,000–250,000 range, with unfree helots in dispersed settlements making up the great majority, a substantial group of semifree perioikoi (“dwellers around”) in more nucleated towns, and the small number of fully free Spartiates concentrated at Sparta. Richard Catling extrapolates from survey data to a total population of
between 210,000 and 255,000 in the mid-fifth century (a very low density of 14.6/km² [one-tenth of Attica's density] across Laconia and Messenia as a whole, much lower than the density of 54/km² in the survey area in the city of Sparta's immediate hinterland), falling by about 15 percent by 350 B.C.E. Most text-based historians assume that the helot and perioikic populations grew through the archaic and classical periods while the population of full-citizen Spartiates fell steadily because of Sparta's peculiar citizenship rules. There were about 8,000 Spartiates in 480, but only 2,400 to 4,200 in 418, fewer than a thousand in the mid-fourth century, and no more than 700 in the 240s. Attempts to broaden the citizen body in the 230s and 220s and again in 207 B.C.E. created revolutionary ferments that triggered violent repression by conservative elements within Sparta, then by Macedon, and finally by Rome. The resident population of Laconia may have stood around 3 percent of the total population of the Greek world in the 430s, but by the 360s Sparta was incapable of providing military leadership.

Overall, no one city dominated fifth-century Greece demographically. About 6 percent of all Greeks lived in Attica, roughly 4 percent in Syracuse's territory, and 3 percent in Sparta's. Another dozen or so city-states each contained 1 percent or more of the population. Roughly 15 percent of Greeks lived in the Greater Athenian State, between 5 and 10 percent in the cities under Syracusan control (depending on the exact moment), and perhaps another 10 to 15 percent in Sparta's Peloponnesian League.

4.3. Economic Structures

During the Dark Age, probably 80 to 90 percent of all production was consumed by the primary producers or exchanged over relatively short distances to even out the effects of interannual variability in rainfall. The small residue went to support a not particularly wealthy elite and to small-scale commodity production. Even in the fourth century, we must agree with Paul Cartledge that “The ancient Greek world was massively and unalterably rural”; but the proportion of household production mobilized for exchange nevertheless grew strongly between the eighth century and the fourth. The fourth-century Athenian literary sources give the impression that any occupation other than being a farmer, a politician, or a warrior was frowned upon, but speakers tried to avoid mentioning what they called the “invisible economy” of banking, finance, and the market. To have generated the kind of incomes that we know that the Athenian aristocracy had, this sector of the economy must have been substantial. By some estimates, nearly one-third of fourth-century Athens' income must have been in the form of gains from trade.

The growth of Athens and Syracuse as urban markets for food, metals, building, etc., and of organized marketplaces like the Piraeus to supply them speeded up the circulation of goods. Some regions had clear comparative advantages in production: we hear about Athenian silver, olive oil, and fine pottery, Thasian wine, Thessalian and Sicilian grain, Cycladic marble, and Macedonian timber, to name but a
few. Coinage was introduced to Greece around 600 B.C.E., and small change was in use before 500, lowering transaction costs.

Surface surveys reveal a partial but important shift in settlement patterns in Greece in the fifth and particularly the fourth centuries. Prior to 500 B.C.E., probably 90 to 95 percent of the population lived in villages of just a few dozen or hundred inhabitants. Most regions had a handful of towns of 1,000 or 2,000 people, and Athens, Corinth, Argos, and Knossos may have had more than 5,000 (but fewer than 10,000) inhabitants. But after 500, increasing numbers of Greeks started living in rural farmsteads. Although debates about population size continue, in the southern Argolid, the ratio of third-order (probably farmstead) sites to second-order (village) sites rose from 3:1 in the archaic period to 6:1 in the classical (c. 500–350 B.C.E.) and 10:1 in the late classical/early Hellenistic period (c. 350–250 B.C.E.).

The shifts were partial. On Kea, even at the height of dispersion three-quarters of the population lived in the main town (population 900–1,200). That said, a shift of 10 to 15 percent of the population still had major economic effects. Historians have formulated a “new model” of classical agriculture, seeing farmers as working contiguous fields, pasturing animals on them, and using manure to reduce fallow. In several regions of Greece, the dense concentrations of surface artifacts that represent ancient settlements are surrounded by lower-density “haloes” of classical sherds, which seem very likely to be domestic debris dispersed by manuring. No such haloes are known from earlier or later periods, strongly suggesting that manuring reached its premodern peak in classical times. Similarly, around Pylos “The palynological data argue for a dense population and a high level of agricultural production during the Classical/Hellenistic period. Human control of the landscape seems to have reached its maximum at that time.”

Standards of living rose sharply across the archaic and classical periods. I already mentioned evidence for increasing stature and average age at death; all over Greece, the rooved space in the floor plan of typical house sizes was also increasing, from about 55 m² in the eighth century to 230 m² in the fourth. Since the proportion of houses with second floors also increased, the typical house size probably grew seven- or eightfold. There were similar improvements in the sophistication of house construction and comparable increases in the scale of domestic assemblages. Classical houses (particularly those of the fourth century) were generally comfortable places to live. All the evidence indicates sustained per capita as well as aggregate economic growth in archaic and classical Greece. I have suggested that per capita consumption increased by about 50 percent between 800 and 300 B.C.E.

4.4. Technology

Most Greek technology was fairly basic. We should not imagine a monolithic “traditional” agricultural regime in premodern Greece, but (except for the introduction of iron around 1100 B.C.E.) in many spheres classical technology was much like what had been available a thousand years earlier. There is no good evidence for
improvements in seeds or processing techniques, and, so far as we know, agriculture continued to depend entirely on muscle power. New finds have shown that water mills were commoner in the Roman Empire than had been thought, but there is no evidence for extensive use of wind or water power in classical Greece.

Both theoretical and applied science were well developed in classical Greece, and medicine also saw major advances. However, there were few attempts to apply scientific knowledge or principles systematically to solving problems in the real world, and doctors could do little to change basic patterns of mortality. In this, of course, the Greeks were anything but unusual; eighteenth-century England seems to have been the first place in the world to develop a culture that integrated science and technology.

As noted earlier, house building improved sharply, particularly from 550 onward, and to some extent the same was true of public hygiene and water supplies. Late-sixth-century Athens already had public fountain houses, adequate drainage, and piped water. On Samos, Eupalinos cut a broad tunnel for a mile through a hill to bring water to the city in the sixth century, and in the early fifth Phaeax built massive underground stone conduits to drain water away from Syracuse.

Land transportation was primitive. There were a few exceptional feats, such as the construction around 600 B.C.E. of the diolkos, a road on which ships could be dragged overland across the Isthmus of Corinth, but generally roads were not well paved. Herodotus was amazed by Persia’s Royal Road from Susa to Sardis, and moving large objects was particularly slow work. Strabo explicitly contrasted the high quality of Roman roads with the low standards in Greece.

Sea transport was more developed. Shipbuilding improved in the late eighth century, probably influenced by Phoenician innovations, and the first purpose-built merchant vessels were built on Samos, probably in the late sixth century. Most Greek trading vessels were small, probably about twenty meters long. The stone bases for a ship dedicated in the sanctuary of Hera on Samos around 600 suggest a ship 21.9 meters long and 2.1 meters in the beam, and a late fifth-century wreck from Porticello in the Straits of Messina was about seventeen meters long, with a thirty-ton burden. Another wreck of the same date off Alonnisos, though, seems to be at least twenty-five meters long with a burden of 126 tons, which compares well with many Roman merchantmen. Hull construction had changed little since the Bronze Age, and fore-and-aft rigging was unknown. Harbors were crude by later standards, but sixth-century Samos was again a pioneer, and fifth-century Piraeus boasted substantial facilities. Athens also developed quite sophisticated financial institutions for capital-intensive seaborne trade, although even the largest “firms” in maritime trade seem to have involved just a handful of people.

The Greeks made some notable advances in military technology. By the seventh century, battles were being decided by phalanxes of heavy infantry (hoplites) in bronze armor. On the right terrain, these were devastatingly effective, and between the mid-seventh century and 371, Sparta dominated this form of warfare.
warfare was capital-intensive, above all in human capital, since discipline and training were all-important. However, since citizen-warriors normally received little or no pay for training or fighting, armies put little strain on the state. Soldiers normally provided their own armor and often settled campaigns with a single battle. On the negative side, hoplites moved slowly, were predictable, and were ineffective against fortifications. Most Greek cities had walls, which in the fifth century deterred direct assaults. Beginning in 409, however, the Carthaginians used new offensive techniques to destroy half a dozen major Greek cities in Sicily. The Greeks rapidly adopted and improved their methods, causing costs to spiral as both offensive and defensive siege techniques advanced rapidly. Light troops and cavalry were little used in Aegean Greece until the late fifth century, although cavalry were more numerous and important in Sicily.

The most important developments in fifth-century military technology, though, were at sea. Thucydides seems to say that triremes, fast warships with three decks of oars, were invented in the late eighth century, but there is some evidence that they became common only in the late sixth century. In the fifth century, a trireme cost about a talent to build and rig and probably about another talent per month to support the crew of more than 180 men. This meant a spectacular increase in the costs of war, particularly after Athens used a lucky strike of silver to build the first large fleet, of 200 triremes, in 483. This completely changed the nature of war and state formation. Navies could project state power in ways that had been unimaginable in the sixth century. Thucydides had Pericles remind the Athenians that “With your navy as it is today there is no power on earth—not the King of Persia nor any people under the sun—that can stop you from sailing where you wish. This power of yours is something in an altogether different category from all the advantages of houses and cultivated land.” Athens struck with impunity in Egypt, Cyprus, the Black Sea region, and Sicily, as well as all over the Aegean, and naval tactics and training developed even faster than terrestrial ones. As Sparta discovered, the only way to compete with Athenian naval power was to create a similar fleet, but a full summer campaign for such a force would cost at least 600 talents, well beyond the revenue of any normal city-state. The spiraling costs of naval warfare and the need to hire the best rowers were even more important than the rising costs of sieges in speeding up the tempo of state formation. In the 390s, Syracuse began using four-decked quadriremes and perhaps invented five-decked quinqueremes, and in 294 Demetrius the Besieger was using fifteen- and sixteen-banked ships in battle.

4.5. Social Structures

The most unusual feature of classical Greek social structures was male citizen egalitarianism. An idea of the city-state as a community of equal, local-born men—what I have elsewhere called “the middling ideology”—took hold in the eighth century. It was strongly contested across the seventh and sixth centuries but by 500 had emerged as the only legitimate basis for authority. Most citizen men (probably
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one-quarter to one-third of the adult resident population in most city-states) considered themselves fundamentally equal, regardless of differences in wealth, education, or lineage. This belief system was accompanied by unusually strong gender and ethnic distinctions. In the fifth century, large numbers of non-Greeks were imported as chattel slaves into those poleis where male egalitarianism flourished most strongly. In Attica, there were probably at least 60,000 slaves out of a total resident population of 350,000. Slaves could be found in virtually every walk of life, including war, although there is controversy over the scale of their use in agriculture.88

Some city-states, most notably Sparta, made little use of chattel slaves, instead exploiting unfree local populations. The Spartans believed themselves to have invaded Laconia in prehistoric times and to have a right to rule over the local non-Dorian population as a warrior elite. In the eighth century, they conquered neighboring Messenia and reduced its whole population to serfdom. They fought a great war to secure control of Messenia in the mid-seventh century and in the sixth tried to extend this system to Arcadia but were defeated at Tegea in the 560s. The need to control the helots dominated Spartan policy and thought until the Thebans won the battle of Leuctra in 371 and liberated Messenia.89 Syracuse also had a dependent population called the Killyrioi, although this seems to have been less threatening than the Spartan helots.

The distribution of landed wealth across citizen families, at least in Athens, was comparatively even. The Gini coefficient for landholding in fourth-century Athens is lower than that for all but two of the 1970s agrarian Mediterranean communities studied by the anthropologist John Davis or any of the Roman communities studied by the historian Richard Duncan-Jones.90 The largest documented fourth-century Athenian estate is Phainippos’s, which included just 0.1 percent of the arable land in Attica,91 much less than the 7.6 to 21.6 percent of arable encompassed within single estates in various provinces in Duncan-Jones’s Roman studies. Landholding was ideologically charged, however, and this pattern probably understates the overall degree of wealth inequality. We know of fifth-century Athenians who held very large estates overseas, and differential access to the “invisible economy” of urban, financial, and industrial property must have skewed the distribution of wealth.

We lack comparable data for Syracuse, but the sources agree that the rich were much richer in Sicily than in the Aegean. Diodorus waxed enthusiastic about the richest men in fifth-century Akragas,92 and some Syracusans were probably wealthier still. When the exiled Syracusan aristocrat Dion fled to the Aegean, in the fourth century, he seemed more like a king than a private citizen.93

The Spartiates, by contrast, prided themselves on their economic equality, even calling themselves homoioi, “those who are alike.” But Hodkinson94 shows that, on careful reading, the sources reveal real differences in economic power, partly masked by an egalitarian ideology that restrained overt displays of wealth. Discomfort with displays of personal wealth increased all over Greece around 500 B.C.E., but after 425 we can see clear movement back toward more lavish elite behavior in
housing, dress, burial, and personalized monuments. Greek culture changed in significant ways in the fourth century to accommodate the growing importance of the rich.

Overall, wealth was apparently more evenly distributed in Greece than in most other complex societies in Mediterranean history, although not so evenly distributed as the Greeks themselves liked to proclaim. The pressures to conform to “middle” norms built steadily across the seventh and sixth centuries, peaked in the fifth century, and then began to weaken. They were strongest in the Aegean and probably weakest in Sicily. In the fourth century, economic power shifted back toward the upper class.

4.6. Political Structures

From the seventh century on, oligarchies of relatively wealthy men ruled most city-states. Sometimes these were narrow; other times, they incorporated the majority of citizens. There was, however, always a strong sense that the ruling elite was answerable to the ordinary citizens, and (particularly in times of war) popular opposition could depose incompetent or corrupt leaders. Normally, oligarchs who were overthrown would be replaced by similar but hopefully more competent noblemen, but sometimes a sole ruler (tyrannos) would emerge. By classical times, and probably since the seventh or even eighth century, there was general agreement that tyranny could never be truly legitimate. The difficulty of balancing all the competing factions meant that few lasted more than two generations. Tyrants had all but disappeared by 500 in the Aegean, although they became much more important in the early fifth century in Sicily and again in the fourth. The Syracusan tyrants relied heavily on mercenaries to keep the population under control. Beginning in the later sixth century, though, we see a third response to political failure, with the ordinary male citizens taking over direct rule for themselves—what the Greeks called demokratia, or “power of the people.”

Within these broad trends, the constitutions of individual Greek states were enormously varied, and I limit myself to brief observations on Athens, Sparta, and Syracuse.

4.6.1. Athens. The major institution in the Athenian democracy of 508–322 B.C.E. was an Assembly open to all male citizens over eighteen. They voted directly on all major issues, with only a minimal bureaucracy, no political parties, and weakly institutionalized offices. Usually 6,000 or more citizens attended meetings, which, in the fourth century, took place at least forty times each year. A handful of offices, particularly financial ones, had wealth qualifications, and the Assembly elected the holders of these and military offices. Most offices were open to all citizens, though, or all citizens over thirty, and positions were filled by lot. All officeholders were subject to public scrutiny at the end of their year in office, and these reviews were one of the major arenas for pursuing politics.
Elite political networking was always important, but by the 440s direct appeals to the assembled citizens were normally decisive. Thucydides claimed that until Pericles’ death, in 429, Athens was a democracy in name but was in fact ruled by this one man, whose charismatic authority allowed him to guide the people:

Pericles, by his rank, ability, and his known integrity, was able to exercise an independent control over the multitude—in short, to lead them instead of being led by them; for as he never sought power by improper means, he was never compelled to flatter them, but, on the contrary, enjoyed so high an estimation that he could afford to anger them by contradiction.

Thucydides concedes that in 430 many Athenians were so angry over the loss of their property in the war that they voted Pericles out of his generalship and fined him, but “not long after,” Thucydides continues, “according to the way of the multitude, they again elected him general and committed all their affairs to his hands.”

The boule, a Council of five hundred men selected largely by lottery from all citizens over thirty years of age, prepared the Assembly’s agenda. The term of office on the boule was one year, and no citizen could serve more than twice, which meant that, given the demographic facts of Athens, virtually every citizen would serve. The cumbersome procedures of the boule democratized decision making, severely limiting the ability of any faction to get control of this key institution. The desire to incorporate as many citizens as possible led to the introduction of pay for citizens who attended the jury in the 440s and the extension of this principle to the Assembly in 403.

The overwhelming emphasis on the politician’s ability to persuade a mass audience at a single meeting through his powers of speech created enormous pressures. One rhetorical misstep could lead not just to the failure of a carefully planned policy but to the responsible politician’s fall from grace, exile, or death.

[Athens’] leaders had no respite . . . they had to lead in person, and they had also to bear, in person, the brunt of the opposition’s attacks. More than that, they walked alone. . . . A man was a leader solely as a function of his personal, and in the literal sense, unofficial status within the Assembly itself. The test of whether or not he held that status was simply whether the Assembly did or did not vote as he wished, and therefore the test was repeated with each proposal.

This was “deep play,” as the anthropologist Clifford Geertz called it: politicians were always in over their heads, playing for enormous stakes. On the one hand, the Assembly was full of connoisseurs of rhetoric, ready to pounce on speakers’ blunders; on the other, there was real fear that speakers would pander to the people, saying whatever would get votes. The Sausage-Seller in Aristophanes’ comedy The Knights (424 B.C.E.) was the perfect caricature, but Thucydides insisted in all seriousness that Athens lost the Peloponnesian War because its leaders after Pericles’ death “adopted methods of demagogy which resulted in their losing con-
control over the actual conduct of affairs.” Many historians have concurred: “Athens lost the war at [the battle of] Aegospotami [in 405], but the disarray of Athenian politics for several years previously had made something like Aegospotami all but inevitable.”

While some educated Athenians were eager to form a political elite, others went along with democracy only because they profited from it, and others still resisted it. In 457, critics plotted with Sparta to launch an oligarchic coup, and in 411 opponents of democracy actually seized control in the wake of demoralization caused by the Sicilian expedition’s failure. On the whole, though, the democracy was remarkably stable, and the major legacy of the critics—including Plato, Aristophanes, the Old Oligarch, and Thucydides himself—was a sophisticated analysis of popular power. These oppositional texts have been massively influential in modern times, portraying the democracy as willful, irresponsible, and ignorant. They often have a point; yet Finley was surely right to conclude that

Much of the credit for the Athenian achievement must go to the political leadership of the state. That, it seems to me, is beyond dispute. It certainly would not have been disputed by the average Athenian. Despite all the tension and uncertainties, the occasional snap judgment and unreasonable shift in opinion, the people supported Pericles for more than two decades…. These men, and others like them (less well-known now) were able to carry through a more or less consistent and successful programme over long stretches of time. It is altogether perverse to ignore this fact, or to ignore the structure of political life by which Athens became what she was, while one follows the lead of Aristophanes or Plato and looks only at the personalities of the politicians, or at the crooks and failures among them, or at some ethical norms of an ideal existence.

4.6.2. Sparta. Sparta governed itself very differently, through four main institutions:

1. Two kings, one each from the Agiad and the Eurypontid families. These were the chief religious and military officers of the state, although, following problems in 506 B.C.E., only one of them was sent with the army on each campaign.

2. A council of five ephors, elected from all Spartiate full citizens over thirty years of age for one year at a time. The ephors were chosen by acclamation; whichever five nominees got the loudest cheers when they appeared before the citizen Assembly won the office. The ephors policed the kings. Two ephors accompanied the king on campaign, and the ephors could depose the kings. However, they were also subject to scrutiny by the next group of ephors at the end of their year of service. A man could be an ephor only once.
3. A *gerousia*, or Council of Elders, consisting of the two kings plus twenty-eight men over the age of sixty elected from the Spartiates. The Assembly could vote only on measures that the *gerousia* had approved. The *gerousia* further had the right to dissolve the Assembly if it took a decision that the *gerousia* disapproved of and sat in judgment on any cases involving penalties of disenfranchisement, exile, or death.

4. An Assembly of all male Spartiates over thirty years of age. No decision was official state policy until the Assembly had approved it, but, unlike the Athenian Assembly, the Spartans rarely discussed proposals: they normally only voted (by shouting).

The Spartan system was widely idealized in antiquity as a “mixed constitution,” perfectly blending monarchical, aristocratic, and democratic elements. In practice, however, politics was more complicated. From the age of seven until they married after thirty (and often still then), Spartan men spent most of their time in male-only age sets and dining groups. These created strong crosscutting ties, reinforced and complicated by institutionalized pederasty. Patronage played a larger role in decision making than at Athens, and Aristotle described election to the *gerousia* as *dynasteutikê*, “on dynastic principles.”

The fluidity of Spartan institutions and the importance of extraconstitutional powers created situations in which it was never clear where exactly the buck stopped. Energetic kings like Agesilaos (reigned 401–360 B.C.E.) or even the regent Pausanias (c. 480–471) could wield far more influence than the formal division of powers would suggest, while others—like Pleistoanax (458–408)—were outmaneuvered by aggressive *ephors*. When the dynamics were more balanced, power was dispersed across several institutional contexts. This could lead to paralysis if no consensus could be reached but also left room for exceptional men from outside the establishment, like Brasidas in the 420s, Lysander between 410 and 400, and Antalcidas in the 380s, to achieve prominence. Hodkinson concludes that for all the uniqueness of the Spartiate upbringing and way of life [the political system] perpetuated the existence of a typical Greek aristocracy. Fragmentation of authority and some freedom of decision for the assembly ensured the sharing of influence among the leading lineages which made up this aristocracy. This was threatened by the excessive influence of outstanding individuals and, like all normal aristocracies, the Spartiate aristocracy did its best to control such men.

The very institutions that fostered the obedience and respect for authority that made Sparta’s hoplites the firmest and most reliable in Greece perhaps also restricted the scope for effective and imaginative leadership. Herodotus and Thucydides both emphasized the Spartans’ slowness, and, once removed from the checks and balances of the political arena at home, Spartan leaders tended to behave erratically.
and to be unusually open to corruption. Thucydides concluded that “the Spartans proved to be quite the most remarkably helpful enemies that the Athenians could have had.”

4.6.3. Syracuse. The sources are very thin: barely half a dozen chapters in Herodotus on the Deinomenid tyrants (485–465 B.C.E.), a scattering of anecdotes in Diodorus and a few passing comments in Thucydides on Syracuse’s democracy (465–405), and an extremely hostile tradition about Dionysius I (405–367).

All our anecdotes imply that the tyrants acted solely in pursuit of their own goals, but we have few clues about how they worked with, or around, other institutions in Syracuse. For what it is worth, Gelon was apparently staunchly antidemocratic. He took power in 485 by supporting landed gamoroi against the poorer citizens, and Herodotus attributes to him the remark that “the masses are very disagreeable to live with.” Some historians think Gelon was less consistently hostile toward the poor than this implies, but the sources they appeal to are not impressive. It is commonly said that Diodorus attests to the survival of the Assembly under Gelon in the 480s because the tyrant appealed to the masses by appearing before them unarmed, but what Diodorus actually says is that Gelon called an assembly of his troops as part of his plan to keep them loyal to him. If anything, the story emphasizes Gelon’s dependence on military rather than popular institutions. His use of mercenaries and his willingness to enroll them as citizens suggests that he saw himself as outside Syracusan civil society, as perhaps befitting an interloper from Gela. The much-discussed thank-offerings he and his brother Hieron sent to Delphi and Olympia for their victories in 480 and 474 are ambiguous. Gelon styled himself a Syracusan, while Hieron distinguished between “Hieron, the son of Deinomenes, and the Syracusans.” Diodorus (11.38, 66) calls Gelon and Hieron basileis, but there is no way to know exactly what constitutional implications this description has. Pindar three times called Hieron a basileus, meaning constitutional king, and once a tyrannos, or unconstitutional ruler. Herodotus also used both terms, and the fact that Pindar used both titles in a single poem suggests that we should not seek legal niceties here.

Syracuse’s relations with its subject cities were very different from Athens’ or Sparta’s; in fact, we can only call them dynastic. Gelon began as tyrant of Gela, then moved to Syracuse in 485 and put Gela under his brother Hieron. Gelon then cemented an alliance with Theron, tyrant of Sicily’s second-strongest city, Akragas, by marrying Theron’s daughter Demarete. When Gelon died, Hieron promoted himself from Gela to Syracuse, married both the daughter of Anaxilas (the tyrant of Rhegion) and Theron’s niece, put his surviving brother Polyzelus in charge of Gela, married the widowed Demarete to him, and married Polyzelus’s daughter off to Theron. Gelon and Hieron created a web of royal kinship worthy of early modern Europe and utterly unlike Aegean politics.
Aristotle described the regime set up in Syracuse after the fall of the tyrants in 465 as a *politeia*, or middle ground between aristocracy and democracy. There has been much debate over whether we should consider it democratic. Most historians stress its differences from Athens. Consolo Langher, for instance, emphasizes the influence of the *chariestatoi*, or “best men,” although Diodorus’s descriptions do not really justify this. Diodorus’s most significant comment on the *chariestatoi* is at 11.92, where he speaks of disagreements in 451 B.C.E. over what to do with the Sicel leader Ducetius when he surrendered. Diodorus says that the mass of citizens favored a hard line and that the *chariestatoi* were more lenient. In other passages, Diodorus emphasizes demagogic elements in the 450s, the brief establishment of an equivalent to the Athenian ostracism, and threats of tyranny. Diodorus’s perceptions may have been colored by his knowledge of Athenian democracy, though, and there are hints that elected officers did hold more power at Syracuse than Athens. Thucydides makes the board of generals sound important in 415, and even after the reforms of Diocles gave new powers to the people in 412, Diodorus says that in 406 a group of *archontes* fined Dionysius for speaking out against the generals. But overall, while there were clear differences between Athenian and Syracusan political systems in the mid-fifth century, both seem to be variants on the same underlying set of principles, with great power vested in popular assemblies.

Our understanding of Dionysius I’s constitutional position and methods of ruling is no better. He used the title *strategos autokrator*, “sole-ruling general,” and an office of admiral is attested. His treaty with Athens in 368 definitely refers to civic institutions other than the tyrant himself but is broken at the crucial point.

4.7. Religion

Greek religion was polytheistic. At its core were a dozen Olympian gods, who had come to power through a great struggle with Kronos, the Titans, and Typhoeus. Greek origin stories have much in common with Near Eastern examples from the Bronze Age on. Zeus and Hera, who behaved much like a human couple, headed the pantheon. There was general agreement on its structure, although gods were worshipped with different epithets in different cities. Alongside the Olympians was a host of semidivine heroes, nature spirits, and chthonic powers known only from curse inscriptions, most of them peculiar to one location. These too have strong parallels in the Near East.

In comparison with most ancient Mediterranean societies, though, and especially those in the Near East, religious authority was remarkably weak in classical Greece. At Athens, there were a few priesthoods reserved to specific families or descent groups, but most were open to all citizens and filled by lot. Isocrates even said that “they believe that the office of . . . priest is one that anyone can fill.” Herodotus was amazed that in Persia a religious specialist was required before an offering could be made to the gods; in Greece, anyone could sacrifice. The Delphic oracle had considerable prestige, but even this could be challenged. When the Athenians
sent to Delphi to ask whether they should resist Persia in 480, the answer they got seemed to be saying no, so they sent back for another and got a more satisfactory response. In Sparta, oracles carried more weight, which Hodkinson ascribes to a constant search for sources of authority in a fragmented political structure. It certainly earned the Spartans a reputation for being foolishly superstitious.

In Athens, religion seems to have been carefully circumscribed. Attempts to link religion and politics were always disastrous, as when Themistocles built a small shrine of Artemis Aristoboule (i.e., Artemis of the Wise Counsel, referring to his own advising role at the battle of Salamis in 480) next to his house in the 470s. The temple is unassuming enough, but Plutarch says that it outraged the Athenians and played a part in Themistocles’ fall from favor and flight from the city.

In striking contrast to its role in most ancient societies, religion did little to legitimize or stimulate Greek state formation. Assyrian kings claimed to feel driven to make war to force their earthly rivals to recognize Ashur’s supremacy in the divine hierarchy; Cyrus announced that he had to take over Babylon to restore the religious order that Nabonidus had neglected; and his Achaemenid successors represented themselves as fighting to ensure the victory of the Truth over the Lie. Athenians, Spartans, and Syracusans, however, made no such claims. The most explicit discussion of the relationship between divine and interstate power relations comes in Thucydides’ Melian Dialogue, when Thucydides has the Athenians say

So far as the favor of the gods is concerned, we think we have as much right to that as you have. Our aims and our actions are perfectly consistent with the beliefs that men hold about the gods and with the principles that govern their own conduct. Our opinion of the gods and our knowledge of men lead us to conclude that it is a general and necessary law of nature to rule whatever one can. This is not a law that we made ourselves, nor were we the first to act upon it when it was made. We found it already in existence, and we shall leave it to exist forever among those who come after us. We are merely acting in accordance with it, and we know that you or anybody else with the same power as ours would be acting in precisely the same way. And therefore, so far as the gods are concerned, we see no good reason why we should fear to be at a disadvantage.

Athenian justifications of power never appeal to special relationships with the gods; they are ruthlessly secular, either stating rational principles, as at Melos in 416, or claiming that Athens’ service in the Persian Wars justifies power over other states, as at Sparta in 432. Temples played a part in war and state building, but more as repositories of wealth than as dispensers of divine favor. The Athenian state borrowed heavily from the goddess Athena, and Thucydides had Pericles worry that the Spartans might plunder the treasuries of Olympia and Delphi to hire mercenary sailors, but there is no sign that Athenians thought the gods required them to extend their state.
5. Key Concepts

5.1. Archê, Empire, Foreignness, and State

Greek historians conventionally divide the history of the Athenian “Empire” into two phases: an early one, when the organization was largely consensual and aimed at common action against Persia, and a later one, when the Athenians ruled more harshly and in their own interests. Historians often call the first phase the Delian League (a purely modern term, with no basis in the sources) after the sacred island of Delos, where the organization’s treasury was kept, and the second phase the Athenian Empire.

The obvious starting point is Thucydides’ terminology. He normally calls the political unit led by Athens an archê, literally “rule.” He seems to have carefully distinguished between archê and hêgemony, “hegemony,” which denoted a looser form of alliance or control. At 1.97 he described the fairly consensual anti-Persian alliance of 478 as hêgemony and Athens’ unpopular control in 431 as archê. He said that archê was based on overwhelming dynamis, or “power,” and that those over whom the Athenians wielded their archê could be said to be enslaved.

Historians normally translate archê as “empire,” but, despite their careful philological analyses of Thucydides’ Greek, they seem not to worry much about specifying what “empire” means in English. For example, not once in his 620-page classic The Athenian Empire did Russell Meiggs say what he thought an empire was. But this hardly made him unusual among classical historians. In introducing a collection of essays titled Imperialism in the Ancient World, Peter Garnsey and Dick Whittaker noted that most of the contributors shied away from defining “empire” or “imperialism.” Garnsey and Whittaker suggested that the contributors’ largely implicit models broke down into two types. They called these definitions “restricted” (i.e., very historically specific and grounded in the ancient actors’ own terminology) and “abstract” (i.e., drawing on generalized, cross-culturally applicable models of “empire”). In the chapter looking at fifth-century Athens, Finley quite rightly noted that the former practice “give[s] excessive weight to purely formal considerations, which, if adopted rigorously, would fragment the category ‘empire’ so much as to render it empty and useless,” ruling out comparative analysis. For example, some historians feel that “empire” is too strong a word for what the Athenians created, presumably (though they rarely spell this out) because they are making implicit comparisons with other imperial systems, finding the Athenian archê wanting in some crucial respect(s). Rather than specifying an analytical framework that would work for the particular case of Athens while also clarifying the comparisons that must underlie their unease with the word “empire,” some classicists suggest that (despite Thucydides’ usage) we should translate archê as “hegemony” or else refuse to translate the Greek at all, speaking only of archê or symmachia. Wolfgang Schuller made a more promising start by beginning his study of the Athenian “Empire”
with Weber’s distinction between direkte and indirekte Herrschaft, but, instead of making this the basis for a typology of forms of Herrschaft that could clarify what kind of organization the Athenians created and its significance for Greek history, Schuller used Weber’s categories to redescribe Thucydides’ diachronic hégémonia-archê development: Athens began with indirekte Herrschaft, then moved toward direkte Herrschaft.145

Finley suggested that we should begin instead by recognizing that “Common sense is right . . . there have been throughout history structures that belong within a single class on substantive grounds, namely, the exercise of authority (or power or control) by one state over one or more other states (or communities or peoples) for an extended period of time.”146 If we limit defining empire to a philological exercise, with the central question being whether we translate archê as “hegemony,” “empire,” or direkte Herrschaft or—worse still—just transliterate it, we are ducking the analytical challenge.

We must therefore look outside classicists’ analyses for useful tools. We might begin with the political scientist Michael Doyle’s suggestion, in his influential book Empires, that

Empire . . . is a relationship, formal or informal, in which one state controls the effective political sovereignty of another political society. It can be achieved by force, by political collaboration, by economic, social, or cultural dependence. Imperialism is simply the process of establishing or maintaining an empire.

These definitions . . . distinguish empires from the rest of world politics by the actual foreign control of who rules and what rules a subordinate polity.147

Doyle emphasizes political boundaries: an imperial power is “a foreign state” that imposes political control or effective sovereignty over another state. Thus, the study of empires is primarily a matter of international relations. Doyle traces this perspective back to Thucydides himself.148

Doyle’s definition of empire makes an interesting contrast with the historical sociologist Michael Mann’s summary of the mainstream Weberian definition of the state as:

1. a differentiated set of institutions and personnel, embodying
2. centrality, in the sense that political relations radiate outwards from a centre to cover a
3. territorially demarcated area, over which it exercises
4. a monopoly of authoritative binding rule-making, backed up by a monopoly of the means of physical violence.149

We should immediately note major overlaps between Doyle’s empire and Mann’s state: both are territorially extensive hierarchical political organizations, through which one group of people exercises control over others. Charles Tilly, another
historical sociologist, makes this explicit, defining the state in such a way that it includes empires and city-states as subtypes:

Let us define states as coercion-wielding organizations that are distinct from households and kinship groups and exercise clear priority in some respects over all other organizations within substantial territories. The term therefore includes city-states, empires, theocracies, and many other forms of government, but excludes tribes, lineages, firms, and churches as such.¹⁵⁰

Borrowing one of Finley’s favorite analytical tools, we might envision a spectrum of territorially extensive coercion-wielding organizations. At one end are empires; at the other, states. The empire end of the spectrum would be characterized by a strong sense of foreignness between rulers and ruled. In the extreme case, all people in all regions incorporated into the empire would consider themselves to be ethnically, religiously, and/or culturally distinct from the rulers, belonging “naturally” to autonomous units. The nineteenth-century Ottoman and the early twentieth-century Austro-Hungarian empires tended toward this end of the spectrum. On the whole, the more recently the territorially extensive organization has been created, the stronger this sense will be and the closer the organization will stand to the empire end of the spectrum. With the passage of time, and with institutional and cultural change, the sense of difference may decline, and the “empire” will move toward the “state” end of the spectrum. Most of today’s well-established, legitimate nation-states were at one time much nearer to the empire end of the spectrum and over time moved toward statehood. In Benedict Anderson’s famous phrase, the state is an imagined community.¹⁵¹ The case of France, united now for the best part of a millennium, illustrates this well. In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the English king’s claim that parts of what we now call France belonged to him seemed plausible enough that the two countries spent more than a hundred years at war; whereas by the late nineteenth century there was such consensus around Frenchness and the idea of a French state that detaching regions was unthinkable and Germany’s annexation of Alsace and Lorraine in 1871 could be considered a casus belli. By contrast, the former Soviet Union, created in 1917 on the ruins of the Russian Empire, and Yugoslavia, manufactured in 1919 out of peoples who had until recently been subjects of the Habsburg and Ottoman empires, arguably never moved far from the imperial end of the spectrum (though we might feel that Yugoslavia was territorially not extensive enough to count as a proper empire, whatever its ethnic, religious, and cultural diversity).¹⁵²

Fifth-century Athens was not an empire. In fact, we might even debate whether Athens was on the spectrum from statehood to empire at all before the fifth century. Borrowing now an analytical tool from Charles Tilly, we can broaden our model from a Finleyan one-dimensional spectrum to a two-dimensional space, with a scale from state-ness to empire-ness along the horizontal axis and power (some combination of military force, revenue, and organizational capacity) on the vertical
We could represent Athens’ history from the tenth century B.C.E. through the fifth largely as one of the efforts of some men to create and monopolize offices through which they could command the obedience and resources of others and the efforts of some of those others to grab these offices from them and/or to resist this process. Athens always scored low on empire-ness, so its history played out at the left-hand side of this box. Persian history, by contrast, all happened on the right hand side of figure 4.4. Cyrus I’s kingdom in 550 was almost as much an empire as Darius I’s in 500, in the sense of being large, hierarchical, and characterized by a strong sense of foreignness between rulers and ruled; what changed—particularly with Darius’s reforms in the 510s—was that the empire’s military, financial, and administrative strength increased. As the diagram shows, I believe that already in 550 the Persian Empire had more state power than Athens ever mustered, but, thanks to bad luck, poor judgment, and tactical weaknesses, even by 480 it could not project its power well enough to defeat the Greeks.

Overall, the would-be rulers in Athens and most other Greek cities did not do very well. Classical democracy was a compromise between the need to have state institutions and the mass of ordinary citizens’ desire to prevent anyone from controlling them. The Assembly and lawcourts were the scenes of endless negotiations over these conflicting principles. The victory over Persia in 480 and the particular way the Ionians constituted postwar resistance in 477 gave the Athenians a chance to expand their state power greatly. They pursued this ruthlessly for the next fifty years, so that in the 420s the Greater Athenian State was vastly more powerful than...
Athens had been before the Persian War. But Athens was scarcely more of an empire in 425 than it had been in 485; it continued to rule an ethnically, culturally, and religiously homogeneous organization of Ionian Greeks. The story most relevant to classical Athens is not about the development from state to empire but about the development from a very small and loose form of state—not so different from what the historical sociologist Gary Runciman calls a proto-state—to a larger and more centralized one.\textsuperscript{154}

This observation has four consequences. First, while Athens might have become a multiethnic empire in time (had it, say, permanently taken over Egypt in the 450s or defeated Syracuse, then captured Carthage in the 410s, as Alcibiades apparently hoped),\textsuperscript{155} in reality the transition to empire never even began, and any possibility was permanently aborted by Athens’ defeat in 404 B.C.E. Second, the kinds of questions historians normally ask about empires—particularly postcolonial questions about hybridity, mimicry, or the creation of third spaces inspired by humanists like Edward Said and Homi Bhabha\textsuperscript{156}—are just not very appropriate to the Athenian case. Third, the organization we normally call the Athenian Empire was simply the most capital-intensive of several paths toward state formation being pursued by fifth-century Greeks (and their neighbors). Fourth, state formation, by which I mean the process of expanding central power, was the most important developmental force in the fifth-century Greek world.

Doyle’s international-relations approach, focusing on the imperial end of the state-empire spectrum, certainly helps us think about some aspects of the Greater Athenian State, but Thucydides himself is clear that it cannot explain everything. In a famous pair of passages, he has Pericles and Cleon characterize Athenian power over other cities as being like that of a \textit{tyrannos}, or sole ruler within a city-state.\textsuperscript{157} Thucydides may have invented this metaphor himself, or it may have been common coinage in the late fifth century. Either way, some Athenians saw what Athens was doing to the Aegean in terms of a model of state powers. We should also remember that Thucydides begins his account not with an analysis of imperialism in the sense that Doyle defines it but with the “Archaeology,” a review of the history of increasing levels of state control over financial and military resources and the ability of rulers to project power. As Robert Connor and Lisa Kallet-Marx insist, Thucydides’ decision to begin this way shows that this was how he thought about the Athenian \textit{archê}—in terms quite similar to Mann’s definition of statehood.\textsuperscript{158}

\subsection*{5.2. Foreignness}

I am suggesting, like many comparativists in the past twenty years, that we think of empires as a type of state, characterized by a strong sense of foreignness between rulers and ruled. I believe that calling the Athenians’ fifth-century \textit{archê} an empire is a mistake because the sense of foreignness was, by the standards of the other ancient empires described in this volume, very weak. Since so much depends on this distinction, I should say a few words about what I mean by “foreignness.”
I am not claiming that there was no sense of foreignness within the Greater Athenian State. Naxians and Chians knew they were not Athenians. Yet, we can also be certain that they felt less different from Athenians than they did from Persians, Egyptians, or Macedonians. People commonly measure foreignness along multiple axes, but, any way we look at the Greek evidence, we have to conclude that the sense of difference was very limited in the fifth-century Athenian archē.

First, I take ethnicity, normally defined in the social sciences as a discursively constituted identity built around putative descent from a common ancestor. There is often disagreement within a community over categorization: Rome, Carthage, and Athens all had multiple origin stories, allowing people to select the version that worked best for them at a particular moment. The idea that all Greeks were Hellènes, sharing descent from Hellen, goes back at least to the seventh century. Many cultural historians think it was merely one among many stories in archaic Greece and gained general acceptance only after the Persian War of 480–479; whether that is correct or not, Hellen certainly seems to have dominated Greek ethnic thought in the mid- and late fifth century.

Rulers and subjects alike in the Greater Athenian State overwhelmingly considered themselves Hellenes; in fact, they overwhelmingly considered themselves Ionic Hellenes, descendants (in Hesiod’s version) of Hellen’s grandson Ion, son of Xouthos. Other Greeks, such as the Spartans and the Syracusans, saw themselves as Dorians, descendants of Xouthos’s brother Doros; others still traced their roots back to Hellen’s third son, Aeolus, or to his grandson (Ion’s brother) Achaios. We hear of competing genealogies within several “Ionian” cities, including Athens, but as early as about 600 B.C.E. the Athenian statesman Solon could call his city “the oldest land of Ionia,” from which all other Ionian cities had been founded. In the fifth century, this version seems to have dominated Athenian thought. The Greater Athenian State was, then, not just an organization of people belonging to a single ethnic group, the Greeks; it was an organization of people belonging to a single ethnic subgroup, the Ionians. The sense of ethnic difference between rulers and ruled within the Greater Athenian State was tiny, unlike that in Assyria, Persia, Rome, and Byzantium.

Some scholars treat language as a central issue in ethnicity. Ionic, Doric, and other dialects of Greek definitely sounded different, and individual cities often had their own variants of the common alphabet. Greeks were aware of these differences, but they do not seem to have posed major barriers to communication or—to themselves—to have been a basis for constructing distinct identities; in any case, since nearly all members of the Greater Athenian State used the Ionic dialect, we have to conclude that the sense of linguistic difference between rulers and ruled within the Greater Athenian State was as tiny as the sense of ethnic difference and much less than that found in Assyria, Persia, Rome, and Byzantium.

So too their religious differences. Divine epithets, sacred calendars, and even the members of the pantheon did vary from city to city, and Greek and non-Greek gods
could be equated with one another; yet, in the fifth century, there was clearly a recognizably Greek religious system. Indeed, Herodotus could have the Athenians cite shared gods, temples, and sacrifices as one of the main defining features of “Greek-ness” (to Hellēnikon). Again unlike in Assyria, Persia, Rome, and Byzantium, the sense of religious difference between rulers and ruled within the Greater Athenian State was tiny.

We get the same results if we look for cultural differences more loosely defined. Greek culture was not monolithic, but its variations seem very small by comparison with those in other empires. I suggested in an earlier study that four broad regional material culture groups developed in Greece in the eleventh century B.C.E. The Greater Athenian State lay almost entirely within the central (Aegean) group, and by the late sixth century the differences between the four groups were rapidly disappearing, as courtyard houses, temples in the canonical styles, kouros and korē statues, and black-glaze pottery drove out archaic variations. Again unlike Assyria, Persia, Rome, and Byzantium, the sense of cultural difference between rulers and ruled within the Greater Athenian State was tiny.

For all these reasons, I conclude that lumping fifth-century Athens in with the genuine multiethnic empires discussed in this book’s other chapters would be a mistake. Residents in the subject cities often did feel different from the Athenians, but their differences were political, rather than ethnic, linguistic, religious, or cultural. We will understand the fifth-century transformation of the Aegean most fully if we look at it through the lens of state formation.

5.3. State Formation

“The state” has been a central concept in social scientific and humanistic thought for centuries and means many things to many people. According to Oswyn Murray, among Greek historians “To the Germans the polis [city-state] can only be described in a handbook of constitutional law; the French polis is a form of Holy Communion; the English polis is a historical accident; while the American polis combines the practices of a Mafia convention with the principles of justice and individual freedom.”

Murray is right to emphasize the weight of national schools of thought, but we should not overlook the way that the empiricist, philological German-language tradition provided a shared framework uniting the diverse national schools until well into the twentieth century. Intellectual historians normally see Jakob Burckhardt’s 1890 classic, Griechische Kulturgeschichte, as the linchpin. Burckhardt argued that the city-state both expressed the Greek Geist and provided the framework for its development, acting as a kind of hothouse in which freedom and rationality could grow. As scholars came to terms with Schliemann’s discovery of Greek Bronze Age civilization in the 1870s, they generally concluded that the Greek state, in Burckhardt’s sense, evolved out of tribal societies left behind by the fall of Mycenae and reached its paradigmatic form between the eighth and the fourth century B.C.E.
In the 1970s and 1980s, this model came under severe attack for its idealism and lack of fit with the facts, but by then a new approach, coming out of Anglo-American archaeology and evolutionary anthropology, was gaining ground. This tradition thought about “the state” not as a *Geist* but as a cross-culturally applicable level of socioeconomic complexity normally defined in terms of social differentiation and hierarchy, recognized archaeologically through settlement patterns, monuments, and forms of display. Anthony Snodgrass’s *Archaeology and the Rise of the Greek State* was the crucial contribution to this line of thought. From this perspective, “state formation” tends to be seen as a point of transition from simple, pre-state structures, to more complex, state-level ones, including permanent social stratification and centralized monopolies on resources. Like the idealist approach, the neo-evolutionist tradition tends to conceive state formation as a one-time transition, normally placing it in the eighth century.

Historians and archaeologists often decide to borrow social-scientific concepts just at the moment they lose credibility in their donor disciplines, and state formation is no exception. The most influential neo-evolutionary theoretical statements appeared in the 1960s, even though political scientists (particularly in the United States) had already begun retreating from “the state” as an analytical category in the 1950s, on the grounds that it could not be separated adequately from cognate concepts. In the 1980s, neo-evolutionary approaches to state formation became firmly established in Greek history and archaeology, just as prehistorians in other fields started to abandon them; by this time, however, political scientists had rediscovered the concept and were busy “bringing the state back in.”

Political scientists’ new approaches to state formation in 1980s and 1990s differed strongly from older ones, particularly in emphasizing state formation as an ongoing process rather than a one-time transition. George Steinmetz argued that the study of state-formation is inherently historical, because it focuses on the creation of durable states and the transformation of basic structural features of these states. Sometimes state-formation is understood as a mythic initial moment in which centralized, coercion-wielding, hegemonic organizations are created within a given territory. All activities that follow this original era are then described as “policy-making” rather than “state-formation.” But states are never formed once and for all. It is more fruitful to view state-formation as an ongoing process of structural change and not as a one-time event.

This, I suggest, is the most fruitful way to think about classical Greece. The eighth century was a turning point in the history of Greek state formation, with a sharp increase in the power of central authorities, which began building monumental temples, waging wars, and enforcing codified laws, but while the city-states of the eighth through sixth centuries were more powerful than the communities of the preceding “Dark Age,” and while they boasted many more remarkable cultural
achievements than did many ancient states—and particularly the other empires discussed in this book—they were strikingly weak. They had tiny revenues and minimal coercive powers. Most states relied on harbor and market dues, rent from state properties, and (where available) income from mines. There was virtually no direct taxation; land taxes and poll taxes were considered tyrannical, and income taxes were unimaginable. Normally states spent most of their minuscule income on cult activity. War was capital-intensive but (as noted in section 4) in archaic times made few demands on state revenues: the wealthier citizens who made up the hoplite phalanx normally supplied their own arms and armor and received no pay for whatever time they put into training. A single battle in the agricultural off-season settled most campaigns. Most big cities made substantial investments in a defensive wall, but we know of few sustained sieges (the mythological ten-year case of Troy aside), and logistical support for armies on campaign was virtually nonexistent.181

This began to change in the late sixth century. 182 Sparta’s hoplites must have been better trained than others since at least the seventh century, but in the sixth the whole structure of the state was deformed to allow them to train full time. Revenue transfers were in kind and from helots to Spartiates, rather than involving centralized taxation and administration, but the Spartan army nevertheless represented heavy investment in human capital. In a few states, particularly those that relied on imports and therefore had a large pool of sailors (e.g., Corinth, Samos, Aegina, Chios, Corcyra, Syracuse, and Athens), state navies began to be a significant factor after 550. From Song-dynasty China to Habsburg Spain, states have consistently financed their fleets privately as far as they could, 183 and we should probably assume that archaic Greek poleis operated the same way, commandeering or hiring merchants’ pentekonters when they needed to fight. In the late sixth and early fifth centuries, though, population growth increased the quantities of food being traded and therefore the revenue generated by indirect taxes, giving some states the possibility of spending more lavishly. The Athenians’ decision to spend the income from the silver strike of 483 on a fleet produced a quantum leap in the costs of war and, presumably, the sophistication of administration. 184 Athens, Syracuse, and a few other cities then began concentrating much greater powers at the center, threatening to transform old ways of life. To make sense of this we need to move beyond thinking of state formation as a one-time transition toward thinking of it historically.

5.4. Forms of the State in Greece

In several earlier essays, I have suggested that the social structures of archaic and classical Greek city-states do not fit well into the now-conventional evolutionary thinking about complex society. 165 I tried to make this point by comparing an ideal type of classical city-state organization with Ernest Gellner’s hugely influential model of the “agro-literate state” (fig. 4.5). Gellner based this on Emile Durkheim’s century-old theory of mechanical solidarity, suggesting that
In the characteristic agro-literate polity, the ruling class forms a small minority of the population, rigidly separate from the great majority of direct agricultural producers, or peasants. Generally speaking, its ideology exaggerates rather than underplays the inequality of classes and the degree of separation of the ruling stratum. Below the world of the horizontally stratified minority at the top, there is another world, that of the laterally separated petty communities of the lay members of society. The state is interested in extracting taxes, maintaining the peace, and not much else, and has no interest in promoting lateral communication between its subject communities.

Fig. 4.5 is not a good representation of classical or archaic Greek city-states. These city-states knew no rigidly separated ruling class lording it over a downtrodden peasantry. Insofar as they had military, priestly, and administrative elites, these were only very loosely defined. Fig. 4.5 has no room for the free citizens who formed the core of the city-states. Because Greek city-states were so small and had so few legal
barriers between town and country, their villages were much less laterally insulated than in Gellner’s vision. Freedom and equality meant fundamentally different things in a democratic polis than in a Gellnerian agrarian state. Gellner himself observed that “the Agrarian Age was basically a period of stagnation, oppression, and superstition. Exceptions do occur, but we are all inclined, as in the case of Classical Greece, to call them ‘miracles.’” Like most accounts framed in terms of miracles, this lacks explanatory power, but it does bring out the peculiarity of Greek society.

The Greater Athenian State created a fundamental contradiction. Figure 4.6 is my attempt to represent the social structure of classical Athens as seen from the inside. It differs radically from Gellner’s generalized social structure of agrarian states in figure 4.5. Athens actively promoted democratic structures in other city-states in the fifth century, nudging them further toward the structure represented in figure 4.6. But, when we take a broader geographical perspective, looking at Athens and other city-states from the outside, we see that the Athenian archê—which indirectly
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Figure 4.6. An ideal-type representation of classical Athenian society
created many of the revenues that underwrote the structure of figure 4.6—was gradually converting the Aegean as a whole into something very like figure 4.5. The Athenians were turning themselves from an egalitarian citizen community into the stratified, horizontally segregated layers of a military and administrative ruling class, standing above the laterally insulated communities of subjected poleis. In effect, figure 4.6 was becoming the top part of figure 4.5. Athens imposed a single foreign policy and carried it out with a single, Aegean-wide armed force. Fixed, annual contributions from each city—basically the same thing as taxes—paid for this armed force. Athenian administrators collected these payments and intervened on a regular basis in local politics. They sent out administrators to the subject cities and judged many of these cities’ most important lawsuits, sometimes requiring the defendants to come to Athens for trial. Athens became the Aegean’s economic central place and imposed its own weights, measures, and coinage on the other cities. Contrary to traditional practice in the Aegean, Athenians seized or bought land in the territories of other cities. Not content with all this, Athens tried to turn the Aegean into an imagined Athenian community, pressing old claims to be the ancestral homeland of all Ionian Greeks and integrating the subject cities into Athenian rituals. The overall effect of these changes in the fifth century was to begin relegating the subject cities to the status of Gellner’s laterally separated communities of primary producers and promoting Athens itself to the status of capital city of a territorial, national state of Ionian Greeks. Athens was becoming home to a ruling elite interested in extracting taxes, maintaining the peace, and defending itself—that is, something Gellner would have immediately recognized as an agro-literate state.

The Greater Athenian State was an unusual formation, to be sure. It combined male democracy within the metropolis with the self-interested objectives of security, raw materials, manpower, rents, and taxation, while providing peace and trade as public goods. It ruled through a combination of bureaucracy and delegation to local elites, integrating the cities economically through market exchange. Probably most free men in the Greater Athenian State benefited from it to some degree, though Athenian citizens (and, according to Thucydides, rich Athenian citizens above all) surely reaped the greatest rewards. Its social character was hierarchical, with Athenians at the top.

Probably no other state in history has had exactly this combination of traits, although some (particularly, I think, medieval Venice and Genoa) come quite close. More important than looking for precise analogies, though, is the fact that every element in my brief description is drawn from the historian Niall Ferguson’s simple typology of forms of power (table 4.2). Ferguson says his table “should be read as a menu rather than a grid”: each historical case mixes and matches features from each column, creating a unique variation on the broadly shared theme of state and imperial power.

By 421 B.C.E., the Aegean as a whole looked something like figure 4.5. Had Athens won the Peloponnesian War (whether by defeating Sparta outright or just
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tyranny</td>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Peace</td>
<td>Military</td>
<td>Plantation</td>
<td>Ruling elite</td>
<td>Genocidal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Communications</td>
<td>Trade</td>
<td>Bureaucracy</td>
<td>Feudal</td>
<td>Metropolitan populace</td>
<td>Hierarchical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Land</td>
<td>Investment</td>
<td>Settlement</td>
<td>Mercantilist</td>
<td>Settlers</td>
<td>Convêrting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oligarchy</td>
<td>Raw materials</td>
<td>Law</td>
<td>NGOs</td>
<td>Market</td>
<td>Local elites</td>
<td>Assimilative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democracy</td>
<td>Treasure</td>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>Firms</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>All inhabitants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manpower</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Delegation to local elites</td>
<td>Planned</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rents</td>
<td>Conversion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
achieving Pericles’ goal of avoiding defeat), this process of state formation would have continued. This, I suggest, is one of the most important changes that the Greater Athenian State wrought. The second major change is that—as Thucydides insisted\(^\text{190}\)—the growth of Athenian power was significant not just as a fact in its own right but because it also generated fear in other city-states, putting pressure on them either to submit, accelerating the process, or to react, accelerating a process of secondary state formation. In the language of international relations theorists, they had to bandwagon with Athens or balance it. Whichever they did, though, the result was that state formation accelerated. This was the most important social, economic, and cultural process in classical Greece, and the Athenian Empire, as we conventionally but misleadingly call it, can be understood only in the context of a larger process of state formation embracing the whole Greek world and even the non-Greek world beyond it.

6. The Greater Athenian State

In this section I attempt to document my claim that, beginning with the creation of the so-called Delian League in 478–477, Athens moved the Aegean toward a social structure like that in figure 4.5. I hope to show that, far from creating an empire—defined, as above, as a territorially extensive, hierarchical, multiethnic political organization with a strong sense of foreignness between rulers and ruled—fifth-century Athens tried to develop an Ionian Greek territorial state with Athens as its capital city. This structure cannot meaningfully be compared with the Assyrian, Persian, Roman, and Byzantine empires discussed in the rest of the book; rather, it was the first stage in the transformation of a city-state into a Greater Athenian State.

I review the surviving evidence under four broad headings of political/military, economic, administrative, and cultural changes. All the data I present are already well known to classical scholars, but, I believe, their significance has been obscured by the lack of clearly focused questions. I conclude (1) that Athens was in the process of becoming the capital of a larger territorial state; (2) that this process began immediately in 478–477 but accelerated sharply after 431; (3) that war and preparation for war were its primary motors; and (4) that there is every reason to assume that the process would have continued had Athens not been defeated in 404. One implication is that the most profitable comparison for fifth-century-B.C.E. Greece might be fifth-century-B.C.E. Rome, and the most useful question to ask about such a comparison might be why Rome succeeded in breaking out of the city-state framework to become first a territorial state and then a genuine multiethnic empire, while Athens did not.

In section 7, I look outside the Greater Athenian State at other examples of state formation in fifth-century Greece (particularly Sparta and Syracuse). I review the surviving evidence and argue that in most cases state formation either began or speeded up in response to Athenian state formation. The one case where this is not
exactly true, Sparta, is also the most important; and, in a rather interesting way, the exception that really does prove the rule.

6.1. Political/Military Institutions

Athens took three major political/military steps, creating an Aegean-wide foreign policy, an Aegean-wide military force that monopolized legitimate violence, and general peace within the Greater Athenian State.

6.1.1. Foreign Policy. Even a casual reading of Herodotus reveals how common wars were in the sixth-century Aegean. The Persian threat encouraged some cities to set aside their rivalries in 481, and, after Sparta’s withdrawal in 478–477, those Greeks who gathered at Delos were eager to continue this unity against Persia. Thucydides says that the proschêma (“pretext” or “announced intention”) of the alliance was to plunder Persian territory in compensation for their losses in the war of 480–479. Later, though, he has various critics of Athens say that the goal was to defend Ionia against Persia or to defend the freedom of the Greeks.\textsuperscript{191} There has been intense debate over what the “original policy” was.\textsuperscript{192} The evidence is insufficient to resolve them, but, since the main activities in the 470s and 460s were clearly directed against Persia, we do not need to go into details here.\textsuperscript{193} Andocides, writing ninety years later, claims that Athens was interested only in gaining power over the other cities, but Thucydides—hardly an Athenian apologist—presents the story less cynically.\textsuperscript{194}

Thucydides and Diodorus both say that policy was decided in a general assembly (\textit{synodos}) set up on Delos.\textsuperscript{195} We do not know whether it was unicameral, with all cities having one vote, or bicameral, with a chamber of allies balancing decisions made in the Assembly at Athens, but Thucydides’ comments at 3.10 make most sense if there was a unicameral assembly. By 415 the Athenians were acting without consulting the other cities, even when they provided troops,\textsuperscript{196} and Thucydides’ silence about the assembly of cities in his detailed account of the events leading to the outbreak of the Peloponnesian War strongly suggests that Athens had taken complete control by 432. Meiggs argued that the transition came during the 440s.\textsuperscript{197}

All the cities swore to have the same friends and enemies for all time,\textsuperscript{198} and Athens did not tolerate departures from the Aegean-wide policy. Diodorus says that by 464 some cities found Athenian control oppressive and took to plotting among themselves, scorning the general assembly.\textsuperscript{199} When Naxos tried to leave the association, probably some time around 470, Athens used the fleet to prevent this, and, Thucydides adds, “later the same thing also happened to each of the other cities as circumstances arose.”\textsuperscript{200} Athens fought major wars to keep Thasos (465–463), Euboea (447–446), Samos (440–439), and Lesbos (428–427) under control. On the whole, the other cities supported Athens in these endeavors. After 413, there was more general resistance to Athens, although some cities remained very loyal.\textsuperscript{201}
6.1.2. Armed Forces. This unitary foreign policy depended on united armed forces under central control. In 477, the cities appointed Aristides “the Just,” a prominent Athenian statesman, to work out what each of them would contribute to such a force. Some provided ships and crews (above all Athens, which had two hundred triremes, but also Samos, Chios, and Lesbos), while others made cash contributions. Aristides’ assessments won unanimous approval, and he appointed Athenian treasurers (hellenotamiai) to oversee the finances.

Most of the contributions recorded in the tribute lists from 454 on are much smaller than the two or three talents that it cost to keep a trireme at sea for a summer campaign. United armed forces provided economies of scale; even the tiniest cities could contribute, and, by pooling its resources, the organization could muster greater forces than the individual cities could ever assemble. In effect, the cities bought security from Persian attack very cheaply, and this must be the main reason that the organization was initially so popular. Returning to the calculations I made in note 2, subjects of the Greater Athenian state were paying about half to two-thirds as much for security as subjects of the Roman Empire under Augustus.

The two hundred Athenian triremes dominated the fleet, and an Athenian, Cimon, quickly established himself as the alliance’s main military leader. There is no evidence for any significant debates within the fleet over whether it should follow Athenian directions. This stands in sharp contrast to the arguments over strategy among the Greeks in 480, although it may partly reflect the interests of our sources. The only serious challenge to unity came from the unwillingness of some cities to submit to the rigors of discipline and training in pursuit of the common goal. The same problem had led to the breakup of the united Ionian fleet facing Persia in the 490s. Thucydides and Plutarch say some cities were reluctant to face the strains of war and agreed to pay cash instead of providing the ships and crews they had originally been assessed for.

There are two sides to this story. On the one hand, Athens was apparently happy for Lesbos, Chios, and Samos to provide ships, calling them the guardians of Athenian power. Athens disbanded the Samian and Lesbian armed forces only in 439 and 427, respectively, after failed revolts, and Chios went on contributing ships till its own revolt in 412. A whole variety of cities contributed ground troops throughout the fifth century. Provided these forces served effectively under Athenian command, they functioned as a cheap way to outsource some of the fighting.

On the other hand, it also suited Athens to have the cities pay cash. To remain a great power in the Aegean, Athens would need a larger fleet than any other city; substituting tribute for military service effectively had the other cities pay for the Athenian fleet. While Athens hired all comers as rowers, much of the tribute ended up in the pockets of the poorer Athenian citizens as pay for service in the fleet. As Thucydides explains, “The result was that the Athenian navy grew strong at the cities’ expense, and when they revolted they always found themselves inadequately armed and inexperienced in war.”
The compromise that ensued was perhaps the perfect result for Athens: Samos, Chios, and Lesbos shared some of the human costs of war with Athens but could not begin to challenge Athens for leadership of the united fleet. Athens not only controlled the association’s foreign policy but also monopolized the major instrument of coercion within the Aegean. With this, they compelled would-be free-riders to pay tribute, imposed democracies, and prevented other cities from backing out of their obligations.

6.1.3. General Peace. Writing a century after the events, Isocrates noted that the political system created in 477 provided general peace in the Aegean. As so often, he had a polemical point, but the only time we hear of Athens’ subject cities fighting one another is a war between Samos and Miletus in 440, over control of the small city of Priene, which lay between them. Athens ordered them to stop and to refer Priene’s fate to Athenian judgment. Miletus apparently accepted this instruction, but Samos refused. Athens then imposed peace and set up a democratic government in Samos. The Samians overthrew this and rebelled, with support from Byzantium and the Persian satrap Pissuthnes. It took Pericles nine months to crush the uprising.

In 440, Samos was one of just three cities still contributing ships to the centralized fleet rather than paying tribute, and its proud aristocrats clearly resented being treated as mere provincial burghers in the Greater Athenian State. So far as we can tell, though, the leaders of other cities were less haughty and in any case had few or no armed forces to use in quarrels with their neighbors. If they did find ways to make war rather than submitting their complaints to Athens, we can only assume that they complied with Athenian demands to stop. This fifth-century peace stands in marked contrast to the situation in the sixth century, when, even though our sources are meager, they record many wars between these same cities. Athens intervened regularly in civil strife within the cities, almost always in support of pro-democratic factions. Before 431, this must have kept civil wars to a minimum, although, once the Peloponnesian War broke out, anti-democratic factions could rely on Spartan assistance, and the level of violence escalated.

6.2. Economic Institutions

Athens took four major steps, creating centralized taxation on a much larger scale than had ever been seen in Greece, setting up a central market, introducing a single coinage, and opening up the physical resources of the Aegean to central exploitation.

6.2.1. Centralized Taxation. Greek states famously avoided regular direct taxation. Athens, however, created two kinds of tax, producing greater and more reliable revenue flows than any Greek state had enjoyed before. The most important new revenue source was the tribute (phoros) assessed by Aristides and his successors,
controlled by Athenian *hellenotamiai*. As noted earlier, a few cities paid in kind, providing military services, but most exchanged cash for security. Much remains obscure about these funds, and our sources never call the tribute tax, but this was how it functioned. The second form was taxes on the use of harbors, and particularly on goods passing through the Hellespont.

We do not know exactly what it cost to build triremes. Augustus Boeckh assembled the relevant sources and estimated perhaps one talent for the hull and another for the equipment, with prices rising through time. Vincent Gabrielsen has emphasized the problems with this calculation but offers no alternatives, so, as a rough rule of thumb, Boeckh's best guess must stand. At different points during the fifth century, depending on rates of pay, it probably cost between half a talent and a full talent to keep a trireme at sea for a month. The Athenians built one or two hundred triremes in 483 b.c.e. from the state's share of the proceeds of a huge silver strike. Even after this initial outlay, keeping a fleet of two hundred ships at sea for a three-month summer campaign must have cost something like 500 to 1,000 talents, by the time we have figured in repairs and replacements (if each ship lasted around twenty years, as seems likely, even without losses in battle an average of ten new triremes would be needed each year). Plutarch says Pericles kept sixty ships at sea for eight months each year in the 440s, which would have cost at least 250 to 300 talents per annum in wages in peacetime.

The exact size of the tribute in the years before 454 is no clearer. Thucydides says that the *phoros* came to 460 talents in 477 b.c.e. The tribute lists beginning in 454 b.c.e. generally record revenues closer to 400 talents. Given that Athens controlled more cities in and after 454 than in 477, some historians conclude that the number in Thucydides' text is wrong or includes the cash equivalent of ships and their crews as well as the money actually paid, even though Plutarch accepted Thucydides' figure and Diodorus put it even higher, at 560 talents. Whatever the correct sum, little would have been left over after covering the fleet's expenses, even in years without major wars. On the other side of the balance sheet, campaigns against Persia in the 470s through the 450s were highly profitable, and other forms of tax augmented the tribute, so that Athens built up a large cash reserve. In 431, the treasury held 6,000 talents and at one point had reached 9,700 talents.

When Athens had to fight serious wars, though, the tax base proved inadequate. The Samian war in 440–439 cost either 1,200 or 1,400 talents and the siege of Potidaea in 431–430 at least 2,000 talents. Athens imposed an indemnity on Samos and probably did so on other rebels but then had to reduce their tribute while they were paying off the costs of wars against them. Estimates of the total cost to Athens of the twenty-seven years of the Peloponnesian War range from 35,000 to 47,500 talents. Despite Athens' financial strength in 431, the costs of war shocked everyone. In 428, Athens was supporting larger armed forces than ever before, and Thucydides has the Mytileneans cite Athenian financial exhaustion as one reason for rebelling that year.
The war against Persia had been the impetus for the original creation of the tribute in 477, and the war against Sparta forced a major escalation in the 420s. Plutarch\textsuperscript{231} says that the tribute grew from 460 talents in 477 B.C.E. to 600 in 431 B.C.E. and to 1,300 talents in the 420s.\textsuperscript{232} The Thoudippos Decree of 425 B.C.E. expressly says that the “tribute...has become too little”\textsuperscript{233} and imposes an exceptional reassessment, increasing the revenue demanded to between 1,460 and 1,500 talents (although Athens probably received less). Increasing the tribute also increased the transaction costs of its collection. The number of officials involved proliferated, and Thucydides repeatedly refers to Athens sending out special ships to extract payment.\textsuperscript{234} A scholiast on Aristophanes’ \textit{Knights} (line 1,070) adds that the men commanding these ships “made great profits.” Athens took drastic steps to tighten up collection procedures in the early 420s, and some cities fell behind on their payments.\textsuperscript{235} Between 433 and 423 B.C.E., Athens also took out new loans from Athena that added up to nearly 6,000 talents,\textsuperscript{236} and in 428 the Athenians voted to impose a direct tax, or \textit{eisphora}, on themselves. Thucydides says that this was the first time Athens had done this and that it brought in 200 talents.\textsuperscript{237} An inscription also refers to an \textit{eisphora} in Miletus, probably in 426–425, although we do not know whether this was imposed by Athens or by the Milesians themselves.\textsuperscript{238}

The burden of taxation via tribute grew sharply in the 420s. The greatest gap in our knowledge, though, is precisely who paid the tribute in each city. No source ever tells us. Finley suggested that “If the normal Greek system of taxation prevailed—and there is no reason to believe that it did not—then the tribute for Athens was paid by the rich, not the common people.”\textsuperscript{239} In fact, city-states normally tried to cover public expenditures by combining regular liturgies on the rich (\textit{enkyklioi}) with income derived from the sale or leasing of public property and indirect taxes on harbors and markets.\textsuperscript{240} We know that for some cities this easily covered the tribute. Herodotus\textsuperscript{241} says that Thasos’s public revenue from mines and other properties was 200 to 300 talents per year, while its normal tribute payment, starting probably in 443 B.C.E., was 30 talents per year. Given the cities’ unanimous approval of Aristides’ assessment, we should assume that the tribute was based on the size of the regular public revenues, not on population or private wealth, and that the payment was normally less than the city would have spent for its own security. This means that before 431 the tribute was in effect a direct tax that Athens imposed on the cities, which they covered largely from their public property and local indirect taxes. The sharp increase in tribute in the 420s may have strained public resources, forcing cities to turn more often to irregular liturgies (\textit{prostaktai}), “donations” (\textit{epidoseis}), and even special direct taxes (\textit{eisphorai}). If so, then the pressure of war partially converted the tribute into a direct tax on local elites.

In 413, Athens suspended the tribute and instead imposed a tax of 5 percent on all goods passing through the harbors of the subject cities.\textsuperscript{242} Thucydides suggests that this was an attempt to increase revenues. Many historians assume that
the tribute brought in roughly 900 talents each year between 418 and 414, so the 5 percent figure might mean that the Athenians expected to be able to tax more than 18,000 talents worth of seaborne trade per annum; alternatively, they may have felt in the wake of the Sicilian disaster that, despite the costs of collecting it, an indirect tax would be more popular with the cities and produce a higher yield than trying to enforce the hated tribute. Whatever their thinking, the shift to an indirect tax on trade was apparently less successful than the Athenians had hoped, because tribute collection had resumed by 410. Xenophon says that in the same year Athens established a 10 percent tax on all goods passing through the Hellespont, although the “10 percent tax” mentioned in Callias’s financial decree (probably passed in 422–421) may be the same one.

6.2.2. **Central Market.** Money flowed into Athens, which rapidly became one of the leading marketplaces in the Mediterranean. The Old Oligarch recognized the financial side effects, not least the revenues raised by a 1 percent tax on all imports and exports through the Piraeus. Perhaps even more important, Athenian spending power linked trade networks over large areas. Writing probably in the 420s, the comic poet Hermippos described in mock-Homeric language the goods that flowed into the harbor:

> From Cyrene silphium-stalks and ox-hides, from the Hellespont mackerel and all kinds of salt-dried fish, from Thessaly salt and sides of beef, from Sitalkes an itch to plague the Spartans, from Perdikkas lies by the shipload. Syracuse provides hogs and cheese—while as for the Corcyreans, may Poseidon destroy them in their hollow ships, because they are of divided loyalty. These things then come from those places; but from Egypt we get rigged sails and papyrus, from Syria frankincense, while fair Crete sends cypress for the gods, and Libya provides plenty of ivory to buy. Rhodes provides raisins and dried figs, while pears and fat apples come from Euboea, slaves from Phrygia, mercenaries from Arcadia. Pagasai furnishes slaves, and branded rascals at that. The acorns of Zeus and glossy almonds come from the Paphlagonians, and are the ornaments of a feast. Phoenicia provides the fruit of the palm and the finest wheat flour, Carthage supplies carpets and cushions of many colors.

Piraeus became the Aegean’s clearinghouse and remained so even after 404.

6.2.3. **Single Coinage, Weights, and Measures.** Probably in 425–424, Klearchos moved a decree stipulating that all mints for local silver coinages in the cities would be closed and that henceforth the entire Greater Athenian State would use Athenian weights, measures, and coinage. There has been much argument over the causes and consequences of this decree. Many historians have imagined cynical Athenian attempts to profit by increasing demand for silver mined in Attica or to gain on
the exchange rate offered on local coinages. On the whole, these arguments are not very convincing. Thomas Martin’s suggestion that the switch to Attic standards made the collecting tribute and the Eleusinian First Fruits easier is a far more convincing explanation of Klearchos’s intentions. That said, operating with a single currency must also have facilitated trade. Numismatists have not detected any sharp metrological boundary (either in the early 440s or mid-420s) indicating a switch to Athenian standards, which may mean that the decree had little immediate impact; but there was nevertheless a general drift in this direction during the fifth century. Whether through this decree or through countless individual decisions, Athenian standards gradually came to provide a single system of weights and measures within the Aegean, lowering the transaction costs of trade.

6.2.4. Centralization of Resources. Nearly all city-states jealously guarded access to the basic source of wealth, the land, by restricting ownership to citizens. Athens systematically undermined this, opening land ownership in the subject cities to Athenians. This was done partly through official seizures of land and partly through private initiative.

Official seizures took two forms, colonies (apoikiai) and clerouchies (klerouchiai). Colonies were founded as self-governing cities in supposedly empty territory. They could take several forms. The oldest, going back to the eighth century, involved the occupation of what seemed to the Greeks to be unclaimed lands outside the Aegean, as when Athenians and other Greeks resettled the abandoned territory of Sybaris in Italy as the new colony of Thourioi in 444–443. The seizure of Ennea Hodoi from the non-Greek Thracians in 465 was a similar operation, although in this case the Thracians fought back and massacred the Greeks. Athens also developed a new kind of colonization, however, forcibly expelling the population of hostile cities and replacing them with Athenian citizens, as at Aegina in 431, Potidaea in 430, and Melos in 416.

Clerouchies, by contrast, involved Athenians taking over some of the territory of other cities while their original occupants remained in place. There is some ambiguity in the sources over whether Athenians actually relocated to their new lands or stayed in Athens and extracted rents. Like the colony, the clerouchy was an old institution. Athens had settled 4,000 men in Chalcis after winning the war of 506 and an unrecorded number on Salamis around the same time. During the fifth century, at least 15,000 Athenians (and perhaps closer to 20,000) out of a citizen population peaking around 40,000 in the 430s obtained land in colonies or clerouchies.

Isocrates claimed that the Athenians did all this “for the protection of the cities’ territories, not for our aggrandizement,” but Plutarch had a very different view. Focusing on the demographic and political consequences, he suggested that Pericles “relieved the city of a large number of idlers and agitators, raised the standards of the poorest classes, and, by installing garrisons among the allies, implanted at the
same time a healthy fear of rebellion.” Some historians think Plutarch’s view was
colored by Roman colonial practices, but it does seem that clerouchs and colonists
came largely from the poorer citizens, and there is other evidence of Pericles’ con-
cern to limit the number of Athenians.

Whatever its other results, the Athenian landgrab opened the basic economic
resources of the empire to centralized exploitation. In taking control of land
all over the Aegean, Athenians made the most serious assault on the principle
of city-state autonomy since Sparta annexed Messenia in the eighth century.
The Athenians could, of course, claim that colonies and clerouchies were tra-
ditional institutions, but alongside this “official” landgrab we also hear of indi-
vidual Athenians obtaining land in the subject cities. No source systematically
discusses this, but several refer in passing to Athenians owning such land. The
most surprising evidence comes from inscriptions recording the state auction of
property belonging to men involved in the mutilation of the herms and profana-
tion of the Eleusinian Mysteries in 415 B.C.E. The otherwise unknown Oionias
held land in Euboea valued at 81 talents and 2,000 drachmas, while Nicides also
held land in Euboea, Adeimantos had a farm on Thasos, and there is a reference
to the sale of unharvested crops in the Troad. Oionias’s property is worth far
more than that of any other known Athenian, and Finley suggested that Thucy-
dides’ well-known comment that the *kaloikagathoi*, the Athenian upper class,
were the main beneficiaries of the empire must be referring to such acquisitions
of property.

The Athenians did not create an Aegean-wide land market, since (other than
Lysias’s reference to rights of intermarriage [epigamia] between Athens and
Euboea) there is no sign that non-Athenians could buy property in Attica. Demos-
thenes comments that Pasion owned much land in Attica before he became a citizen
and that Phormion did the same through a citizen intermediary, but everything
about these cases suggests that they were strange exceptions. The anger of the subject
cities about Athenians taking over their land also suggests that this was a one-way
process. The Athenians wanted to break down the centuries-old boundaries around
individual cities, but only in their own favor. We should see their seizure of Thasos’s
mines on the Thracian mainland in 465 in this light and perhaps also Thucydides’ refer-
ce to his own family having mining interests in this area. These were blan-
tantly exploitative steps.

6.3. Administration

In this sphere Athens took three major steps, creating an intercity ruling class of
Athenian administrators, interfering in the constitutions of the subject cities, and
centralizing legal processes.

6.3.1. Central Ruling Elite. Athens set up a network of what are usually called
“imperial magistrates” across the Aegean. [Aristotle] refers to seven hundred
archai (offices) at Athens itself and a further seven hundred outside Athens. The Old Oligarch claimed that these archai were so ubiquitous that the Athenians learned how to row without realizing it by going out to the cities to fill them, and Aristophanes made jokes about them.\(^{268}\) We know little about what these Athenian officers did, but they functioned to tie the cities more closely to Athens and made sure Athenian needs were implemented on the ground.

Like the landgrab, these Athenian magistrates broke with city-state traditions. One category, the proxenoi (local men who represented Athenian interests to their fellow citizens),\(^ {269}\) went back well into archaic times, but others were new, such as the archontes, Athenians resident in the cities, clearly with some significant power;\(^ {270}\) the episkopoi, overseers of some kind, probably traveling from city to city;\(^ {271}\) and the phrouroi and phrourarchoi, some kind of military establishment in the cities.\(^ {272}\)

6.3.2. Constitutional Interference. The sources agree that Athens generally tried to have democratic institutions run the cities.\(^ {273}\) The Old Oligarch says that Athens once supported an oligarchy because it was convenient but that this soon revolted and massacred the commoners.\(^ {274}\) Historians working from the Tribute Lists have proposed a variety of scenarios for what happened, but Athens definitely restored democracy quickly.\(^ {275}\) Athens had a clear ideological preference for popular government and a sense that citizens of democracies would be more loyal than citizens of oligarchies.\(^ {276}\) A handful of inscriptions from the 450s onward attest to Athens insisting on democracies after suppressing revolts.\(^ {277}\)

6.3.3. Centralization of Legal Process. This was one of the most important administrative dimensions of Athenian state building. City-states guarded their legal processes as jealously as their land, but Athens centralized several key dimensions of the law. Thucydides had the Athenians in Sparta in 432 defend themselves against complaints that it was wrong to make members of the subject cities come to Athens for trial. The Old Oligarch agreed with critics that it was wrong to make other Greeks sail to Athens for trials but also recognized the advantages this brought Athens.\(^ {278}\) Isocrates noted that the Spartans had severely criticized Athens for this practice but defended it, adding that “we governed all the cities under the same laws, deliberating about them in the spirit of allies, not of masters.”\(^ {279}\) Regulations for cities that had revolted supply some specific details. In a decree probably passed in 446, the Athenians swore that they would neither deprive Chalcidians of citizenship nor exile, arrest, kill, or confiscate the property of any of them without a trial and the consent of the Athenian people; the Chalcidians agreed that in cases involving penalties of exile, death, or loss of citizen rights, defendants would have the right of appeal to Athens.\(^ {280}\) At Erythrae, in 453–452, the Athenians tied local and Athenian law together in another way, ruling that anyone exiled from the city for murder would also be exiled from the entire Greater Athenian State.\(^ {281}\) Antiphon even claimed that “it is not permitted—even for a city—to punish anyone by death without the consent
of the Athenians." These interventions in local law in the interests of a generalized Athenian justice mark a sharp break with earlier Greek practices.

6.4. Culture

The Athenians took three major steps, turning Athens into the cultural capital of the Aegean, uniting the cities through the shared symbolism of Athenian coinage, and making ritual claims to be the ancestral home and religious center of all Ionian Greeks.

6.4.1. Athens as Cultural Capital. Something like 6 percent of all Greeks lived in Attica in the fifth century, so, other things being equal, we might expect about the same percentage of famous artists and writers to have lived there. However, as table 4.3 shows, this was not the case. Nearly nine times as many of the cultural figures whose names have survived were born in Athens as this null hypothesis predicts, and nearly twelve times as many spent all or substantial parts of their careers there. Unless we assume that Athenians were just naturally more talented than other Greeks, we have to conclude that Athens drew in so many artists, writers, and thinkers that it became a cultural hothouse, in which native Athenians were disproportionately likely to excel.

The obvious explanation is that the wealth that flowed into Athens made it the most important center of artistic patronage. There is even some evidence that Pericles promoted Athens’ role as a cultural capital. Thucydides had him claim that “our city is the School of Hellas,” the cultural center toward which all Greeks had to look. In Plutarch’s account of the decision to build new temples on the acropolis, providing public pay for poor Athenians was a major motive, but Plutarch also had

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.3. Fifth-Century Cultural Figures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Birthplace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside Athens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main workplace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside Athens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Hornblower and Spawforth 1996; Pollitt 1965

The totals for birthplace and main workplace differ because several figures only have one type of information preserved, or there is debate (particularly over where they spent their careers).
Pericles begin his justification by insisting that the buildings “will bring Athens glory for all time.” Whether or not Pericles self-consciously sought to make Athens the eye of Greece, mother of arts and eloquence, this was what the city had become by the 420s. Artists, authors, scholars, and philosophers flocked there to take advantage of the wealth and patronage it afforded. Plato’s *Protagoras* and *Ion* give a sense of the cosmopolitan intellectual climate this created. Everyone who was anyone had to come to Athens, and Hegemon of Thasos even wrote a comedy about how it felt to go back to his hometown after making good in the big city. The result was an extraordinary cultural efflorescence, arguably unparalleled until Florence in the fifteenth century. Once this cultural dominance had been established, it proved durable, surviving the defeats of 404 and 338 to last into Roman times.

I briefly want to consider (and reject) two alternative explanations. The first is that Athens’ cultural dominance predated the empire and had no causal connection to it. After all, Athenian vase painters produced much of the finest work in Greece for five centuries before the establishment of the empire or the democracy, particularly the Late Geometric Ia “Dipylon style” in the mid-eighth century. But, from the seventh century on, the most innovative vase painters came from Corinth and Miletus, and their craft was in any case a minor art when compared with sculpture and architecture, the best archaic examples of which were also non-Athenian. Only one out of the twenty to twenty-five archaic poets whose work survives was Athenian. The rise of Athenian cultural dominance was sudden and happened in the early fifth century.

Boedeker and Raaflaub present a second possibility, noting that, while fifth-century Athens was certainly a rich imperial city, it was also a rich democratic city. Only a little Athenian art directly celebrated the empire and even less celebrated the democracy, but they must be correct that democratic institutions and openness gave greater scope for the multitude of talented people in Athens to push artistic and intellectual expression in directions that would not have been possible elsewhere. The dramatic festivals of the Great Dionysia and the opportunities for rhetoric, both of them specifically democratic phenomena, gave Athens overwhelming dominance in tragedy, comedy, and oratory (although Syracuse produced, and retained, notable figures in all these fields). Andrea Nightingale and Josiah Ober have also argued that opposition to democracy was a major factor in pushing the intellectual circles around Plato and Thucydides to develop such sophisticated positions.

Overall, the Athenian cultural miracle seems to have owed most to the combination of high investment in cultural innovation all over archaic Greece, an unprecedented concentration of resources in fifth-century Athens, and a handful of prominent men (particularly Pericles) who self-consciously strove to make Athens a center of patronage. The fact that Athens had democratic institutions doubtless influenced the particular direction the artistic, literary, and intellectual communities took as they formed. The result was a heady brew, giving Athens an unparalleled
amount of what the political scientist Joseph Nye calls “soft power,” an attractive culture that—whatever they might think of Athens’ political ambitions—made people want to be part of the Athenian world.294

6.4.2. Shared Coinage. Finley emphasized the political dimensions of Klearchoi’s Coinage Decree over the economic, seeing it largely as an ideological statement of the subjection of the cities.295 Recent scholarship has sharply criticized this view.296 The debate has been polarized; while Finley may have minimized the economic dimensions of the decree as part of his critique of formalist models, Figueira perhaps goes to the opposite extreme in entirely rejecting substantivism. Leslie Kurke has underlined the symbolic importance of coinage in Greek thought in the age of Herodotus, and it might be simplistic to assume that, because the shift toward Attic standards facilitated the collection of tribute and the activities of traders (as it clearly did), it did not also make a huge political statement about Athens’ claims for the unity of the Aegean.297

6.4.3. Ionian Center. Athens seems to have been at least as self-conscious about “religious politics” as about becoming a cultural center.298 I argued earlier in this chapter that the sense of religious difference between Athens and the subject cities was tiny compared to that between the Assyrians, Persians, Romans, Byzantines, and many of their subjects, but the Athenians nonetheless worked hard to reduce it even further. Their best-known measure was the requirement that subject cities send a cow and a panoply of armor to Athens for the Great Panathenaea festival, symbolically recognizing Athens as their mother city. This is first documented in the regulations for Erythrae in 453–452,299 when it may have been a special provision, but by the time of Thoudippos’s decree in 425 it was required of all the cities. A highly probable restoration of the fragmentary inscription adds the significant detail that the cities’ representatives are to walk in the procession “like colonists.”300 If Mattingly is right in down-dating to the 420s many of the inscriptions formerly placed in the 440s, it begins to look as if Athens started pushing its genealogical claims over the cities much harder once the Peloponnesian War broke out.301 A mother-city could expect a degree of respect from its colonies, and successful Ionianism was potentially a force for cohesion within the Aegean. In 425, Athens also revived religious competitions at Delos, the Ionians’ most important sanctuary, and purified the island.302 Nicias put on a magnificent display, even if it ended badly.303 Thucydides has Hermocrates of Syracuse say in 415 that shared heritage had been important in persuading the Ionian cities of Sicily to accept Athenian leadership in 427 but that Athens had then deprived them of full independence.304 In response, Euphemos, the Athenian representative, pointed to the fact that the Ionians were the Athenians’ kinsmen, who “willingly accepted servitude”; he added to this the facts that Athens was stronger than the other Ionians and that it had stood
up against Persia while they had submitted. Thucydides himself seems not to have taken Ionian descent very seriously as an argument for Athenian dominance over the cities, and, in his catalogue of the Athenian allies at Syracuse, he emphasized the complexity of factors involved, some ethnic, and some pragmatic.

Thucydides may not have thought religious ideology important, but the epigraphic record suggests that at least some of Athens’ leaders put great emphasis on it. A series of inscriptions records Athens setting up sacred enclosures for Athena Mistress of the Athenians (Athena Athenon medeousa) at Chalcis, on Samos, and on Aegina, and, when Athens sent a clerouchy to Mytilene in 427, the income of three hundred of the three thousand plots of land taken over was given to the support of Athena. In a decree probably dating to the 420s, the Athenians required all subject cities to offer First Fruits in Eleusis (equivalent to a small tax in kind, of 0.17 percent on barley and 0.08 percent on wheat) and invited all cities in Greece to follow suit. As late as 380 B.C.E., Isocrates says that this practice was still common, which makes it sounds as if numerous cities responded and thought of it as a serious religious obligation.

6.5. Athenian State Formation

The Aegean world changed rapidly between 478 and 431 and the pace of change accelerated further between 431 and 404. Athens emerged as the Aegean’s cultural and economic center, controlled its foreign policy and armed forces, and intervened frequently in other cities’ internal affairs. This was a period of rapid state formation; by 404, Aegean society looked more like figure 4.5 than it had since the collapse of the Mycenaean palaces eight hundred years earlier. War and preparation for war drove this process of state formation. Fear of Persia lay behind Athens’ creation of a large fleet in 483 and its acceptance of Spartan leadership in 481. It lay behind the Ionians’ switch to Athenian leadership in 478 and their acceptance of Aristides’ proposal in 477. We have no direct evidence for why the cities generally supported Athens’ use of force to prevent would-be free-riders from leaving the organization between the 470s and the 430s and acquiesced in Athens’ interference in local constitutions, but, in addition to the fear factor, a general model of the decision-making process would need to include mass-elite tensions, pay for rowing, plunder from the Persian wars in the 470s through the 450s, rivalries between the subject cities, Athenian support for local democracy, and financial and psychological benefits the Greater Athenian State may have offered to local elites in the subject cities. After 431, the costs of war drove Athens to increase the tempo of state formation; as Tilly famously said about early modern Europe, “states made war, and war made states.”

7. Secondary State Formation

Thucydides says that “What made [the Peloponnesian] war inevitable was the growth of Athenian power and the fear which this caused in Sparta.” We can broaden his conclusion: Athenian state formation and the fear it inspired in other
Greeks stimulated defensive state formation all over the Greek world, which in turn drove Athens to new efforts. The one apparent exception to this generalization—remarkably—is Sparta. The Spartans managed to defeat Athens in 404 despite having fiercely resisted the very capacity-building reforms that most political scientists would assume they had to make; only to reveal that the exception proved the rule, because defeating Athens created opportunities for radicals to challenge everything about Spartan traditions. I describe developments at Sparta and Syracuse and more briefly discuss those at Olynthus, Thebes, Mytilene, and Argos. Numerous other examples could be added.

7.1. Sparta

To understand Spartan state formation in the fifth century, we must go back at least to the ninth. The Spartans, who saw themselves as invading conquerors, had reduced the Laconians to serfdom by this time and did the same to the Messenians in the eighth and seventh centuries. By 600 B.C.E., the most important geopolitical fact about Sparta was firmly in place: its prosperity and power depended on controlling the helots.

In the early sixth century, Sparta tried to extend helotage into Arcadia, but defeat at Tegea in the 560s produced a sense that this form of state formation had reached its limits. Over the next twenty years, Sparta created a network of bilateral treaties with most of the cities of the Peloponnese, which historians conventionally refer to as the Peloponnesian League. Sparta’s allies apparently agreed to help it against helot revolts and to follow it in war against any enemies it chose. The League was a protection racket: pro-Spartan oligarchs got protection not only from rivals and democratic elements within their cities but also from the Spartans’ own menaces. They did not pay tribute or provide regular levies; nor, apparently, did they forgo the right to make war against other members of the League. The League cost Sparta very little so long as its allies believed it could and would punish defectors, and gave it massive military strength. By 540, it was the greatest power in Greece, and Herodotus simply took Spartan dominance for granted in his account of the 490s and 480s.

That said, the Peloponnesian League had limitations. It did include non-Dorian states and did act outside the Peloponnese (e.g., Samos [525], Phocis [510s], Athens [510–505]), but its primarily Dorian and Peloponnesian members often hesitated to follow Sparta in these directions. When Sparta pushed the League to attack Athens in 506, Corinth balked, and probably over the next half-dozen years Sparta gave League members the right to vote on whether to follow it into wars.

In creating the Peloponnesian League, the Spartans chose a low-cost way to concentrate coercive power, outsourcing war rather than building state capacity, then spent the next century and a half quarreling over whether to accept its limitations or to restructure their society to build state capacity and overcome them. The two key issues were the relationship between citizens and helots and oliganthropia, the decline in citizen numbers (see section 3).
The Spartans’ famous secrecy means that we know little about their debates, but, judging from their actions, we may deduce that most of the leading men were willing to accept the limitations that the Peloponnesian League imposed on state power if the alternatives risked breaking up helotage and/or redistributing property. It is easy to see why they felt this way. By 500, the Greek state system had reached an equilibrium in which Sparta was the greatest power and the distribution of property within Laconia and Messenia put its leading families among the richest in Greece. Maintaining this balance was a full-time job; why risk everything to extend state power when the adventures in Samos, Phocis, and Athens seemed to suggest that the marginal returns to growth were already declining? Ste. Croix even speaks of a “natural” Spartan foreign policy: “to concentrate on keeping her League together, and to avoid foreign adventures and above all the sending of any large armies of Spartiates outside the Peloponnesian.”

Only an existential threat could make the Spartan elite consider state-strengthening reforms, and even then they were divided and hesitant. Although it was clear by 483 that Xerxes aimed to conquer all of Greece and would probably annihilate Sparta, some of Sparta’s leading men remained obsessed by the fact that the Athenians had not consulted them before dragging Greece into war with Persia. Not until 481 did Sparta invite other cities to join the Peloponnesian League in fighting Xerxes, and even then it rejected aid from Argos and Syracuse if it meant sharing leadership.

Fearing for its very survival, Sparta may have modified army recruitment in 480 (Thermopylae and Plataea are the first times we hear of helots and *perioikoi* fighting alongside the Spartiates), but the events of 478 reveal how ferociously Sparta’s leaders resisted state-strengthening reforms. Defending Ionia would require a permanent navy; either Sparta would have to cede control to maritime states with large revenue flows, like Athens, Aegina, and Corinth, or it would have to raise money on its own account. When Sparta’s attempt to sidestep the question by moving the Ionians to the mainland failed, Pausanias, the Spartan regent who had won the battle of Plataea, may have emerged as the main champion of state-strengthening reforms. He took over the fleet in 478, only to be rejected by Athens and the other Ionians because of his arrogance. He then set up in Byzantium on his own account before being charged with intriguing with Xerxes and plotting to free the helots and make them citizens. Much is obscure, but Pausanias apparently recognized that Sparta had to become a naval power and could do this only by transforming its social structure. Cartledge even links Pausanias to an abortive helot uprising in the late 470s and ties this to troubles within the Peloponnesian League, including battles against Tegea, Argos, the Arcadians, and Messenian rebels. If he is right, Sparta went through a fierce struggle in the 470s between radicals like Pausanias, ready to overturn the helot system to create a modern naval state, and conservatives who wanted to preserve the status quo at home by supporting a “dual hegemony” in which Sparta dominated on land and Athens on sea. Thucydides says that the
Spartans were happy to hand naval control to Athens in 478, but Herodotus sees the Athenians pushing them aside, and Diodorus tells a story that Sparta split over the issue, with the younger citizens wanting to go to war to remain the single dominant power in Greece.321

After this crisis, Sparta’s conservatives retained control for fifty years. So far as we can tell, the decision to assist Thasos against Athens in 465 produced no upheavals like those surrounding Pausanias in the 470s, and the disastrous earthquake and helot uprising of 464 reinforced the “dual hegemony” policy, culminating in a request for Athenian assistance against the rebels. The ensuing break with Athens in 462 indirectly exposed the weaknesses of the Peloponnesian League structure. Sparta could not prevent Corinth and Megara going to war with each other, and the angry Athenians were able to detach Megara from the Spartan alliance.322 Throughout the “First Peloponnesian War” that followed, Sparta made only one foray outside the Peloponnesian League and instead fought through proxies whenever possible. Even the decisive victory over Athens at Coronea in 447 was won not by Sparta but by Boeotian exiles and Locrians.323

Sparta determinedly avoided entanglements that might endanger its comfortable position at the head of the Peloponnesian League, its control over the helots, and the increasing concentration of wealth in just a few hands. Thucydides says that the Spartans had to fight repeatedly to keep their allies in line but that by the 430s it had finally recognized that the growth of Athenian power was undermining the Peloponnesian League and making this position untenable.324 Sparta had to do something.

Some Spartans, at least, recognized by 432 that they would need a fleet, but, sticking to their traditional strategy of avoiding state-strengthening reforms that would endanger the status quo, they tried to persuade either the Dorian Greeks of Italy and Sicily or the Persians to pay for it.325 The first of these options was a non-starter, and the second involved making Persia an attractive offer. Ste. Croix suggests that Thucydides’ comment that as late as 424 the Persians could not work out what exactly Sparta was asking for reflects deep divisions among Sparta’s leaders over whether they were willing to pay Persia’s price.326

The war strained Spartan social structure, and when Athens took Pylos in 425 the collapse of helotage seemed possible.327 Sparta took extreme steps, creating regular patrols,328 freeing helots who helped supply the trapped Spartan garrison at Pylos, massacring 2,000 helots who seemed threatening, and sending another 700 off to Thrace with Brasidas in 424.329 Brasidas’s force is the first time we hear of helots being armed as hoplites, and it may be that the notoriously innovative Brasidas was ready to make state-strengthening moves regardless of the risks (he also put Spartan governors in the cities he captured). He certainly aroused jealousy and resistance from other Spartans.330

Fighting Athens without reforming the state was leading to disaster, and by 422 the Peloponnesian League was in serious trouble, with Mantinea waging its own war
against Tegea. It then became clear that even thinking about reforms was equally dangerous. The treaty Athens and Sparta signed in 421 eased the helot problem but the Corinthians saw it as the beginning of a Spartan attempt to reduce the allies to slavery. Mantinea, Elis, and Corinth all left the League, and Corinth expected its collapse if Tegea joined them. But this was not to be: however inappropriate its weak state structures were to fighting a complicated war with Athens, Sparta could still beat all comers in a straightforward hoplite battle, and when it did so at Mantinea in 418 it trumped all Sparta’s other problems and restored its prestige.

If Mantinea saved Sparta from collapse, the Athenian disaster in Sicily in 413 reopened the possibility of victory. Again, the Spartans tried to obtain this without deepening state capacities, hoping that the Syracusans would provide a fleet or that Persia would pay for one. As in the 420s, the Spartan leadership went back and forth in 412 and 411 over whether to pay Persia’s price—the surrender of Ionia—before finally caving in. Even then, though, Persians found it all too easy to manipulate Sparta’s clumsy institutions, and it was not until the ambitious Lysander forged a personal friendship with Cyrus in 407 that adequate money came through. It now became clear that there was simply no way to win the war without seriously challenging Sparta’s state structures, and the struggle within Sparta’s leadership intensified. Lysander’s formal power came from his position as admiral, but he could hold this for only one year. When forced to give up the position, in 406, Lysander returned all the unspent funds to Cyrus. The new admiral, Callicratidas, was a conservative who, apparently, would make peace with Athens before he would bend Spartan traditions. Sparta now learned the lesson the Romans would rediscover in the Second Punic War: fighting a great war requires a great leader. The Spartans came up with a legal fiction, de iure appointing Lysander as secretary to the admiral in 405 but de facto giving him full naval power. According to Andocides and Isocrates, his personal ties to Cyrus brought in 5,000 talents by 404. He made himself the richest man in Greece, received cult honors on Samos in 403, and imposed pro-Spartan (in fact, pro-Lysander) oligarchies all over the Aegean. Xenophon says that, thanks to Lysander, just four hundred Spartans ruled over all the Greeks.

To defeat Athens, Sparta’s leaders risked creating a man who could overturn all they held dear, but in 403 they struck back. King Pausanias confronted Lysander over his settlement at Athens, and the Persian satrap Tissaphernes helped Pausanias to dismantle Lysander’s system of oligarchies in other cities. The conservatives apparently recognized that victory had changed Sparta forever and anticipated that they would have to maintain Lysander’s system of governors over subject cities that paid tribute and perhaps even send out Spartan colonists. Lysander, however, was unwilling to compromise and fought back, manipulating the royal succession in 400 B.C.E. in favor of his friend Agesilaos. We do not know whether Lysander had any connection to a planned uprising by helots and other noncitizens, thwarted in 399, but he may have planned to turn the kingship into an elected position so that he could take it himself. In the end, Agesilaos got the better of Lysander, who was
killed in 395, but even King Pausanias, Lysander’s bitter enemy in 403, ended up proposing the abolition of the ephors.345

Classical Sparta is a fascinating case for the political scientist. By the late sixth century, the Spartan elite had everything it could want, and it spent the fifth century trying to preserve this. In the 480s and 420s, many of Sparta’s leaders preferred risking destruction to undertaking capacity-deepening reforms that would jeopardize their social system; in 479, in 446, and again in 404 their anachronistic state did defeat apparently more powerful and modern rivals, albeit by getting others to do the heavy lifting. Paradoxically, it was victory that came closest to revolutionizing Sparta. The men who saw how to defeat Persia and Athens—the regent Pausanias in the 470s and the admiral Lysander in 407–395—also saw that massive reforms would concentrate power in their own hands. Once again, the state made war and war made the state—just not in ways that standard theory would predict.

7.2. Syracuse

Greeks began settling in Sicily in the late eighth century. Nearly all the new communities remembered a specific founder, date of foundation, and city of origin, but their formation normally seems to have been a messy process, drawn out across several generations and involving people from many different places.346 Not surprisingly, state formation followed different paths in the west than in the older communities of the Aegean.

Most obviously, western Greeks settled among non-Greek communities and expanded geographically at their expense. Some, including Syracuse, reduced their neighbors to serfdom. By the sixth century, most western cities had more, and more fertile, territory than Aegean communities.347

Their internal structures were as open as their frontiers. In a famous speech set in 415 Thucydides had Alcibiades say that

The Sicilian cities have swollen populations made out of all sorts of mixtures, and there are constant changes and rearrangements in their citizen bodies. The result is that they lack the feeling that they are fighting for the own fatherland; no one has adequate armor for his own person, or a proper establishment on the land. What each man spends his time on is in trying to get from the public whatever he thinks he can get either by clever speeches or by open sedition—always with the intention of going off to live in another country, if things go badly with him. Such a crowd as this is scarcely likely either to pay attention to one consistent policy or to join together in concerted action.348

Alcibiades’s prediction, of course, turned out to be disastrously wrong, but Thucydides presents the speech as being one the Athenians found plausible. There is also some archaeological evidence that Sicilian cities were sociologically fragmented. Starting around 700 B.C.E., Aegean Greeks tended to represent their cities in their death rituals as single, homogeneous communities, each sharing a unified symbolic
system to which all buriers adhered. Sicilian buriers, by contrast, often deployed multiple symbolic systems, suggesting strongly that the kind of fragmentation Thucydides’ Alcibiades described was a long-term structural feature of western Greek cities. The varied origins of settlers and the open frontier with native populations probably had a lot to do with this; the weakness of civic solidarity (in comparison to that among the Aegean cities, at least) may have made it easier for some men to become very rich (again, by Aegean standards).

The general fluidity of colonial life may at first have made it harder to build state power. Typically, monumental public architecture appears only a century or so after a city’s foundation. Before 500, though, Sicilian states like Akragas and Selinous were building rows of temples more imposing than anything in the Aegean, suggesting a sharp increase in state revenue, most likely from taxes on trade in agricultural staples. The combination of social fluidity and abundant private and public wealth may also explain why tyranny was so successful in late-sixth- and early-fifth-century Sicily. Thucydides comments that it was only in Sicily that tyrants managed to look beyond securing their own positions and rise to great power.

Three variables—fluidity, wealth, and tyranny—pushed western Greek state formation down somewhat different paths from those open in the Aegean. Intercity conflicts were often highly personal feuds between tyrant families and easily fed into struggles within each city between the tyrant and civil society (meaning both wealthy aristocrats and the poorer mass of citizens). Some historians have suggested that fear of Carthage was as important in Sicilian state formation around 500 B.C.E. as fear of Persia was in the Aegean: Herodotus has Gelon of Syracuse say in 481 that he had fought an earlier war against Carthage, which Justin sets before 489, and our sources also mention a conflict around 510 between the Spartan adventurer Dorieus and the Elymian city Segesta, perhaps in alliance with Carthage. The balance of evidence, though, suggests that Carthage had no military ambitions in Sicily until 480 and that Syracuse’s tyrants exaggerated or fabricated stories of early conflicts with Carthage.

Sicilian state formation took a dramatic turn in the 490s when Hippocrates of Gela rapidly captured Callipolis, Naxos, Zancle, and Leontinoi, simultaneously fighting the Sicels. Our evidence is a single chapter in Herodotus, which may not even list the victories in chronological order. He does, though, make it clear that Hippocrates defeated his neighbors on the battlefield and that cavalry were important. Luraghi suggests that Hippocrates gained a temporary tactical advantage, perhaps by using increasing state wealth to hire Sicel and Arcadian mercenaries. We are equally ignorant of what kind of political structure Hippocrates created and how grand his ambitions were. The fact that Corinth and Corcyra intervened in 492 may mean that mainland Greeks perceived Gela as a destabilizing threat, or it may just reflect the traditional relationship between Syracuse and its founders, in which case the most important detail of the story would be that Hippocrates gave up Syracuse for possession of Leontinoi, suggesting that he had no ambitions beyond being a regional east Sicilian power.
By the time Gelon transferred the seat of the tyranny to Syracuse, in 485, his power definitely rested on mercenaries, which he used against his subjects as well as against his external enemies. To some extent, Gelon pioneered the path Athens would follow after 478 by converting capital into coercive power rather than taking the Spartan path of outsourcing warfare to allies to avoid having to build state capacity. We have very little evidence, though, about Syracusan fiscal structures, and what we do know is highly ambiguous. Our sources’ silence could be significant; if Syracuse had ever introduced tribute or taxation anything like the Athenian type, it is hard to believe that neither Herodotus, nor Thucydides, nor Diodorus would ever have mentioned it. [Aristotle]’s silence in *Oeconomica* 2.20 is most significant, since this chapter is a series of stories of Dionysius I’s underhanded expedients to raise cash. Dionysius may have imposed direct taxes on the Syracusans themselves: [Aristotle] says he taxed animal husbandry so heavily that Syracusans gave it up (leading, of course, to another money-grubbing trick by the tyrant), and Diodorus says that when Dionysius transplanted the Caulonians to Syracuse, in 389, he gave them five years’ exemption from taxation. However, we do not know whether this refers to direct taxes that Syracusan citizens otherwise had to pay or to the kind of indirect taxes found in every Greek state.

The sources are not clear, then, whether Dionysius established direct taxation at Syracuse; even if he did, that need not mean that the Deinomenid tyrants did the same from the 480s through the 460s. My guess, though, is that direct taxation was a source of regular Syracusan state revenue and that the wish to increase the tax base partly explains the tyrants’ eagerness to relocate defeated people to Syracuse. Gelon moved all the citizens of Camarina, half those of Gela, and the rich from Megara Hyblaea and Euboea to Syracuse, selling the poor from the latter two cities into slavery. His brother Hieron moved people around even more freely, depopulating Catana in 476 and resettling it with ten thousand immigrants from Syracuse and the Peloponnese. Dionysius I renewed these policies and also planted no fewer than fourteen settlements of former mercenaries to control potentially or actively hostile Greek and Sicel populations.

As well as regular revenues, Syracuse’s tyrants also raised vast sums for particular wars or building projects, but apparently they had difficulty sustaining these efforts, leading to boom-and-bust cycles. Between 401 and 398, Dionysius conscripted sixty thousand men to extend Syracuse’s walls, built 160 new ships sheds, refitted his 110 triremes, built 200 new ships, including quadriremes, and paid technicians to develop quinqueremes and new kinds of catapults. He then scoured the west Mediterranean for mercenaries, paying top rates and providing superb equipment, before sacking Motya with an army of eighty-three thousand men in 397. The very next year, though, when Carthage sent an army to Sicily, Dionysius’s forces had evaporated. Similarly, after defeating the Athenian armada in 413, Syracuse had only the resources to send a tiny force to the Aegean. The picture under the Deinomenids is less clear, but after their offer to send huge forces to fight Persia in 481 and
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actually putting them into the field against Carthage in 480, we hear little more of Syracusan military power, but much about unpaid mercenaries. It sounds as if the Syracusan state could raise large sums in *ad hoc* ways for specific crises—particularly under the tyrants—but could not maintain these revenue flows over the long run. This could produce great triumphs like those over Carthage in 480 and 397 and over Athens 413 but also generated abrupt collapses like those against Carthage in 409–405 and again in 396. Fiscal instability perhaps had something to do with the sudden collapses of the entire tyrannical governance system in the 460s and 350s.

The fall of the tyrants in 465 clearly weakened the Syracusan state, which lost its subjects and presumably stopped taxing its citizens directly. Diodorus refers to taxes on the Sicels in this period, with a sharp increase in 439 to fund larger armed forces, but we know little about this. Diodorus says that Syracuse planned “to subdue all Sicily little by little” and by 427 was putting such severe pressure on its neighbors that Leontinoi invited Athens to come to its aid. Thucydides’ brief account of the war makes it sound like Syracuse was leading an alliance of Dorian states that had more in common with the Peloponnesian League than with the Greater Athenian State, and in 424 it required a congress of all the warring states to bring the conflict to a close, rather than the Syracusans speaking for the Dorians. With just a minor exception, this Congress of Gela left each city in possession of what it held, but in 415 Syracuse clearly had no automatic claim to support from other Sicilian cities, again suggesting that democratic Syracuse built its power in the 430s through the 410s through loose military alliances rather than by deepening state capacity. The Athenians gambled that most Sicilian Greeks feared and hated Syracuse enough that they would bandwagon with Athens, whereas the Syracusans hoped that the other Sicilians would join them to balance against the Athenian threat. The Syracusans were right and the Athenians wrong in 424, but in 415 both were wrong, and most Sicilians remained neutral until the outcome was clear.

The Athenian threat in 415 encouraged some of Syracuse’s leaders to increase state power dramatically. Hermocrates persuaded the Assembly to reduce the board of generals from fifteen to three members, to give the generals unrestricted power, and to swear obedience to them, simultaneously decreeing compulsory military training for all men and arming hoplites at state expense. Despite the dire military situation, though, the Assembly retained control and threw the original three generals (including Hermocrates) out of office in 414. The last years of the fifth century saw struggles between democratic, “small state” elements and state builders who, to perhaps varying degrees, had tyrannical leanings. In 412, the Assembly largely undid Hermocrates’ centralization, only for Carthage’s astonishing military victories in 409–406 to renew the pressures favoring state growth. Dionysius apparently openly associated himself with Hermocrates’ agenda, marrying Hermocrates’ daughter, marrying his own sister to Hermocrates’ brother-in-law, and executing one of Hermocrates’ rivals. After making his name in thoroughly Hermocratean style by prosecuting the sitting generals, he persuaded the Assembly
to double military pay and arm one thousand citizens at state expense. He then took the younger soldiers outside the city before marching back to the dockyards with them, proclaiming himself tyrant, and redistributing land on a huge scale in 406.\textsuperscript{368} Once in power, Dionysius reverted to the state-building strategies of the Deinomeneids. Helped enormously by the fact that Carthage had destroyed all the main Greek cities except Syracuse, he could by 394–393 be called \textit{archon}, or leader, of Sicily.\textsuperscript{369}

State formation was every bit as important at Syracuse as at Athens or Sparta, but the city followed its own path. Syracuse pursued capital-intensive state formation, relying on mercenaries and fleets, but it never developed bureaucratic and financial institutions on anything like the Athenian scale. I have suggested that the fluidity of western Greece, which fragmented citizen communities and made tyranny viable throughout the classical period, was the main reason for this. Syracusean tyrants could generate tremendous power through direct taxes on their own subjects, expropriations from the aristocracy, population relocations, the hiring of temporary mercenary forces, and dynastic marriages—all without creating Athenian-type institutions that might be turned against them. Nontyrants, by contrast, were generally more concerned with preventing any of their rivals from becoming a tyrant than with building state capacities. Syracuse must have developed some bureaucratic structures to fund its expansion from the 430s through the 410s, but in the 460s and again in 412 its citizens were apparently more than willing to surrender state power rather than risk renewed tyranny. They kept their leaders on a tight leash even in 415–414, but, when the still-deeper crisis struck in 406, efforts to strengthen the state led straight to the rise of a new tyrant. Despite all the differences in social structure, local history, and external threats that divided Athens, Sparta, and Syracuse, once again war made the state and the state made war.

7.3. \textit{Olynthus, Thebes, Mytilene, and Argos}

While the big three formative states inevitably dominate fifth-century history, their processes of expansion generated defensive state formation all around them. I present brief accounts of four examples of this.

7.3.1. \textit{Olynthus}. In 432, as tensions mounted with Corinth, the Athenians decided to make a preemptive strike by ordering Potidaea, one of their subject cities, to pull down its city walls and cut ties with Corinth, its mother city. At the same time, Athens planned to attack King Perdiccas of Macedon and ordered the invasion fleet to reduce Potidaea on its way to Macedon. This played into Perdiccas’s hands; for some time he had been urging the Greeks of Chalcidice to abandon their home towns and form one big city at Olynthus. Trapped between a potentially hostile Macedon and Thrace\textsuperscript{370} and a definitely hostile Athens, the latter intent on extending its power over Potidaea, the Chalcidians now formed a union and prepared for war.\textsuperscript{371} We know few details of the state-building activities of the Chalcidian League, but they were clearly successful, since they proved a major thorn in the Athenians’
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flesh. After 404, the League engaged in long struggles with both Sparta and Macedon, before its dissolution by the former in 386 and the destruction of Olynthus by the latter in 346.372

7.3.2. Thebes. There is some debate over whether there was a Boeotian federal league dominated by Thebes as early as 500 B.C.E.,373 but, if so, this structure was broken up after 479 in retaliation for Thebes’ support of Persia. In 458, a Spartan army fought a small war in Doris and on its way home passed through Boeotia. Diodorus says that the Thebans persuaded Sparta to restore their city’s walls and to force the other Boeotians to accept Theban leadership, in return for a Theban commitment to Sparta to take a lead against Athens.374 Thucydides has a completely different explanation for why Sparta and Athens fought the battle of Tanagra in 457.375 Nancy Demand argues the case for Diodorus,376 but even if Diodorus’s account is correct, Athens’ domination of Boeotia between 457 and 447 again reduced Thebes to a weak, isolated city-state. After 447, the Thebans created a new Boeotian League, which gave them substantial control over the foreign policies of other cities and for the next sixty years Thebes was the only Boeotian city to mint coins.378 According to speakers in Thucydides,379 Thebes could draw other Boeotian cities into its orbit largely because they were always fighting each other. Just as Athens did in the Aegean, Thebes imposed order in Boeotia, centralizing its policies and armed forces.

The first act of the Peloponnesian War was a surprise attack by Thebes on Plataea, in an attempt to use the general war with Athens to expand the Boeotian League.380 Thebes pressed ahead with this policy in the war’s first few years, persuading and/or compelling the populations of the smaller, unwalled Boeotian cities to move to Thebes.381 Thucydides says that when Plataea fell, in 426, Theban citizens took its land on ten-year leases—rather as Athenians had done on Lesbos a year earlier.382 Fear of Athens and fighting against Athens seem to have been central to Theban state formation. Theban fears had some substance; Demosthenes was planning an attack as early as 426, and, when he launched it in 424, he did so in the hope that the Boeotians might feel so oppressed by Thebes that they would revolt.383 Thebes took the lead in resistance, helping Tanagra in 426 and holding the place of honor on right wing at Delion,384 but it combined example with coercion, taking advantage of heavy Thespian losses in this battle to force that city to dismantle its walls.385 By 404, Thebes was a major power, negotiating on equal terms with Sparta, and owed much of this to its resistance to Athenian designs on Boeotia.

7.3.3. Mytilene. In 428, Thucydides tells us, “the Mytileneans were forcibly making the whole of Lesbos into one state under the control of the Mytileneans.” The Mytileneans had intended to revolt later, after strengthening their fortifications, and were caught by surprise when Athens got wind of the plot in 428, but they
refused to give up the union (xynoikesis) of Lesbos. We have no details of exactly what the Mytileneans were doing to unify Lesbos, since Athens immediately besieged the city, which fell in 427, but once again, state formation was a response to Athenian power.

7.3.4. Argos. Argos had probably controlled most of the Argive plain since the late eighth century, but, after it took terrible casualties in the battle of Sepeia, around 494, even such tiny neighbors as Mycenae and Tiryns had escaped from its domination. The close alliance between Athens and Argos’s traditional enemy Sparta in the 470s created an alarming situation, and in the 460s Argos rapidly reincorporated the rest of the plain into a larger Argive state. Athens’ breach with Sparta after 462 gave Argos insurance, but, when Athens and Sparta moved back together after 421, the Argives renewed their campaign of alliance making and state building. Argos was driven not by fear of Athens but by fear that Athens would fail to balance Sparta. By contrast with those states that centralized power to defend themselves against Athenian expansion (and in some cases used fear of Athens as an excuse to swallow up smaller neighbors), Argos centralized when Athens was not acting powerfully enough. But this was apparently the exception: Athens never had any designs on Argos and saw it chiefly as a potential ally against Sparta. The general pattern throughout the Aegean between 478 and 404 was secondary state formation in response to the increasing power of the Greater Athenian State.

8. Conclusion

I have argued that if, like most comparative historians, we define an empire as a subtype of state characterized by a strong sense of foreignness, we must see fifth-century Athens as an example of state formation rather than an example of imperialism. The Athenian case does not cast much light on the dynamics of mature ancient empires like those whose stories fill the other chapters in this book. It does, though, cast a great deal of light on the early stages of state formation, in which one city starts to break out from of a network of similar cities to become a territorial state, absorbing much or all of the rest of the network. There is good reason to think that this was how most of the great states of antiquity originally formed, but so few primary written sources survive from most ancient examples that the student of state formation has to rely heavily on much less informative archaeological evidence.

Thinking in terms of a Greater Athenian State rather than an Athenian Empire requires us to work on a broader geographical scale, setting Athens more firmly in the context of competitor states, and on a longer chronological scale, seeing fifth-century state formation as merely one phase of a process extending back at least as far the end of the Bronze Age and forward to the Greeks’ incorporation into the Roman Empire.
The broader geographical scale reveals the Greater Athenian State as one among several paths of state formation, unusual only in being more capital-intensive and bureaucratic than other Greek paths. Syracuse’s path also relied on converting capital into coercion, but Syracuse did not build as much state capacity as Athens because the success of tyranny made strong administrative institutions dangerous. Sparta, by contrast, moved along a coercion-intensive path, avoiding building state administrative capacity in the name of preserving specific property relations. Other cities—Olynthus, Thebes, Mytilene, Argos—developed their own variations on these paths. Each city was unique, but all shared not only in the general acceleration of the tempo of state formation in the fifth century (and particularly after 431) but also in the timeless formula that war made states and states made war. Competition—between state officeholders, between nonstate associations, between state officeholders and civil society, between states—was the central dynamic. To make sense of fifth-century Athens, we have to place its particular conflicts within the broader set of conflicts that made up Greek society.

The longer chronological scale reveals how state formation transformed society. Archaic Greek states had developed in a rather peculiar direction, putting great power in the hands of ordinary male citizens, but the very success of these states undermined their egalitarian structures. The Spartan homoioi, “those who are alike,” were in some ways the most equal citizens in the Greek world, but conquering and holding down the helots in Laconia and Messenia effectively converted an egalitarian community into a tiny aristocracy ruling over a much larger subject population and sharply increased wealth differences within the Spartiate group. Despite lurching from crisis to crisis, the Spartans held their system together through the fifth century, only to see it unravel in the fourth. And, for all the obvious differences between Athens and Sparta in the fifth century, their long-term histories were in some ways rather similar. Athens’ citizens created an aggressively democratic political structure after 508–507 B.C.E., only for their success in state building after 477 to start turning this too into an aristocracy ruling subject cities. The Spartans and the Athenians both defined membership in these ruling aristocracies in very unusual ways, and both would have been horrified to be told that they were turning into aristocratic rulers; yet, that was indeed what was happening. Syracusan state formation, by contrast, was much more conventional by ancient Old World standards. Sole rulers provided the most effective leadership, treated cities as their personal possessions, and looked on the people around them as subjects, not fellow citizens. In Sparta, Athens, and Syracuse alike, though, the fifth century saw conflict between state formation and the egalitarian structures of civil society. The failure of all three states to resolve this problem was decisive for the long-term history of Greece.

In spite of this chapter’s length, it has only scratched the surface of fifth-century state formation, and, rather than closing questions down with definitive answers, I feel that it has only served to open new ones. Two seem particularly pressing. First, why did the tempo of state formation accelerate so dramatically in the fifth century?
That is, was this a purely Greek development or part of a larger trend? And was it driven by the conscious decisions of political actors, or was it a response to deeper forces? Answering this question will mean relating the narrative of political, military, and administrative history to demography and economics in new ways, and understanding better the Greeks’ relationships to the societies around them. Second, why did Athens, the most modern Greek state with the biggest population, most advanced technology, most meritocratic administration, and deepest state capacity, fail to break through to become first a territorial Greek state and then a multiethnuc empire like those described in the other chapters of this book?
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The Roman Empire lasted as a single political system for five centuries and more. At its height, it stretched from the Black Sea to the Red Sea to the Atlantic Ocean. This essay explores how the empire was governed, how its wealth was created, and how that wealth was distributed among competing elements of the population: the central government, the emperor, the aristocracy, the army, the city of Rome, municipal elites, peasants, and slaves.

2. Origins and Evolution

By origin, the Roman Empire was an empire of conquest, one of a handful of empires which developed throughout the world in the golden millennium of empire formation and religious innovation (c. 550 B.C.E.–650 C.E.). This world-wide evolution of large preindustrial states depended crucially on three material innovations: the effective use of iron weapons and tools, writing, and money. Iron was used to conquer and plough. Writing was used to organize collectives of humans toward common objectives, both instrumentally and symbolically in spite of distances in space and time (for example, via written religious texts and law codes). Coinage (first introduced in large quantities into Rome in the third century B.C.E.) was used to store value and to reward, motivate and exploit subjects.

In this perspective, the Roman Empire represented only one further stage in the gradual evolution of states from tribes to kingdoms and from kingdoms to larger and larger empires. Rome was thus the grandchild of Mycenae and Troy and the heir of countless and now unknown warring tribes, which have left no epics or histories. Rome was also the immediate heir and beneficiary of important empires, such as Carthage (conquered in 202 B.C.E.), Macedon (conquered in 168 B.C.E.), Syria (63 B.C.E.), and Egypt (30 B.C.E.). Symptomatically, the first Roman emperor, Augustus (31 B.C.E.–14 C.E.), wore the image of that other great empire.
One secret of successful empire lay in frequent and sometimes radical innovations. Politically, for example, Rome changed from an early monarchy of allegedly Etruscan kings (traditional dates 753–509 B.C.E.) to a native oligarchic aristocracy. And then, much later, Rome changed again, from a primarily aristocratic form of government back to monarchy (31 B.C.E.–476 C.E. in the west, and for much longer in the eastern empire). But even this oligarchic aristocracy (509–31 B.C.E., in a period conventionally labeled the Republic) was itself significantly restrained by a powerful combination of participatory democracy and the widespread obligation of citizens to military service. So aristocratic leaders had to solicit election to high political office from their social inferiors. And laws were passed by a mass electorate. In disputed votes on the passage of laws, and in disputed elections for high office—and most elections were disputed—the plebs had effective political power, even though the collective power of the people was constitutionally manipulated in an elaborate block-voting system, which repeatedly gave disproportionate weight to the more prosperous citizens.²

Aristocratic exploitation of the poor was also limited by the collective power of the Roman citizen army. Once drawn up in military formation, the armed citizens had irresistible power; their repeated withdrawal from cooperation with the rich was celebrated in historical myth, as the “secessions of the Plebs.” The aristocracy had little choice but to give way and concede privileges to the people. These populist movements, enshrined constitutionally in the prestige and powers of the ten Tribunes of the People and in the Roman sense of collective identity, were historically and symbolically important. They performed perhaps the same function in Roman cultural self-perception as the English charter myth of the Magna Carta or the American individualistic dream of Abraham Lincoln or the self-made millionaire, from rags to riches.

The threat of using military force to resolve political issues recurred, and civil wars broke out toward the end of the period of rapid imperial expansion (225–30 B.C.E.).³ Social tensions were exacerbated because the rewards of empire were very unequally distributed. For example, in this period, a huge number, well over 1 million, perhaps even 2 million slaves were imported from conquered provinces into Italy. And these imported slaves displaced even larger numbers of free peasants in central and southern Italy. Tens of thousands of these slaves were subsequently freed and absorbed into the Roman citizen body. The ejected peasants, in their turn, created wave upon wave of migrants to different areas. Many of them were recruited into the Roman army; others went to the city of Rome, where they were tempted by the prospect of state-subsidized and later free wheat doles; others migrated to other growing Italian towns. Yet more peasants and ex-peasant soldiers emigrated to colonies, where they were granted land by victorious generals, at first in southern and northern Italy and later also in the conquered provinces.⁴
This process of overseas colonization (49–13 B.C.E.), especially during and in the aftermath of bitter civil wars, served multiple functions. It removed literally tens of thousands of Italian peasants from the crowded Italian land market and gave them bigger individual plots overseas, which were useful as bulwarks of Roman power in the conquered provinces. So imported slaves and Roman colonists moved in opposite and complementary directions: slaves to Italy and free Romans to the provinces. And, at the same time, the mass emigration of free citizens from Italy freed more land for ownership by the newly enriched and land-hungry aristocrats, who in this period of expansion and insecurity wanted their large estates in Italy worked by imported slaves. There was no other investment opportunity that offered the same security and status. Together, mass overseas colonization and the regular provision of free wheat doles to a large number of citizens (more than 200,000 adult males) in the city of Rome provided the economic underpinning of Augustus’s political settlement.

Augustus was the victorious leader of one faction in the long civil wars that followed Julius Caesar’s assassination, in 44 B.C.E. He successfully turned his military power into a quasi-constitutional but autocratic monarchy (the so-called Principate or High Empire [31 B.C.E.–235 C.E.]). Augustus and his immediate successors transformed the governance of the Roman state. Familiarity with their long-lasting success should not blind us to the brilliant inventiveness of their reforms.

First, the army was recruited decreasingly from among Roman citizens living in Italy and increasingly from among citizens living in the provinces and from provincials (see section 6.3). The army was no longer recruited ad hoc for particular campaigns but was recruited long-term for from sixteen to twenty-five years, with a very large terminal bonus (equal to almost thirteen years’ pay), which helped ensure loyalty. The army (except for the small elite palace guard and metropolitan police force) was not stationed in Italy but strung out defensively along the distant frontiers. In short, the citizen army that had so threatened the central polity during the last century of the Republic was demilitarized and disempowered. The army was well paid but dispersed so that it could not easily unite to rebel. Few modern third-world countries have managed to control their military so effectively. (Admittedly, the palace guard played a hand in choosing and dismissing emperors—but the selection of emperors rarely had consequences for the efficiency of government.)

Second, under the emperors, the old aristocrats who had survived the murderous civil wars of the Late Republic were apparently seduced by their individual chances of success in a superficially restored oligarchy. But now there was an emperor in charge to ensure that all the traditional oligarchic rules about power-sharing were strictly enforced (such as short tenure of offices and long gaps between offices). So, politically successful aristocrats spent about fifteen or twenty long years competing with one another, under the skeptical and supervisory eyes of a less-than-generous emperor (or his heir), who repeatedly used capricious cruelty (if we are to believe aristocratic commentaries), confiscations, and executions as techniques of control.
The end result was that the Roman aristocracy became, much more than it had ever been before, an aristocracy of office with extremely low rates of hereditary succession (see section 6.1 for more details). As in the army, elite vacancies were increasingly filled by provincials. So the elite of the conquerors merged with the elite of the conquered.

Third, the emperors at Rome effectively changed the nature of Roman citizenship. The plebs at Rome were disfranchised and no longer constituted the electorate for competing aristocrats; for that task the emperors probably considered that they were too volatile and corruptible. So the emperors enlarged on republican tradition and bought off the plebs with bread and circuses. Not that the metropolitan crowd was completely depoliticized. After all, it still remained each emperor’s biggest captive audience. That was where he knew he was king and god; the people in circus or amphitheater were his personal claque, mostly conned into servile flattery, bought by lavish gifts and shows, but from time to time, as both sides must have known, the crowd could turn nasty and bayed for blood.

The disfranchisement and demilitarization of the citizens at Rome allowed citizenship itself to become a status symbol. Here the emperors built on what had long been a radical Roman tradition. After all, Rome had begun as a city-state. It had conquered the surrounding towns and tribes and, as it expanded, had incorporated its successive neighbors into partial and then full citizenship.6 It was a stroke of generous and self-interested genius. Julius Caesar, Augustus, and their successors followed this absorptive tradition and increasingly rewarded first Italians, then leading provincials with the symbolic status of citizens. In the reign of Augustus, citizens numbered about 4 to 5 million people (about 7–10% of the empire’s population).7 Thereafter, the number of citizens steadily increased, until in 212 C.E. practically all the inhabitants of the empire were awarded full citizenship. It was now time, the emperors apparently considered, for the traditional divide between conquerors and conquered to be forgotten. All inhabitants of the empire were now both citizens and subjects. But they were by no means all equal. A new empire-wide stratification of respectables (honestiores) and mean folk (humiliores) now separated the privileged from the exploited.8 And, needless to say, several exquisite gradings (e.g., “most perfect,” “most egregious,” “illustrious”) differentiated the elite.9

3. The Fiscal System

Early Rome was, and for long remained, a warrior state. In order to survive and flourish, Rome had to exploit not only its enemies and allies but also its own citizens. Initially, it exploited its own citizens primarily by exacting military service, civil obedience, and a small proportional tax on property (0.1% of capital value each year).10 All citizens (adult males) were liable to military service, up to ten years in the cavalry and sixteen years in the infantry, although even in the infantry, obligations were graded according to wealth. For example, the very poorest citizens (proletarii)
were considered capable of contributing only children (proles) to the state. At the very least, this rudimentary system implied that the Romans state from early times kept lists of all its citizens and recorded the value of each citizen’s property so that each could be allocated with rough justice to one of seven classes (knights, classes I–V, proletarians). Seen another way, the Roman system of obligation, whether to fight or pay taxes, differentiated and reinforced various layers of the status pyramid. But overall the state did not require much money, because most administrative jobs, even the highest, were undertaken by volunteers, that is, by those who could afford them. This ancient parsimony molded the Roman state’s expectations for centuries.

In retrospect, one central problem of the Roman state during this period of rapid growth was how to reward the beneficiaries of empire differentially (e.g., how to let the rich and powerful get richer and more powerful) without alienating the support and compliance of the various strata at the bottom of the social pile. Even the richest Romans needed the obedience of the Roman free poor, slaves, allies, and conquered subjects. And that dependency of the rich on the poor constrained exploitation. The problem was all the more intractable because, as the empire expanded, relative positions, even at the bottom of the social scale, shifted.

The allies provide a neat case in point. As Rome defeated its neighbors, they were successively embraced as Latins or allies, as almost like Romans. The sole obligation of the allies in return was to provide Rome with soldiers, annually or as requested. The more Rome expanded territorially within Italy, the more generous Rome became in extending allied status to its defeated Italian enemies. Again, in retrospect, it seems that Rome’s continuous drive to territorial expansion derived partly from Romans’ own warrior ambitions and greed and partly from the repeated need to reinforce the allies’ military obligations by getting them once again to provide troops. By the end of the second century B.C.E., allies were regularly contributing perhaps two-thirds of the Roman field armies without sharing significantly in the profits of empire. Small wonder, then, that the allies eventually rebelled. Surprisingly, their dominant collective objective (at least in the Roman records) was not secession but overt equality, with full Roman citizens. Rome, after a considerable struggle, adroitly surrendered. At one stroke, then, in the eighties B.C.E., the number of adult male Roman citizens trebled to close to 1 million. Once again, the Roman state had managed to restore the delicate balance between beneficiaries of empire and its exploited subjects.

Defeated enemies understandably paid most of the costs of empire. At first, Roman conquerors compensated themselves handsomely for the trouble of overcoming resistance, with booty, comprising stored treasure in gold and silver, or captured humans, who were either ransomed or sold as slaves. Ideally, this booty was originally handed over to the Roman state, though victorious generals occasionally dedicated a portion to a god to whom they had made a solemn vow in the heat of the battle in return for securing victory. Gradually, generals also took
an increasing share for themselves and their lieutenants and distributed relatively modest sums to their lesser officers and soldiers. By the end of the period of rapid imperial expansion, conquering generals and administrators of pacified provinces routinely expected to make substantial personal profits with which to cover the costs of their political careers and their social ostentation at Rome. They shared some of these profits of office with their entourage and occasionally secured land grants for their retiring veterans. Also in the growing empire, defeated enemies paid huge indemnities to recompense Rome for the costs of defeating them. Carthage, for example, paid an indemnity over fifty years after its second defeat, in 202 B.C.E. But gradually these indemnities were transformed into routine taxation, only some of which went to pay and feed occupying troops. The substantial rest was remitted to Rome.

4. Taxation and the Central Government

The Roman Empire began as an empire of conquest, which gradually and disjointedly moved along an axis from booty to indemnities to taxation. Some sense of the scale of Roman taxation would be helpful. Unfortunately, reliable statistics are scarce. In the third century B.C.E., before its expansion overseas, the Roman state subsisted on low and fluctuating taxation, which reflected its own unpredictable needs and its reliance on the voluntary services of its citizens. A generous estimate puts its revenues then at 4–8 million HS (= sestertii) per year. By 150 B.C.E., state revenues had risen sevenfold to 50–60 million HS per year (at roughly constant prices); before the middle of the last century B.C.E., revenues had risen again sixfold, to 340 million HS, as Rome conquered the wealthiest kingdoms accessible. By the middle of the first century C.E., again at near constant prices, revenues had more than doubled to about 800 million HS per year. In sum, tax revenues had risen at least one hundredfold in three centuries.

But Roman taxes were low as a proportion of probable gross product. Per capita taxes amounted to only 13 HS per person per year, or, at a standard (and arbitrary) farm gate price (3 HS per modius of 6.55 kg), 28 kg wheat equivalent per person/year, 11 percent of minimum subsistence. This tax load in wheat terms was more than the English or French governments raised regularly in the seventeenth century but very much less than they raised in the eighteenth century. Since many inhabitants of the Roman Empire produced and consumed significantly more than minimum subsistence, the actual rate of taxation was significantly less than 10 percent, probably closer to 5 percent of gross product. Of course, the tax burden was probably not evenly distributed. And taxes transmitted to the central government were probably less than the total of taxes exacted by greedy and corrupt tax collectors. It seems clear that, at least in Egypt, the Roman state operated a pervasive and invasive apparatus, even at these levels of tax extraction. When I say that taxes were low, I do not mean to imply that Roman peasants, paying for benefits they could
not see, typically experienced them as low. Indeed, there is significant evidence that many Egyptian peasants struggled to pay their poll tax in cash by splitting it into several instalments.\textsuperscript{19}

Why were Roman taxes so low? Two immediate answers come to mind: one genetic (in the \textit{Genesis} sense), the other structural. Genetically, the Roman state had set its tax targets only by the need to recover the costs of war and defense. Since it was an empire of conquest, taxpayers were defeated subjects (after 167 B.C.E. until the fourth century C.E., the citizen inhabitants of Italy paid no land tax). And, since it was an empire of conquest, the state did not offer its subjects much service: rudimentary justice to prevent violence, roads for speedy military communications, and defense. Tax collection was the main job of provincial governors. But even by the second century C.E., there was only one Roman elite administrator for every 400,000 inhabitants of empire, whereas in twelfth-century China there was one elite administrator per 15,000 people.\textsuperscript{20} Roman administrators levied their taxes and by and large provided only peace in return.\textsuperscript{21}

Structurally, the Roman state always operated a binary system of beneficiaries. The state shared the profits from conquest with its leaders and, to a lesser extent, with its soldiers. Public taxes were low so that private incomes of the rich, primarily rents from estates, could be higher. Rents and taxes were in competition for a limited surplus. And, at the same time, they were complementary. The profits of the rich bound them into supporting the state, of which they were the prime beneficiaries. The aggregate wealth and income of the aristocracy, broadly understood, was probably as great as, or greater than, the tax income of the central government.\textsuperscript{22} That is why emperors in need repeatedly confiscated the estates of the superrich, both as an expression of their autocratic power and because these were the biggest assets available in the Roman economy. But, even if these stolen estates were incorporated into the private property of the emperors, their management had to be delegated back to an aristocrat (in the broad definition of the term). In sum, aristocratic wealth seriously constrained the central government’s tax-raising powers. And, in the Later Empire, rich landowners’ capacity to resist the central government’s attempts to raise taxes was the rock on which the western empire foundered.

5. \textbf{The Steady State}

The Roman Empire was one of the largest political systems ever created, and one of the longest lasting. Only the Chinese empire lasted longer. At its height, in the second century C.E., the Roman Empire stretched from the Atlantic coast of north Africa to the Black Sea and from Hadrian’s Wall, in the north of England, to the Red Sea. Its land mass was equal to more than half that of the continental United States. The territory once occupied by the Roman Empire is now split among forty different countries. Its population totaled perhaps 60 million people, or between one-fourth and one-sixth of the whole world’s population at the time.\textsuperscript{23}
Size matters; it was an important source and index of the power that Rome exercised. In a preindustrial economy, land and labor are the two primary ingredients of wealth. The larger the Roman Empire became, the more people it subjected and the more taxes it exacted. The more wealth the Roman state controlled, the more territory it was able to acquire and defend. For example, between 225 and 25 B.C.E., the period of Rome’s striking imperial expansion, the population subject to Roman rule increased perhaps fifteenfold, from about 4 to 60 million people. But the government’s tax revenues rose by at least a hundredfold (from about 4–8 million HS in 250 B.C.E. to more than 800 million HS in 25 B.C.E., at roughly constant prices: see section 4). Rome had conquered and absorbed several mini-empires (Macedon, Syria, Egypt) and numerous tribes. It had total control of the Mediterranean basin and beyond.

The huge size of the Roman Empire was a symptom of the fanatical dedication at all levels of Roman society to fighting wars and to military discipline and of the desire both for immediate victory and for long-term conquest. “No human force could resist Roman might” (Livy 1.16). Some Romans even imagined that they could, if they wished, rule or had already “subjugated the whole world” (Res Gestae, preamble). As it was, they absorbed all that (or more than what) was then worth conquering, with the giant exception of the Parthian empire, on its eastern borders. Further expansion, as the first emperor, Augustus, was reported to have said, would have been like fishing with a golden hook (Suetonius, Augustus 25). The prize was not worth the risk. A Roman historian in the second century, looking back over more than a century of “long and stable peace and the empire’s secure prosperity,” wrote:

Since they [the emperors] control the best regions of the earth and sea, they wisely wish to preserve what they have rather than to extend the empire endlessly by including barbarian tribes, which are poor and unprofitable. (Appian, Roman History, Preface 7)

Appian commented that he had himself seen some of these barbarian ambassadors at court in Rome, offering themselves up as subjects. But their petitions had been refused, as they would have been “of no use.”

The empire’s persistence was a symptom of the thoroughness with which Romans destroyed previous political systems and overrode the separate cultural identities of the kingdoms and tribes which they had conquered. Or, rather, the Romans, particularly in areas of already established polities and high culture, left their victims with a semitransparent veil of self-respect that allowed them an illusion of local autonomy. This partial autonomy was limited to individual towns (not groups of towns). And it was restricted by Roman provincial governors’ expectation of subservience and, reciprocally, by the local elites’ own desire for assimilation—whether that meant assuming Roman culture and Roman-style rank or borrowing Roman power in order to resolve local power struggles. Either way, as elite and subelite provincials became more like Romans, and filled Roman administrative posts, local
independence was systematically undermined. And provincial cultures all over the empire, at least in outward veneer, became ostensibly Romanized.²⁴

For example, by the end of the second century, half of the central Roman senate was of provincial origin.²⁵ In western Europe, the language of the conquerors percolated to all levels and effectively displaced native local languages as the lingua franca. Latin became the common root of modern Romance languages. But, in the eastern half of the empire, Greek remained the accepted language of Roman government. Even there, it was an instrument of change; for example, in the ancient culture of Egypt, writing in Greek letters (Coptic) displaced native Egyptian demotic script.²⁶ And many Romans, to establish their credentials as people of high culture, learned Greek. Assimilation was a two-way process, by which the ideal of what it meant to be Roman itself gradually changed. That said, the impact of Roman rule is still visible in the ruins of Roman towns from all over the empire: temples to Roman Jupiter and to the Capitoline gods, statues of emperors (in some towns by the dozen), triumphal arches, colonnaded town squares, and steam baths. To be Roman was to be sweaty and clean. The Roman Empire was an empire of conquest but also a unitary symbolic system.

A modern map gives only a slight indication of Roman achievements. Rome’s huge empire was created when the fastest means of land transport was the horse-drawn chariot, the pack-donkey, and the ox-cart. So the Roman Empire was in effect several months wide—and larger in winter than in summer. But the modern map shows up the empire’s single salient feature: the centrality of the Mediterranean Sea. The Mediterranean Sea was at the center of Roman power, if only because transport by land, in Roman conditions, cost fifty or sixty times as much (per ton/km) as transport by sea and about ten times as much as transport by river.²⁷

So the Roman Empire was at heart a fusion of coastal cultures, bound together by cheap sea transport, except in winter, when ships usually did not sail. The suppression of piracy during the last century B.C.E. made the Mediterranean into the empire’s internal sea. Cheap transport gave the Roman Empire a geopolitical advantage, which in its economic impact was the equivalent of the highly productive irrigation agriculture at the core of other pre-industrial empires. The city of Rome could profit from and enjoy the surplus produce imported from all its coastal provinces. Rome stood at the center of a network of major cities (Alexandria, Antioch, Carthage, Cadiz, Ephesus, Aquileia), all of which were on the seacoast or rivers.

The city of Rome was by far the richest market in the whole empire, by volume and by value. Prices there were highest. It was there that merchants could make (or lose) their fortunes. It was there that the emperor and high aristocrats had their palaces. Rome was where emperors and aristocrats spent a large part of their taxes and rents. Rome was the prime engine of long-distance trade. The principle behind this assertion is simple. Whatever was imported into Rome from the provinces as money taxes and money rents, provincial towns had to earn back (taking one year with another) by the manufacture and sale of goods. In order to be able to pay money
taxes again in subsequent years, provincial towns (villages, peasants) had to earn back the money that they had paid and sent overseas in taxes and rents. This simple equation—taxes plus rents exported roughly equaled in value exported and traded goods—however oversimplified it is, highlights the lines of trade and the volume of traffic that criss-crossed the Mediterranean, through a network of coastal or riverine towns centered on, and fueled primarily by, consumption in the city of Rome.28

The centrality of the Mediterranean should not blind us to the huge landmass of Roman conquests. Julius Caesar, in pursuit of military glory, advanced Roman power to Gaul and Britain. Under Augustus, armies and administrators incorporated large territories in northwestern Spain, western Germany, Switzerland, and the Balkans. In sum, the Romans had advanced the boundaries of empire as far as the ocean in the west and the Sahara desert in the south. To the northwest, the rivers Rhine and Danube (eventually supplemented by a long line of forts) roughly demarcated the comfortable limits of Roman power and also served as convenient lines of supply to the frontier armies.29

The considerable distance between the city of Rome and its land frontiers had far-reaching but diverse, even contradictory, implications. Distance and slow travel overland effectively insulated Rome and its political leaders from attack by marauding barbarians (until 410 c.e.) or by rebellious generals, whose collaboration was in any case hindered by fragmented commands split along an extended frontier and among rival aristocrats. Frontier armies intervened effectively only twice in central politics (in 69 and 193 c.e.) in more than two centuries. The Roman military was depoliticized—an achievement all the more remarkable if we compare it with the frequency of coups d'état in contemporary third-world states. Complementarily, sheer size and slowness of communications also prevented close control and swift reaction by the central government to crises on the periphery. Even in an emergency, for example, it took nine days for a messenger on a series of horses to ride from Mainz, Germany, to Rome.30 Routine messages about the death of rulers took very much longer, and the time of their arrival was unpredictable.31 In the late third century c.e., in an effort to resolve these problems, emperors split the empire into four parts, each with its capital closer to the frontiers. But there was another and seemingly insuperable problem. The northern territories were economically less developed, less urbanized, and less densely populated than the southern coastal regions of the Mediterranean. These northern regions could only with difficulty in Roman (as against postmedieval) times produce sufficient taxes to pay for their own extensive defense.

6. Configurations of Power

6.1. Emperors and Aristocrats

For emperors, too, the maintenance of control was (it seems reasonable to imagine) a central objective. If it was, they were not very good at it. Of the first eleven
emperors, only four died (or were reputed to have died), naturally. The basic problem was the founding ideology of the Principate. Monarchy was made more acceptable to the traditional senatorial aristocracy by the fiction that the emperor was only first among equals (*princeps*). The clear implication was, therefore, that any Roman aristocrat of distinguished descent could himself become emperor. Hence, there was a long-term structural tension between emperors and aristocrats. That was a basic feature of Roman politics. Emperors in the first century killed dozens of aristocrats. They repeatedly created a reign of terror that would have made Ivan the Terrible seem mild.

The Roman aristocracy was remarkably different from any feudal or postfeudal European aristocracy. At its core was a political elite of six hundred senators. They were chosen in each generation both from among the sons of senators and from a politically inactive, much larger land-owning elite, originally based in Italy but increasingly derived from all over the empire. Ideologically, the image usually represented by Roman elite writers (and by modern historians suckered to think that ideology represents reality instead of disguising it) is that the Roman senatorial aristocracy was hereditary. But, in fact, intergenerational succession rates in the Roman aristocracy were remarkably low. The basic reason was that, unlike European feudal and postfeudal aristocracies, which were aristocracies based on land ownership and hereditary title, the Roman senatorial aristocracy was a competitive aristocracy of office. And, in order to be a top official (ordinary consul or supplementary [*suffect*] consul), the successful contestant had to have held a whole series of administrative posts; this demand was sometimes relaxed for claimants of very distinguished descent, who were promoted quickly without any qualifying military experience. In short, the successful Roman political aristocrat had to have been a successful administrator and to remain in favor for years, sometimes under different emperors or influential advisors at court.

The net effect, as I have indicated, was an extraordinarily low rate of succession in the Roman political elite. Roughly speaking, in the first two centuries C.E. and beyond, far fewer than half of top consuls had a consular son(s); among the second rank of supplementary consuls, overall far fewer than a quarter had a consular son, grandson, or great-grandson. The number of consuls after 70 C.E. varied between eight and ten per year, far fewer than the usual cohort of twenty entrants to the senate at age about twenty-five; allowing for death, between half and two-thirds of entrants to the senate achieved a consulship. By extension, it is reasonable to assume that among the third-ranking senators who never became consul, succession rates were even lower than for first- or second-ranking consuls. Overall, the succession rate among all known senators in the second century was less than half that of British barons in the fourteenth or fifteenth centuries.32

The great majority of senators were newcomers to the political aristocracy. Looked at from another perspective, and as in modern political elites, most Roman politicians came from families that sent representatives into politics for only one
generation. Complementarily, and this for our present purposes is most important, there was a rather large pool of rich landowners spread across the empire, some of whom occasionally sent a son as its representative into central politics. These provincial families subsequently profited for generations in their home localities from the hereditary honorary status that their exceptional representative’s political success had secured through senatorial membership or consular status, without incurring, again, the huge expense, risk—or profits—that a political career involved. The Roman aristocracy, broadly understood, had a small semihereditary core, a fluid and porous outer ring of politically and administratively active representatives (albeit with no explicit representative functions), and a broader pool of potential senators who were politically active, if at all, only at the local level.

By tradition, senatorial aristocrats were the wealthiest men at Rome. Under the Republic (until 31 B.C.E.), they were the generals and governors who benefited most from the booty and plunder of wars and provincial administration. Under the Principate, emperors controlled senatorial aristocrats (at least according to history books written by senators and their allies) by a whole array of divisive tactics. I list them without being able to assign them relative weights:

- capricious and terrorizing persecution, imprisonment, murder
- strict adherence to the old-fashioned rules of oligarchic power sharing (short tenure of office, collegiality, gaps between offices, age-related promotion, prosecutions for corruption)
- cutting of the ties between political careers and popular election (the Roman plebs were disfranchised early in the first century C.E.)
- supplementing of collective senatorial decisions (*senatus consultum*) with individual decisions made by the emperor himself (*decreta*), sometimes in consultation with friends (*consilium*)
- denial of military experience to the most prestigious aristocrats — an increase in the status costs of being an aristocrat at court in Rome (many were bankrupted)
- promotion of provincial newcomers to senatorial rank (which diluted hereditary hold)

The cumulative impact of all these devices was to weaken the collective and institutional power of the senate as a consultative, policy-making body. The court, and its corridors, displaced the senate as the powerhouse of the Roman state.

Nevertheless, the monarchy, for all the aristocratic complaints, provided a carapace for aristocratic enrichment. The landowning aristocracy, broadly understood, increased in aggregate prosperity. The basic reason for this is clear. In Republican times, nearly all senatorial wealth was concentrated in Italian landholdings and investment in in-town housing, supplemented by investment through agents in collective enterprises, such as overseas trade and tax collection. Expert scholars will know the slender evidential base for generalizations of this type, but my reasoning is
simple enough. The larger the investment needed (for example, in Roman housing or in overseas trade), the more likely was senatorial involvement. After all, a single four-hundred-ton ship laden with wheat arriving in a port near Rome was worth up to 1 million HS, the minimum qualifying fortune for a senator; one luxury cargo arriving in Alexandria from India is known from a recently discovered papyrus fragment to have been valued at seven million HS. If no senators were involved in such ventures (to say nothing of silver mines, of which more later), we have to posit the existence of a class of equally wealthy nonsenators. These were presumably the ascendants of future senators. And I have already argued for the existence of a wider group of basically land-owning senatorands – that is, families capable of sending a representative into aristocratic politics occasionally. Under the emperors, aristocratic wealth was no longer concentrated in Italy.

Under the emperors, aristocrats increasingly owned estates spread over the whole empire. In the second century, they were legally required to own first one-third, later reduced to one-quarter, of their estates in Italy—in itself an index of their continuing provincialization. Over time, aristocrats collectively owned a significant share not just of Italy but of the whole Mediterranean basin. In the middle of the first century C.E., six senators were reputed (of course it was an exaggeration, but a straw in the right wind) to own all Tunisia. Aristocrats’ aggregate wealth increased, as did the fortunes of individual aristocrats. A few illustrative figures will suffice. Cicero in the middle of the last century B.C.E. wrote that a rich Roman needed an annual income of 100,000 to 600,000 HS; in the late first century, Pliny, a middling senator, had an annual income of about 1.1 million HS per year. In the fourth century, middling senators in the city of Rome were said to enjoy incomes of 1,333 to 2,000 Roman pounds of gold a year, equivalent to 6–9 million HS per year. In sum, aristocratic fortunes, on these admittedly vulnerable figures, had doubled or trebled in the first century of the Principate and had again risen more than sixfold between 100 and 400 C.E. Monarchy and the politico-economic integration of the whole empire, however superficial, had enabled aristocrats to become very much richer.

6.2. The City of Rome

The city of Rome was by far the largest city in the Roman world. By the end of the first century B.C.E., it had a population of about 1 million people. It was as large as London in 1800, when London was the largest city in the West. Rome could be so large because it was the capital not just of Italy (population c. 7 million) but of a Mediterranean empire. Rome’s population had grown rapidly by more than six times from an estimated 150,000 in 225 B.C.E.. The capital’s growth was fed by three streams of immigrants:

- free citizens and allied rural emigrants from Italy (as small peasant families were displaced by fewer slaves working on larger farms)
- slaves, adult males particularly, who were forced to migrate by Rome’s conquest of the Mediterranean basin in the last two centuries B.C.E.
The city of Rome grew, and its huge size was maintained only by a steady stream of immigrants.

Rome could be so large, partly because the Roman state (from 58 B.C.E.) continuously subvented and guaranteed (with occasional glitches) a basic supply of wheat to its registered free citizen population. The reported number of recipients varied, but in the reign of Augustus seems to have stabilized at around 200,000–250,000 adult males. Each received 33 kg wheat (5 modii of 6.55 kg) per month, which was more than enough for one adult (if he did not live on bread alone), but not enough for a family. In the fourth century C.E., state handouts were supplemented by rations of wine and pork.42

The state supply of free wheat to a fixed number of adult male citizens had significant political, economic, and demographic implications. Free distributions symbolized citizens’ right to benefit collectively from the fruits of conquest. Romans were now the chosen people. The first emperor, Augustus, reportedly wondered whether to abolish the wheat dole but wisely decided against it, allegedly on the grounds that the issue might become a political football and others might seek or gain kudos from the dole’s restoration.43 Augustus’s successor, Tiberius, (14–37 C.E.) preserved the dole but abolished the people’s participation in elections. Citizens at Rome had become state pensioners, bribed into quiescent dependence by bread and circuses. The emperors’ generosity underwrote their continued popularity. Rome was, after all, the main stage on which emperors acted their role as rulers of the world.

Economically, the exaction, storage, transport, and distribution of 100,000 tons of wheat per year to Rome was a sizable task. The wheat came primarily from Sicily, north Africa, and Egypt.44 The volume itself was not the problem, though at peak periods Rome’s port at Ostia and the short stretch of the Tiber (21 km) along which barges were hauled must have been jammed. Egypt alone yielded in wheat tax more than the city of Rome and the frontier armies needed together.45 It was more a problem of organization, consistency of supply, and price. On the private market (since state supplies had to be supplemented), wheat prices in Rome were four times higher than they were in Egypt and two two three times as high as they were in Sicily and the rest of Italy.46 The city of Rome stood at the peak of a pyramid of rising prices. The total cost of supplying state wheat to Rome amounted to more than 15 percent of state revenues (100,000 tons at 9 HS per modius = 135 million HS). But the supply of free wheat to citizens at Rome presumably also helped the labor force buy wine and oil produced on the estates of the rich and/or held down the price of labor in the capital. The free wheat dole subsidized the rich as well as the poor.

Demographically, the attractions of the free wheat dole and the huge consumer market that Rome constituted must have helped stimulate a continuous flow of immigrants to the city of Rome. In outsiders’ imagination, the streets of Rome were paved with gold. For the Christian writer of Revelation, Rome was a scarlet harlot.
adorned with gold and jewels, sitting astride its seven hills, sucking the blood of countless nations, and drinking from a golden cup full of abominations and the impurites of fornication; Rome was the “great city that holds sway over the kings of the earth.” But in a Jewish writer’s imagination, Rome had 365 streets; in each street there were 365 palaces; each palace had 365 stories; and each storey contained enough food to feed the whole world. Rome, with its huge baths, its temple roofs glistening with gilded bronze, beckoned as a city of opportunity even to those who had little chance of ever going there.

But in pre-industrial societies, larger cities have higher death rates than smaller cities, and smaller cities have higher death rates than the surrounding countryside. The city of Rome was a deathtrap, which sucked people in and killed them off with infectious diseases. Even the baths, which cleansed the relatively prosperous, may have helped concentrate diseases (like modern hospitals); Roman doctors recommended baths for people suffering from malaria, cholera, dysentery, infestation by worms, diarrhea, and gonorrhea, and the emperor Hadrian allowed the sick to use baths in the morning before the healthy.

So Rome could maintain its huge population only by constant influx of immigrants, both from its Italian hinterland and from overseas. If death rates in Rome were only ten per thousand higher in Rome than in the rest of Italy—and Wrigley thinks that in London in the eighteenth century, the difference may have been significantly greater than that—then Rome, with a population of 1 million people, needed 10,000 migrants a year. If the difference in mortality between metropolis and countryside was fifteen per thousand, then just to maintain its population, Rome needed 15,000 fresh migrants per year. Immigration to Rome took place at double the rate of migration to the army (see section 6.3). It must have prevented any natural increase in Italian population and/or contributed, like military recruitment, to Italy’s depopulation. On the other hand, migration had a triply beneficial impact. It allowed an effective increase in agricultural productivity (the remaining peasants, fewer in number, could each work more land); it provided migrants who were lucky enough to return to their home town or village an image of metropolitan lifestyles (classy pots and silk underwear); and it either increased or maintained the market for agricultural and manufactured (handmade) exports.

6.3. The Army

The army was the biggest (typically 300,000 soldiers) and by far the most effectively organized power grouping in Roman politics. It combined hierarchy, training, a clear command structure, discipline, regular pay, flexibility in unit size (from small maniple to army-size groups of several legions), and aggressive persistence in the pursuit of fixed objectives. It had no similarly effective rival or imitator in civilian politics. During the late Republican period of imperial expansion, soldiers, in search of bounty and security, had repeatedly intervened in central Italian politics. But, under the emperors, as part of the Augustan
settlement, the army was effectively depoliticized. This was an amazing political achievement.

After 31 B.C.E., frontier armies intervened directly in central politics only twice in more than two centuries: in 69 C.E. (after the death of Nero), and in 193 C.E. (after the assassination of Commodus and the auctioning of the imperial throne by the palace guards). The Roman peace meant both an end to imperial expansion (with the exception of Britain and Dacia [modern Romania] and the absorption of marginal client kingdoms such as Mauretania [modern Morocco]) and the internal pacification of conquered provinces. As a result, for almost two centuries, most inhabitants of the Roman Empire never or rarely saw a soldier. Rome had become a civil society.

This radical shift toward depoliticizing the military was (purposefully) engineered by a whole series of evolutionary changes. The great bulk of the army was eventually dispersed along distant frontiers, in garrisons that usually held only one legion (of 5,000–6,000 soldiers), so that cooperation between rival commanders that might threaten the center became very difficult to achieve. Governors of provinces in which legions were stationed were typically chosen only after years of loyal service and almost never from among the top echelons of the senatorial elite; that is, army commanders by social rank were not regarded as potential claimants to the throne. They held office for only shortish terms (typically three years). Under-officers—tribunes, prefects, and centurions—also either held office for short terms and/or were shifted to different legions on promotion so that no long-term loyalty could build up between under-officers and men.

Soldiers serving in legions (about 150,000 men), on the expiry of their service of twenty-five to twenty-six years were paid a loyalty bonus equal to thirteen years’ pay. The length of soldiers’ service was increased from an unsustainable sixteen years, first to twenty and then to twenty-five years; this extension of military service both reduced costs, because a large proportion of soldiers died during these extra years, and mitigated problems of recruitment. This new system of cash bonuses to veterans on retirement, inaugurated in 6 C.E., helped divert Roman legionaries from their traditional ambition to end their days owning Italian land—a process that had contributed so much to land seizures and the consequent political instability of the Late Republic. Instead, veterans, increasingly of provincial origin, typically settled in the provinces, along the frontiers where they had already lived the bulk of their lives. The depoliticization of the army under the emperors was based on long service along distant frontiers, on the regular grant of a large bounty on retirement, on the increasingly provincial origin of the army, and on the severance of the link between citizens at Rome (soon disfranchised) and their empowerment by military service. There were fewer citizen soldiers and effectively no citizen voters.

Locating the new imperial army along the distant frontiers contributed significantly to the rural depopulation of Italy, even though the imperial army was necessarily, substantially, and increasingly of provincial (i.e., not Italian) origin.
A simple calculation illustrates probabilities. At twenty years of service, a legionary (i.e., citizen) army of 150,000 soldiers needs on average 9,500 recruits per year; it may seem, as it has seemed to some scholars, a smallish number from a free population of 5 million people. But if soldiers were recruited at age twenty, they would have equalled 20 percent of all Italian citizen twenty-year-olds (if Italy’s free citizen population equaled 5 million, then, in ancient conditions of mortality \( e_0 \sim 25 \), there were only 47,500 male survivors to age twenty). If the soldiers then spent their army service in the provinces and settled there, Italy would be rapidly depopulated by emigration at this rate. I must stress that this calculation is a statement not of fact but of parametric probability. Fertility obviously depends on the females left behind as much as on the soldiers who emigrated, and about that we know nothing. But at first sight it seems that an unforeseen consequence of Augustus’s and his successors’ policy of locating citizen troops along the frontiers was an immediate and significant depopulation of Italy.

Surviving evidence of burial inscriptions, which may or may not be statistically representative, suggests that during the reign of Augustus, 68 percent of legionaries were of Italian origin. By the middle of the first century, this proportion had fallen to less than half (48%), and by the end of the century to 22 percent; in the second century, apparently, only 2 percent of citizen soldiers were of Italian origin. No wonder that in 9 C.E., after the crushing defeat of a Roman army (three legions each nominally of 6,000 soldiers were killed in north Germany), Augustus, who feared that the Germans would invade Italy, had great difficulty in raising recruits and resorted against all tradition to recruiting ex-slaves.

Military costs remained by far the largest element in the Roman state budget; in the first century C.E., they accounted for more than half the total (c. 450 out of a budget of more than 800 million sesterces). And, although, with hindsight, we know that the Roman army did not often intervene in central politics, Roman emperors must always have feared that it might. The army had to be placated. What is surprising, then, is that, given the army’s potential for disruption, soldiers’ pay in terms of silver never surpassed the level reached in the reign of Augustus. Put another way, every time that the nominal pay of soldiers was subsequently raised (in c. 83, 193, and 212 C.E.), the silver coinage was soon debased so that the cost in precious metal to the treasury was held roughly constant. Soldiers collectively did not exercise their armed might to increase their sector share of total wealth. For whatever reason, it looks as though total army costs had reached the limit of what Roman financial administrators could raise or allocate to the army within the state budget.

The dispersion of the legionary armies and their auxiliary (noncitizen) counterparts, hundreds of miles from Rome along the frontiers, left a power vacuum at the center. It was filled partially by the palace (praetorian) guard. This palace guard was a small elite troop, a few thousand strong, of highly paid soldiers, garrisoned in Rome. It was commanded by usually two prefects, each of whose powers were
designed to balance those of the other. They were considered to be extremely influential within palace politics, but they were also only knights (albeit with the rank of consuls) and so socially disbarred from becoming emperor (until Macrinus in 217 C.E., but he reigned for only one year). On several occasions, the palace played a key role in securing the throne for a particular candidate. And, for historians of Rome, ancient and modern, individual successions to the throne have often seemed to be the very stuff of politics.

7. Economic Growth

Over the past few years, there have been several attempts to locate economic growth in antiquity. Of course, some scholars have denied that it occurred. Certainly, there was never in antiquity the steep curve of economic growth that marks the modern world. Perhaps the very search is an attempt to find the roots of modern experience in classical antiquity, which forged so many aspects of Western culture.

All that said, I still think the Roman Empire provided conditions for modest economic growth (a growth that was minuscule by modern standards but significant for the experience of some Romans):

- by extending the area of cultivated land, especially in northwestern Europe and the Balkans
- by increasing the size of agricultural units to achieve economies of scale
- by using systematic accounting methods to control costs or measure relative rates of return from different crops
- by allowing and encouraging the growth or persistence of towns, with their relatively sophisticated division of labor
- by achieving significant increases in productivity, but only in very limited spheres, which had only a superficial impact on the total economy

Under Roman rule, the northern provinces adopted some of the superior farming techniques, first tried out in the southeast, such as crop rotation, selective breeding (for example, to produce larger oxen), and new crops (for example, peas and cabbage were first introduced into Britain under Roman rule—with long-term effects on British cooking). Even if some of the extra land brought into cultivation was marginal, with lower productivity, nevertheless the total impact of Roman conquest was both to increase average agricultural productivity and to aggregate product.

We have exiguous but significant evidence in Roman agricultural handbooks that at least some landowners were thinking (however inexpertly) about relative rates of return from different crops and the most effective use of labor and draught animals. The Heroninus archive from Roman Egypt in the third century C.E. shows systematic attempts to control draught-animal costs by the unified management of the scattered farms that made up a large estate. Perhaps what is most surprising is that the central Roman government, at the end of the third century and in the
fourth, actually tried to increase agricultural productivity (and its own tax returns) by encouraging farmers to cultivate extra land (emphyteutic leases) and to use innovative techniques. Alas, we have no idea how successful or isolated these initiatives were. But at least Roman rulers tried, and that is quite unexpected.

Successive empires that came under Roman control, and the Roman Empire in particular, encouraged the growth of towns and so of nonagricultural occupations. Towns, even pre-industrial towns, make possible a relatively sophisticated division of labor and concentrate higher value production. There are 85 different occupations recorded in stone inscriptions and painted slogans on the street walls of the small town of Pompeii (population c. 12,000?), 110 in the small town of Korykos in southern Turkey, and 268 occupations named on stone inscriptions found in the city of Rome. All these lists are likely to be incomplete, and besides, having separate names for slightly different occupations or hierarchical gradings within occupations may reflect cultural differences as well as differences in occupational specialization. That said, relative numbers can serve as a crude index of economic development. Compare, for example, the Roman number with the more than 350 occupations found in London in the eighteenth century.

What is particularly striking about the towns of the Roman Empire is their number, their location mainly in the coastal regions around the Mediterranean Sea, and the size of the largest cities. Rome, as we have seen, had a population (if our ancient evidence is to be trusted) of about 1 million people; Alexandria is thought to have had a population of half a million people. Antioch and Carthage had populations of well over 100,000. Although each of these secondary but major cities began as the capital of a mini-empire later conquered by Romans, they maintained or even expanded their populations even after they ceased to be the seats of kings. Unlike Rome, their populations were not subsidised by free distributions of basic food. They had to support themselves by the services that they provided, by manufacture and by trade. Only to a limited extent can they be envisaged as “consumer” cities, that is, unproductive cities, living off the expenditure of agricultural rents by their richest inhabitants. That said, it seems doubtful that the population of all the towns in the Roman Empire exceeded 20 percent of the total population.

The Roman Empire was huge, and large enough to effect important economies of scale. One obvious saving was in military expenditure. The Roman army at about 300,000 soldiers in the first century C.E., and fewer than 400,000 in the second century, was significantly smaller than the aggregate armies of the mini-empires, kingdoms, and tribes that the Roman Empire conquered. The Roman imperial army in the first century constituted barely 2 percent of all adult males in the empire, whereas average military participation among Romans in the last two centuries B.C.E. was 13 percent of adult males. That was one part of the peace dividend. But the cut in overall military expenditure (Ptolemaic Egypt alone had been credited with an army of 240,000 soldiers) indicates that the apparent wealth of Rome in the first two centuries C.E. was not so much the product of economic growth as it
was the product of piling up into Rome (and, to a lesser extent, other cities), the transferred savings from the taxes previously spent in the conquered kingdoms.

Another arena for massive growth was in the production of coinage. Duncan-Jones reckoned that by the middle of the second century C.E. there were 7 billion HS of silver coins in circulation, which is roughly four times my estimate of the volume of Roman coins in circulation in the middle of the last century B.C.E.. And the volume of Roman coinage had already grown ten times in the century before that. But more of that in a moment. Confirmation of the huge volume of Roman silver-lead mining (silver was produced by cupellation as a by-product of lead mining) comes impressively from an apparently incontrovertible source.

I refer to the Greenland icecap and the peat bogs or lake sediments of France, Germany, Ireland, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland. A whole series of recent studies from a variety of sites has shown with remarkable concordance that the volume of wind-borne contaminants from smelting mineral ores reached a significant peak in the Roman period. Hong and associates showed that lead pollution from systematic samples of the Greenland icecap, datable to between 500 B.C.E. and 300 C.E., reached densities four times the natural (i.e., prehistoric) levels. Renberg and associates showed that lead contamination in a wide assortment of sediments from southern Swedish lakes reached a peak in or around the first century C.E. Shotyk and associates showed, in a study of a Swiss peat bog, that there was a huge upsurge in lead pollution from the first century B.C.E. to the third century C.E., when pollution (and presumably production) began to decline.

There seems little doubt among these investigators that the main source of contamination in this period was lead smelting and cupellation for silver and copper in the Roman Empire, and particularly Spain. Hong and associates showed that copper production in the world rose sevenfold in the last five centuries B.C.E., continued at a high but reducing level in the first five centuries C.E., and then fell sevenfold to reach a trough in the thirteenth century. Once again, they are convinced that classical civilizations, and in particular the Roman Empire, were the major source of this wind-borne pollution.

Ancient methods of smelting were so inefficient that in the period 500 B.C.E. to 500 C.E., according to these estimates, some 800 metric tons of copper were carried in the high atmosphere to Greenland. Lead pollution in antiquity reached levels not reached again until the eighteenth century. And lead production in the Roman period averaged at least three times the level reached in the first half of the last millennium B.C.E.. If air-borne pollutants constituted 10 percent of lead smelted, total production in the Roman period can be estimated as on average 32,000 tons per year, reaching a peak of about 50,000 tons. This may be compared with an average world production of only about 4,000–7,000 tons per year in the period 1000–1500 C.E. In sum, Roman levels of metal production (lead, copper, silver) were very much higher than the levels in either earlier or immediately subsequent periods.

These scientific estimates of ancient pollution and total production give us an unprecedented vision of economic growth and inefficiency in classical antiquity.
Of course, the scientific conclusions may be both speculative and subsequently disputed. And they do relate to only one small sector of the Roman economy. Perhaps tens of thousands of Roman miners, woodcutters, charcoal burners, and donkey-drivers slaved in harsh conditions to produce these metals for consumption as coins and divine statues. And, perhaps, their mining activity was made possible by rich men (or emperors) investing fortunes in some mines that burrowed deep underground. But the basic productivity of each worker was probably low, and tens of thousands of miners is but a tiny fraction of the millions of peasants working in agriculture. As so often in Roman economic history, we confront a Janus image: on the one hand mass low productivity, and on the other hand seemingly impressive advance, but in a narrow sector.

We can approach the implications of a massive growth in money supply more conservatively. The most important product of the Spanish mines was silver, which was used from the third century B.C.E. onward principally for minting coins. As the Roman Empire grew in size, the money supply increased dramatically. And the money supply grew, even more dramatically, once peace had been established throughout the empire under successive emperors (31 B.C.E. – 235 C.E.). Peace and stable government helped mold the whole of the Mediterranean basin and beyond into a single (relatively) integrated monetary economy. Table 5.1 illustrates this process of growth in the money supply.

In the mid-second century B.C.E., when the Roman Empire included parts of Spain, southern France, Italy, northern Africa, and Greece, according to a crude and inevitably fallible estimate, the gross number of Roman silver coins in circulation was only 50 million denarii. A century later, in about 50 B.C.E., when the Roman Empire included virtually the whole of the Mediterranean basin (except Egypt), the volume of silver money in circulation had increased eightfold, to about 410 million denarii. The biggest known stimulus to this growth was increased expenditure on paying soldiers and on fighting wars and the correspondingly increased income from taxation. Soldiers and tax-paying subjects needed coins. In the same period, taxes rose more than sixfold, from about 13 million denarii per year in the mid-second century to more than 80 million.

### Table 5.1. Crude Estimates of Growth in the Roman Money Supply (Total Amount in Circulation, in Millions of Denarii)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Gold</th>
<th>Silver</th>
<th>Tax Revenues</th>
<th>Price Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150 BCE</td>
<td>v. low</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 BCE</td>
<td>v. low</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 BCE</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 BCE–14 CE</td>
<td>?1,000</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>?200</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 160 CE</td>
<td>3,000&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1,716&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>?250</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 230 CE</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>300/400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dash indicates data not available. <sup>a</sup>120 million gold coins (aurei) weighing c.880 tons. <sup>b</sup>Total weight 5,766 tons.
century B.C.E. to 85 million *denarii* per year in 62 B.C.E.\(^8\) Please note that money supply (as estimated here) was several times (much more than five times, if we include the silver coinage minted in the cities of the eastern Mediterranean) as large as the tax flow. Does this indicate that money transactions were servicing much more than the payment of taxes and the reciprocal flow of trade that taxes stimulated?

By the mid-second century C.E., when the Roman Empire was at its greatest territorial extent, the volume of silver coinage in circulation had again grown. By a similarly fallible estimate, the volume of silver coinage in circulation was roughly four times greater than it had been in 50 B.C.E. (1.716 billion instead of 410 million *denarii*, excluding Egypt).\(^8\) The earlier figures cover only the silver coins minted in Rome and circulating principally in the western half of the empire (including Italy). The later figures comprise silver coins circulating in the whole of the Mediterranean basin and beyond. But it is doubtful that the whole increase in the number of silver coins circulating can be attributed to this extension of the geographical area covered.\(^8\) It seems more probable that this huge increase in the volume and value of silver coins circulating throughout the whole Roman Empire reflected a rise in the volume and value of goods bought and sold for money.

The huge growth in the Roman money supply under the emperors is corroborated by the radical restructuring and unification of the coinage system that the Roman emperors instituted and maintained. Julius Caesar, Augustus, and their successors minted huge volumes of gold coins (well over 1 million gold coins a year on average).\(^8\) By the middle of the second century C.E., according to Duncan-Jones’s admittedly speculative estimates, the value of gold coins amounted to twice the value of all silver coins in circulation.\(^8\) The whole configuration of the Roman monetary economy had been revolutionized. The total value of the coinage system (gold plus silver) had, by these estimates, grown twelve times since the middle of the last century B.C.E. (table 5.1). But prices had perhaps only doubled (table 5.1).

Of course, gold coins constituted only the top tier of the money market. A single gold coin perhaps supported a poor citizen family in the city of Rome for a month. Even so, gold coins were not out-of-reach rarities. Young soldiers, for example, typically received three gold coins when they were recruited.\(^8\) Emperors gave regular, though smaller, bonuses in gold to their troops and to the citizens registered for the free wheat dole in the city of Rome on accession, on announcing an heir, or to commemorate an anniversary. Complementarily, subjects paid a special tax in gold (*aurum coronarium*) on precisely the same occasions. The emperors had diversified the Roman monetary system out of silver and bronze into a three-tiered system of gold, silver, and bronze.

By the mid-second century C.E., the Roman monetary system (outside Egypt, which had its own rather inferior coinage but again one that expanded enormously under Roman rule),\(^7\) again according to Duncan-Jones’s innovative and speculative estimates, consisted of 120 million gold coins (*aurei* struck at forty-five to the Roman pound) worth 3 billion *denarii* and about 1.7 billion silver *denarii*.\(^8\) All the gold coins and the great majority of the silver coins (perhaps three-quarters of the total) were minted at Rome itself; the rest were minted in Syria and Asia Minor, but
to a compatible standard and purity. Bronze coinage (with perhaps more than 5 billion coins in circulation) was mostly produced locally and circulated locally. It represented only about 5 percent to 10 percent of total value.

By these estimates, in the mid-second century, Roman gold coinage in total weighed 880 tons and by recent values (c. $400–600 per troy oz. in 2005–2006) was worth $11–17 billion, not much for a modern industrial economy but a huge investment for a pre-industrial state. The silver coinage also constituted a huge investment. It weighed in total something over 5,000 tons at a time when producing a ton of silver cost up to 1,000 man-years of labor (mining, draining, carting, felling timber, making charcoal, smelting, refining, guarding, transporting, minting).

From 1530 to 1630, by comparison, Europe imported from America about 140 tons of silver a year. The Roman silver coinage system would have absorbed only about fifty tons per year for more than a century.

How was it possible for the Roman coinage system to grow so much without hyperinflation? I assume here that classical economic principles, and in particular Fisher’s price equation, \( P = \frac{M \times V}{Q} \), holds where \( P \) = the price level, \( M \) = the money supply, \( V \) = the speed of circulation, and \( Q \) = the quantity of goods bought and sold. We know nothing or very little about the speed at which money circulated in Roman conditions. For the moment, let us assume that \( V \) was constant. So if money supply increased twelvefold (albeit over a considerably greater geographical area) and if prices only doubled (though the database for any such conclusion is dangerously, even recklessly, thin), then it must be that the quantity of goods traded in the market increased hugely between 50 B.C.E. and 150 C.E.

But does Fisher’s price equation apply in Roman conditions? I am inclined to think that this is a nonsensical question. But I do still have colleagues (as well as the ghost of my teacher Moses Finley in my conscience) who believe that it is impossible or at least unprofitable to use modern economic concepts in order to analyse a pre-industrial embedded economy. For them, the ancient economy was a cultural system, which was dominated by nonrational considerations of status and ritual and

---

**Table 5.2. Growth in Military Expenditure**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Standardized to 50 BCE Prices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>218–201 BCE</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200–188 BCE</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>187–168 BCE</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6–70 CE</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83–170 CE</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195 CE</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>?200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215–230 CE</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
so was immune to cold rational analysis or reconstruction. So let us pursue the question for a minute. At the end of the second century and at the beginning of the third century C.E., successive emperors raised soldiers’ pay significantly, so total annual military expenditure over forty years (190–230 C.E.) more than doubled (the increase was 142%: see table 5.2). The average volume of silver coins minted per year rose in roughly the same period (180–235 C.E.) by 40 percent, and the silver content of the dominant coin the *denarius* was almost halved (from 71% to 37%) (table 5.3). Prices (again, unfortunately, on exiguous evidence) apparently rose in the same period by 50 or 100 percent (table 5.3). This chain of cause and consequence does make it seem that the Roman monetary economy is analyzable in terms of classic price theory.

It may seem tempting to regard such a massive increase in the money supply and in the probable volume of traded goods as an unequivocal index of economic growth. But I suspect that the huge volume of money minted is explicable only if a large proportion was exported in return for Eastern luxuries or if a large proportion, especially of gold coins, were kept inert as treasure, with practically nil velocity. As I reconstruct it, Roman emperors competitively produced silver and gold as a virtual state monopoly, without much regard for the costs of production. They produced coins as economic

---

**Table 5.3. Annual Rates of Coin Production, Purity Index, and Price Index**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Gold</th>
<th>Silver</th>
<th>Gold⁺</th>
<th>Silver⁺</th>
<th>Price Index (50 BCE = 100)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200–158 BCE</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119–80 BCE</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73–59 BCE</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 BCE</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>100 (base)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43 BCE</td>
<td>&gt;7</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 BCE</td>
<td>&gt;14</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>100 (base)</td>
<td>100 (base)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64–68 CE</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69–79 CE</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88–96 CE</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98–117 CE</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117–138 CE</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138–161 CE</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161–180 CE</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193–211 CE</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215 CE</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222–235 CE</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>300/400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Hopkins 1980; Duncan-Jones 1994; Harl 1996

Dash indicates data not available. ⁺Gold content in percentage. ⁺Denarii per pound of silver.
objects for the facilitation of trade and taxation but above all as symbolic objects of ostentation and political authority. In short, Roman money did not match completely its modern equivalents. Roman money was part real money and part a monument to political ambition. It cannot therefore be readily used as an index of growth.
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1. Introduction

In the context of the other “empires” being discussed in this volume, the Byzantine example is something of an anomaly. First, it was for most of its existence—from the seventh to the fifteenth century C.E.—territorially rather small (restricted largely to the southern Balkans and Asia Minor); second, although historians from the seventeenth century have called it an empire, its “emperor” increasingly came to be described by the Greek word *basileus*, king. Third, it was an “empire” the history of which is largely one of contraction, with occasional efforts to recover lost territories followed by further contractions, so that imperialist exploitation of foreign conquests is the exception rather than the rule. Exploitation is thus meaningful only in terms of the ways in which the state and society of Byzantium functioned—who exploited whom and how, in economic and political terms—and with respect to the cultural impact of Byzantine civilization on the outside world. In this chapter I shall be concerned for the most part with the former.

In spite of the fact that it represents one of the most interesting examples of a late ancient state formation that survived, with substantial modifications, well into the medieval period, the Byzantine (or medieval East Roman) Empire has received remarkably little attention from either comparative historians or state theorists, certainly when compared with the treatment afforded Rome, out of which Byzantium evolved. This situation seems to me to reflect the fact that historians and specialists of the Byzantine world have themselves been very reluctant to generalize from their work or to draw broader conclusions within a comparative context, so their subject has remained fairly difficult of access to the nonspecialist. It is worth bearing in mind that the study of the Byzantine world and its culture, economy, and society evolved directly out of classical philology, and classical philology, with its earlier empirical and positivist emphasis, bequeathed to Byzantine Studies a similar tendency. This seems today somewhat paradoxical, insofar as classical philology has more recently been strongly affected by developments in structural linguistics, comparative literary theory, and, more recently, poststructuralist critiques of traditional approaches.
to notions of author, reader, and intertextuality, while the study of Roman history, society, and institutions has likewise been transformed since the 1950s by similar developments, as well as by exciting advances in archaeology and related sciences. In contrast, and in spite of some changes that have become apparent only in the past few years, the study of the Byzantine world remains firmly embedded in the traditional pattern.

There have been some important exceptions, however, and significant innovative perspectives have now opened up, especially in the study of Byzantine literature but also, under the influence of Western medieval and Roman archaeology, in the study of Byzantine material culture, urbanism, and related phenomena. Recent work has raised issues of resource appropriation and distribution, and related issues of logistics, both in military and other aspects, have now been broached. But the lack of synthesizing works by specialists in the field, which would put Byzantium into a longer-term comparative perspective, means that outsiders have tended, and still tend, to pass over this state and society with little or no comment. Work by scholars such as Peter Brown and Alexander Kazhdan on aspects of the social-cultural history of the late Roman, Byzantine, and Western medieval worlds; by Michael McCormick on the ways in which the Islamic and East Roman, and the medieval Italian and Frankish worlds, were connected through patterns of travel and communication; by Chris Wickham on the evolution of society and economy across the European and Mediterranean worlds after the fifth century C.E.; and Alan Harvey and Michel Kaplan on the agrarian economics of Byzantium in their wider context have begun to address the issues from a broader, comparative perspective. But Byzantium still appears frequently, especially in general histories and more popular literature, as some sort of uniquely privileged survival, a haven of Orthodox spirituality, Roman law, and oriental despotism, taken as a special case rather than in its natural Balkan and Anatolian context. Those working from a broader comparative standpoint have only recently begun, and mostly fairly superficially, to integrate the Byzantine world into their syntheses. The first volume of Michael Mann’s admirable survey, *The Sources of Social Power*, mentions it briefly and problematically; the treatment in the second volume of Runciman’s *A Treatise on Social Theory* is just as brief, although better with respect to the conclusions it draws; most other comparativist surveys—for example, Tainter’s *The Collapse of Complex Societies*—barely pay lip service to the Byzantine case. Perry Anderson’s *Passages from Antiquity to Feudalism* pays serious attention to the East Roman context, but his very able treatment is vitiated for today’s reader in part by the fact that since the time of writing, in the early 1970s, a number of important advances in understanding how the East Roman state evolved have been made. Anderson was also working within an Anglo-Marxist framework in which he wanted to retain traditional notions of “mode of production” and demonstrate that, whereas Western feudalism was the result of a synthesis of slave and primitive-communal (“Germanic”) modes, no such synthesis took place in the East and in the Balkans because of the conservatism of the eastern Roman state.
superstructure. As we will see, this conclusion is not entirely incorrect, although it needs to be expressed in different terms to be of heuristic value. But the main difficulty is that the framework of the discussion, which tends toward an illustration of the uniqueness of Western social-economic evolution, does not really contribute to a discussion of exploitation and power relationships, the more so since Anderson does not really give adequate space to the internal dynamism of Byzantine culture and political-economic development. In addition, most of these debates are vitiated still by a perspective that tends, even if unintentionally, to present medieval eastern Roman culture as stagnant and fossilized, thus further inhibiting any possibility of seeing the dynamic structures that underlay the apparently slow rates of change evident in some of the sources. In fact, as soon as one takes the full range of source materials into account, and most particularly the now rapidly increasing volume of archaeological data, such views become manifestly untenable. My own The State and the Tributary Mode represents an attempt to correct this general picture by placing the late Roman and Byzantine social formations firmly in a comparative historical and social-economic context and foregrounding the state and the nature of state power. But it is perhaps indicative of the situation that work of this sort, while it has been taken up by outside specialists and comparativists, has met with little response from inside the field. A recent exception is the attempt to place Byzantine culture in a comparative and “civilizational” context as part of a critique of work on the “Byzantine” background to Balkan and eastern European history.

Apart from these debates, the Byzantine world has attracted “outside” attention in two specific connections: the first is in relation to the evolution of the so-called Byzantine commonwealth, that is to say, the development of a distinctly “Byzantinizing” cultural zone in eastern and southeastern Europe and western Russia. Here, Byzantine traditions, predominantly with respect to Orthodox Christianity and ecclesiastical organization, and in the associated culture of an imperial court with ecumenical pretensions, became firmly established and influenced the development of those cultures thereafter, and until the present day in certain respects. This influence was not restricted to the level of popular piety and Church structures or to palace culture and religious art; it affected also attitudes toward and definitions of power and the relationships between ruler and elite and between center and periphery. Although there have been few broadly comparative treatments from outside the specialist field (again, Mann and Runciman deserve mention as well as Skocpol and Gellner, all of whom approach the issue from very different perspectives and none of whom says very much on the question of Byzantine influence), a useful descriptive account of the issues by a specialist has appeared that serves as a good starting point for further comparative work.

The second case has to do with transition or transformation: where the Byzantine world impinges directly on the outside world, and especially upon the history of western medieval Europe, it has attracted greater attention. Thus, the period from the late fourth to the seventh century, during which the western Roman world was
transformed into the various “Germanic” successor kingdoms and during which the
Roman Empire in its supposedly traditional form finally disappeared, has attracted
some comparative historical discussion, in which broader issues are raised. Even
more explicitly, the period of the Crusades, and in particular the first to fourth
crusades (c. 1097–1204) during which Byzantine and western Christian cultures
came into direct and sometimes hostile contact, has been an important stimulus
to comparative work, both with respect to cultural history and in terms of political
structures and the social relationships underlying them. This has been most appar-
ent in the debate about whether or not Byzantium was ever “feudal” in the Western
sense, even if that sense has now also been challenged, but it has also affected other
aspects of the history of the Byzantine world.

Yet, in spite of these points of contact and areas of common interest, it is only
with some difficulty that I can present a critique of the preexisting literature on the
comparative situation and evolution of the Byzantine state, since there is so little
to discuss. Few specialists, for example, have attempted to look at the Byzantine
state either in the context of wider discussion of state formation and power or in
terms of its “dynamic,” in the way that, for example, Luttwak has attempted to do
for the Roman Empire in the period of the early Principate. In the present chapter,
therefore, I will attempt to sketch in what I think are the main structural features of
the development of the Byzantine state and the societies or social subsystems that
supported it, the relationship between “the state” as a set of institutions and a social
elite or elites, and the methods and degree of “exploitation” involved in their main-
tenance, and how these structures evolved and were transformed over time.

2. What Was “Byzantium”?

The name “Byzantium” is a convenient convention, coined by French scholars dur-
ing the seventeenth century to describe the Roman Empire in the East after the fifth
and sixth centuries. The western Roman Empire was already in the process of
transformation that was to produce the various barbarian successor kingdoms of
the Franks, Visigoths and Ostrogoths, Burgundi, and so forth. When exactly “Byz-
tantine” began and “late Roman” ended is a moot point. Some prefer to use the term
“Byzantine” for the eastern part of the Roman Empire from the time of Constan-
tine I, that is to say, from the 320s and 330s; others apply it to the eastern empire
from the late fifth or sixth century, especially from the reign of Justinian (527–565).
In either case, the term “Byzantine” legitimately covers the period commencing
with the late Roman era and is used to describe the history of the politics, society,
and culture of the medieval East Roman Empire until its demise at the hands of the
Ottomans in the fifteenth century.

It was a society of contrasts—a mass of rural and provincial peasant producers,
constituting perhaps 90 percent of the total population for most of its history, and
a few major urban centers, of which Constantinople itself—the Queen of Cities,
The Byzantine Empire—was by far the largest and the wealthiest, the seat of emperors, the focal point of literacy and elite culture. It was a sophisticated state, with a complex fiscal system supporting an army, navy, and administrative bureaucracy that was able to preserve the basic forms of the late ancient state well into the high middle ages. It was also the heartland of the Orthodox Church, and from the ninth century it became the center of a far-flung Christian cultural commonwealth and of a network of imitative polities stretching from the Balkans to the Russian principalities. It is represented in the sources, especially the written sources, and in the monuments and art it generated, through a complex political-theological system, in which the emperor was an autocratic ruler whose power derived directly from God and whose task it was on Earth to maintain order and harmony in imitation of the heavenly sphere. In consequence, ceremony and ritual were fundamental components both of court life, which itself was felt to act as an exemplar for the rest of society and the barbarian world, and of the Byzantine understanding of the world. Emperors were appointed by God, but emperors could be overthrown, and a successful usurper must, it was reasoned, have the support of God—even if men were unable at first to grasp the logic of His choice—otherwise he could not have met with success. God’s choice of a bad ruler and, by the same token, the occurrence of natural calamities and phenomena of all kinds, including defeats in battle or enemy attacks, were, as in the rest of the medieval world, interpreted as signs from God, usually of his displeasure. A seventh-century story records that the abbott of a monastery near Constantinople had a dream in which he was able to ask God if all rulers and tyrants were appointed by divine choice. The answer was in the affirmative. “Then why, O Lord,” replied the abbot, “did you send the wicked tyrant Phocas to rule over the Romans?” “Because I could find no one worse,” came the reply.15

Plagues, earthquakes, comets, wars, and other such phenomena were thus part of the relationship between the human and the divine and were acted upon accordingly. Disasters or political calamities were frequently taken as warnings that the Chosen People—the Christian Romans—had strayed from the path of righteousness and were to be brought back to it by appropriate action, so the search for a reason, or a scapegoat, usually followed. Such a logic underlay many important imperial initiatives, even if there were longer-term social and economic factors at work that determined the choice of a particular form of action or response. Such motives also lay behind the stress on Orthodoxy, “correct belief,” that is, correct interpretation of the Scriptures and the writings of the Fathers of the Church, so that many of the ecclesiastical-political conflicts within the Byzantine world, and thus between the Byzantine Church or government and the papacy, for example, were set off by conflicts begun over the issue of whether or not a particular imperial policy was accepted as Orthodox or not.

Given the length of its existence, it is clear that considerable changes in state organization, as well as in social and cultural values, took place over that time, so
that, while there are enough constants and continuities to make the use of one term for the whole social formation entirely legitimate, it is also true to say that in several respects the state and society of the fifteenth century bore little relationship to those of the sixth. This is particularly true of the social and economic relationships in Byzantine society and the vocabulary through which they were understood; it is even more so in the case of many of the state’s key administrative apparatuses.

The “Byzantines” actually called themselves Romans—*Romaioi*—and if they did use the words “Byzantium” or “Byzantine,” they were used (illustrative of the connections that learned Byzantines drew between their own culture and that of the ancient world) to describe the capital city of their empire, Constantinople, ancient Byzantion. The hallmarks of this culture were that it was Christian, that the language of the state and the dominant elite was Greek, and that its political ideology was founded on its identity with the Christian Roman empire of Constantine the Great. Much more important from the perspective of cultural self-identity, the literate Byzantine elite from the late eighth and ninth centuries located its roots in the late Roman world and regarded the classical inheritance in learning and literature—in a suitably Christian guise, naturally—as its own. The elite used this cultural capital to differentiate itself from the foreigner, barbarian, or outsider, as well as within Byzantine society to distinguish itself from the semiliterate or illiterate masses of rural and townsfolk.

In 1869, the historian William Lecky wrote:

> Of that Byzantine empire, the universal verdict of history is that it constitutes, without a single exception, the most thoroughly base and despicable form that civilisation has yet assumed. There has been no other enduring civilisation so absolutely destitute of all forms and elements of greatness, and none to which the epithet *mean* may be so emphatically applied…. The history of the empire is a monotonous story of the intrigues of priests, eunuchs, and women, of poisonings, of conspiracies, of uniform ingratitude.¹⁶

This image, which nicely reflects the morality and prejudices of the mid-Victorian world, has been remarkably resilient. Indeed, it lives on in some popular ideas about the Byzantine world, a combination of Victorian moralizing and Crusaders’ prejudices, and in the use of the adjective “Byzantine” in a pejorative sense. And there are some modern writers—for the most part, not professional historians—who have, consciously or not, transferred these prejudices to the world of contemporary scholarship, if not with respect to the “corrupt” Byzantine court, then in terms of a romantic, “orientalist” image of Byzantium that merely contributes to the continued obfuscation of the nature of Byzantine society and civilization. In the light of the evidence in the written sources, the Byzantine court was certainly no more corrupt, venal, or conspiracy ridden than any other medieval court in West or East. But it has taken a long time to deconstruct these attitudes. Historians working
within the western European tradition in particular have been victims, in this respect, of the nationalist and Eurocentric propaganda that arose in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and afterward and in the context of the evolving nationalist and rationalist attitudes of the age, by which northern and western European culture was credited with an integrity, sense of honor, and straightforwardness that the corrupt “orientalized” medieval Byzantine world (and also the Islamic world, consigned to the same fate) had lost.

Like any other political system, the East Roman Empire struggled throughout its existence to maintain its territorial integrity. Its greatest problem was posed by its geographical situation, always surrounded by potential or actual enemies: in the east, the Sasanid Persian Empire until the 620s, then the Islamic caliphates, and finally the Seljuk and Ottoman Turks; in the north, various groups of immigrant Slavs (6th–7th centuries), along with nomadic peoples such as the Avars, Bulgars, Chazars, Hungarians [Magyars], and Pechenegs; and, in Italy and the western coastal region of the Balkans, the Lombards and Franks and, later, both Saracens (from North Africa and Spain) and Normans (late 10th to mid-12th century). Finally, from the twelfth century, various Italian maritime powers vied in competing to maximize their influence over Byzantine emperors and territory. Overambitious (although sometimes initially very successful) plans to recover former imperial lands and a limited and relatively inflexible budgetary system were key structural constraints that affected the history of the empire. From the eleventh century, and especially from the late twelfth century, the empire’s economy was gradually overtaken by the rapidly expanding economies of western Europe and the Italian peninsula. The capture and sack of Constantinople by the Fourth Crusade in 1204 and the partition of its territory among a variety of Latin principalities and a Latin “empire,” a rump of the former Byzantine state, spelled the end of Byzantium as a serious international power. In spite of the re-establishment of an imperial state at Constantinople from 1261, the growth of Balkan powers such as the Serbian empire in the fourteenth century and the Ottomans in both Anatolia and the Balkans thereafter were to prevent any reassertion of Byzantine power in the region. By the time of its final absorption into the Ottoman state, the “empire” consisted of little more than Constantinople, some Aegean islands, and parts of the southern Peloponnese in Greece.

The history of Byzantium is not just the history of its political fortunes, of course. The evolution of Byzantine society, transformations in economic life, the relationship between urban centers and rural hinterlands, the constantly shifting apparatuses of the state’s fiscal and administrative machinery, the nature and development of Byzantine (Roman) law, the growth of ecclesiastical and monastic power, both in economic as well as in ideological terms, developments in forms and styles of visual representation, literature, architecture, and the sciences—all these elements are but part of a complex whole described by the term “Byzantine,” which this brief survey will introduce.
3. Evidence

The nature of the evidential base necessarily means that the student of the Byzantine world must exploit all types of available source material, from narrative histories written in the mould of Thucydides, via archaeology and a range of specialist-related disciplines such as epigraphy and sigillography (the study of lead seals, a particularly important source for the middle Byzantine period), to theological, liturgical, and dogmatic texts, state documents, official treatises, tax registers, private and public letters, diplomatic texts, acts and records of ecclesiastical councils, legal texts and laws, and so forth. Historians of the Byzantine world tend thus to become experts in many fields apart from that in which they are specifically interested, simply in order to extract the maximum benefit from the many varied types of source material, the use of each of which brings with its own specific methodological problems.

Apart from the chronicle literature and historiography of the period, which contains a great deal of relevant information—narrative accounts of battles and campaigns, occasionally by eyewitnesses or those who had spoke with or had access to eyewitnesses and their reports—there are several classes of evidence for the administration and organization of the state and government at its many levels of activity. Lead seals provide a particularly rich source of information for the administrative structures of the Byzantine state, since, between the seventh and the eleventh century especially, most officials, even quite humble ones, had seals bearing their name and/or their title(s) and rank, which they attached to official documents or correspondence. Equally important are the semi-official lists of court precedence of the ninth and tenth centuries, drawn up by palace officers to determine who sat where at imperial receptions and including fairly elaborate descriptions of the various administrative departments of central and provincial administration. Specialist texts dealing with military organization, taxation, and the law and justice also exist, as well as texts on imperial and religious ceremony and ritual. Hagiographical and related writings represent a particularly important source, since they can reflect popular and unofficial views and attitudes in a way less open to works that are conceived as belonging to the genre of historiography and chronography. Saints’ lives and related collections of miracles have regularly been used by historians to shed light on Byzantine society and institutions, as well as beliefs and everyday life. But they are also a dangerous source, since they are always informed by a clear ideological program—representing the saint or chief character in the best possible light, encouraging the reader or listener to imitate the piety and spiritual purity of the protagonists as far as they were able, and imbued in consequence with sets of values, implicit and explicit, which invariably meant the introduction of a strongly interpretative element by the writer or compiler. Hagiographies were a widely used type of literature, both read by individuals and groups and listened to by even larger numbers of people, in churches or monasteries, for example. Nevertheless, used with caution, they can be of great value in helping to answer some of the questions in which we are interested in this volume.
There are many other types of written source material, of course. Theological writings, the letters of churchmen or monks, and the acts of Church councils provide valuable insights into attitudes as well as structures, and private letters and diplomatic documents all are essential to understanding how Byzantine state and society worked on a day-to-day basis. Beyond written sources, the evidence of archaeology is crucial in the development of an understanding of Byzantine material culture, urbanism, and village and rural life, as well as issues of settlement pattern, land use and demography, and other issues. Indeed, the archaeology of settlement has proved vital in challenging the picture of urban and rural development to be read from the written sources, since it offers evidence of a diversity of levels of development, of function, and of regional variation that provides a much more complex but at the same time much more helpful insight into social, cultural, and economic evolution. Numismatics, not strictly “archaeological,” is a crucial aspect of the study of material culture and the economy, of course, and can tell us a great deal about such diverse matters as symbolism and iconography, market and commercial exchange, the government’s fiscal system, and the process of wealth accumulation and redistribution, and so forth. The range of sources is, therefore, very broad, and the historian needs always to work with a broad range of materials if any meaningful composite picture of Byzantine society and culture is to be developed. In the essay that follows, I have drawn on as wide a range of materials as possible through the relevant modern literature. Those who wish to pursue specific issues of source analysis and use should pursue those questions through the works I have cited.

4. Physical Context

The Byzantine Empire straddled the Balkan peninsula and Asia Minor. After the collapse of Roman power following the Arab attacks and conquests of the years 634—650, it was an empire reduced to a rump of its former self. By the year 700, all its North African and western Mediterranean provinces had also been lost, with the possible exception of a tenuous Roman presence in the Balearics. Yet, the regions it retained were among the least wealthy of its former provinces, among which Egypt had contributed as the most productive, the main source of grain for Constantinople, and a major source of the state’s tax income. From figures given by a range of late Roman sources for the eastern half of the empire (thus excluding Italy and Africa, which anyway contributed only one-eighth or so of the total), it has been calculated that Egypt contributed something like one-third of the state income (both gold and grain) derived from the prefectures of Oriens and Illyricum together; that the dioceses of Asiana, Pontica, Macedonia, and Oriens together contributed about four-fifths of the gold revenue, with Pontica and Oriens (which included the frontier regions and their hinterlands) providing a further proportion—more than 50 percent—of the grain levied for the army. Comparing these figures with more detailed budgetary details from the sixteenth-century Ottoman records, one observes that the income of the Balkan region up to the Danube and that of Ottoman Anatolia
were very approximately equal. While there are some disparities in coverage between these regions in their late Roman and Ottoman forms, this gives a crude idea of the relative economic value of the two regions. In the late Roman period, however, the bulk of the state’s income outside Egypt had been derived from the rich provinces of Syria, Mesopotamia, Euphratensis, Osrhoene, Phoenicia, Palestine, and Cilicia, all lost after the 640s and only partially, in their northern perimeter, recovered in the tenth century. With the loss of Egypt and these eastern provinces, therefore, and with effective control over all but the coastal periphery of much of the southern Balkans lost during the late sixth and first half of the seventh centuries, the overall income of the state collapsed to a fraction of the sixth-century figure: one figure plausibly suggested is that it was reduced to a quarter. In order fully to appreciate the economic and political history of the Byzantine world, some knowledge of its physical geography is necessary; the following descriptive section is intended to summarize the main points.

4.1. Anatolia

During the late Roman period (fourth to early seventh centuries), Anatolia was divided into some twenty-four provinces. These provinces were in turn grouped into dioceses under vicarii, those of Asia Minor belonging chiefly to the dioceses of Pontica and Asiana, partly to that of Oriens. The whole formed part of the praetorian prefecture of the East, with its headquarters at Constantinople, a massive administrative circumscription that included all of the Middle Eastern districts of the empire with Egypt and parts of North Africa, as well as the European provinces of Thrace, Haemimontus, and Rhodope (modern Turkey in Europe, with parts of southeastern Bulgaria and northeastern Greece).

The most densely settled regions were the narrow coastal plains in the north and south and the much broader plains of the Aegean region, dissected by the western foothills of the central plateau, which run from east to west. Urban settlements were concentrated in these areas, although there were other groups of cities in certain inland regions with more sheltered climatic conditions than the central plateau and the eastern mountains usually afforded. Land use throughout the medieval period and into modern times was predominantly pastoral on the plateau, with the cultivation of cereals, vegetables, vines, and olives dominating the fertile coastal regions. All cities depended upon their agricultural hinterlands for their economic survival, although those with good harbor facilities or other access to the coast were also centers of long-distance as well as local trade and exchange.

Politically and militarily, Anatolia was at peace throughout the Roman period and until the beginning of the seventh century, except for the existence of brigandage in less accessible regions such as Isauria and the brief civil wars of the late fifth century, which involved both this region and parts of western Anatolia.

Culturally, Anatolia remained always a region of diversity. By the late sixth century, most of the non-Greek indigenous languages had died out (e.g., Isaurian,
Galatian, Lycian), except for Armenian and some related dialects in the northeast, although there is some slight evidence that certain languages survived for longer in the more isolated regions. Greek dominated, although a wide range of dialect forms seems to have developed, some of which still survive (although no longer in Turkey: Pontic Greek, for example, which moved with its refugee speakers, expelled during the 1923 exchange of populations between Greece and Turkey).

In theory, a uniform Christian faith dominated, but in practice local variations, often bordering on the heretical, marked out many districts. There is evidence from the late seventh century for the existence of several heretical sects of a dualist nature, most important among which were the Paulicians of the eastern mountain region (centered around modern Divri), who, in the ninth century, and with military and financial assistance from the caliphate, posed a serious threat to the unity of the state until they were crushed by the emperor Basil I (867–886). During the iconoclastic period (eighth–ninth centuries), the various regions took different sides, although this represents local vested interests and political opportunism, rather than religious affiliations.

In its efforts both to cope with demographic and fiscal problems and to eradicate religious opposition, the state often transferred populations from one area to another. Anatolia thus gained from the import of Slav and other Balkan groups, while southeast Europe received heretical groups that brought with them dualist ideas and stimulated the growth of heterodox beliefs such as Bogomilism in Bulgaria during the tenth and eleventh centuries. During the eleventh century and after, there was a large-scale migration of Syrians and especially Armenians into southwestern Asia Minor, partly a result of imperial expansion eastward in the tenth century, partly a result of the Seljuq threat in the middle of the eleventh century.

With the arrival of the Seljuq Turks in the 1060s, the defeat of the imperial army at the battle of Mantzikert in 1071, and the ensuing internal factionalism and dissension, much of eastern and central Asia Minor fell under Turkish sway; although imperial efforts to recover some of the lost regions met with partial success during the reigns of Alexios I (1081–1118) (and with the assistance of the armies of the First Crusade) and his successors John II and Manuel I—up to 1180—lack of resources and the strength of Turk resistance meant that by the end of the twelfth century the empire was effectively confined to the northern and southern littorals and the western coastal plains of the region. During the period of the Latin empire (1204–1261), the successor empire of Nicaea was able to reassert imperial control to a degree, in western Anatolia; but after the restoration of an imperial Byzantine state at Constantinople in 1261, priorities shifted away from this frontier, and Turkish groups under the leadership of a variety of warlords and clans reduced imperial possessions to a few coastal enclaves and fortified centers. By the early fourteenth century, Byzantine control over Asia Minor had effectively withered away.
4.2. The Balkans

The Balkan peninsula is a region dominated by mountain systems, and, although not particularly high, these cover some 66 percent of the surface area. The main formations are those of the Dinaric Alps, which push down from the western Balkan region in a southeasterly direction and which, in the Pindos range, dominate western and central Greece. Extensions and spurs of these mountains dominate southern Greece and the Peloponnese. The Balkan range itself (Turk. balqan, “densely wooded mountain”; Gk. Haimos) lies north of Greece, extending east from the Morava for about 550 km as far as the Black Sea coast, but the Rhodope range forms an arc running down from this range through Macedonia toward the plain of Thrace. The coastal and riverine plains are in consequence relatively limited in extent, and, together with the very marked climatic variations between coastal, Mediterranean-type conditions and inland/highland, continental-type conditions, present a very accentuated settlement pattern consisting in a series of fragmented geopolitical entities, separated by ridges of highlands, fanning out along river valleys toward the coastal areas.

The history of the region has been heavily marked by this structure; in spite of the administrative unity and the relatively effective fiscal and military administration of the late Roman and Byzantine states, they still had to function in a geophysical context in which communications were particularly difficult and economic relationships were of a specific type. In particular, the southern Balkan peninsula has no obvious geographical focal point. The main cities in the medieval period were Thessaloniki and Constantinople, yet these were peripheral to the peninsula and its fragmented landscape. The degree and depth of Byzantine political control during the middle ages is clearly reflected in this. In the Rhodope mountains, perhaps the most inaccessible of those mentioned, as well as in the Pindus range, state authority, whether Byzantine or Ottoman, always remained a rather distant factor in the lives of the inhabitants. These were regions in which paganism and heresy could survive with little interference or control from a central government or Church establishment.

This geophysical structure also affects land use. The highland regions are dominated by forest and woodland; the lower foothills are dominated by woodland, scrub, and rough pasturage. Only the plains of Thessaly and Macedonia offer the possibility of extensive arable exploitation; the riverine plains and the coastal strips associated with them (such as the region about the Gulfs of Argos and Corinth, much more limited in extent) present a similar but more restricted potential. These are the regions where orchards, as well as viticulture and oleoculture, are chiefly located. Inevitably, the pattern of settlement, of both large urban centers and rural communities, is largely determined by these features.

Finally, the relationship between this landscape of mountains, gulfs, and valleys on the one hand and the sea on the other is fundamental to the cultural, as well as the political and military, history of Greece. The sea surrounds Greece except along
its northern bounds, and the extended coastline, including gulfs such as those of Corinth or Thessaloniki, which penetrate deep into the interior, serves as a means of communication with surrounding areas such that even interior districts of the Balkans often share in the Mediterranean cultural world outside. The sea was also a source of danger: seaborne access from the west, from the south, or from the north-east via the Black Sea made Greece and the Peloponnese particularly vulnerable to invasion and dislocation. Once again, the political geography of this part of the Byzantine world plays a very specific role in its general historical evolution.

5. Introductory Description

The Roman state from the late fourth to the mid-seventh century was structured as a hierarchy of administrative levels, headed by the emperor. The latter was both a figurehead of great symbolic importance, since he was perceived as God’s representative on Earth, and a practical ruler actively involved in every aspect of government, surrounded by a palatine and household apparatus that was the center of imperial administration. Civil and fiscal power was delegated from the emperor to progressively lower levels of this pyramidal system, first to the so-called praetorian prefects, whose prefectures were the largest territorial circumscriptions in the state; then on to the dioeceses or dioceses, into which each prefecture was further divided and which had a predominantly fiscal aspect. The dioceses were divided into provinciae or provinces, territorial units of fiscal and judicial administration, and these were further divided into self-governing poleis or civitates, the cities, each with its territorium or hinterland. Cities were the basic tax-collecting units, and the leading landowners of the cities were responsible for collecting taxes of varying sorts, assessed on a yearly basis according to estimates of state budgetary requirements for the year ahead. This pattern was slowly transformed after the third century, and, by the middle of the sixth century, the state intervened directly to ensure that taxes were properly assessed and collected. The late Roman state was thus a complex bureaucracy, rooted in and imposed upon a series of overlapping social formations structured by local variations on essentially the same economic basis across the whole central and east Mediterranean and Balkan world. Social and political tensions were exacerbated by several factors: religious divisions between different Christian creeds, which had also a regional pattern; local economic conditions, especially in the poorer regions of the Balkans; and the burden placed upon the tax-paying population—again varying strongly by region—as a result of the state’s needs with respect to its administrative apparatus and, in particular, its armies. All these elements were in turn affected by periodic shifts in imperial religious policy, which reflected both the power politics of the court and the convictions of individual rulers.20

While agrarian production dominated the economy, the cities were the homes of a literate elite of landowners (although, in the less heavily urbanized regions,
ranch-like country estates with fortified villas could be found), many of whom were members of what is loosely dubbed the “senatorial aristocracy.” Social status was largely determined by whether one had held an active post in the imperial bureaucracy and at what level, that is, by one’s relationship to the system of imperial titles and precedence, access to which was determined largely, but not exclusively, by family wealth and kinship, although regional variations were marked.

The Church and the theological system it represented (from the late fourth century the official religion of the Roman state and, probably by the mid-sixth century, the majority religion within the empire) played a central role in the economy of the Roman world—it was a major landowner—as well as in imperial politics, in influencing the moral and ethical system of the Roman world, and in directing imperial religious policy. Emperors were inextricably involved in the conflicts generated by theological disagreements, given the prevailing view that the emperor was chosen by God, that he had to be Orthodox, and that his role was to defend the interests of Orthodoxy and the Roman, that is, Christian, oikoumenê (the inhabited, civilized — Roman — world). Yet there were a number of paradoxes in the ways in which the role of the Christian Church affected East Roman culture, for there was no single and universally agreed theology; fundamental differences emerged during the fourth and fifth centuries that led to real splits in interpretation and liturgical practice, and, since these also took on a regional aspect, the result was a geographical regionalization of creed and belief. Two opposed interpretative theologies dominated: monophysitism (the doctrine of a single divine nature), which understood the Trinity as entirely divine, so that Christ could not be understood as being in any way human, thus could not have died on the cross and been resurrected, and dyophysitism (the doctrine of a dual nature, human and divine), according to which the Trinity could indeed be all things at all times, in a combination of essences beyond human understanding. Egypt, much of Syria, and Armenia became predominantly “monophysite” (although with substantial pools of dyophysitism in Palestine and the Lebanon, for example), while Asia Minor, the Balkans, and the west were dyophysite. And while these divisions were not responsible for the geopolitical divisions that developed thereafter within the empire, they certainly played an important role and contributed to the religious as well as the political map of the Near and Middle East thereafter.

All these structures underwent a series of important transformations between the late sixth and the early ninth century. In spite of the problems faced by the eastern half of the empire in the middle and late fifth century, its greater structural cohesiveness and flexibility enabled it to survive both external attacks and the disruption of economic and trading patterns. It was also able during the sixth century to take the offensive and to recover large regions that had been lost to invaders or settlers. Thus, the East Roman state in the early 630s still embraced North Africa, Egypt, modern Syria, western Iraq, and western Jordan, along with the Lebanon and Palestine, Anatolia, much of the Balkans, Sicily, Sardinia, and considerable areas of
Italy, although its Italian holdings had been reduced by the Lombards. Most of the Balkans was out of effective central control and was dominated by Slav or other invaders. The cost of this sixth-century imperialism was very great, however, and when, in the 630s, the Arabs emerged from the Arabian peninsula under the banner of Islam and the holy war, imperial resistance was little more than token. By 642, all of Egypt and the Middle Eastern provinces had been lost, Arab forces had penetrated deep into Asia Minor and Libya, and imperial forces had been withdrawn into Asia Minor, to be settled across the provinces of the region as the only available means of supporting them. Within a relatively short period, the East Roman state lost some 50 percent of its area and 75 percent of its resources. This induced radical changes on an administrative system and government that still had to maintain and equip a considerable army and an effective fiscal organization if it was to survive.21 While many of the developments that led to this transformation were in train long before the seventh-century crisis, it was these developments that brought things to a head.

All areas of social, cultural, and economic life were affected. The devastation, abandonment, shrinkage, or displacement of many cities in Asia Minor as a result of invasions and raids, especially from the 640s but also during the period of the Persian wars (602–626), combined with the fact that, by the late sixth century, the function of cities in the state fiscal system was already changing, encouraged the state to move its fiscal attention to the village community, which became the main unit of assessment by the late seventh century. There occurred a “ruralization” of society.22 This picture was further affected by the preeminent position taken by Constantinople in these changed conditions. The establishment of the new imperial capital in the year 330, on the site of the ancient city of Byzantion, with the imperial court, a senate, and all the social, economic, and administrative consequences, had far-reaching consequences for the pattern of exchange and movement of goods in the Aegean and east Mediterranean basin.23

The social elite was transformed. The so-called senatorial aristocracy of the late Roman period, itself only recently formed from the ranks of the imperial bureaucracy and service aristocracy brought into existence during the fourth century,24 was replaced by a narrower elite of what appear at first glance to be largely “new men” selected by the emperors on a more obviously meritocratic basis. But this group undoubtedly included substantial numbers of the older elite, especially in the central departments of state and fiscal administration in and around the capital, although the sources tell us very little on this point. And, by the same token, many of the provincial establishment who now became prominent derived from the less well-known middling ranks of provincial landowners and officials of the preceding centuries. Whatever their origins, however, members of the imperial administrative and military hierarchy of the state were initially heavily dependent upon the emperor and upon imperially sponsored positions.25 But, as a result of its increasing grip on state positions and the lands it accrued through the rewards attached to
such service, this elite soon turned into an aristocracy. During the eighth and ninth centuries, it was still very dependent on the state; during the tenth and especially the eleventh centuries, it became both increasingly independent and more self-aware as a social elite. The state had to compete directly with a social class whose enormous landed wealth and entrenched position in the apparatuses of the state meant that it posed a real threat to central control of fiscal resources.26

The events of the seventh century had two further results. In the first place, there took place a reassertion of central state power over late Roman tendencies to decentralization. The hierarchy of administrative levels remained but was simplified and leveled somewhat, with the emperors exercising more direct control over the appointment of senior posts and the management of key areas of state policy, especially fiscal and military affairs. The state was both limited by, and in its turn partly defined, the nature of key economic relationships. This is exemplified in the issue and circulation of coin, the basic mechanism through which the state converted agricultural produce into transferable fiscal resources. Coin was issued chiefly to oil the wheels of the state machinery and to reward the imperial bureaucracy and senior military cadres; wealth was appropriated and consumed through a redistributive fiscal mechanism. The state issued gold in the form of salaries and largesse to its bureaucracy and armies, which exchanged a substantial portion thereof for goods and services in maintaining themselves. The state could thus collect much of the coin it put into circulation through tax, the more so since fiscal policy generally demanded tax in gold and offered change in bronze. Considerable sums of gold coin remained in private hands, however, thus contributing to the continuance of a substantially monetized economy even in periods of considerable financial and economic dislocation. There were periods when this system was constrained by circumstances, resulting in ad hoc arrangements for supplying soldiers and raising tax in kind, for example (as in the late seventh century), and it also varied by region. But in a society in which social status and advancement (including the self-identity of the aristocracy) were connected with the state, these arrangements considerably hindered economic activity not directly connected with the state’s activities. The continued power and attraction of the imperial establishment at Constantinople, with its court and hierarchical system of precedence, as well as the highly centralized fiscal administrative structure, consumed the whole attention of the Byzantine elite, hindering the evolution of a more highly localized aristocracy that might otherwise have invested in the economy and society of its own localities and towns, rather than in the imperial system.27

In the second place, the empire was confined almost entirely to its “dyophysite” regions. The subjects of the Byzantine Empire were henceforth the Orthodox; the majority of eastern Christians outside the political bounds of the empire—with some exceptions in Palestine, for example—were seen either as heretics or dangerously close to heresy (and the same applied in reverse, of course; indeed, the monophysite view within the former eastern provinces was that the empire had been
punished for its lack of Orthodoxy by the Islamic conquests). But this also had the effect of consolidating the “imperial church” within the empire and increasing the identification—completed by the late Byzantine period—of imperial with Orthodoxy (and eventually with Greek and what was later to evolve as a form of Greek nationalism). There evolved an eastern “Orthodox” identity with empire that served as an important focus for resistance to outside cultural as well as political influence and that became a crucial factor in the way Byzantines responded to the economic as well as the cultural influence of the West from the eighth century on.

6. Resources and Competition

The evolution of the Byzantine state was determined by many interlinking factors. One way to approach its history is to look at the issue of resources and power, in other words, in particular, how were resources exploited and controlled, and by whom, and how were the products of those resources distributed across the social formation as a whole at different times? How much of the wealth produced in the different sectors of the economy—agrarian, pastoral, commercial—could be taken in the form of rent and tax or indirectly, in skills, services, and labor?

Resources consisted of agricultural and pastoral produce, ores and other raw materials, labor, and skills and knowledge. The crucial issue for the central government was maintaining enough control over those resources to ensure its own continued existence; the structural evolution of taxation and the apparatus of fiscal exploitation illustrates this quite clearly, and from this standpoint, the history of the empire as a political entity can be summed up in terms of the ways through which this aim was achieved. In particular, this means a discussion of the fact that, throughout its long history, the central government had always to compete with others—the senatorial landowning elite, the middle and late Byzantine aristocracy, foreign merchants—over these resources, which were, of course, finite. The importance of that tension reveals itself very clearly in the internal political history of the empire, and the instrumental means by which one set of interests or another within the leading elements of East Roman society gained or lost its predominance are reflected in the history of both fiscal policies and civil conflict.

Looking at the conflicts that thus arose offers particularly useful insights into the ways in which the Byzantine state actually worked and under what conditions centralized state power and authority are likely to break down. In modern industrialized societies, for example, taxation is the means whereby the state redistributes surplus value that has already been produced and distributed across society among both the owners or controllers of productive resources in land and labor power and those who sell their labor power in return for a wage or salary. In premodern societies, in contrast, surplus appropriation can take place only through rent or tax, in their various forms; the processes involved necessarily reflect the direct contact between state or dominant elite and tax- or rent-payers. In both cases, the nature
of the social and economic tensions between those who do the appropriating and those who do the producing is determined by two features: competition over the distribution of resources between the potentially antagonistic elements in this equation and the forms taken by tax and rent, through which surplus is appropriated in the first place.

Both state centers and ruling elites in premodern formations thus have an equally powerful vested interest in the maintenance of those social and economic relations to which they owe their position. The state (as embodied in a central or ruling establishment) must appropriate any surplus itself or ensure that an adequate portion of such a surplus is passed on to it to be certain of survival. But there has historically always been a tendency for the functionaries entrusted with these duties to evolve, however gradually, their own independent power bases, thus representing a competitor with the state for resources. The relationship between the ruler or ruling elite and those who actually appropriate a surplus on their behalf is, in consequence, always contradictory and potentially antagonistic because, as indicated, dominant socioeconomic groups and states function at the same level of primary appropriation, since there is no real difference, except in scale and administrative organization, between the extraction of tax and that of rent, whatever the form it takes. The “antagonism” was, of course, a structural antagonism; it need not necessarily be expressed through any awareness on the part of the individuals or groups in question. Furthermore, this relationship is generally not a simple one-to-one equation; the state may be embodied in a particular power elite, which may or may not originate in a dominant social class or aristocracy, for example, so that a whole complex of interwoven social, economic, and political vested interests is involved. But the ability of the state to extract surplus depends ultimately upon its power to limit the economic and political strength of such potentially competing groups. The only real way to achieve this has been to create, or attempt to create, a totally loyal, because totally dependent, administrative group, a bureaucracy that is identified entirely with the interests of the central establishment, such as the Ottoman kapikulları or the earlier Mamluk elite. Byzantine emperors were able to achieve this for a while (although they may not have had this intention) by the circumstances peculiar to the second half of the seventh century. But, in the longer term, this structured relationship was central both to the failure of the Byzantine state to resist economic challenges from elsewhere and to the success of the Italian commercial republics with respect to their own social and economic organization.

But the history of the structures of the state—taxation, military organization, justice, the palatine administration, and so forth—represent only one aspect of a more complex whole, and we must not forget that the individuals who in groups or by themselves acted as agents in this scheme of things also functioned within a field of cultural activities, through which they expressed themselves in language and through which they established and defended their own individual identities as members of a wider society. Literature and visual representation of all types, religious and secular
buildings, all contributed to the perceived environment inhabited by the subjects of the Byzantine emperor, as well as of the emperor himself. The importance of this becomes apparent when such perceptions directly impinge on political actions and cultural responses to change. In this respect, Runciman’s theory of the competitive selection of social practices can usefully inform explanations of change over time. In essence, the approach he has outlined is intended to enable discussion of general social evolution within the context of detailed conclusions reached by specialists across a wide range of historical cultures. The essence of this approach is, quite simply, that it is social practices, which are themselves constitutive of the roles through which social formations are defined, that are adopted—selected—according to circumstances. These social practices, and hence the modes of social and political organization that they represent, survive or not according to their functional effectiveness in competition with other sets of practices. Social practices evolve in response to specific internal and external pressures or other structural tensions, and those practices that evolve in ways that confer on their bearers an advantage at one or more levels of social organization will, should they compete with less functionally effective modes of social organization, contribute to the eradication or extinction of the latter. It is the historian’s task to determine explanations for the development and transformation of such sets of practices, for how and why they bestow differential competitive advantages in different historical contexts. Microhistorical analysis can thus inform macrohistorical explanation in a fruitful collaboration.29

For resources can also be reckoned in terms of cultural attitudes and “ideologies,” since these too have an instrumental input into the ways in which a culture appropriates its physical environment and responds to political situations. As the empire’s political situation stabilized following the nadir of the seventh and early eighth centuries, for example, so a more diverse culture began to evolve, as various genres of late Roman and Hellenistic literature were revived, albeit in a clearly Byzantine form, while “classical” motifs in visual art also made their appearance. And, together with this revival of learning and literature, there evolved also a heightened consciousness of the differences between the educated and literate and those who were not, a consciousness that was represented especially strongly within the bureaucratic and ecclesiastical establishment at Constantinople. The educated writers of the ninth century were only beginning to grapple with this heritage and to make it their own again. By the middle of the eleventh century, the revival of interest in classical literature and style was characteristic of the Byzantine social elite. The diglossy that had haunted the Greek-speaking world from the first century B.C.E. by which the spoken demotic Greek of ordinary everyday life was distinguished from a literary and somewhat artificial and archaizing form of the language was reinforced by this process, of course. An accurate use of archaic Attic Greek when writing, combined with a thorough knowledge of classical mythology and rhetorical methods as well as the established canon of Christian writers, was the hallmark of the educated Byzantine, through which she or he was differentiated from the functionally
literate clerk or village priest as well as the illiterate mass of the population. Choice of theme and topic reflected not just the writer’s educational attainment and classical knowledge, however, but also a strategy for reinforcing the point of the topic about which the author was writing. The deliberate exploitation by historians and chroniclers of material from ancient texts, often incorporated almost verbatim, was part of this picture, for the selection of material was dictated also by what was considered appropriate as much as by what actually happened. Choice of language in speaking or in writing thus became a matter of cultural politics. It is no coincidence that the highly educated composer of a group of twelfth-century satirical poems set in Constantinople, chose to set his verse down in a demotic form of the language, rather than in the classical form with which he was thoroughly familiar.30

But political expansion, military success, and the confidence engendered by the empire’s dominant position in the east Mediterranean region in the first half of the eleventh century also led to an increasing cultural arrogance about Byzantine superiority, in which the culture and character of non-Byzantines were treated with an increasing element of contempt. This is not universally so, but it is clear enough in a substantial amount of the writing of the period. This is especially true of attitudes toward the “Latins,” attitudes that had an instrumental effect on Byzantines’ abilities to comprehend and respond to Western economic and military growth. Until the ninth and early tenth centuries, and in spite of the power of the Frankish empire, there had been no serious rivals either to Byzantine ideological claims or to Byzantine cultural achievements. As the tenth century drew on, it became clear that the medieval West was in fact a region of great economic, social, and, above all, military dynamism, a dynamism that the Byzantines had to confront in the eleventh century in the form of the Normans in particular but equally, in terms of both economic and political power, in the shape of the Italian merchant cities. Stereotypes of the barbarous Westerner became common. The political and military success of these “barbarians” began to be seen as a serious threat to imperial power, and, as Western cultural attitudes challenged the assumptions of the Greek-speaking Byzantine elite and their values, so fear gave such caricatures an added edge. Traditional suspicion of Western liturgical and other religious practices, of the papacy and its claims, all now combined to blind most Byzantines to the political realities of “Latin” power and potential and to encourage a xenophobia and hostility that were, through the direct confrontation of these two halves of the Christian world in the events of the Crusades, to lead to massive and irreversible mutual misunderstandings and hatred. The sack of Constantinople and the fourth crusade in 1203–1204 were symptoms as well as results of these developments.31

7. Modes of Exploitation

A fundamental principle of late Roman and Byzantine taxation was to ensure the maximization of exploitation and hence of revenues. Tax was assessed according to a
formula tying land, determined by area, quality, and type of crop, to labor power, a formula referred to as the *capitatio-iugatio* system. Land that was not exploited, either by agriculture or for pasturage, was not taxed directly. The tax burden was reassessed at intervals, originally in cycles of five, then of fifteen years, although in practice it took place far more irregularly. Maximization of income was achieved in the late Roman period by a system under which land registered for taxation but not cultivated was attributed for assessment to neighboring landlords, a process known as *adiectio sterilium*. From the seventh or eighth centuries, a number of changes were introduced. Each tax unit was expected to produce a fixed revenue, distributed across the taxpayers, who were as a body responsible for deficits, which they shared. The tax unit—the community, in effect—was jointly responsible for the payments due from lands that belonged to their tax unit but were not farmed, for whatever reason. Remissions of tax could be requested or bestowed to compensate for such burdens, but if the community took over and farmed the land for which it had been responsible, it had also to pay the deficits incurred by the remission. As noted already, the cities lost their role as crucial intermediaries in the levying of taxation, which was now devolved for the most part upon imperial officials of the provinces and upon the village community.32

Money in the form of coin had always played a central role in the economy of the Roman world. But its function and centrality varied across time. The financial crisis faced by the Roman government in the late third and early fourth centuries had forced the state to introduce alternative and more effective means of paying its armies and administration, and payment in kind, or rations, became a standard means of achieving this. During the late fifth and sixth centuries, in the East, the preeminent position of coinage was reasserted, following a series of important minting reforms, but the seventh-century changes saw this position challenged once more. Coinage was issued to oil the wheels of the state machinery and to pay the considerable salaries of the state administration and army, and, as noted earlier, wealth was appropriated and consumed through a redistributive fiscal mechanism. The state collected as much of its revenue as it could in gold coin; fiscal policy generally demanded tax in gold and offered change in bronze.33 Vast amounts of gold remained in nonstate hands, however, as the evidence of coin hoards, on the one hand, and the continued payment of the state administration with gold throughout the period demonstrate. During the second half of the seventh and the first half of the eighth centuries, this system was constrained by circumstances, so that a large proportion of the state’s requirements for its army and administration was raised chiefly but by no means exclusively (since the administrative and military hierarchy continued to receive substantial salaries in gold coin) in kind. There always remained strong regional as well as chronological variations: areas in which urban or rural markets existed and were secure from hostile attack, such as the metropolitan regions around Constantinople, were generally supplied not only with gold but also with bronze coinage, for example, in contrast to what appears to have been the
situation in the provinces away from the capital. Such constraints had always operated in remoter localities or areas where the activities of the state did not promote such monetized activity, as in Anatolia after the cutting back of the state postal and transport service in the 530s, for example, and they continued to operate thereafter, affected from time to time by the particular historical situation. By the same token, the pressure exerted by the state elite in the use of this coinage for investment and purchases at all levels meant an extremely high degree of monetization across the empire’s territories, although the extent of the availability of the non-precious-metal coinage on the one hand and its value against gold (and silver) on the other determined the extent to which the less wealthy in society could access market relations without resorting to means such as credit or barter; indeed, it has been argued that extensive credit arrangements were also in place, permitting the transfer of values without the direct transfer of coin. Even if the pattern was in places uneven, fluctuating dramatically at times according to local circumstances, the presence of the army, and local patterns of agrarian production and levels of output, economic life was generally highly monetized.34

The Roman and Byzantine system worked as it did because it was a plurimetallic system: a base metal coinage of account was available through which day-to-day exchanges could be carried out, which functioned because it usually had a stable rate of exchange with the precious metal coinage. When this broke down, price inflation usually followed, accompanied by a move from the extraction of taxes in cash to one in kind (with all the implications for economic relations and activity which that entails); this was the case in the third and into the fourth centuries and in the late seventh and part of the eighth centuries.

The government faced two main problems. To begin with, it had to estimate how much gold coinage should be produced to maintain the cycle of redistribution through taxation. In the second place, it needed to know how much bronze coinage was required to facilitate this cycle at the lower level. In the first case, there are several historical examples showing the effects of a shortage of gold: Procopius and John Lydus note that the closure of the postal stations on many of the routes operated by the *cursus publicus* deprived local producers of a market for their goods and thus of the gold with which to pay their taxes. A situation similar to that described by Lydus and Procopius affected the rural population of the provinces during the 760s, when the emperor Constantine V seems deliberately to have restricted the circulation of gold but demanded tax payments in coin, thus forcing the producers to sell their crops at artificially deflated prices, and there are other examples from the following centuries.35 And the fate of the base metal coinage contrasts with the relatively constant rate of production and gold content of the precious-metal coinage from the middle of the seventh to the ninth century and beyond. The history of the Byzantine coinage during this period is certainly complex, involving considerable variations in the weight and style of the bronze issues, with several changes introduced by successive rulers, the (re)introduction of a silver coinage linking the gold
and bronze denominations under Leo III (which adversely affected the production of fractional gold denominations), and substantial reforms and stabilization of the bronze under Leo IV and, later, as noted earlier, under Michael II and Theophilos.

The most important change in fiscal arrangements that took place after the seventh century seems to have been the introduction of a distributive tax assessment, according to which the annual assessment was based on the capacity of the producers to pay, rather than on a flat rate determined by the demands of the state budget. This involved, of course, accurate records and statements of property, and one important result was that the Byzantine Empire evolved one of the most advanced land-registration and fiscal-assessment systems of the medieval world, as well as one of the most sophisticated bureaucracies for administering it. It also appears to have been associated with the ending of the connection between the land tax and the poll tax; instead of a combined *captatio-iugatio* assessment, the land tax, or *kanon*, was now assessed as a separate item, with the replacement for the poll tax, known as the *kapnikon*, or “hearth” tax, raised on each household. These changes may not have happened overnight, and there is no imperial legislation to give us a clue as to when and how they occurred, but they had been completed by the middle of the ninth century, and probably long before.

The regular taxation of land was supplemented by a wide range of extraordinary taxes and corvées, noted already, including obligations to provide hospitality for soldiers and officials, maintain roads, bridges, fortifications; and deliver and/or produce a wide range of requirements such as charcoal or wood. These continued unbroken into the middle and late Byzantine periods, although their Latin names were mostly replaced with Greek or Hellenized equivalents. But certain types of landed property were always exempt from many of these extra taxes, in particular the land owned or held by soldiers and that held by persons registered in the service of the public post, in both cases because of traditional favored conditions of service and because they depended to a degree on their property for the carrying out of their duties (see later discussion of soldiers). Although the basic land tax and the accompanying hearth tax now became the fundamental elements of the tax system, it was complicated by the addition of a vast range of extra and incidental impositions; quite apart from the extraordinary taxes in kind or services mentioned already, government tax officials began to add more and more extras to their demands, in the form of fees for their services and demands for hospitality (which could then be commuted for money), so that the system became immensely ramified. During the second half of the eleventh century, depreciation of the precious-metal coinage combined with bureaucratic corruption led to the near-collapse of the system.36

Fundamental changes were not made until the early twelfth century, when inflationary pressures and the complexity and ad hoc nature of the old system forced the emperors to introduce important changes. The older charges were rationalized, standard rates were established, and the bureaucracy was trimmed. But, increasingly, as the wealthy and powerful managed to extract exemptions for themselves
and their lands from many fiscal burdens, the weight of the state’s demands fell upon an increasingly hard-pressed peasantry, and the social divisions within the empire, which had grown with the evolution of the new, middle Byzantine elite as it gradually turned itself into an aristocracy of office and birth, became more and more apparent. During the late ninth century, the system of communal responsibility for untilled lands was transformed into a system whereby land could be temporarily exempted from taxation, removed from the fiscal district to which it originally belonged and administered separately, or granted special reductions in taxation. Such interventionist measures seem to have been intended to maintain as close a degree of control as possible over fiscal resources in land. Yet, over the same period, and in order to retain control over its fiscal base and to compete with the elite and the powerful, the government itself began to transform fiscal land into state lands, so that rents to the government in its capacity as a landlord now became indistinguishable in many respects from taxation. There is some evidence from the eleventh century that some landlords invested in “improvements” in their estates, including the construction of mills, for example, which were leased out or exploited directly, but the extent to which this resulted in increased agrarian output is not clear. And whether the state’s estate managers followed suit is entirely unknown, although more research remains to be done in this field.

The evolution of pronoia represented an alternative means of redistributing resources by the government but also encouraged this overlap. This institution represented a major change in the ways in which resources were administered. Meaning literally “care” or “forethought,” the term referred to the concession by the state of the right to receive the revenues from certain public (i.e., fiscal, or taxed) districts or of certain imperial estates and their tenants, along with part or all of the rents and taxes raised from them. Such grants were made to individuals by the emperors for a variety of reasons. They took the form of personal grants from the ruler, who represented the state in the institutional sense; while there was also a more general meaning of the term pronoia, the most important involves pronoia grants in return for military service. This was a new departure, and, involving as it did, for the first time, the temporary alienation of state revenues to private individuals, it marks a further move along the line from absolute to devolved state power. It is important to emphasise that pronoia grants were at first limited to members of the extended family of the imperial clan, the Comneni, and that, although the emperor Manuel I appears to have employed them a little more liberally, they first appear on a wider scale after the events of 1204 and the introduction into many areas of the Byzantine world of Western, feudal arrangements. These no doubt had an influence on the Byzantine way of doing things and may have speeded up the development of pronoia on a more generalized basis. But such grants were given not only on a large scale to individuals but also to groups and sometimes on a very small scale, while the government, at least in theory, always retained the right to revoke such a grant. They rarely became hereditary in the proper sense. And there is no evidence, either, that holders of such grants of revenue
intervened in the process of production, except insofar as demands for tax and rent might promote an increase in the rate of exploitation of peasant labor.

Until the end of the twelfth century, the government was able to retain a fairly effective control over fiscal resources. But the growth of the aristocracy, which had first challenged the state in the tenth century, had continued; it was from members of that elite that the emperors after the late eleventh century were drawn and whose hold on power was determined largely by their ability to maintain a series of family alliances, through marriage, governorships, and so on, with their peers. After 1204 in particular, the devolution of imperial authority became the chief means by which emperors governed and administered and through which imperial resources were mobilized. Central taxation—the land tax and its associated impositions—remained the basis of government finance, but, as the empire shrank territorially, so commerce came to play a more important role, yet one that was already limited by the strength and dominant position in the carrying trade of Italian merchants and maritime power. The fact that the kommerkion on trade was, by the end of the empire, more important as a source of income than the land tax illustrates the insoluble problem faced by the emperors of the last century of Byzantium.

By the late thirteenth century, the land tax was raised on the basis of a flat rate, assessed at regular intervals, but modified in accordance with local conditions and other factors, while the tax on labor power had reappeared as an imposition on individual peasant tenants and their households. Supplementary taxes and impositions continued to be raised; some of them devolved onto landlords, for example, and many of them were designated for specific types of government expenditure or to cover the expenses of particular state requirements, such as the hiring of mercenary forces or the paying of tribute to foreign powers. In one case, in the Peloponnesian during the first half of the fifteenth century, taxes introduced by the Ottomans, who had controlled the region for some sixteen years after 1404, were retained by the Byzantine administration that took over, so Islamic taxation terms appear in a Byzantine context: *ushr* (tithe) and *haradj* (land tax), for example.\(^{39}\) What is worth stressing in all this is the relative degree of flexibility exhibited by the state’s fiscal machinery over a long period of time, perhaps an indication of the direct appreciation of what was at stake—control over vital resources—on the part of successive generations of rulers and fiscal administrators. In fiscal practice, more than in any other area of Byzantine state activity, ideology seems not to have masked or obfuscated the realities of the situation, with the single exception of the state’s approach to trade and commerce, of which more follows.

8. A Brief Account of the Dynamics of the Byzantine State: Economics and Ideology

There existed a fundamental contradiction in the Byzantine world between the fiscal interests of the state and the nonstate sector of private merchants, bankers,
The state represented a particular set of ways and means of regulating the extraction, distribution, and consumption of resources, embodying a strongly autarkic relationship between consumption and agricultural production. The export of finished goods, the flow of internal commerce between provincial centers, as well as between the provinces and Constantinople, and the movement of raw materials and livestock were determined to a large extent by three closely connected factors: the demands of the state apparatus (army and treasury) for raw and finished materials and provisions; the state’s need for cash revenues to support mercenary forces and the imperial court; and the demands of the imperial capital itself, which dominated regional trade in the western Black Sea and northwest Asia Minor, the north Aegean, and the south Balkans. The pattern of supply and demand was already heavily slanted toward Constantinople, as we have seen, and this pattern became even more accentuated after the loss of central Anatolia to the Turks in the 1070s and 1080s. Trade in the Byzantine world was mostly inward-looking, from the provinces and from the empire’s neighbors to Constantinople and between the provinces. Such trade represented after the late ninth century a flourishing aspect of the internal economy of Byzantine society, and large numbers of traders and entrepreneurs were associated with it. But the exploitative state apparatus still dominated, although, as in the late Roman world, while state-dominated trade may have had an inhibiting effect in some respects, it may also have encouraged trade and commerce along the routes most exploited by the state itself, precisely because private entrepreneurial activity can take advantage of state shipping and transportation.

But this essentially late Roman pattern left little room at the level of production and distribution of wealth for outwardly directed commercial activity or enterprise. Even when the state farmed fiscal contracts, the opportunities for private entrepreneurial activity were limited, not just by state intervention but by social convention. What one did with newly acquired wealth was to invest not in independent commercial enterprise but rather in the state: titles, imperial sinecures or actual offices, and court positions were first on the list of priorities. And, although land and the rent accruing from landed property (in addition to the ideologically positive realization of self-sufficiency) were important considerations, it is clear that imperial titles and pensions were just as fundamental to the economic position of the power elite. Investment in commerce was ideologically marginalized, even though the developing group of archontes, the local middling and small-scale landed elites of the provincial towns and cities, had in many regions of the empire an active involvement in small-scale commodity production and manufacturing, and the associated movement of goods that resulted; the best-documented examples come from the south Balkan silk industry, but there is no reason to doubt that other regions witnessed similar activity.40 Such ideological structures or practices can be traced back to the late Roman period and before, associated with aristocratic ideals of culture, the use of time, notions of leisure, and so forth; they reflected the desired self-image of a social elite, and the socioeconomic context of the Byzantine world up to the
tenth and early eleventh century offered no challenge to them, since they had no damaging results for the status and position of the elite.

For most wealthy Byzantines, resources were derived predominantly from rents and market sales (depending on area and period) from agricultural production and membership of the state establishment and the considerable salaries in gold that were associated with it. The wealth that the members of this elite could expect to derive from trade and commerce, both during the early period of its evolution and in the tenth and eleventh centuries, appears to have been of far less significance than that derived through rents and state positions, even if it may at times have been considerable. Thus, while merchants were an active element in urban economies by the eleventh century, playing an important role in the distribution of locally produced commodities, they appear have occupied a relatively subordinate position in the process of wealth redistribution as a whole. In particular, they played no role in the perceptions of the society in general in the maintenance of the empire and in the social order as it was understood. The social elite had no interest in their activities, except as suppliers of luxury items on the one hand and as a means of selling off the surpluses from their own estates at local towns or fairs or in the capital on the other. At the same time, the government exercised a somewhat inhibiting control over entrepreneurial enterprise, insofar as it carefully supervised the relationship between traders selling goods to the capital and those who bought those goods and sold them on or worked them into other commodities. In view of the fact that such control was exercised also over the import and export of other goods, such as grain, between the empire and its neighbors, trade offered only minimal inducements, except where a particular loophole in these arrangements could be exploited or where a hitherto unregulated commodity was involved. Even foreign traders were subject to these controls, at least until their power and economic influence became too powerful, in the late twelfth century. Groups of foreign merchants were thus normally resident in a specific quarter and had to be accompanied by imperial officials when they did business.41

This contrasts very clearly with the situation in the Italian merchant cities with which the Byzantines did business in the late eleventh and twelfth centuries, especially Venice, Genoa, and Pisa. To begin with, while the major trading cities possessed an agricultural hinterland from which most members of the urban elite derived an income, leading elements of the elites of these cities were at the same time businessmen whose wealth and political power were often dependent as much on commerce as on rents. As they evolved during the eleventh and into the twelfth century, the city-states themselves, increasingly dominated by merchant aristocrats and their clients, came to have a vested interest in the maintenance and promotion of as lucrative and advantageous a commerce as possible, so that the economic and political interests of the leading and middling elements were identical with the interests of the city, its political identity, and its independence of outside interference. State/communal and private enterprise were inseparable. The economic and
political well-being of the city as a state was thus to a large extent coterminous with that of the social elite and its dependents. The Byzantine state, in contrast, played no role at all in promoting indigenous enterprise, as far as we can see from the sources, whether for political or economic reasons, and viewed commerce as simply another minor source of state income; commercial activity was regarded as, and was with respect to how the state worked, peripheral to the social values and political system in which it was rooted.42

This difference is not a reflection of the failure of an archaic and statist political-economic system to respond to new conditions, with respect to either international commercial relations or internal economic growth. There did exist a relatively active, albeit more or less entirely inwardly directed, commerce, and a merchant “class” to conduct it. But the interests of commerce were subordinate to the relationship between the political and ideological structure of the imperial state on the one hand and the perceived interests of the dominant social-economic elite on the other. I emphasize the word perceived. Commerce was seen as neither economically nor politically relevant, an apathy conditioned by the way in which state and society had evolved over the centuries. For those at the top of the social scale, it was viewed as both economically unimportant and socially and culturally demeaning; while for those who were involved in trade it brought no social advancement and, for the most part, no great social wealth.

This combination of practices, rooted in the value system of the world of ancient elites, was reinforced by the relative economic superiority of the Byzantine over the early medieval Western world until the tenth century. It is important to stress that these modes of social practice were the result of sets of positive choices made in respect of perceptions and understanding of how the world worked, that is, they were made with the subjects’ vested interests and social identities firmly in mind. While it may be that the ultimate effect of such patterns of social practice was to lead to the demise of the broader political framework within which the social and economic position and status of the elite was embedded and thus ensured, “rationality” in arriving at choices and courses of action must be seen as culturally determined in respect of the possibilities of the members of any given culture to perceive different “realities.” What may appear with historical hindsight as an evolutionary dead-end (albeit one that it took a further three centuries to reach) must not of necessity have been understood at the time. Indeed, it is usually the case that social groups, in responding to shifts or transformations in their conditions of existence—insofar as they become aware of them and in respect of which aspects of the changes they are able to perceive—adopt reactionary or conservative responses, attempting to reinforce the patterns and structures with which they are familiar. The results of such responses are not usually, of course, those intended or predicted. But if we ignore the socially determined nature of perception and explanation, and, thus, of choice, we risk falling into a naïve methodological individualism or “rational choice theory” paradigm that obliterates difference and variation.
in the generation of motives, intentions, and action and thus also the possibility of explaining change, both in space and across time. In this respect, Runciman’s theory of social selection, which allows for both competitive selection and the cultural determination of perception, seems much more satisfactory from an explanatory perspective.

Given these preconditions, and the rise of the Italian maritime cities, especially Venice and Genoa, in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, the longer-term results for the Byzantine economy and state were unfortunate. Internal conflicts, military failures, and the political collapse of the late eleventh century, the establishment of a series of hostile Turkish states in Anatolia, and the need for the Byzantines to call upon allies with military and especially naval resources that they could themselves no longer mobilize pointed the way. The naval weakness of the imperial government throughout the twelfth century, particularly with respect to the threat from the Normans in Sicily, directly promoted reliance upon Venetian assistance, purchased through commercial concessions. Together with the role played by Venice, Pisa, and Genoa, among several cities, during the period following the First Crusade (and the competition between Venice and Genoa in particular), this paved the way for Italian commercial infiltration of the Byzantine economic and exchange sphere during the twelfth century, culminating in the concessions achieved under the emperors of the late twelfth century. Indeed, it was because Italian commerce was on a small scale and was regarded as unimportant to the economic priorities of both state and aristocracy that it was enabled to prosper. Demographic expansion in Italy stimulated the demand for Byzantine grain and other agrarian produce, which meant that Venetian and other traders slowly built up an established network of routes, ports, and market bases, originally based on carrying Byzantine bulk as well as luxury goods and Italian or Western imports to Constantinople, later expanding to a longer-distance commerce to meet the needs of an expanding Italian market. Commerce and merchant or banking activity were no less marginal to the Byzantine elite in the twelfth century than they had been before the eleventh century. Yet, while Byzantine society appeared to be solidly based within the traditional framework, a new and much more complex Mediterranean-wide market was evolving, linking East and West, a market upon which cities such as Venice and Genoa depended very heavily for their political existence and the relatively newfound power and wealth of their ruling elites.43

Coinage reforms in the early twelfth century, necessitated by the collapse of the traditional but (from the point of view of market activities) very inflexible monetary system from the 1060s through the 1080s, made day-to-day money transactions easier. But greater commercial exchange and commodity production, stimulated by the economic expansion of the eleventh century, combined with the greater flexibility of the reformed coinage, also facilitated an increasing involvement of outsiders in internal Byzantine commerce and investment. This was seen chiefly as an irritant and as a political problem by Byzantine commentators, although some bemoaned
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also the fate of Byzantine merchants. But the observation was itself made possible because of the successful exploitation by Italians of an expanding market that had not impinged upon Byzantine consciousness a century earlier, although the presence of Italians in Constantinople certainly appears to have stimulated local services, such as the production and supply of naval equipment of all sorts. The real expansion of Venetian and Genoese activity within the empire began toward the end of the twelfth century, when improved relations between the Byzantine government and the Venetians, Genoese, and Pisans reflect Byzantine concerns about the political designs of the emperor Frederick Barbarossa and the need to win friends and allies with naval potential as well as political power in Frederick’s geopolitical backyard. The concessions granted by Byzantine rulers reflect the notion that trade still occupied a marginal place in the economy of the state. They also reflect both the fact that Byzantine rulers could still effectively exploit the hostile relations between Venice and Genoa and the overwhelmingly noncommercial, political emphasis placed by the imperial government on these matters.44

The fourth crusade, which sacked Constantinople in 1204 and carved up the empire, destroyed the traditional order. When a reconstituted central imperial state was revived, in 1261, it inhabited a very different world, not simply in terms of the well-established political presence of Western powers in the east Mediterranean and Aegean regions but also in terms of the state’s ability to maintain itself. The reduced income derived from the appropriation of surplus through tax on a much smaller, and constantly shrinking, territorial base, the fragmentation of territory and political authority, and the lack of a serious naval power with which to defend its interests were fundamental. Income derived from taxes on commerce played a proportionately larger role in real terms as well as in the eyes of the central government. Yet, the traditional elite, with few exceptions, was still based on the income from land, while the state itself was unable to compete with Italian and other commercial capital and shipping. In the mid-fourteenth century, the emperors attempted to exploit the political situation in the Black Sea at the expense of the Genoese and to bolster the position of Byzantine merchants by reducing dues payable at the port of Constantinople so that they could compete equally with those imposed upon the majority of Italian traders and thus promote an increase in imperial revenue. Genoese coercion soon restored the situation. Nevertheless, the emperor’s plan reveals the importance of revenues of this sort to the much-reduced empire, but by this time it was too late effectively to change the pattern that had evolved, although a number of Byzantine aristocrats had begun to take an active interest in commerce. With a few exceptions, “Byzantines” or “Greeks” played a generally subordinate role to Italians, sometimes as business partners, often as small-time entrepreneurs, as middlemen, and as wholesalers; frequently they acted as small-scale moneylenders or bankers, rarely as large-scale bankers (although there were some) or major investors, still more rarely in major commercial contracts. Indeed, the market demands of Italian-borne commerce began also to influence the patterns of production within the empire, with
the result that the state itself no longer had any effective role in managing or directing the production of wealth.45

In the context of the economic growth that affected the whole European and middle eastern world from the tenth and eleventh centuries, the preeminence of Italian shipping in trade and commerce within the formerly relatively closed Byzantine sphere had unforeseen effects. First, it contributed to the economic growth of those Italian merchant cities most involved and resulted in turn in an increase in their dependency on that trade for their own internal stability. Second, it deprived the various Byzantine successor states and their elites of any possibility of successfully responding and adjusting to the economic and political conditions that prevailed after 1204 and especially after 1261, since by the time they showed an interest in commerce and shipping on a large scale, Italian merchants, bankers, and shippers already had a long-established dominance, together with a network of markets and a system of business and managerial practices with which Greek enterprise, whether or not supported by a state, could not hope to compete.

Yet commerce became increasingly essential to the growth of local economies within the Byzantine world, at the same time impinging to an ever greater extent on the traditional means of state-directed redistribution of wealth. Its untrammeled operation contradicted the essence of imperial state control and threatened also the traditional mode of operation of aristocratic landholding and consumption. Byzantine entrepreneurial activity thus not only posed a threat to the state’s efforts to maintain a position of dominance with regard to the appropriation and distribution of social wealth but also presented a direct challenge to the preeminent position of the landed aristocracy within the state. The operation of the traditional fiscal establishment, together with the ideological and cultural devaluation of commerce, prevented indigenous commerce from taking advantage of expanding markets. Inadequate investment in a context already dominated by Italian shipping in respect of external trade meant that Byzantine merchants were never in a position to mount an effective challenge.

Neither foreign merchants nor commerce caused the political breakdown of central imperial power, however much they undercut the efforts of the state to retain central control over its resources and, more important, the process by which those resources were distributed, especially during the second half of the twelfth century. On the contrary, it was the structural relationship between the centralized bureaucratic state and its fiscal machinery on the one hand and the dominant social elite on the other that were determinant. This relationship, and the practices through which it was expressed, underlay the political and fiscal collapse of the state in the years immediately prior to the Fourth Crusade, after which the movement of goods in the Aegean and in the east Mediterranean basin was firmly in the hands of Italian commerce and investors, however important the role of Byzantine and Greek middlemen and petty traders may have been within this network. As the empire shrank, so commerce and trade, rather than land, came to be the main source of
state income. But, by the end of the empire, the government shared only minimally in this resource.

9. **Imperialism and Exploitation: The Cultural Dimension**

So far, I have surveyed some aspects of the ways in which the imperial government and the social elite of the empire exploited the productive resources of the empire’s territories to maintain their own existence, in other words, economic exploitation. These methods of exploitation were, of course, supported by a legal and institutional framework of property relations and state rights, which were themselves important in the realization and maintenance of such structures. But, at certain periods, exploitation took on a more externalized aspect, when the empire went onto the offensive, both militarily as well as culturally. In the former case, conquest—justified always on the grounds that the conquered lands were “really” Roman—involved the reabsorption of new territories into the fiscal-administrative apparatus of the state. Conflict arose over who reaped the benefits, the central government or the provincial elites whose attempts to convert new territories into private estates challenged state fiscal dominance, and thus form part of the picture already painted. Such exploitation had also a cultural political aspect, insofar as Byzantines, and in particular the Constantinopolitan cultural elite, while siphoning off physical resources from such lands, generally looked down upon the conquered populations as inferior provincials, attitudes sometimes tinged with a racist bias with regard to assumed characteristics of different population groups, which were dismissed as “barbaric” or uncultured (although it should be stressed that such views prevailed also with respect to the “indigenous” provincials of the empire, so there was no real distinction between the two groups of exploited populations).

In the latter case, Byzantine cultural imperialism tended to take the form of missionary activities to convert conquered populations to the Christianity of the Constantinopolitan patriarchate, and in the period from the middle of the ninth century until the eleventh century there was a conscious policy directed from the capital to establish a Byzantine cultural protectorate in the Balkans in particular, spreading to Kievan Russia through diplomatic and military alliances in the late tenth century. In the central and western Balkans, however, conflict between Rome and Constantinople developed, for the papacy was equally interested in expanding its own ecclesiastical-political and, therefore, cultural power in these regions. One of the reasons for the sharpening of tensions between Byzantium and the West lies in this conflict over cultural power in neighboring territories, which served also as political-military as well as cultural buffers between the East Roman world and the barbarian lands beyond them.

Cultural identity is, obviously, a crucial element in both attitudes to “outsider” as well as internal social-cultural differentiation. With its roots ultimately in the
Roman Republic, and with its elite at least consciously aware of its Roman imperial heritage, the Byzantine Empire was in truth the last of the ancient empires to survive beyond the great transformative movements of the period from the fifth to the seventh centuries. In particular, its history illustrates the ways in which a political ideological system such as that of the Christian eastern Roman Empire possessed the capacity to respond to the very difficult and constantly evolving circumstances in which it found itself. From within the context of the particular prevailing social, economic, and cultural conditions, this system of beliefs was able subtly to shift the angle from which the world was perceived, understood, and hence acted upon, by focusing on aspects of the “symbolic universe,” the “thought-world” of the Christian East Roman world, which were better suited to bear new interpretations and alternative ways of thinking about the changed conditions in which people found themselves—although, in its final years, and in spite of the intellectual dynamism shown by Plethon or Palamas, no corresponding explanation emerged for the massive divergence between the political realities of the rapidly dwindling Byzantine state and the ideological claims pretensions to which it was heir.49

Through much of its history, the Byzantine symbolic universe was able to absorb the challenges thrown up by the transformed circumstances of its existence and, indeed, in the end, to outgrow and outlast even the state that had nurtured it. Yet, this flexibility was founded on a solid footing. Byzantines’ identity as Roman and Orthodox, together with the Hellenistic and classical Greek cultural heritage in literature in particular, which Byzantines cherished as a key symbol of their cultural identity, provided them with a certainty that nothing could shake. And this was true even if educated Byzantines in the ninth and tenth centuries spent a great deal of time pondering the questions raised by their recent history and searching for the historical roots they needed in order to furnish themselves with a clear image of the purpose of the events that had affected them.

It is a paradox that the relative social flexibility and openness of Byzantine society was founded in its late Roman social and political order, for it contrasts in this respect, at least until the fifteenth century and beyond, very strongly with the medieval West. Here, a group of successor states and principalities had sprung up on Roman ground, intermixing and integrating quite rapidly with the original elites and, more gradually, with the mass of the ordinary indigenous population. The social relations that eventually evolved out of this produced by the twelfth century a society that was increasingly rigidly hierarchized, in which movement from one social level to another was achieved with great difficulty, if at all. In the Byzantine world, in contrast, it was possible to move from very humble status to that of mighty lord, and, although the possibilities varied across time and according to the situation and, especially, the situation and power of the magnate elite, there are examples of several such characters throughout the period.

Identity was essential to survival. Byzantine identities were shaped not in a vacuum but in the context of the relations both between different elements within
society and between neighboring cultures and peoples. There were two strains or tendencies in particular within Byzantine culture that made a particular contribution to the Byzantine identity, elements that had been combined, not always comfortably, through much of the empire’s history and that finally came into open opposition in the last century or so of the empire’s existence. Hellenistic rationalism, and the classical literary and philosophical heritage that accompanied it, had always lived in uneasy coexistence with the religious antirationalism and piety of the “fundamentalist” strain of Christianity. In the seventh century, as noted already, this conflict or tension had revealed itself in the debates over issues of causation and faith, resulting in an uneasy compromise. The empire had no serious rivals in the “barbarian” West until the late tenth and eleventh centuries; while in the East the Islamic caliphate replaced the Sasanid Persian Empire as the other major power. The difference between the two was that while the latter was Muslim, it was also civilized; the West was a barbarous region. But when Western military and economic strength began to affect this comfortable view of things, the Byzantines coped only with difficulty. Already in the late ninth century, Pope Nicholas I had humiliated the emperor and his advisers by demonstrating that they were relatively ignorant of their Roman heritage and its traditions, contributing at least in part to an imperially sponsored revival of interest in Roman law, among other things. Western Christianity and its different ways on the one hand and the existence of Christian neighbors in the Balkans with whom the empire was often at war on the other made a simple identity of Roman Empire with (orthodox) Christianity difficult, if not impossible. Rival political formations that could effectively challenge Byzantine power on land and at sea and the very public rejection by Western powers of Byzantine claims to hegemony heightened the tensions and brought home the contradictions in the imperial ideological claims to universal imperial authority. And the simple fact was that, as a result of the missionary activity noted already, after the ninth century the Orthodox Church exercised effective authority over a far wider territory than the Roman emperors themselves. As the empire shrank territorially and politically after 1204, this became even more marked.

The result was, beginning already in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, a retreat into “hellenism,” the search for the Greek roots of East Roman culture. Yet, ironically, this conceded just the point that had in the first place so outraged Byzantine sensibilities, when in the ninth century Western rulers began to refer to the Byzantine emperor as ruler “of the Greeks.” To an extent, the flowering of Greek literature and classicism that marks the period from the twelfth century signals a retreat toward a form of cultural isolationism through which Byzantines could continue to believe in their own superiority and differentness, in their right to be the Chosen People, and in their destiny as the true representatives of God’s kingdom on Earth, regardless of the political realities.

These tendencies, both in their metropolitan and their provincial forms, became even more marked as the empire shrank and fragmented. After 1204, the patronage
of an imperial court disappeared, to be replaced by the much less generous support, for a more limited range of cultural activities, of the various small successor states, and even after the restoration of the empire in 1261, the provincialization of much cultural production as well as the reduction in expenditure is apparent. But, by this time, the realities of Byzantine politics and economic life and the formal ideology of the empire could no longer be comfortably matched. The empire became a small and dependent state, its rulers impoverished, its treasury empty, its defenses dependent upon foreign goodwill or hired soldiers. At the same time, the power and authority of the Church, which, of course, now exercised authority over more territory than the imperial government, grew in proportion as imperial authority declined. In the last century of the empire’s life, indeed, it was often the Church, with its greater resources and greater authority, that paid for or maintained defensive structures and the soldiers to serve on them. And as the Byzantine state declined, so the retreat into a Greek and Orthodox identity independent of the earthly empire became an increasingly prominent feature of late Byzantine thought.

It was in this context that a clash of ideas took place between the Hellenistic rationalist tradition, so recently revitalized, and the so-called hesychastic movement, with its antirationalist emphasis on personal sanctity, contemplation, and the power of prayer. There had long been a tradition of mysticism in the eastern Church, in which it was open to any Christian to attain a momentary union with the divinity through meditation and spiritual devotion. This tradition had coexisted alongside the Hellenistic elements of Byzantine culture, and a substantial theological literature evolved around the issue of contemplation. But the advent of hesychasm, with its alien modes of posture and meditative practices, caused both concern and ridicule among many traditional thinkers. The two perspectives were embodied in the politics of the time, with the hesychasts able to dominate the imperial court during the period of civil war of the 1340s and to retain considerable authority thereafter. To what extent the hesychastic movement reflected also a response to the political decline of the empire and a flight from the concerns of a secular and religious tradition that appeared to be doomed to extinction is impossible to say. But the effects of this influence in cultural terms is not hard to see: a real reduction in the study of the natural and physical sciences (mathematics, astronomy, music), as well as of history and classical literature, and a corresponding rise in the amount of virulent anti-Latin polemic. There continued to be scholars of this classical heritage, but they were far fewer in number and worked in a more isolated cultural environment.

Yet an extreme version of the alternative, Hellenistic, tradition also found its protagonists, most notably at Mistra, in the southern Peloponnese, in the person of George Gemistus Plethon, who moved to the opposite extreme by rejecting Christianity and proposing a Hellenic religion in which the moral precepts of Plato would predominate and in which an ideal state, ruled by a philosopher-king and guided by the rule of law modeled on Plato's *Laws* would provide the Greeks with a new future. But his more extreme ideas were never taken up, while his more moderate notions
on reforming the state could not have worked in view of the inevitable opposition they aroused from the land-owning and ecclesiastical elite.

The appearance of these two variant aspects of the Byzantine tradition nicely illustrate the ways in which Byzantines tried to come to terms with the dramatic changes their society was undergoing in its final years. It is ironic that, in the end, the last Byzantines, who increasingly had begun to call themselves Hellenes, Greeks, rather than Romaioi, Romans, turned their back on the Roman part of their heritage in order to maintain their delusion of superiority and to preserve the force of the imperial ideology. They sought to preserve their identity through a quest for a lost Hellenic—a classical Greek—identity on the one hand or a mystical spiritualism that largely ignored the realities of contemporary politics on the other. Political leaders retreated into literary and artistic pursuits and interests. From the point of view of Hellenic culture and imperial ideology, it was the Church that became the heir to the Roman Empire in the East.

Although the secular state of Byzantium disappeared, the culture it had nurtured and represented for so long continued to exist through the study of patristic and Byzantine theological literature within the Orthodox world, particularly in monastic contexts and in the study of the classics and history, especially in Italy, to which many learned Byzantines removed prior to or shortly after the fall of Constantinople in 1453. The influence of Byzantine learning in all fields, as well as of the classical tradition in Byzantine painting, was fundamental to the shaping of the Italian Renaissance thereafter. And, even within the new Ottoman world, a number of Greek historians were able to chronicle the last years of the empire, some espousing a pro-Ottoman perspective, others remaining studiously neutral in their account of the disappearance of what had been the foremost power in the east Mediterranean and Balkan region. This historiographical inheritance, along with many other facets of Byzantine civilization, was then transmitted to the European Enlightenment scholars of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and so on to our own time. But it is an inheritance that concerns not simply the transmission of a culture and its forms to our own forbears. It has had a direct impact both on western European responses to the history of the Balkans and the Levant up to the present day, and it has even more directly (through the school syllabus, the structures and traditions of the modern Orthodox Church, the political agendas of politicians from the late eighteenth century into the twenty-first century) affected the political and cultural evolution of Greece, Turkey, and their neighbors.

10. Alternatives: The Formation of the First Islamic States

The early Islamic conquests, the extinction of the Sasanid Persian state, and the loss to the East Roman state of its Middle Eastern and North African territories mark a dramatic change in the historical evolution of the regions affected, as well
as those around them. More important from our perspective, they provide us with the opportunity to study the creation \textit{ab initio} of a new “imperial” state and political formation, partly derived from those that preceded it, partly inspired by radically new ideological imperatives and their social and economic implications. This was an empire of conquest, and whether or not the Islamic historical record can be relied upon (all the historical accounts date from the late eighth century or after), and whether or not the initial expansion of Islam was the result of a coordinated strategy, the fact remains that by the 670s a major new political formation had been established, supported by a ruling elite that drew its legitimacy from a combination of success in conquest, its kinship relations and identities, and the maintenance of an army supported by a combination of state salaries and grants and private enterprise.\textsuperscript{51}

The question of the distribution of resources and revenues, and the degree to which the caliphs had access to the revenues from a given area, was from the beginning a fundamental problem in the new polity. There is little doubt that already by the 670s, and certainly by the 690s, a tax system and fiscal apparatus, a centrally controlled army, and a judiciary existed, administered at least in theory from Damascus; in other words, all the key elements for a state were present. Yet, the degree of control over resources exercised by the caliphs remains unclear; in the case of Egypt, where a considerable amount of detailed evidence for fiscal practices survives, it seems that the Islamic administration, based at al-Fustat, was more or less autonomous with respect to the financing and administration of its army and its fiscal system.

Two institutions, and the practices and traditions that came to be associated with them, were central to the fiscal administration and to the distribution of resources in the early Islamic state. The first was the so-called \textit{diwân}, the list of names of soldiers (and their dependents), accompanied by the amount of the salary (“atâ”) owed to each on a monthly basis. Originally established by the caliph ‘Umar in response to the results of the first wave of conquests in the late 630s, the principle upon which the \textit{diwân} functioned was that Muslims would not settle on the land but remain rather as a separate caste of hereditary dependents upon the Islamic community (in effect, the state), established in specially founded garrison settlements or towns. These garrisons would then derive their incomes from the revenues of the conquered territories in their neighborhood. There were differential rates, determined by seniority of association with the Prophet, acceptance of Islam, and the first conquests. The income for this was thus raised within the province where the soldiers or their dependents dwelled, and both collection and distribution were administered by the provincial governor, appointed in theory by the caliph.

The second institution was that of \textit{fay’}, literally “booty,” the land and other immovables acquired through conquest. Following the conquests, all such booty came to be regarded as divisible, to be distributed among the conquerors, so that the revenues from such lands would thereafter simply be divided up, under local
provincial supervision, without caliphal interference. The caliphs attempted from the beginning, however, to obtain control of some of these revenues for their own administrative purposes, without which they would neither be able to support a central governmental apparatus nor expand or recruit for their military forces. From the beginning, this tension caused problems. One of the earliest political assassinations in Islamic history, that of the caliph ‘Uthmân, has been connected with such a dispute, originating in al-Kûfa.

This conflict over resources and the functioning of the two institutions of dîwân and fay’ constituted the single most important issue around which political struggle was focused in the early Islamic period. By the time of Marwân I (683–4 CE) the dîwân was in theory closed; no more additions could be made, although, in a series of appeals for support, various contenders for caliphal power did thereafter add the names of their supporters. But the relative fiscal autonomy of the provinces, even those quite near the central lands of the state, is underlined by the fact that the income for the dîwân was collected at provincial level, rather than organized from Damascus. The localization of collection and redistribution of resources to the army is apparent when it is remembered that military salaries could frequently be paid in kind, as seems to have been the case in late-seventh-century Egypt and, probably, in Palestine at the same period. Efforts on the part of caliphal administrative officials to intervene directly in the collection and distribution of resources for military pay were seen as detrimental to the local military.

Armies were supported by other means in addition to the salaries derived to those listed on the dîwân. In some cases, tribute from neighboring vassal peoples was paid directly to the army of a particular province or region; in others, resources from provinces where no soldiers were based but that could produce an appropriate revenue were ascribed to a specific army, as was certainly the case in parts of Iraq. Armies on campaign were often raised on the basis of a promise of booty following expected success, while provincial governors or caliphs could raise forces on a temporary basis for specific campaigns, using revenue reserves or income from other sources for the purpose. But, as a general rule, all the historical evidence points to the assumption on the part of those registered in the dîwân of each province that their pay—‘atâ’—was drawn from the revenues of their own province, in turn extracted from the conquered territories and other resources—fay’—and therefore belonging to those so registered by right of conquest, not to the caliph or any other central institution.

11. The Politics of Redistribution

The surplus remaining after the salaries to the army had been paid was thus a major bone of contention between provinces and center. A proportion was forwarded to Damascus, but the evidence for Egypt shows that it was tiny—an estimate of 5 percent has been made. Given the proximity of Egypt to Damascus and the relative ease
with which cash could be moved over such a distance, the assumption that more distant provinces forwarded the same amount of revenue or even less seems justified. Individual governors who had different attitudes to their province and to the caliph of the time undoubtedly behaved differently according to the context, and there is some evidence to suggest that certain governors were much more efficient than others at extracting surplus for the caliphs or, in contrast, in retaining it for use in the province.

The limitations on revenues that could be extracted from the provinces by the caliphs encouraged the development of caliphal estates, obtained though conquest, confiscation, or family inheritance, from which substantial rents could be extracted. The Marwânids in the late seventh and first half of the eighth century possessed substantial estates in Iraq and Arabia, and probably in Syria, as well, and the income from these was employed both in maintaining the court and in hiring mercenary armies that would be loyal to the caliphs themselves and not be swayed by provincial loyalties. The development of such estates affected patterns of agricultural exploitation and land settlement, so that “state” intervention had an important impact on the economy of such regions.

One of the results of this localization of resource extraction and consumption—in contrast to the East Roman state at the same period—was the attempt by the caliphal authorities to settle Syrian troops in Iraq, in the garrison town of Wâsit. The transfer of soldiers, as major consumers of resources, from areas that could maintain them with difficulty to areas whose revenues were more substantial was in itself not new (troops from Iraq had been sent to Khurasan in the 670s for the same reasons), but in view of the importance of the Syrian army to the government at Damascus, and the fact that the move provided the Syrians with opportunities they could not find in Syria, it heightened tensions between the armies of the two regions, the Iraqis claiming, of course, that the Syrians were wrongly trespassing on the fay’ of the men of Iraq.

Conflict over revenues was thus a central and systemic aspect of the first Islamic state formation. But this tension was moderated by a series of other considerations, in particular the dynastic politics of the caliphate, and the regional and “tribal” loyalties that came with, or evolved out of, the conquests in the 630s and 640s.

A sketch of the power-relationships in the caliphate from the period of the first Umayyads through the Abbasid revolution of the late 740s and into the tenth century illustrates a complex, constantly fluctuating pattern woven from the vested interests, both economic and ideological, of a whole range of different social, ethnic, and religious groupings, interests that rendered it impossible for much of this period to assert and realize an effective central authority. Several factors contributed. In the first place, the authority of the caliphs as well as their chief advisers rested on interpretations of the Qur’an and the Sunna, the traditions of the Prophet, and there existed a number of different and sometimes conflicting interpretations, most obviously the disagreements among the fragmented, localized, but still
dangerous Kharidjite groups that first appeared in the late 650s. The term refers originally to those tribesmen who rejected both Ali and Mu‘āwiya, preferring to fight for their independence as conquerors in the territories they had won, free from any central régime. During the late seventh century, it was applied more widely to other politically as well as ideologically motivated movements hostile to the Damascus régime. In the second place, the intensely regionalized identities of the conquerors, in turn overlaid by the growth in the number of converts to Islam from among the conquered populations (mawali), added a second layer of complexity to local politics and their connections with the caliphs and their court. “Tribal” conflicts based on what were often vague kin identities and vested local economic interests related to fay’ and other revenues and rights meant that the caliphate was a vast sea of competing and potentially conflicting loyalties in which warfare and violence could occur over apparently minor changes of policy at the center, most notably the tension between Syrian and Iraqi interests during the Umayyad period or between the interests of Khurasan and Iraq or Jazira under the ‘Abbâsids, for example. And, in the third place, the dynastic politics of the Umayyad-Marwânid clan from the 680s and those who opposed their power provided further opportunities for conflict within the widely dispersed and multifactional Arab elite.58

The regionalization of politics was reinforced by the reliance of the Umayyads upon their Syrian soldiers for the maintenance of their authority elsewhere. This had specially unfortunate repercussions in Iraq. The identity of the ahl al-shâm—the “men of Syria”—can be seen to have been a factor of major importance in the life of the Umayyad caliphate. It is clear that from ‘Abd al-Malik’s reign until the break up of the Umayyad state after the death of Hisham, in 743, a process completed by the Abbasid revolution in 749–750, tribal solidarities had largely been replaced, or at least overlain, by regional ones. To what extent the Syrians saw themselves as distinct, except in direct contrast with Iraqis or other clearly regional groups, is difficult to say, since most of the sources that describe this Syrian identity do so from an outsider’s perspective. What needs perhaps to be emphasized is not that regional identities replaced traditional ascribed “tribal” affiliations (for example, Qaysi-Yemeni, northerners and southerners) but rather that, from the late seventh century, regional identity became as important as kinship (real or imagined) as a marker. At the same time, however, we must also recognize that these two sets of identities were not mutually exclusive and that the identity brought out for a particular group by the members of that group, by their opponents, or in the sources depended very much on both the political and the cultural context, as well as the perspective from which the writers of sources recorded and interpreted the events in question and the political and military context of the events themselves. Those who wished to arouse popular opinion against the Umayyad government sought to exploit regional loyalties that, at the time, had a particular ideological valence.59 Yet, the opportunistic revival of Qaysi-Yemeni identities in other contexts illustrates the fact that, throughout the early period and well into late medieval times, traditional nonregional identities lived on.
Given the context-bound nature of the use of these new regional identities and the loyalties and traditions they invoked or inspired, it is not surprising that in the second and third generations after the Muslim conquest, even the new settlers from Arabia began to acquire such local patriotisms, and this naturally developed earlier among the Yamaniya (those whose origins lay in, or were thought to lie in, southern Arabia) of Syria, most of whose ancestors had in fact been living there before the coming of Islam. The ahl al-shâm clearly emerged as a military elite, with their disciplined fighting techniques and higher salary levels. The Syrians were, however, more than just one regional pressure group among many. By the reign of Hishâm (724–743), they had come, in a real sense, to form a professional army apart from the bulk of Muslims. There seems to be no parallel for the role of the Syrian army in the contemporary Byzantine state, where the evidence suggests that the military in each area was composed of locally recruited troops with local roots, although the role of the Opsikion forces provides a distant parallel, and regional identities and loyalties certainly played an important role. Much more important, the military in the Umayyad caliphate, unlike the Byzantine military, never had any distinct legal status, though it did enjoy a privileged financial position. By the late Umayyad period—the 730s and 740s—the Muslim community, the umma, was divided into military and nonmilitary sections, a development that was to remain strikingly true of Muslim communities in the Near East throughout pre-Ottoman times.

Caliphal politics came to depend upon the need to compromise between these various and opposed factions and interests, the need to raise sufficient revenues to maintain some sort of centrally controlled army, and the need to maintain a sufficient degree of religious orthodoxy to retain the ideological loyalty of the dominant interest groups within the Islamic world. Even with the Abbasid revolution in 750 and the attempts of caliphs from al-Saffâh (750–754) to Hârûn ar-Rashîd (786–809) and his sons to reconcile some of these tensions (in particular between converts and Arabs), an effective central administration with an effective long-term purchase on resources away from the central lands failed to maintain its power for more than a couple of generations before successive caliphs needed to discover new ways of re-establishing their power. Beginning with the establishment of an independent Hispanic province under the last Umayyads in the 750s and 760s, followed by the increasing independence of the more far-flung territories under régimes of sometimes hostile ideological hues, especially in western North Africa, the caliphate begins during the late ninth century to lose any semblance of political unity and to become a congeries of regional powers owing ideological loyalty to Baghdad (where they were Sunni) or having none at all (where varying forms of Shi‘ism prevailed).

The unity represented by the concept of a caliphate, therefore, in spite of brief periods under particular caliphs when it was almost a political reality, became by the late ninth century merely notional: it retained to a considerable extent its ideological-religious authority in the regions from Syria-Palestine across to eastern Iran and Khurasan, but in North Africa the success of Isma‘ili Shi‘ism in the early
tenth century, the expansion of the Fatimids into Egypt by the 960s, their occupation of much of Syria, and their direct challenge to Baghdad thereafter illustrates the fragmentation of the Islamic world both ideologically and territorially.

In the course of these developments, several features should be noted. First, although Islamic forms of justice and regional government were introduced into the conquered territories, and despite the administrative reforms of caliphs such as ‘Abd al-Malik (685–705) in the late seventh century, the underlying socioeconomic relations between peasant agriculturalists and those who expropriated surpluses remained much as it had been before. Caliphal policies affected agrarian production in various ways, of course, attracting considerable numbers of agrarian producers to urban centers and fostering an increase in raiding and caravan-robbing when taxes and related impositions became too heavy.

In this highly regionalized, multifactional social-political context, no single elite evolved. In contrast to the (geographically far smaller) neighboring East Roman state, a much more complex series of overlapping and intersecting regional and ideological elements existed in a constantly shifting pattern of alliances and conflicts. At one level, that of the “religious institution” or ‘ulamā’—religious personnel and associated structures—a fundamental antipathy toward government and government service evolved in parallel with the tension between the secular administrative (fiscal and military) needs of the caliphs on the one hand and the Qur’ānic traditions in which the Islamic community, the umma, was based. Combined with views such as those of the first and second generations of tribal warriors in Syria, Jazira, and Iraq, resentful of caliphal efforts to obtain a share of the revenues from the conquests, this dislike provided fertile ground for religiously justified political opposition to any central or centralizing régime.

At another level, the various ways that the Alid and Shi’ite traditions evolved similarly provided ideological, political, and geographical lines of demarcation, involving successive caliphs in major military expenditures, accompanied by the search for new means of attracting revenues, and short-term, opportunistic political alliances in an effort to retain a real political authority. Complicating this situation were the tribal and ethnic identities and divisions, producing a constantly fluctuating recombination of ideological, geographical, and political aspects that rendered ineffective the attempts by, for example, the first Abbasid caliphs, from Mansur (754–775) to Harun ar-Rashid and his sons, to establish an administrative structure that was effective over more than the central lands.

The failure of the rulers in Baghdad in this respect is highlighted by the evolution of the so-called iqtâ’, or revenue-grant. Unlike in the twelfth-century East Roman context, where the similar pronoia was introduced as one element in a gradual restructuring of central power, the iqtâ’ represents the inability of the central authority to do more than recognize a situation that was out of its hands. Iqtâ’ refers to an endowment of revenues from land, originally granted before the reign of Mutawakkil (847–861), usually to members of the ruling family and their favorites for
services rendered, and always on a short-term basis. Under Mutawakkil, however, *iqtâ’* grants were made to the leaders of the main military corps based at Samarra in an effort to entice them to accept the transfer of their forces to districts away from the politically central regions around the capital; similar grants were made to members of the Tâhirid clan, whose power had extended well beyond their political control of the eastern Iranian provinces into Baghdad, Fars, and Samarra and whose loss of positions (through various political intrigues inspired by the caliph) was thus compensated. There were two main results of Mutawakkil’s policies: first, while the chief military commander and the chief fiscal administrative official of major provincial groupings were in charge of their regions under central government supervision, the potentially autonomous position they occupied brought into being a military-bureaucratic alliance that became a major challenge to the government thereafter; second, the granting of *iqtâ’* connected with the exercise of their duties to officers in the provinces was the first step in a process through which the center would lose effective control over both fiscal and military resources in its own central lands. By the time of the caliph Mu’tamid (870–892), central politics had resolved into two multifaceted but clearly opposed factions: those who were for the exploitation of the regions to the advantage of the central government but who, in order to maintain firm control there, favored at the same time the use of military-administrative *iqtâ’* throughout the empire in order to achieve this (through the loyalty of the officers thus appointed) and those who wished to avoid the extension of *iqtâ’* precisely because of the possible dangers inhering in them and who thus attempted to assure the military of regular and acceptable stipends, to maintain a clear division between military and administrative functions and appointments, and to accept the different fiscal interests of the provinces and the center.

The military-administrative *iqtâ’* that was evolving thus entailed the appointment of military commanders to many regions in which they had complete authority over all matters, including fiscal affairs, in exchange for which they undertook to forward from the revenues that the regions produced a fixed sum to the central treasury. By the 880s, and in order to ensure that he had the resources to oppose a series of rebellions in Iraq as well as further east, Muwaffaq (the brother of the caliph al-Mu’tamid and effective ruler of the empire) extended and formalized the application of major military-administrative *iqtâ’*. Perhaps the clearest example is that of Ahmad b. Tûlûn, who was given complete authority over Egypt in return for a regular contribution from Egyptian revenues to Baghdad. Ibn Tûlûn’s administration was so effective that southern Syria and Palestine were added to his domains, with the result that he soon had ambitions to bring the *thughûr*, or frontier regions in North Syria and Iraq, under his control, also, the better to have access to the immensely profitable trade routes of the east Mediterranean basin. While the Baghdad government was still attempting to suppress the Zanj rebellion in southern Iraq and to deal with the Saffarid rebels in the east, Tûlûnid forces attempted to compel the regions of the *thughûr*, including Tarsus, to accept their dominion (partly with
Byzantine encouragement), but without success. In fact, while the Tülûnid interests in trade could be met by exploiting the potential of the Syrian ports, the economic interests of the regions of the thughûr were bound in with the overland trade routes from the East, thus with the central government at Baghdad. After some fighting, a compromise was reached in the mid-880s, by which the Tülûnids were confirmed in their authority over Syria and Palestine and agreed in return to pay the central treasury a relatively modest revenue each year. Muwaffaq attempted toward the end of his rule to reverse the policy that he had been forced to adopt, restricting the concession of iqtâ’ where possible, although against considerable opposition. A coup shortly after his death, in 892, replaced the faction that had supported this policy with one that wished to reassert the earlier approach.

12. Center and Periphery

In effect, the central government had maintained a precarious hold on affairs by adopting ad hoc policies appropriate to the needs of the moment, then attempting to reverse them when they were found to be disadvantageous. The religious leadership nominally exercised by the caliphs served at first to cement an admittedly fragile, but still real, caliphal political hegemony; but the internal opposition to the Umayyads in the period from the 720s to their fall in 750 and, later, the semi-autonomy granted by the Baghdad rulers to their secular representatives in most provinces pushed what might have been an important unifying element into the background, even if it was severely compromised long before this by a range of oppositional movements. The long-term policies introduced in the second half of the ninth and the first half of the tenth centuries tended to have a single purpose, to strengthen central authority (and revenues), but without regard for the ideological and economic vested interests of the regions that were affected. The increasing tendency of these regions to assert their own economic interests had a direct impact on central revenues, of course, which in turn affected the central state’s ability to mobilize effective forces through which its control could be maintained. When Mu’tadid came to power, in 892, the central treasury is reported to have been exhausted. Military-administrative iqtâ’ were the only means left to the new ruler, either to maintain a semblance of central authority or to extract some revenues, and the wholesale adoption of this means of supporting provincial administration and military force rapidly led to the appearance of provincial commanders in possession of an iqtâ’ who were able to rule more or less independently, defying both demands for revenues and central foreign policy. In a further effort to avoid the fiscal implications, tax-farming of the central lands was introduced, with initially beneficial results. But the military leaders stationed in the provinces demanded similar concessions, while local dignitaries, tribal leaders, wealthy merchants, and landowners instigated a flood of minor and major uprisings in their efforts to obtain similar concessions and privileges. Many, especially those with a revenue-farming contract,
raised their own armies, to the extent that the overlap in personnel between military commanders and tax-farmers meant that the real distinction between tax-farming and \textit{iqtâ’} was obscured and began to vanish.

It was in this context that the growth of the numerous independent emirs in the middling and outlying provinces took place. In frontier regions, especially the \textit{thughûr} between Byzantium and Islam, local warlords could establish semi-independent regimes with relative ease, obtaining recognition of their authority from Baghdad by having their territories granted to them as \textit{iqtâ’}. This occurred in Armenia and Azerbaijan in the 890s, while local Arab clans such as the Hamdanids entrenched themselves on a similar basis to the south and west. While a strong caliph such as Mu’tadid (892–902) was able, through vigorous campaigning, to recover a degree of central control, however, this was short lived. Even the remarkable success of Muktafî (902–908) in deposing the Tûlûnids of Egypt and restoring central authority (by cleverly exploiting the political-military situation arising from the so-called Qaramite rebellion in the Syrian-Iraqi desert zone) was nullified by the constant drain on central resources brought about by the frequent necessity of imposing authority on clans such as the Hamdanids of Jazira and their clients. Efforts at tax reform foundered when central demands clashed with the willingness of either the producing population or local leaders and military commanders to pay. The Fâtimid attacks on Egypt from their base in Cyrenaica represented a similar drain, and it was not long before the caliph had to recognize Egyptian autonomy in order to combat such inroads, although Egyptian revenues continued to flow toward Baghdad. Caliphal inability to deal with the civil strife of the 920s and 930s, brigandage and local secession in southern Iraq, and the failure of tax reforms ultimately led to the creation of a secular government, under an official known as the \textit{Amîr al-Umarâ’}—supreme commander—in charge of both military and fiscal affairs, but this slowed the process of dissolution down hardly at all, since different military officers fought each other for the supreme command. The “provinces” by this time, of course, referred in effect only to the regions immediately around Baghdad. The Daylamite rebellions in northern Iran and the widespread localized warfare that accompanied them from the 920s, directed largely at seizure of the trade routes that passed from the Volga, via Bukhara, through eastern and central Iran to Baghdad, ushered in a period of general lawlessness and central government ineffectiveness. It ended only when a Daylamite clan, the Bûyids, and its followers succeeded in taking Baghdad, from which a loose confederation, the different parts of which were ruled by various members of the Bûyid family, was established. While the position of caliph was maintained, the caliphate was effectively broken up into its constituent elements in the East, based respectively in northern Iran, Fars and Kirman, and Iraq. The capture of Baghdad by the Bûyids in 945 marked the real end of the caliphate as a politically unified state. The caliphate was henceforth a single identity only by virtue of the claims of the caliphs and of the very notional common identity of Muslims throughout the territory over which he exercised his
religious authority. But even here the various schismatic groups, especially in Spain, north Africa, and Egypt, acted as an effective challenge to such a common Islamic identity.

13. States, Resources, and the Forms of Redistribution

The history of the major Islamic state formations from the beginnings through to the Ottoman period, and as exemplified very partially here, is in effect the history of a three-cornered struggle between central government (or the various factions that vied for power at the center), local vested interests (urban, tribal, mercantile, or a combination), and provincial rulers who were often the nominal representatives of the rulers but who represented in effect a fragmented but still semi-autonomous political elite. Each made short-term alliances, often determined also by religious-ideological identities and political-religious ambitions (especially in the case of the various Isma’ili sects from the ninth century on), in order to attain short-term ends. None was able to gain mastery without the other; yet the structural tensions between the perceived values as well as the objective economic interests of the other groups (in terms of their position in the political structures of appropriation and redistribution of surplus wealth) meant that a constant struggle was waged among them, resolved for different regions only on a relatively short-term basis by their incorporation into a differently accented political formation (the Fatimid polity, for example or, more lasting, the Ottoman). Of course, and as has been observed by others, this reflects factors such as the impact of Islamic law and tradition on both political life and economic relationships. Equally, it reflects the highly fragmented structures of local power and the tensions among urban and rural production, tribalism, and the interests of the major political center. What it does not reflect is any fundamental structural difference between the ways in which agrarian wealth was produced and appropriated in different parts of the Islamic world and in the Balkan and Anatolian regions of the East Roman world.

14. Conclusions: Models and Methods

I have approached the evolution of the structures that made up “Byzantium” from two perspectives, although they have remained more or less implicit. On the one hand, I have chosen to foreground purely “economic” categories, looking chiefly at patterns of resource use: how were resources appropriated, distributed, and consumed, and what were the points of conflict between different social-economic groups, or classes, generated by these relationships? Naturally, one must begin by defining “the economic.” But, from this point of view, any explanation of the course of Byzantine history and the fate of its state and social institutions must recognize and give explanatory priority less to any tension or contradiction between the
interests of “exploiters” and “exploited” than to those between the two chief elements of the social-political elite, that is, the power elite that dominated the central government at any given moment, and the provincial elite that derived its power from land and the resources it provided (and bearing in mind that the two were rarely clearly separable, frequently overlapped, and depended for their constitution on very short-term vested political-ideological interests, including kinship). Such tensions are systemic, that is to say, they are unavoidable aspects of the ways in which elites extract resources from producers, and they can be found without exception in all premodern state systems. The comparison with early Islamic state formative processes highlights this.

The different fiscal institutional arrangements that evolved in the Byzantine Empire over the period from the fourth to the fifteenth century reflect both the government’s need to maintain control over enough resources to ensure its economic and political dominance and such conflicts of interests. They also reflect the international situation with respect to changing degrees of competition for natural and created resources, including people and territory. I have also built into this model all the cultural factors outlined earlier, so political praxis as well as notions of “efficiency” are obviously to be understood as culturally circumscribed by the “common sense” of the culture. Thus, it is possible to resolve the issue of whether or not Byzantine society was “feudal” at some periods first by redefining what this term is meant to imply from the point of view of economic relationships and second by seeing shifts in the social and political relations of surplus distribution, which produce changes in the institutional arrangements of state and society, as one aspect of this tension. It is thus tensions and contradictions in the basic economic structures that play the fundamental role in determining how the society evolves and responds to shifts in its external circumstances and its internal constitution.63

On the other hand, I have also employed a more explicitly Darwinian approach, following Runciman, for example, seeing the history of the empire as determined by the results of the competitive selection of social, ideological, and political-institutional practices. This again helps to locate those points within the social structure and across time at which certain developments, including developments within the ideological sphere, began to generate effects that can be seen (from the historian’s perspective) to have led to specific negative or positive results, why they were originally “selected,” and how that process occurred. The combination of practices that generated Byzantine attitudes toward the production of wealth, for example, and the resultant responses of both individuals and ruling or governing elites to the issues of commerce and trade can be shown to have had important positive consequences for the survival of the empire in the period up to the ninth century. But, in the context of a somewhat different international economic and political situation, after the tenth century especially, it is their negative results for both ruling elite and imperial government that become apparent. In the late period, it is true, and under the influence of different circumstances, certain groups were able successfully to challenge
these practices, but by then the economic context had already altered sufficiently for the resultant changes to be ineffectual. By the same token, the statist or dirigist fiscal and monetary régime that the empire inherited from the late Roman world and which it refined during the seventh to the ninth centuries clearly contributed to the survival of the empire and its ability to consolidate and even expand thereafter. Yet, it was these very institutional patterns that led to the collapse of the monetary and fiscal system in the middle and late eleventh century, paradoxically at a time when the nonstate economic sector was flourishing.\textsuperscript{64} One of the most valuable aspects of Runciman’s theorization of the competitive selection of social practices and the emergence of systactic structures is that it automatically assumes the instrumentality of beliefs, which traditional materialist approaches frequently neglect.

Neither approach excludes the other. On the contrary, I would argue that, while the first provides a framework or metatheory within which to ask general questions about dynamics and evolutionary potentials, the second offers a valuable model for the microstructural analysis of these dynamics and their evolution. Together, they help to make some sense of an extremely complex array of sources, including textual, archaeological, and representational materials. This explicit methodological pluralism may thus appear to abandon a single metatheory in favor of a more particularist heuristic framework; in fact, I would argue that it is possible still to work within a single overarching theoretical strategy and employ second-order theories to tackle specific issues, as long as the two share a common philosophical basis (in this case, epistemologically realist and materialist).\textsuperscript{65} Since the questions we ask must inevitably determine the shape of the theories we generate to provide answers, this seems to me a reasonable way to avoid both methodological relativism and monocausal determinism.

**Notes**
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54. Dennett 1950.
60. Lybyber 1913.
61. See Shaban 1976: 20–70 for a clear account of the period c. 770–840 in which these different elements played a role.
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Sex and Empire
A Darwinian Perspective
Walter Scheidel

For the end of a policy would not be, in the eyes of the actors or their historians, simply to conquer others and bring all into subjection. Nor does any man of sense go to war with his neighbors for the mere purpose of mastering his opponents; nor go to sea for the mere sake of the voyage; nor engage in professions and trades for the sole purpose of learning them. In all these cases the objects are invariably the pleasure, honor, or profit resulting from these undertakings. (Polybius 3.4)

It is certain that with almost all animals there is a struggle between the males for the possession of the female. This fact is so notorious that it would be superfluous to give instances. (Darwin 1871: 259)

1. Human Nature and Ancient Empires

1.1. Power and Fitness

Why empires? Or, more generally, why power? In his landmark study of the sources of social power—the first part of which is largely dedicated to the subject of our volume, ancient empires—Michael Mann steers clear of motivational models of human behavior. “We can take for granted the motivational drive of humans to seek to increase their means of subsistence. That is a constant.”¹ But why do humans seek to increase their means of subsistence? Is that a goal in itself? To Mann, it does not matter: one seeks power as a “generalized means” (Talcott Parsons’s phrase) “for attaining whatever goals one wants to achieve.” The nature of these goals does not require further analysis: “If I talk sometimes of ‘human beings pursuing their goals,’ this should be taken not as a voluntaristic or psychological statement but as a given, a constant into which I will inquire no further because it has no further social force.” No attempt is made to identify ultimate causes underlying proximate motivation. In my view, this approach not only impoverishes our vision of human behavior but effectively prevents us from understanding and explaining the recent history of our species.²
This volume focuses on empire, power, and exploitation. From Mann’s perspective, exploitation is a way of pursuing the unquestioned goal of increasing the means of subsistence by exercising power. But why should exploiters want to increase their means of subsistence? This question is not nearly as pointless as it has been made to seem. From an evolutionary perspective, resources are of no value in and of themselves. They acquire intrinsic utility only in as much as they are instrumentalized in enhancing inclusive fitness, defined as “the reproductive success of individual genes, including that of identical copies which are present in near kin.”

Humans, like all other complex organisms on this planet, are hydraulic vehicles generated by self-replicating molecules linked up in genes, the basic particulate units of inheritance that are passed intact from one generation to the next. These vehicles, the phenotypic expression of the underlying genotype, have evolved for the purpose of protecting those biomolecules from environmental hazards and have come to facilitate their interaction with the outside world, primarily for the sake of energy consumption, and—in sexually reproducing species—for the purpose of replication. In the latter case, the phenotypical (i.e., physical and behavioral) properties of these vehicles determine the replicating germ cells’ chances of meeting others in order to reproduce. Since genetic survival (i.e., successful replication) is contingent on scarce energy resources, reproductive processes inevitably involve competition, which in turn drives evolution in response to natural selection. Natural selection, equivalent to the differential reproduction of genotypes, ultimately selects for reproductive success. As a result, the behavior of organisms is adaptive if it increases the chances of reproductive success. Because genetic survival is by definition the only raison d’être of organisms, their evolved behavior has been conditioned by this reproductive imperative. Thus, organisms can be said to have been designed by natural selection to operate successfully in a competitive environment in ways that contribute to the replication of their genes.

In sexually reproducing species, competition for resources is ultimately equivalent to competition for mates. Owing to sexual asymmetries in gamete size and reproductive physiology, females and males in diploid species differ markedly in terms of their reproductive strategies. Female lifetime reproductive success is constrained by a fixed number of gametes and by prolonged gestation and placental nurture and subsequent lactation. All these features constitute very considerable parental investment of energy resources. By contrast, males are limited in their reproductive performance not so much by physiological features as by competitors. Whereas the mean reproductive success of all males in a generation must equal the reproductive success of all females, variance in reproductive success may greatly differ between the sexes. Unlike females, males may increase their reproductive success significantly by depriving competitors of mating opportunities. This difference is crucial in determining reproductive behavior. In all species, the sex that invests less will compete more for mating opportunities, because the sex allocating a smaller proportion of reproductive effort as parental effort benefits more from competing
for mate quantity. Therefore, males gain more reproductively from gathering a harem of females than females would gain from gathering a harem of males. This is why polygyny is so common in mammals, where females are high obligate investors. In about 95 percent of mammalian species, some males monopolize sexual access to more than one female, usually through intensive intermale competition. In polygynous species, variance in reproductive success is much higher for males than for females. Thus, while male resources increase fertility at the “high” end of reproductive variation—resource-rich males mate with more and/or more fecund females—females’ resources avert failure at the “low” end, as they require only sufficient resources to raise viable offspring.

Typically, resources, status, and power co-vary with reproductive success for males. Because male variance in reproductive success is high, great expenditure and risk may be profitable. Among humans, where men use resources to gain reproductive advantage, this merely increases variance in male reproductive success. Male fitness differentials range from differences in mating success, such as the number of wives and their reproductive value (above all, age), the frequency of extramarital matings, and the incidence of remarriage, to differential marital fertility, differential child survivorship, and the differential allocation of reproductive chances to offspring. Dominance, status, and wealth have all been positively associated with a variety of mechanisms promoting male reproductive success, including the number of serial or simultaneous conjugal unions, the number of extramarital liaisons, age at first marriage or reproduction, spouse’s age at first reproduction, interbirth intervals, and probability of cuckoldry. Thus, a growing number of studies have established a strong correlation between cultural and reproductive success. In general, the acquisition of symbolic capital—honor, prestige, power—translates to the accumulation of material capital, which enhances reproductive success. As E. O. Wilson put it in his seminal work, “to dominate is to possess priority of access to the necessities of life and reproduction. This is not a circular definition; it is a statement of a strong correlation observed in nature.” Chagnon is right to remind us that in evolutionary time, struggles among humans were more likely over the means of reproduction than over the means of production. However, with the rise of sedentary agriculture, these two tend to converge.

### 1.2. Human History and Primate Models

In human history, we would expect customs and institutions to reflect these underlying mechanisms. At the same time, it would be difficult to appreciate the impact of this biological infrastructure except within an explicitly Darwinian conceptual framework. An evolutionary perspective provides the only comprehensive model of the behavior of all organic beings, including Homo sapiens. And, in fact, evolutionary approaches have made considerable headway in a variety of disciplines. Perhaps unsurprisingly, acceptance and success have varied with the proximity of different fields to the life sciences. Hence, the more an academic field has traditionally been
governed by modes of discourse that are hostile or oblivious to science and reductive reasoning, the slower progress has been. In the social sciences, anthropologists have more readily embraced Darwinian concepts than historians have been willing to do. In view of established traditions, this may hardly occasion surprise, but is nevertheless impossible to justify. No one will want to claim that simple, “primitive,” “tribal” societies—the “savages” of yesteryear—are somehow closer to the animal kingdom and therefore more suitable for the application of evolutionary concepts than “civilized” complex societies. All people are animals, regardless of their cultural environment. As a consequence, there is no obvious reason why an evolutionary perspective should not be of comparable utility (or lack thereof) in either field. The explanation must doubtless be sought in the institutional structure of academic production that favors certain modes of enquiry in some compartments but discourages them in others. History, post-historic turn, is now surely one of the least receptive areas. Ancient history, conventionally chained to literary criticism, is no exception, even though the 1990s witnessed the publication of a fair amount of pioneering work. In any event, arbitrary firewalls cannot fail to narrow the horizon of historical research:

To break this seamless matrix of causation—to attempt to dismember the individual into “biological” versus “nonbiological” aspects—is to embrace and perpetuate an ancient dualism endemic in western cultural tradition: material/spiritual, body/mind, physical/mental, natural/human, animal/human, biological/social, biological/cultural. This dualistic view expresses only a premodern version of biology, whose intellectual warranty has vanished.

For Gellner, logical coherence is a sign of conceptual progress: “the failure to bring findings from diverse fields together into one unified picture is in our society a sign of insufficient advance in one field or the other or both, but not of some inherent insulation of diverse phenomena.” In our case, “insufficient advance” will be encountered primarily in the humanities.

There is no more immediate form of exploitation of humans than that which directly involves their bodies, and, given the nature of bodies as agents of reproduction, sexual exploitation can reasonably be defined as the ultimate and quintessential form of human exploitation. If ancient imperialism facilitated exploitation, we must address the question of whether or how it facilitated the exploitation of reproductive capacity. How might the beneficiaries of empire increase their mating success in order to enhance their inclusive fitness? We may crudely distinguish between two complementary and overlapping ways of achieving this goal: by direct appropriation of the means of reproduction—that is, by obtaining or monopolizing access to fecund females, controlling their bodies by means of marriage or purchase—or indirectly, by appropriating the means of production so as to acquire symbolic and material resources that facilitate access to mates whose bodies are not
subject to permanent control, as in the case of prostitution or extramarital liaisons. It will be immediately apparent that this distinction is one of degree rather than substance, in that the means of ensuring direct control are similar to or identical with those conducive of occasional matings, namely status, wealth, and power.

These links between access to resources and access to females can be traced back to our primate ancestors:

In intermale reproductive competition, males seek to monopolize either females or resources that are crucial to female reproduction. The spatiotemporal distribution of resources should determine which of these strategies is most effective, partly through its effect on resource defensibility, which is considered a key influence on patterns of aggressive competition. In line with this argument, we suggest that the object of intergroup aggression should be predictable by resource alienability—i.e., the extent to which resources can be profitably seized. Thus, fruit trees used by territorial monkeys are alienable, because territorial boundaries can shift. Again, individual females are not alienable from a female-bonded nonhuman primate troop, because females are unwilling to leave their female kin. They are alienable, however, in species in which females transfer. This framework accounts for the association between male-male cooperation and female transfer, and it suggests that if material resources of sufficient value (i.e., importance to reproduction) are alienable, competition over females should give way to competition over material resources.22

The same mechanisms are encountered among humans.23 Manson and Wrangham test their hypothesis by comparing human societies with few or no alienable resources with those that have valuable objects or land that can be seized. They find that in forty-two foraging societies, the presence of alienable resources was significantly associated with conflict over resources. At the same time, polygyny and wealth are strongly correlated in societies where alienable resources are available.24

Applied to the theme of this volume, this scenario suggests that males cooperate in hazardous ventures because, ultimately, they stand to improve their reproductive success and inclusive fitness. Since humans in complex, sedentary societies are able to control territory and storable surplus, we expect them to compete primarily over territory and material resources because these will facilitate access to mates.25 In these societies, females are highly transferable, both in the context of consensual virilocal marriage (the most common pattern of animal dispersal in primate and other mammalian species) and in cases of forcible seizure and clausturation (for marriage, concubinage, and slavery). It is clear that competition over females and competition over resources are not mutually exclusive; rather, capture of females remains an option on top of seizure of resources, especially at the initial, often violently disruptive stage of conquest.26 This model is universally applicable and guarantees that the basic behavioral preconditions for territorial expansion are automatically present in any human society.27
By contrast, the actual incidence of corresponding activities, such as offensive intergroup aggression and imperialist expansion, as well as success and failure, are determined by unrelated environmental factors. In his pathbreaking survey of human development since the inception of agriculture, Diamond demonstrates that geographical divergence in ecological conditions (such as the availability of domesticable plants and animals), as well as geomorphological features (such as the relative isolation or openness of different regions), ultimately account for the most fundamental variations in human social and cultural development.28 Thus, complex exploitative systems first arose in the ecologically most favored parts of the planet, such as the Near East, India, and China, only belatedly in the Americas, and not at all in marginal zones such as Australia. In this way, ecological constraints have mediated the universal drift of human social organization toward increasing complexity.29 This emerging consensus on the nature of the ultimate determinants of human cultural diversity permits us to relate a phylogenetic constant, such as evolved behavioral propensities, to behavioral variables, such as the specific style of differential reproduction and sexual exploitation in a given ecological niche at a particular stage of civilizational accomplishment—in this case, ancient empires.30

1.3. Proximate Mechanisms and Ultimate Causation

At this point, perhaps belatedly, it may be expedient to address the common objection that sexual urges are not known to prompt humans to engage in warfare or exploitation of resources. Immanuel Kant distinguished three passions—for possession, for power, and for honor—but not for offspring. The tempting question to what extent this omission is explicable in terms of his personal psychology would miss the point, since his observation is in any event irrelevant to the issue of adaptation. As Robin Dunbar puts it,

Individuals may be persuaded to engage in warfare by any number of motives….Which (if any) of these mutually incompatible explanations is the case is irrelevant to whether or not warfare is functional in biological terms. That question is answered solely in terms of whether or not warfare increases or decreases the actor’s inclusive fitness (or, as a proximate measure, gives the actor access to resources that will influence his/her ability to reproduce)….Non-biologists thus fall into the common trap of assuming that explanations in terms of “selfish genes” have something to do with motivations. In practice, the same functional effect can be produced by many different motivations in as many different cases.31

This is an important clarification, especially for historians used to probing representations and teasing out meanings. It is unnecessary and unhelpful to examine claims and ideologies associated with imperialism and exploitation when we are interested in ultimate causation.32 The crucial difference lies between proximate causation (the mechanism that brings something about) and ultimate causation,
which concerns adaptive significance entailing reproductive consequences. In other words, it does not matter whichever motives ostensibly determine behavior, given that the consequences of this behavior for inclusive fitness are subject to natural selection and that natural selection favors adaptive behavior. Irons suggests “as a hypothesis that in most human societies cultural success consists in accomplishing those things which make biological success (that is, a high inclusive fitness) probable. While cultural success is by definition something people are conscious of, they may often be unaware of the biological consequences of their behavior.”

This is not to say that perceived motivation is wholly irrelevant; if the claim that contemporary American men on average think of sex every five minutes during their waking hours is valid cross-culturally, the average man (depending on mean life expectancy) will think of sex between 2.5 and 5 million times in his postpubescent lifetime. By implication, all men who ever lived on earth must have thought of sex approximately 50 quadrillion times. It is hard to imagine that this persistent reflex (which squares superbly with evolutionary theory) has been of no importance to conscious motivation. Even so, Darwinian theory can be empirically corroborated only by observed or attested behavior.

Needless to say, this is inevitably a tall order for the student of ancient history: in this case, human behavior cannot be directly observed but must be tenuously reconstructed from invariably highly fragmentary and often biased sources. For this reason alone, it is essential to concentrate on broad patterns of behavior rather than discrete events or phenomena. For much of ancient history, sweeping cross-cultural surveys are the only way to identify such patterns. This explains the format of the following sections of this chapter.

Yet, before I move on to ancient imperialism, one further potential source of confusion merits comment. Darwinian theory predicts that natural selection favors the evolution of behavioral traits that tend to create opportunities for increasing inclusive fitness. The wording is crucial: opportunities do not necessarily lead to the desired results. By the standards of recorded human history, evolution moves at a glacial pace; thus, favored behavioral traits can be adaptive only in the context of the “environment of evolutionary adaptedness” (EEA). They do not necessarily have the same effect in the fast-changing conditions of the recent past. Therefore, what we are looking for is not merely evidence that imperial success increased the reproductive success and inclusive fitness of primary beneficiaries (although studies of contemporary populations have of course repeatedly shown that such evidence does exist in abundance) but also evidence of the fact that imperial success enabled these beneficiaries to engage in behavior that would ordinarily promote reproductive success. Male competitors for fecund females are conditioned to seek out sexual gratification rather than children per se, but, because procreation is positively correlated with sexual intercourse, the net effects on reproductive success tend to be similar. Even so, the distinction between sex and reproduction is of considerable importance. This is best brought out by the observation that in modern Western societies,
social status is frequently (though not invariably) unrelated to reproductive success.\textsuperscript{36} Using proxy measures for cultural success (education, though not income), Vining even argues for a negative correlation between wealth and fertility.\textsuperscript{37}

Looked at more closely, however, this apparent lack of fit between theory and data is easy to explain.\textsuperscript{38} For example, it has been shown that extremely wealthy men are still in the habit of boosting lifetime reproductive success by means of higher rates of remarriage, thus outreproducing the general male population.\textsuperscript{39} More important, Pérusse finds that, while social status may now often be dissociated from actual male fertility, it is still significantly related to potential fertility, as estimated from copulation frequency: in fact, status is by far the most important factor accounting for variance in this proximate determinant of reproductive success and inclusive fitness. This suggests that in the absence of modern means of fertility control, paternity tests, and socially imposed monogamy, cultural success would on average still translate to higher reproductive success.\textsuperscript{40} Moreover, lifetime fertility is an imperfect measure of inclusive fitness. Allowing for long-term effects, low fertility in high-status environments need not be indicative of low fitness; cultural success may well serve to enhance inclusive fitness in the long run.\textsuperscript{41} Thus, Rogers devises a model that stresses that heritable wealth has reproductive value independent of fertility as long as it increases the reproductive chances of offspring and suggests that wealth and fertility may be of roughly equal value in estimating inclusive fitness.\textsuperscript{42} This observation goes a long way in explaining low fertility in privileged groups.\textsuperscript{43} Harpending and Rogers consider the possibility that under conditions of density-dependent population regulation, such as might exist in a stratified society in which the lowest social stratum constitutes a demographic sink, a strategy favoring offspring quality might result in higher long-term fitness. Most recently, Boone and Kessler have proposed an alternative model that seeks to explain reduced fertility as part of an evolved strategy to maximize long-term fitness in the face of periodic ecological crises.\textsuperscript{44} As I show in section 1.5, these attempts to account for reproductive restraint are of particular interest in the present context.

1.4. Determinants of Polygyny

For men, polygyny has traditionally been the most commonly desired mating pattern in human history. In two samples of cultures from the Human Relations Area Files (HRAF), 77 percent (n = 250) and 76 percent (n = 563) practiced some form of polygyny, respectively, whereas only 17 and 21 percent were strictly monogamous.\textsuperscript{45} However, in polygynous societies, the majority of all unions are monogamous; plural marriage is usually limited to high-status individuals (i.e., those with wealth and/or of advanced age). According to a recent survey of published work, the actual incidence of plural marriage in polygynous societies has ranged from 2 to 50 percent in various twentieth-century African and Asian populations.\textsuperscript{46} A rate of 25 to 35 percent appears to have been a common upper limit. Marital data for fifteen African countries from 1966 to 1977 show that the average plural family included 2
to 2.5 wives, with only a small proportion of unions involving three or more wives. Comparable stratification can be observed in Mormon polygamy: 15 to 20 percent of marriages in a sample of six thousand prominent Mormon families were polygamous; of 1,784 polygamous men, 66.3 percent had two wives, 21.2 percent had three wives, 6.7 percent had four wives, and fewer than 6 percent had five or more. However, leaders benefited disproportionately from this practice; the founder of the sect, Joseph Smith, has been credited with twenty-seven, forty-eight, or eighty-four wives. Socioeconomic status is a major determinant of Mormon polygamy. The same pattern can be found at the opposite end of the developmental spectrum: in one Melanesian sample, 9 percent of 663 men had more than one wife, but only 1 percent had more than two.

Polygamy rates for men and women differ. The proportion of all married women married polygamously is usually significantly higher than the corresponding proportion of all men; at the very least, there will always be twice as many polygamosely married women in a given group as there are polygamosely married men. This imbalance can be illustrated with reference to a group of Australian Aborigines in which ninety-four men were monogamously married and fifty-eight (or 38.2 percent) were polygamous. However, 170 of 264 married women lived in polygamous unions, or 64.4 percent. Under these circumstances, in populations with a balanced adult sex ratio, many adult men would be deprived of spouses. Offensive warfare serves to alleviate this problem: not only may casualties skew the adult sex ratio in favor of women, but military success enables the victors to transfer additional women to their own group. Both mechanisms help reduce the social tensions arising from inequalities in access to mates and foster in-group cohesion and cooperation. Thus, imperial success that renders possible the appropriation of out-group women (either directly by capture or indirectly via the appropriation of mate-attracting resources) simultaneously favors polygyny among the male beneficiaries of this success and reinforces their imperialist motivations.

Polygyny cannot be seen as a single syndrome “but is produced by diverse strategies under a range of different conditions and comprises different systems of meaning and function.” Even so, it is possible to identify the most critical variables underpinning polygynous practices. White and Burton relate the occurrence and intensity of polygyny to warfare for plunder, the taking of (female) captives, and male labor migration. In an ambitious study designed to test these and alternative assumptions and to assess the relative importance of different explanatory variables, Bretschneider codes data from 186 societies of the Standard Cross-Cultural Sample (SCCS). While White and Burton maintain that warfare for plunder and the capture of women are positively correlated with levels of polygyny, Bretschneider introduces military success as a further variable, predicting that it will amplify this effect. He also predicts that population size is positively correlated with offensive external warfare, and thus polygyny. The data strongly support these assumptions. It deserves notice that in the cluster of warfare/demography predictors, Bretschneider finds no
significant correlation between male mortality in warfare or difference in marriage age and polygyny. Hence, it seems that military aggression alone does not favor polygyny; success is an essential ingredient. Although Bretschneider is concerned with multiple marriage—“when war for plunder/captives is present and militarily successful, female captives tend to be integrated in the winning society through marriage”—the observed correlations can logically be expected to hold for the seizure of territory and resources (as opposed to mere plunder) and the enslavement of women (as opposed to marriage), as well. In fact, White and Burton regard all conditions that increase access to resources needed for supporting large households as facilitating polygyny; these include expansion into new territory through success in war and migration to unoccupied lands. Bretschneider argues that this argument is supported by the finding that militarily successful war for plunder and captives is a good predictor of polygyny.

White and Burton hold that warfare for plunder increases wealth differentiation among men and thus raises polygyny rates among the wealthy. They also note that if social differentiation among men is associated with higher levels of polygyny, plunder should increase polygyny even in the absence of captured wives. In apparent contrast, Bretschneider finds that “when war for plunder and captives is frequent, wealth differences among men will level out, more than a few wealthy men may be able to marry polygynously and a pattern of ‘general’ polygyny is likely to exist.” These two positions are not as contradictory as it might seem. In small and weakly differentiated—often “tribal”—groups, universal participation in communal warfare will result in widespread polygyny in the event of substantial military success. In highly stratified complex large-scale systems, such as ancient empires, however, participant-beneficiaries are unlikely to constitute more than a fairly small minority of the total population, and strong hierarchical privileges may skew the distribution of resources and captives even further in favor of rulers and elites.

According to a popular view, polygyny may under certain circumstances create household wealth. However, Bretschneider finds little support for White’s concept of “Wealth-Increasing Polygyny” (or “Polygyny with Autonomous Co-Wives”), according to which residential autonomy of multiple wives predicts a polygyny pattern in which the addition of each wife increases the likelihood of the acquisition of another, given that added co-wives augment wealth. The other main category, “Male Ranked Polygyny with Related Co-Wives,” requires husbands to generate the wealth to support one or more wives, and husbands and wives co-reside. With this type, the requirements are mostly on the husband to attract and support additional wives, and polygyny does not vary positively with female contribution to subsistence. This latter scenario was clearly dominant in ancient imperial societies that practiced polygamy. Moreover, plow agriculture is negatively correlated with polygyny, which helps explain why polygyny was more widespread in the African savannah than in the Mediterranean or the Near East, where only the wealthy could afford to adopt this custom. This model does not logically require co-wives
to be related (cf. earlier discussion), nor is it contingent on the existence of formal marital unions; any form of accumulation of dependent women in a household will be “male ranked,” that is, correlated with male status and resources. In important respects, “Male Ranked Polygyny” is equivalent to “resource-defense polygyny,” a concept used in the study of animal species in which males monopolize resource-rich sites that attract aggregations of females.

1.5. Ancient Empires and Darwinian Predictions

The main question is, How do ancient empires conform to the predictions of the primate model of competition over females and/or alienable resources? Imperialism is an extension of intergroup aggression in general, implying a more elaborate and formalized system of operations and control but ultimately serving the same objective. If all groups can be expected to compete for reproductive success, empires differ only in terms of scale. Crudely put, success and attendant power should result in improved reproductive success for those who are heavily invested in the imperialist project. The establishment and exploitation of empires require a high level of social cooperation and hierarchical stratification. Hence, the reproductive benefits of successful imperialism can be expected to vary with the degree of involvement—de facto or symbolic—of the beneficiaries in the building, maintenance, and exploitation of empires.

In highly hierarchical and despotic societies, benefits are most likely to be concentrated at the top. Imperial expansion affects both the size and the complexity of successful states: growth in size favors the creation of new layers of hierarchy, which are likely to add to reproductive inequality. This may create tensions between elite monopolization of resources and sex partners and the need for cooperation in maintaining the imperial system. In these societies, we would expect imperialism to benefit primarily rulers and aristocracy and secondarily essential maintenance personnel, such as soldiers and officials. We would expect increases in reproductive success to be correlated with the social and political hierarchy and cultural success to translate directly to inclusive fitness. In hierarchical societies in which the large majority of the population is regularly excluded from political or even military participation, we would expect such benefits to be limited to a relatively small segment of the total population. Under these circumstances, imperial exploitation would tend to increase inequality in reproductive success by privileging groups closely involved in the system, and even within the population of all beneficiaries a disproportionately large share of resources and mating opportunities would accrue to those at the very top of the social pyramid. All these predictions are corroborated by empirical evidence from ancient Near Eastern empires and comparable political entities from around the world. This correlation between despotism and reproductive inequality is explored in section 2.

In more egalitarian societies, by contrast, we would expect the concentration of resources and females in elite circles to be attenuated or at the very least concealed.
in order to promote social cohesion and participation of the citizenry in imperialist activities. Nevertheless, resource inequality would still predict differential reproductive success. In the context of socially imposed monogamy, a characteristic feature of egalitarian societies, differential mating success needs to be achieved by a variety of extramarital mating mechanisms from concubinage to slavery and prostitution. Relevant evidence from the Greco-Roman world is analyzed in section 3.

In sum, I hope to show that, in terms of differential reproduction, these two types of ancient empires differ more in style than in substance. Differences in social and political organization shape the institutions that mediate between cultural and reproductive success: royal and aristocratic harems and lawful polygamy in the Near East, concubinage and chattel slavery in the classical Mediterranean. In each case, however, their ultimate function was the same: to convert imperial power into inclusive fitness.

In humans, owing to singularly protracted childcare, a premium has been placed on postpartum parental investment. As a consequence, female mate choice is governed by the desire to obtain resources from long-term mates, an objective that conflicts with the desire for multiple fertilization in males. While it is in the interest of fathers to invest in their offspring, primarily in the context of stable pair-bonds, it is likewise in their interest to maximize reproductive output. We may therefore predict that, ideally, human males should seek to have it both ways, that is, to limit the number of children receiving parental investment in accordance with paternal resources and simultaneously to seek out opportunities for further fertilization without corresponding long-term investment, enhancing what I propose to call “marginal reproductive success.” In this, shifting balances of effort, risk and outcome play a crucial role.

I will argue that mixed strategies along these lines are very much in evidence in the ancient societies under review. These empires developed cultural institutions and legal norms that not only facilitated the sexual exploitation of women but at the same time allowed beneficiaries—above all, high-status men—to strike a balance between lifetime reproductive success (i.e., the desire to maximize offspring quantity) and estate preservation in the interest of inclusive fitness (i.e., the desire to maximize offspring quality by limiting paternal investment in acknowledged offspring and the number of heirs). As for the latter, privileged groups have long been known to reduce their marital fertility out of status anxiety, defined as “a strong commitment among married couples to the preservation of the material basis for their own high social status and to the transmission of that status to their children.” Since differential reproductive success regularly co-varies with social status and heritable wealth facilitates intergenerational status preservation, from an evolutionary perspective, “strong commitment” of this kind is only to be expected among high-status families.

Again, the question of conscious motivation does not strictly speaking enter the equation. It would be unnecessary to ask whether Assyrians or Persians or Romans
deliberately waged wars or organized their households or devised laws in ways aiming to maximize their reproductive benefits from imperial success and thus increase inclusive fitness. All that needs to be shown in this context is that such institutions and norms were adaptive in the sense that they successfully mediated between cultural and reproductive success. I will show that in the major ancient empires, this was regularly the case. Even apparent constraints, such as Greco-Roman monogamy, can readily be accommodated within this explanatory framework.70

2. Despotic Empires

2.1. Despotism and Differential Reproduction

As we have seen in section 1.4, the incidence of polygyny is strongly correlated with successful warfare and appropriation of resources. In principle, two basic conditions are necessary for polygyny to arise: females must be “economically defendable,” and polygyny is more feasible—and sensible in Darwinian terms—when female sexual cycles are asynchronous.71 Both conditions are particularly well met in highly stratified human societies. Levels of polygyny vary with population size: in small foraging groups, like the Inuit, good hunters and fighters may gain primary sexual access to two or three women; local leaders, like Yanomamö headmen, to as many as ten; supralocal leaders, like Trobriand chiefs, to as many as a hundred; and heads of complex states, like the Inca, perhaps thousands. Dickemann notes “the capacity of human groups to control the labor of other, unrelated, individuals allows the development of harem polygyny far beyond the bounds that any individual family, however extended, could support.”72 As a consequence, “the bigger a polygynist’s harem, the more likely he is to depend on exploitation.”73 This association between hierarchy, despotism and polygyny is very strong in a world sample of 104 politically autonomous societies studied by Betzig.74 This linkage is easy to understand in Darwinian terms:

Darwinian theory predicts that to the extent that conflicts of interest among individuals are not overridden by common interest, or by an overpowering force, they will be manifested, and they will, ultimately, be reproducively motivated. Where such conflicts exist, men and women are expected to exploit positions of strength in resolving them to their own advantage, and they are expected to turn that advantage to proportionate means to reproduction. Hierarchical power should predict a biased outcome in conflict resolution, which should in turn predict size of the winner’s harem, for men, a measure of success in reproduction.75

As noted before, the ruling elites will have to strike a balance between their desire to monopolize resources and the need to maintain sufficient levels of cooperation. In Betzig’s summary, “exploitation will exist to the extent that subordinates are
constrained by ecological benefits, whereas cooperation will exist to the extent that dominants are constrained by social benefits.”76 When individuals group to take advantage of high-quality territory, differences in fighting ability will emerge as dominance hierarchies, and dominants will be free to extract fitness benefits from subordinates.77 Human societies are notable for their division of labor: subordinates raise dominants’ fitness directly, as workers but also—or above all—as procurers and defenders of resources (i.e., soldiers and administrators). If a dominant’s fitness increases with the mean fitness of the group, then a subordinate’s service in resource acquisition or defense should be rewarded accordingly, if not proportionally. Where a subordinate’s services are essential and irreplaceable, dominants will be impelled to concede fitness benefits, such as access to resources and mates. In this case, fitness benefits conceded are most likely to translate into reproductive success.78 Imperial systems inevitably depend on the participation and collusion of different groups from elite commanders and local mediators or intermediaries (such as local elites) to soldiers and officials. The burden of providing fitness benefits to these varied strata falls on out-groups, both members of ethnic-core populations whose services are less essential for the imperial project and members of subject populations.

In humans, owing to a variety of physiological and social checks (such as concealed ovulation, infertility, the incidence of conception and implantation, miscarriage, and infidelity), even successfully polygynous men are severely constrained in their reproductive success by the fertility of their mates. Thus, regardless of socio-economic status, only men with extensive and well-guarded harems are able to raise their average lifetime fertility beyond a score or so.79 For this reason, progressive accumulation and monopolization of sex partners is bound to pay off in reproductive terms, and cultural and legal institutions that put no numerical limit on the number of women under the control of individual men are therefore most adaptive, but only insofar as inequality in reproductive success does not interfere with the requirement to share resources with subordinates, as noted above.80 Here, the exploitation of outsiders rendered feasible by successful imperial expansion offers unique opportunities for reconciling the conflicting goals of accumulation and redistribution of fitness benefits: enabling rulers and nobles to monopolize women on a grand scale, it also leaves room for the rewarding of essential subordinates that is commensurate to the real or perceived value of their contribution.81

2.2. Comparative Historical Evidence

In her cross-cultural study of despotism and differential reproduction, Betzig attempts “to determine how often power has been used to the end of reproduction... throughout the course of history and before.” Her subsequent work revisits this issue in considerable detail.82 These substantial surveys of pertinent evidence could easily be extended by numerous additional sources. In this context, a few telling instances will suffice.
Dahomey, a powerful African empire of the nineteenth century, is in many ways a typical case. The royal harem allegedly consisted of thousands of “wives,” constantly replenished by war captives selected by the king. Even allowing for some hyperbole, the genetic consequences of royal privilege were perceived to be considerable; as Herskovits notes concerning the capital, “it had seemed as though in the city of Abomey at least, it would be difficult to find Dahomeans who were not descended from royalty.” In general, the reproductive hierarchy paralleled the social hierarchy: village chiefs had more wives and children than commoners. In the kingdom of Asante, at the end of the nineteenth century, the number of wives in multiple marriages would range from two to a thousand. The king himself was credited with 3,333 spouses, a symbolic figure that is nevertheless suggestive of the order of magnitude and of the unquestioned association of cultural with reproductive success. In 1848, a missionary recounted a tour of the palace of the Asante king: “During our progress through the harem, one lady was introduced to us by the king as his favorite wife, his declared standard of estimation being, much to our amusement, the large number of children she had borne him.” Kings of Uganda and Loango would be credited with 7,000 wives each. In Yoruba society, concubinage drew on thousands of female slaves. Influential men—landowners and warlords—always had multiple wives, some hundreds; this caused an extremely uneven distribution of the female population in society. Among the Azande in Nilotic Sudan around 1900, only a minority of men were bigamists, and fewer still married to more than two women. However, village chiefs would boast thirty, forty, or one hundred wives, and the king more than five hundred. The medieval Khmer kings were endowed with five wives and several thousand concubines, the latter subdivided into several classes. Physical attractiveness was noted as a selection criterion. Elaborate ranking systems of this kind are typical of particularly large and centralistic empires with intensive ruler worship. Under the Western Zhou dynasty in ancient China, the emperor had access to one queen, three consorts, nine wives of second rank, twenty-seven wives of third rank, and eighty-one concubines. The sexual purpose of this arrangement is thrown into sharp relief by the fact that the court ladies recorded the menstrual cycle of these women and scheduled their congress with the emperor. In the upper classes, men had only a single principal wife (without the option of remarriage), but the bride would introduce her maids into her husband’s household as his future secondary wives or concubines. In this case, the nexus between wealth and polygyny and likewise between dependent service and sexual exploitation is crystal clear. The latter is further underlined by the example of Huan, the Duke of Qi in the seventh century B.C.E., who supposedly established a private brothel with thousands of women in his own palace. More power invariably translated into bigger harems. The harem of the Han emperors grew to 6,000 in the second century C.E. According to the Dalofu, a sex manual of the Tang period, the recent restoration and expansion of imperial might had increased the scale of sexual exploitation at the top:
Nine ordinary consorts every night, and the Empress two nights at full moon, this was the ancient rule, and the Ladies-in-waiting kept a careful record of this with their vermilion brushes. But at present the women in the seraglio of the Nan-mei Palace, three thousand in number, all together approach the Emperor displaying their charms. Is this not because the bodies of all these myriad women are reserved for this one man?95

Commercial prostitution is traced back to either the seventh or the third centuries B.C.E., coinciding in any event with imperial expansion and the increasing prosperity of a middle class insufficiently wealthy to keep additional women on a permanent basis.96 The trickle-down effect of imperial wealth and its impact on sexual behavior are readily discernible behind this development.

In the Inca empire, the Inca's women were kept in depots scattered across the country. When they reached the age of eight to ten years, large numbers of girls, known as manacona, were taken from their places of origin to live and serve in the aclla huasi, or “Houses of the Chosen Women.” They were reviewed in the capital, Cusco, and divided into various categories according to their social origins, physical attractiveness, and aptitudes. The yura aclla, blood relatives of the Inca, were consecrated to the cult of the Sun and were expected to remain chaste. The next-highest layer was made up of the huayrur aclla, the most beautiful girls, from whom the Inca selected his secondary wives. Those virgins passed their time in textile manufacturing and food processing. Once called by the king to serve their reproductive function, they worked in the palace as servants until they were allowed to return home. The paco aclla were earmarked for the chiefs whom the Inca wished to reward, while the yana aclla, lacking background or beauty, became the servants of the others.97

This system is noteworthy for three reasons. First, it highlights with almost brutal clarity the direct connection between political power and reproductive privilege. Second, it illustrates the principle that the privileged sought to preserve their status for future generations while maximizing their genetic contribution to the next generation; whereas the queen, usually a close relative (sometimes even a sister) of the king, produced legitimate heirs and the children of concubines related to him up to the fourth degree enjoyed special privileges, all other concubines produced bastards who followed the status of their mothers. Thus, status privileges and hence material resources were reserved for a minority within the Inca's offspring. And, third, the gradated redistribution of paco aclla among different strata of the elite exemplifies the need of rulers to bestow fitness benefits upon essential subordinates in accordance with their contribution to the management of the exploitative structure. In 1613, Felipe Guaman de Ayala reported that under the Incas, principal nobles had been allotted fifty women each; leaders of vassal nations had been allowed thirty; provincial governors, twenty; lower-level chiefs (depending on the number of their subordinates), from three to fifteen.98
The contemporaneous Aztec Empire generated similar modes of sexual exploitation and hierarchies of reproductive privilege. While royal harems reputedly contained thousands of women and top aristocrats accumulated hundreds of concubines, lesser nobles had to make do with correspondingly fewer consorts. Not surprisingly, several Aztec emperors were credited with more than one hundred children each. Provincial tributes included young women to be impregnated by elite males, and imperial revenue enabled the state to provide wet-nurses who took care of the offspring of nobles for the first five years of life. Later on, a Franciscan observer would claim that “since the lords and chiefs stole all the women for themselves, an ordinary Indian could scarcely find a woman when he wished to marry.”

Fitness benefits usually bunched at the very top. Ismail the Bloodthirsty, king of Morocco (b. 1672, d. 1727), is reputed to have fathered at least 888 children. This total may seem hard to believe, since in forty years of reproductive history, owing to the various physiological constraints noted earlier, Ismail is unlikely to have been responsible for more than two hundred to four hundred live births. This calculation also casts doubt on the claim that the Nizam of Hyderabad became father four times in the space of eight days, with nine more expected the following week. Nevertheless, there can be no doubt that large harems provided unique mating prospects for individual men. Dickemann observes that “given nine-month pregnancies and two- to three-year lactations, it is not inconceivable that a hard-working Emperor might manage to service a thousand women.” Islam allows four legitimate wives but puts no limit on the number of concubines. Consequently, the caliph Al-Mutawakkil (847–861) could be credited with 4,000 concubines and the emir Abd Ar-Rahman II (822–852) with 6,300. Ottoman harems are said to have ranged from 200 to 1,200 women. I have already referred to some comparable African examples. Sources from India from the fifth century B.C.E. to the sixteenth century C.E. talk of royal harems holding up to 12,000 or 16,000 women. In all these cases, even if concubines were put to economically productive work, they were more likely to be a drain on resources than profitable assets, especially since they had to be maintained in some style. Moreover, claustration was deemed necessary to ensure paternity.

It is worth noting that despotic polygyny is not exclusively confined to highly stratified societies of a relatively remote past. By the early 1990s, the North Korean dictator Kim Il-sung and his son and successor Kim Jong-il had reputedly acquired around one hundred mansions and villas. These residences hosted the so-called Mansion Special Volunteer Corps, a retinue of young women selected for their physical attributes. Supposedly numbering in the thousands, these women were organized in the kippeunjo (“Happy Corps”), composed of actresses and singers, and the manjokjo (“Satisfaction Corps”) and haengbokjo (“Felicity Corps”), which were more straightforwardly charged with the provision of sexual favors. A special party unit was said to scour schools all over the country for beautiful girls and
to persuade parents to volunteer their daughters’ services. Officials might offer up potential concubines as gifts to their supreme leaders. Women were discharged after their early twenties. In addition, the kwabu-jo, a corps division made up of attractive widows, was established to extend sexual services to senior associates of the regime.\textsuperscript{109}

2.3. \textit{Comparative Scientific Evidence}

A recent survey of Y-chromosomal DNA in sixteen contemporary Central Asian populations provides the most dramatic example to date of the covariance of political power and reproductive success. About 8 percent of all men in this region (or 16 million individuals) belong to a Y-chromosome lineage that originated in Mongolia approximately one millennium ago and can plausibly be linked to the paternal ancestors of Genghis Khan (b. c.1162, d. 1227), a ruler who established control over a vast territory stretching from the Caspian Sea to the Pacific Coast. This is consistent with historical references to massive predatory polygyny at Genghis’ court and those of his male-line descendants (known as the “Golden Family”), who continued to dominate the region for generations.\textsuperscript{110} In addition, an analogous study discovered another unusually common Y-chromosomal lineage in northeastern China and Mongolia that may arguably be associated with the Manchu Qing dynasty, which ruled China from 1644 to 1912.\textsuperscript{111} These, however, are merely the most extreme instances of a broader trend that has repeatedly been documented in studies of Y-chromosomal and mitochondrial patterns in present populations: for instance, it can now be shown that while the majority of male Icelanders descend from Scandinavian settlers, the majority of Icelandic women have Gaelic ancestry, which reflects the privileged access to the women of medieval Ireland enjoyed by Viking raiders and conquerors. Similarly, in the same period, successive waves of male invaders from Germany and Scandinavia created new Y-chromosomal lineages in the most affected parts of Britain that reduced the odds of genetic survival of the indigenous male population.\textsuperscript{112} Sex-specific surveys of genetic descent thus confirm the premise that, on average, males experience greater variance in reproductive success (i.e., inclusive fitness) than women and allow us to link this phenomenon to competition over power and resources.

2.4. \textit{Ancient Near Eastern Empires}

2.4.1. \textit{Mesopotamia, Syria, and Palestine.} The major complex societies of the Fertile Crescent and Iran fit the same mold. Owing to the vagaries of source preservation, some of the most detailed and evocative evidence comes from two of the lesser powers in the region. The archive of King Zimri-Lim of Mari reveals that, in addition to his principal queen, the ruler had several secondary wives (one for each of his five palaces), as well as numerous concubines, who shared common quarters separated from the regular wives. Many of the latter appear to have been of foreign
origin, particularly war captives. In a letter to his principal queen, Zimri-Lim asked her to select new women for his harem: “choose thirty female-weavers—or however many who are choice and attractive, who from their toe nails to the hair of their heads have no blemish.” Having changed his mind, he announced in a subsequent missive that he himself was going to pick the right “girls for the veil.” As Lerner aptly notes, “the wife’s cooperation in the matter is taken for granted, and her husband’s sexual use of the captive women . . . is assumed as a routine matter.” Other letters show that “singers” served as “girl-friends” of the king, competing with his queen for his attention. The scale of royal polygyny appears to have been a function of the kingdom’s power: thus, the number of palace women rose from 44 under Yasmah-Addu to 232 under Zimri-Lim, in part thanks to human booty from the conquest of the city of Kahat.115

A few centuries later, in the kingdom of Arrapha, the kings maintained palaces in several cities. For the palace in Zizza, thirty-one and thirty-five concubines are attested, while as many as forty-eight may have present at one point. Further harems are known from the capital, Nuzi, and from the city of Anzukallim. At Nuzi, one prince is known to have kept a principal wife plus seven to nine further women in one household and two to four in another, several of them together with their children. Private citizens, by contrast, would have a second wife only if they could afford to do so. Unfortunately, nothing seems to be known about the mating opportunities of soldiers and bureaucrats.

Resource polygyny can be traced back to Sumerian culture. That there is no evidence of harems in pre-Sargonic Sumer but only from the Ur III period on highlights the correlation between imperial expansion and the accumulation of women in the hands of the powerful. For the Ur III empire, many royal consorts are known by name. While the legal texts of that period know only of monogamous relationships, terms for secondary wives and concubines are attested in literary texts, pointing to more varied social practice, presumably in elite circles. The law already recognized the possibility that a slave woman could lawfully be raised to the status of wife. Informal sexual relations with slave women—slavery had become widespread in the Ur III period—are not mentioned in these texts; we may assume that they were of no relevance in a legal context. Sexual access to slave women had been an unquestioned prerogative of their owners since from the very beginning.

Harem-like institutions are repeatedly attested in Mesopotamian sources. Unfortunately, a group of Middle Assyrian documents known as “harem edicts” are badly broken. Harem size was sensitive to military success and imperial expansion. In the twelfth century B.C.E., King Shilhak-Inshushinak of Elam, having taken the city of Karindash, proclaimed that “all the descendants of the king of Karindash, his wives, concubines and relatives were rounded up and taken into exile.” In 671 B.C.E., following the conquest of Egypt, the Assyrian king Asarhaddon transferred the harem of the Ethiopian king Taharka to Assyria. Similar activities were attributed to Pharaohs and Persian kings (see sections 2.3.2–3).
The Old Testament highlights the same link between imperial growth and royal polygyny. In a long line of biblical characters, beginning with Abraham, his wife, Sarah, and her maid, Hagar, in Genesis 16, parallel relationships are invariably attributed to men in leadership positions. In fact, the biblical tradition traces a gradual upscaling process parallel to increasing stratification, from moderately promiscuous patriarchs to more polygynous judges and on to kings with their substantial harems. Monarchs in particular were thought to have operated on a novel scale: Deuteronomy 17.14, 17, warns the Israelites that a king might take too many wives (and amass too much gold and silver). David, even when his authority was limited to Hebron, had six wives and later added others; the sources grant him eight named wives and additional unknown ones, plus concubines. Solomon supposedly accumulated a huge harem of seven hundred wives and three hundred concubines. This expansion was clearly imagined to have been a function of imperial success: “now king Solomon loved many foreign women, together with the daughter of Pharaoh, women of the Moabites, Ammonites, Edomites, Sidonians, and Hittites.” In this context, the historical reliability of these passages is of secondary importance; what matters here is that the biblical tradition faithfully mirrors the Near Eastern model of royal polygyny and the almost mechanical quantitative relationship between power, resources, and reproductive success. Religious language cast royal polygyny as a divine reward that could be as easily withdrawn as it had been bestowed: “I anointed you king over Israel, … and I gave you … your master’s wives into your bosom. … I will take your wives before your eyes, and give them to your neighbor, and he shall lie with your wives in the sight of this sun.”

Among commoners, polygamous relationships were the subject of several Old Babylonian marriage contracts. On these occasions, however, we never find more than two women involved. The Codex Hammurabi protected a wife against a second co-wife, and the latter was to be accepted only if the former proved barren, while still considered inferior. Otherwise, in the absence of special circumstances (such as infertility, sickness, or misconduct of the first wife), the existing wife first had to agree to the second union. The sources reflect multiple status differentiation, between wives and slave concubines, or between a slave-wife as second wife and a slave concubine in lieu of a second wife. Slave women may have been encouraged to establish sexual relations with their owners by stipulations of the Codex Hammurabi providing for their freedom, along with that of their children, upon the owner’s death. However, such children needed to be adopted first.

In Assyrian law, by contrast, the wife had no explicit rights vis-à-vis her husband; only the wife was capable of committing adultery, never the husband. Wives were not entitled to inherit from their husbands. Slave women were sharply differentiated from proper wife; in public, wives were veiled, a practice that was strictly forbidden to slaves. Concubines were often chosen from slaves. It has been suggested
that the term for concubine, *esirtu*, is etymologically derived from the term for “captive woman.”\textsuperscript{141} Attitudes toward polygyny appear to have changed over time, in step with growing imperial success; while Old Assyrian marriage contracts occasionally envisage the possibility of a second wife only to rule it out, Middle Assyrian law considers the presence of two wives normal practice, one “in front” and one “behind.”\textsuperscript{142} Later on, Assyrian merchants active in Kanesh in Anatolia were allowed to take local women—so-called slave girls—as secondary wives while their regular wives stayed at home.\textsuperscript{143} This provision affords us an all too rare glimpse of the fringe benefits of imperial success for subordinates: as members of the dominant group, Assyrian merchants commanded the clout or resources to acquire mates from among less privileged populations in peripheral regions. In this way, mating opportunities were transferred from the male population of these areas to the Assyrian visitors. We will come across similar mechanisms in the case of Greek colonists and Roman soldiers (see section 3).

In her study of Neo-Babylonian marriage contracts, Roth finds that the introduction of a second wife was repeatedly deemed a cause for divorce. Even so, the presence of a co-wife did not always result in the dissolution of the previous union: in one case, in keeping with the tradition set by the Codex Hammurabi (see earlier discussion), a married but childless man was allowed to take a second wife. Outside the sphere of formal unions, married men had considerably more leeway. These marriage contracts contain no adultery clauses for husbands, only for wives.\textsuperscript{144} In this period, cohabitation of a married man with a slave woman was acceptable as long as it did not reduce the share of property inherited by the wife. The owner’s children with a slave woman, unless adopted, remained slaves. Thus, no legal obligations arose from sexual relations with one’s own slaves. Many slave women were hired out either to brothels or to individuals as personal concubines.\textsuperscript{145} Brothels were known as “the place where they know slave women.” Documented pay scales allow us to gauge the socioeconomic status of the patrons. Rent for a slave concubine amounted to eighteen liters of barley per day, a considerable outlay compared to the daily remuneration of an adult worker of six liters. A monthly fee of 10 shekels of silver would have been forbiddingly high for an adult worker with an annual income of 12 shekels. The leasing of concubines was clearly an upper-class pleasure.\textsuperscript{146} Once more, resource polygyny was a correlate of wealth and status. We can only speculate that Persian domination may have reduced the ability of Babylonians to acquire surplus women, thereby driving up the cost of polygyny.

2.4.2. Egypt. In Egypt, most of the evidence of resource polygyny dates from the period of imperial expansion during the New Kingdom. Royal polygamy is attested only from the New Kingdom on but may, of course, have existed before. In that period, the consorts of the pharaoh were divided into the “principal wife” and the supplementary “king’s wives,” the latter differentiated into royal and nonroyal spouses.\textsuperscript{147} Again, imperial success promoted polygyny. The practice of diplomatic
marriages with foreign noblewomen peaked in the New Kingdom; thus, in addition to his principal wife, Amenophis III kept two princesses from Syria, two from Babylonia, one from Arzawa; and two from Mitanni (one of the last two having being accompanied by no fewer than 317 ladies-in-waiting).\textsuperscript{148} Amenophis II brought from Palestine to Egypt 232 sons but 323 daughters of princes, plus 270 female court singers.\textsuperscript{149} In an extant letter, Amenophis III informs a vassal prince in Palestine that he has dispatched an officer “to fetch beautiful women” for the pharaonic court, urging him to “send very beautiful women, but none with shrill voices.”\textsuperscript{150} The most conspicuous case by far is that of Ramses II, who is known to have fathered approximately ninety sons and daughters.\textsuperscript{151} However, the recent discovery of the labyrinthine tombs of the sons of Ramses may raise this tally even further. The royal women were housed in harems, an institution attested since the Old Kingdom.\textsuperscript{152}

The spread of polygyny beneath the royal level is difficult to determine. Many documents are ambiguous, making it hard to decide whether multiple wives associated with individual men were held simultaneously or serially. Pertinent evidence is available from the Old Kingdom on.\textsuperscript{153} In a survey of twelve cases from the Middle Kingdom, one scholar concludes that “it is likely that we should recognize the limited existence of polygamy in the official classes of the Middle Kingdom.”\textsuperscript{154} Although some of these wives may have been partners in consecutive monogamous unions, examples such as the tomb of Mery-’aa from the First Intermediate Period, which identifies his six wives, make it hard to accept that this interpretation should always be preferable to the view that some unions were in fact polygamous in nature.\textsuperscript{155} Robins cautiously suggests that “it seems possible that among the elite at least, the taking of more than one wife may have occurred but was not particularly common.”\textsuperscript{156} Commoners, as usual, must ordinarily have been monogamous.\textsuperscript{157}

In any event, formal polygamy was not the only option. Though concubines are difficult to identify terminologically, they undoubtedly existed in upper-class circles.\textsuperscript{158} In some tomb chapels of the Eighteenth Dynasty, children appear who were borne by women other than the wife. Slave women were available for sexual relations. In one text, a son specifically asserts that he did not have sexual intercourse with the female servants of his father; it appears to have been his respect for the prerogatives of his father that made his restraint noteworthy. Even in the absence of clearcut evidence, it seems plausible to conclude that illegitimate children arising from such unions did not normally inherit.\textsuperscript{159}

2.4.3. Persia. The Persian Empire of the Achaemenid dynasty (sixth to fourth centuries B.C.E.) exceeded all previous Near Eastern empires in terms of size and power (see chapter 3). In later centuries, the Parthian Arsacid dynasty (third century B.C.E to third century C.E) and the Persian Sasanid dynasty (third to seventh centuries C.E) managed to maintain significantly smaller but nevertheless far-flung supra-ethnic polities. These three successive “Persian empires” (not counting the
interlude of the Macedonian-run Seleucid kingdom) provide ample evidence of the traditional link among imperialism, despotism, and differential reproduction. Cultural institutions favored polygyny: Mazdean ("Zoroastrian") religion was not opposed to multiple marriage or concubinage. Late Pahlavi texts picture polygynous elite households, "great houses bustling with women and fast chariots, with spread-out rugs and piled-up cushion heaps." According to Yasht 17.10, "the women are sitting on the lovely couch with the cushions; they adorn themselves with clips, with square ear-rings and a necklace decorated with gold: ‘When will the master come to us? When will we have the pleasure of experiencing love with our bodies?’" Late traditions even credited Zardusht/Zoroaster himself with three wives.

The polygynous marriage and mating customs of the Achaemenid kings are particularly well attested. The multiple marriages of Darius I may primarily have served political purposes. Later on, Artaxerxes I had seventeen sons, five of whom are known by name; we also know the names of his queen and of three secondary wives. Artaxerxes II was credited with no fewer than 115 sons by concubines in addition to his 3 legitimate sons. Artaxerxes III was said to have killed fifty or eighty of his brothers when his father died. According to various Greek authors, large numbers of concubines, supposedly numbering into the hundreds, lived at the royal court. The sexual component of their duties was no secret; described as the most beautiful women of Asia, they participated in feasts and hunts and guarded the king’s sleep at night. According to one source, every night the king chose one of them as his consort. These harems were considered considerable assets, and physical proximity was valued: thus, after Darius III’s defeat at Issos, Alexander was able to capture large numbers of royal women who had accompanied the king on his campaign. Similar retinues are attested for Sasanian kings: Odaenathus of Palmyra was said to have captured the "concubines" of Shapur, and Galerius the "wives" of Naresus.

Briant and Brosius argue that many of these women, of foreign descent but apparently of high social rank, had been captured during military campaigns and transferred to the palaces. After the defeat of the Ionian uprising, "the most beautiful girls were dragged from their homes and sent to Darius’s court." What might otherwise be dismissed as Greek fabrication is corroborated by a report in a Babylonian chronicle that after the sack of Sidon in 345–344 B.C.E., Artaxerxes III transferred to Babylon large numbers of captive women, who "entered the palace of the king." The romantic tale of Esther, set under Xerxes I, is also premised on the notion that imperial power and despotism translates to reproductive opportunities:

Let beautiful virgins be selected for the king, and let the king appoint commissioners in all the provinces of his kingdom to gather together every beautiful young virgin to the acropolis of Susa, to the house of the women under the authority of Hegai, the king’s eunuch who is in charge of the women; and let him give them their beauty treatment. (Esther 2.2–3)
While this may seem like a fairy-tale out of *The Thousand and One Nights*, Briant reminds us of the equivalent practice of the Chinese Tang emperors, who levied levy tribute in the form of young women and had attractive candidates gathered by their agents throughout the empire. The collection of *manacona* in the Inca Empire provides another parallel (see section 2.2). The correlation between harem size and imperial power still obtained in the late Sasanian period: Xusraw II, arguably the wealthiest Sasanid king, could be credited with 12,000 women or, alternatively, with 3,000 concubines and thousands of female servants and musicians. The historical tradition also reflects the considerable demand for eunuchs created by huge royal harems. Thus, five hundred castrated boys were reportedly included in Babylonia’s annual tribute to the early Achaemenid court. At the end of the fifth century B.C.E., when the rebellious city of Calchedon on the Bosporus was punished by mass castration of the local boys, the victims were subsequently sent to King Darius II.

From the Achaemenid to the Sasanian periods, polygyny was practiced on a proportionately smaller scale among the ruling elites. According to Herodotus, “every man has a number of wives, and a much greater number of concubines,” a claim later echoed by Strabo concerning the Parthians, who “marry many wives and keep at the same time a number of concubines, for the sake of having many children.” While this scenario of universal polygyny cannot be taken at face value, it may well be representative of privileged members of Iranian society. Persian nobles, especially satraps, imitated royal polygynous custom. Surenas, the victor of Carrhae, was said to have been accompanied by two hundred carts for his concubines. Most of the evidence comes from the Sasanian period. Ammianus offers a slightly less indiscriminate account: while the Persians of his day had numerous concubines, they contracted few or many marriages “according to their means” (Amm. 23.6.76). In reality, resource inequality must have prevented most Persians from establishing polygynous households. The critical variable of wealth appears to be alluded to in a passage in the *Frahang i Oim*, envisaging someone “with a co-wife, he who has a fortune.” Only Sasanian nobles were probably regularly polygamous, even keeping their own harems (*shabestan*). Technically, polygamy was legal in the Sasanid period. Sasanian law reckons with one or two principal wives (the latter in separate households) and secondary wives. As usual, only the principal wife or wives and their children could inherit. The lesser co-wives included slaves and war captives. This nexus between military success and polygyny is already in evidence in the Achaemenid period: a woman from Kos who defected to the Greeks after the Persian defeat at Plataea had reportedly been turned “by force” into the concubine of the Persian noble Pherendates, and the Persian Autophradates was said to have acquired a Macedonian woman in a similar way.

Literary critics and cultural historians weaned on deconstructions of “othering” and diatribes against the perils of “orientalism” will be skeptical of my ostensibly uncritical use of Greek references to Persian polygyny as evidence for social
history. It is true that the archetypal motif of the woman-grabbing enemy goes well with the caricature of debauched despotors surrounded by harems and slavish courtiers. These features are indeed familiar ingredients of the “orientalist” vision, which can be traced back to Ktesias and his tales about the Achaemenid court. As I will show (section 3), for the Greeks of the classical period, not only despotism but also polygyny were marks of the “barbarian.” According to a recent critic, the Roman literary tradition of the Parthians—aligned with the Medes/Persians of the Greek sources—constructed the Orient as a “märchenhafte Gegenwelt,” pervaded by oriental despotism, fabulous wealth, extravagant luxury, effeminate lifestyle, and unbridled sexuality, as expressed in polygamy. And, indeed, we would be ill advised to accept any of the passages of classical literature referred to earlier as unbased or reliable. Likewise, it does not matter that the ancient tradition is consistent over space and time: after all, this might simply reflect the persistence of successful clichés. What does matter, however, is the match between the Greco-Roman sources and primary Near Eastern evidence on the one hand (sections 2.4.1–3) and the former and comparative evidence from other despotic empires on the other (sections 2.2–3). These convergences suggest that significant structural properties of the putative oriental counterworld constructed by Mediterranean authors coincide far too closely with information transmitted from within these and comparable societies to have been “constructed” from scratch or distorted beyond recognition. Rather, Greek and Roman authors are likely to have situated their accounts within a real-world framework of Near Eastern despotism, rigid hierarchy and social stratification, and concentration of material and sexual resources at the top of the social pyramid, which could then be embellished for increased entertainment value and harvested for moralizing or xenophobic value judgments. Therefore, “outside” literary references to differential reproduction in the Persian empires are of illustrative value inasmuch as they are compatible with independent “inside” evidence, even if individual episodes or details are distorted or invented.

Incidentally, the Sasanian evidence casts light on the social tensions associated with reproductive inequality. It seems that despite the ongoing appropriation of foreign women, elite polygyny skewed reproductive opportunities to such an extent that marriageable women were lacking in the lower classes. Poor Persians must have been traditionally monogamous, but sometimes not even that. In the 490s C.E., King Kavadh, then an inexperienced teenager, tried to enforce communal access to women. His efforts appear to have been directed against the aristocracy, seeking to dilute aristocratic lineages. In this context, he may also have passed a law limiting the accumulation of women in noble harems (excluding his own). As a result, he was deposed by his nobles and restored only with foreign help. In the 530s, Mazdak, a religious and social reformer, went a step further by preaching community of women and property in general. The tradition, confused as it is, suggests that Mazdak did not aim for abolition of private property or the family, only for redistribution, claiming that “whoever had a surplus in respect of landed property, women
or goods had no better right to it than anyone else." Women were clearly seen as property, unjustly concentrated in the hands of the few. Crone may be right to hold that Mazdak's goal was "not simply that women hoarded in princely harems should be redistributed," but this demand provided a starting point that proved appealing to the underprivileged masses. King Xusraw I had to crush the resulting popular movement with great bloodshed. This episode highlights the precarious nature of the balance between fertility maximization among the ruling class and the need to share fitness benefits with subordinates. In the case of the late Sasanian Empire, reproductive benefits accruing from imperial expansion and exploitation appear to have been monopolized by the elite and, one suspects (though no evidence is available), essential helpers, such as the military, whereas even in Persian society proper, commoners found themselves at the wrong end of transfers of reproductive capacity.

2.4.4. Imperialism and Differential Reproduction. All the major states reviewed in section 2.4 shared cultural and legal institutions that facilitated the translation of cultural success—imperial power and wealth—into reproductive success. One might be tempted to argue that these institutions enabled elites to engage in polygyny regardless of imperial success. However, imperialism clearly affected the scale of reproductive inequality. While in the twelfth century b.c.e., long before the apogee of the Assyrian empire, the Assyrian king Ninurta-tukul-Ashur controlled about forty wives, the Sasanian king of kings Xusraw II could be credited with up to twelve thousand consorts. As noted earlier, successful expansion increased the number of palace women in Mari from 44 to 232, whereas the rulers of the less powerful kingdom of Arrapha had to make do with a few dozen per palace. The most prolific Pharaoh, Ramses II, ruled at a time of almost unprecedented imperial expansion. The kings of Israel could be portrayed as moving from seven-plus wives under David to seven hundred under Solomon and back down to eighteen after the division of the realm. Similarly, the number of concubines attributed to Khmer rulers dropped from three to five thousand under the Angkorian empire to two to three hundred in the more modest postclassical period.

This correlation between imperial and reproductive success is only dimly reflected in sources concerning the general population. Thus, it may or may not be coincidence that polygynous relationships are not attested for the smallish Sumerian city-states of the first half of the third millennium b.c.e. but emerge in the Ur III period. It is also interesting to observe that in Old Babylonian and Old Assyrian law, as well as in Nuzi, bigamy is usually rejected in marriage contracts, unless justified by special circumstances, whereas documents from the more powerful Middle Assyrian Empire take the presence of two wives as a given, and that large numbers of wives and concubines could be ascribed to wealthy members of the still more powerful Persian, Parthian, and Sasanian empires.
Slavery was a major means of facilitating fitness transfers. Large-scale seizures of out-group women most immediately benefited the rulers, as with Zimri-Lim’s request to his wife to select new inmates for his harem and the growth of his harem after the taking of Kahat; Shilhak-Inshushinak’s appropriation of the wives and concubines of the king of Karindash; Asarhaddon’s transfer of the Egyptian ruler’s harem; Amenophis III’s capture of Palestinian princesses and singers; and Darius I’s and Artaxerxes III’s seizure of the women of Miletus and Sidon, respectively. At the same time, and perhaps more important, slavery likewise enabled less exalted circles to partake in the sexual exploitation of empire. Regardless of constraints on the number of legitimate wives, the number of slave concubines was limited only by the resources of their owner (or lessee, as in Neo-Babylonian society). From the perspective of the owner, sexual relations with slave women had the advantage of leaving the heritable estate untouched; the offspring of such unions was not normally entitled to an inheritance. Thus, the sexual exploitation of slave women is consistent with the two-tier model of reproduction proposed in section 1.5: while the number of potential heirs and successors was limited through monogamous or bigamous marriage norms, congress with slave women ensured “marginal reproductive success” that was characterized by the dissociation of intergenerational gene and resource flows.

The observed association between the growth of disposable surplus among the beneficiaries of empire and the concomitant increase in reproductive opportunities is perfectly in keeping with Darwinian predictions. In view of the constraints put on male lifetime fertility by female reproductive physiology, reproductive self-restraint in the face of growing resources would not have made sense for the beneficiaries of imperial exploitation. Rather, they needed to seek to increase their reproductive chances by balancing the requirements of long-term fitness preservation (by means of channeling heritable resources into a small number of “legitimate” children by one or a few principal wives) with the desire to maximize “marginal reproductive success” (by accumulating concubines as/or domestic slaves).

Mazdak’s agitation illustrates the adverse consequences of disparities in the transfer flows of females and material resources. Thus, if privileged groups derive material benefits from imperial exploitation that are not fully matched by the centripetal transfer of dependent women from subject populations, increased elite wealth is likely to exacerbate reproductive inequality even within the imperial core population. Drawing on transferred resources, elites will then attract additional women from within the lower strata of their own society, thereby depriving low-status men of the in-group of mating opportunities. It appears that, in some cases at least, the availability of highly mobile mates, such as female slaves, was insufficient to relieve competitive pressures within the in-group. A fortiori, this unresolved tension between political factors favoring differential reproduction and the social need for cooperation was a particularly sensitive issue in less despotic and more egalitarian societies, to which I now turn.
3. Mediterranean Empires

3.1. Socially Imposed Monogamy

“Until the spread of Christianity, prescriptively monogamous societies were exotic exceptions.”204 From the onset of reasonably reliable written documentation, the citizens of Greek city-states and the Roman res publica are known to have contracted strictly monogamous marriages. The fact that, despite the recent surge of scholarly interest in Greek and Roman family history, this extraordinary circumstance is still taken as a given rather than recognized as a significant phenomenon in need of enquiry and explanation will best be taken as powerful evidence of the abiding conceptual and analytical isolation of ancient history as an academic subject.205 It is equally striking that modern attempts to understand the unusually egalitarian nature of the early Greek polis or the strong cohesion of Roman Republican society appear completely oblivious to the social implications of monogamy. In actual fact, Greco-Roman monogamy was highly unusual. Greeks and Romans were not only surrounded by polygynous cultures—from the Celts, Germans, Thracians, and Macedonians to the Persians, Egyptians, and various North African peoples206—but eventually succumbed to the pressure of polygynous neighbors—the Macedonians in the case of classical Greece, the Germans in the case of the Western Roman empire, and the Arabs in the case of much of the Byzantine Empire.207 In the Homeric epics, the Greeks even celebrated the feats of polygynous heroes set in their own past (see section 3.3).208

Whence monogamy? In general, we may distinguish between “ecologically imposed” and “socially imposed” monogamy, depending on whether it is ecological conditions or customs and laws that do or do not permit polygamy. Alexander and associates speculate that, even allowing for concubinage and extramarital sex, “the net effect of rules prescribing monogamy is almost certainly a significant depression in the variance of male reproductive success relative to that in stratified societies which do not prescribe monogamy.”209 In other words, socially imposed monogamy (SIM) interferes with the translation of cultural into reproductive success and therefore requires explanation. For instance, SIM has been argued to be an adaptive response to the increased importance of competition between coalitions, leveling the reproductive opportunities for men and thereby reducing competitiveness and increasing the likelihood of cooperation in the face of extrinsic challenges.210 However, MacDonald rejects the assumption that complexity and success of states are predicated upon SIM; China is one of the most obvious examples to the contrary.211 Unfortunately, his own survey of Greco-Roman SIM is descriptive rather than explanatory in nature. With respect to post-Mycenaean Greece, the evidence indicates “a rather sudden change to an egalitarian social system based on monogamy, endogamy, misogyny, and a deemphasis on heterosexual relationships,” which had the effect of “deemphasizing sexual competition among males and promoting political cohesion and high levels of altruism.”212 It remains doubtful to what extent the loss of complexity in the
Dark Ages, commonly associated with the subsequent formation of the *polis*, can account for SIM: after all, even small and undifferentiated groups (such as Inuit or Yanomamó) are known to have practiced resource polygyny. If anything, Roman SIM is even more difficult to explain, given that it survived major political, economic, and social change. Greeks and—for all we can tell—Etruscans were monogamous, but even if we allowed for significant formative Greco-Etruscan influences on early Rome, this would merely shift the question back in time.

On a theoretical level, MacDonald contemplates “a role for coercive processes in which wealthy males are prevented by social controls from optimizing their reproductive success.” Other factors may also have come into play: “In light of the predominance of intensive polygyny among the stratified societies of the world, SIM must be seen as a low-probability outcome of social conflict in these societies, but one whose probability may well have been increased by ecological circumstances such as the diffuse, highly fragmented structure of the ancient Mediterranean city-states.” The question of whether SIM may have been adaptive in terms of inclusive fitness must remain open. At any rate, this is not the place to explore this problem in any detail; I hope to return to this issue in a future study of Greco-Roman monogamy. For our present purposes, MacDonald’s most relevant point is that, given abiding resource inequalities in Greek and Roman society, “from an evolutionary perspective, this acceptance of economic and social inequality is facilitated by sexual egalitarianism. Indeed, from an evolutionary perspective, economic inequalities that are not translated into reproductive advantages are of relatively little importance.” In other words, the strong principle of SIM among citizens may have fostered social cohesion in the absence of significant resource redistribution. Herlihy also believes that SIM permitted “a paradoxical combination of principles, sexual equality and social inequality.” For that reason, it was essential for privileged segments of the population to be seen to be honoring this principle, even if it was only a façade.

In fact, from an evolutionary perspective, we would expect it to have been just that, a façade. Prescriptively monogamous societies are not necessarily effectively monogamous. The concept of “effective monogamy” allows a distinction between the socially imposed marital pattern and the actual breeding pattern, which may be different. Any union that is not based on “a prolonged and essentially exclusive mating relationship between one male and one female” is not “effectively monogamous.” “Effective monogamy” is now known to be uncommon in primate species. It is generally assumed that extramarital sex (including concubinage) and remarriage would also skew reproductive success in prescriptively monogamous societies, albeit less so than in openly polygynous systems. In view of the difference between monogamy as a sociographic unit, indicating the togetherness of two heterosexual individuals, and monogamy as the individual’s mating strategy, indicating an exclusivity in reproduction, “partner-restricted behavior, if it is non-sexual, and especially parental roles, should not be used to identify mating
systems (understood as procreation strategies).”

In either very simple or very modern societies with prescriptive monogamy, differential reproductive success is primarily a function of extramarital sex, often in the form of sperm competition between a long-term partner/provider and a casual mate. As a consequence of the latter, “paternal discrepancy” (i.e., the frequency with which children are not the genetic offspring of their putative fathers) is conventionally put at 10 percent, and nonpaternity is now the leading cause of failure of genetic screenings. Published estimates of “paternal discrepancy” range from 1.4 percent for Caucasians in postwar Michigan and 2 percent for the !Kung bushmen to 30 percent in deprived urban areas of Britain. In societies with socially and legally condoned mechanisms of extramarital fertilization by married men, by contrast, we may reasonably expect variance in male reproductive success to be significantly greater—and correlated with socioeconomic status—than in societies that effectively penalize extramarital sex by a variety of means (from the recognition of universal human rights and the suppression of slavery to legal obligations providing for paternity tests and alimonies). Hence, societies that benefit from the material exploitation of imperial possessions and accept various mechanisms of sexual exploitation outside marriage are the ones that are most likely to be effectively polygynous while upholding the principle of SIM. As I show in the following sections, Athens, Sparta, and Rome belong in this category of intensively polygynous imperialist powers.

3.2. Monogamous Marriage and Polygynous Slavery

Greek and Roman laws envisaged severe punishment for sexual relations with someone else’s wife. At the same time, concubinage with free or slave women (the former usually of noncitizen status) was commonly condoned. Sexual relations with one’s own slaves, however, constituted the most convenient means of enhancing “marginal reproductive success.” In prescriptively monogamous societies, the sexual exploitation of slaves takes on added importance. MacDonald accepts Hopkins’s view that Roman slavery “allowed the elite to increase the discrepancy between rich and poor without alienating the free citizen peasantry from their willingness to fight in wars for the further expansion of the empire.” What neither of them considers, however, is that slavery was instrumental in stratifying reproductive success without violating the socially desirable principle of SIM. It has long been argued that in archaic Greece, and to a lesser degree in Rome, the development of slavery and freedom went hand in hand, in that the import of foreign labor in the form of chattel slaves reinforced notions of political and legal (if not economic) equality. At the same time, the probable contribution of chattel slavery to formal (i.e., marital) sexual egalitarianism and thus to egalitarianism and social cohesion in general has been ignored. This is particularly surprising considering Finley’s apt reference to “free sexual access to slaves which is a fundamental condition of all slavery.” In reality, chattel slavery was the answer not only to the cultural preference of elites
for exploiting labor but also to their innate desire to convert the resultant surplus into reproductive advantage.232

Pertinent evidence of sexual relations between Greek and Roman masters and their female slaves will be reviewed later (sections 3.3 and 3.5). Here, I hope to reinforce my general point about the pervasiveness of this phenomenon with the help of comparative evidence from a more recent slave society in which racial prejudice, religious injunctions, and norms of social propriety made the sexual exploitation of slave women less likely than in any other major slave system on record: the antebellum South. Yet, despite these apparent constraints, the scale of this practice in the southern slave states can hardly be exaggerated. Gutman and Sutch estimate that in the 1850s, more than 4 and perhaps as many as 8 percent of black slaves had been fathered by whites. Miscegenation flourished despite racist contempt and the contemporary assertion that only lower-class whites engaged in sex with black slaves.233

Steckel 1980 finds that miscegenation with slaves was positively correlated with the proportion of free men ages 15 to 49 in the county, with urbanism, and with city size; slave women without separate dwellings were more exposed to sexual advances than others. Thus, the incidence of sexual relations rose with increasing physical proximity of slaves and free men, especially their owners.

On his tour of Louisiana, Frederick Law Olmsted was told by a planter that “there is not a likely-looking black girl in this State that is not the concubine of a white man. There is not an old plantation in which the grandchildren of the owner are not whipped in the field by the overseer.”234 From the slave’s perspective, “if God has bestowed beauty upon her, it will prove her greatest curse. That which commands admiration in the white woman only hastens the degradation of the female slave.”235

The results of Thomas Jefferson’s relationship with Sally Hemings are now well known; van Buren’s vice president, Richard Johnson, openly supported two children by Julia Chinn, a black slave.236 The slaveowners’ wives, while largely condemned to silence, were painfully aware of the situation.237 As Mary Boykin Chesnut wrote in her famous diary on March 14, 1861,

Like the patriarchs of old, our men live all in one house with their wives and their concubines; and the mulattoes one sees in every family partly resemble the white children. Any lady is ready to tell you who is the father of all the mulatto children in everybody’s household but her own. Those, she seems to think, drop from the clouds.238

Looking back on her youth, Felton observed that “the crime that made slavery a curse, lies in the fact that unbridled lust placed the children of bad white men in slave pens, on auction blocks, and no regard was shown to parentage or parental responsibility in such matters.” She also remembered planters who “defied the marriage law of the state by keeping up two households on the same plantation, one white and the other colored, and both women were afraid to make public outcry.”239

Well before that, a sister of the U.S. president James Madison is supposed to have
said that “we southern ladies are complimented with the name of wives, but we are only the mistresses of seraglios.”

These sources confirm that in a slave society in which manumission had become extremely rare, the children of slaves by their owners were not normally freed or otherwise cared for. Even in Louisiana, a state with a stronger Romance tradition, owners only infrequently sought to provide for such offspring, and heirs usually opposed such attempts. Finkelman argues that the fact that a slave woman’s child followed her status may have been an incentive for men to have sex with her: “by predetermining the status of a possible offspring, white men might have been less concerned about the outcome of their sexual adventures.” This assumption is fully consistent with the principle of “marginal reproductive success” (section 1.5): sex with slave women increased inclusive fitness without attendant costs; on the contrary, slave-born children even augmented the father’s estate. Hence, it is hardly surprising that more permissive slave societies witnessed sexual relations of this kind on an even grander scale. Genovese contrasts the comparative restraint of North American slaveholders, attributed to northern puritanism, with the behavior of their Portuguese counterparts in Brazil, who had a reputation for openly flaunting colored mistresses while married and where sons who had not sampled their fathers’ slave girls found their masculinity called into question. Corresponding evidence from other slave systems could be added ad libitum.

Greece and Rome were two of the very few genuine “slave societies” in history. While slave ownership was disproportionately concentrated among the elites, it also spread into considerable parts of the general population. Hence, slavery served the double purpose of allowing privileged groups—the primary beneficiaries of empire—to accumulate human resources for the exploitation of labor and sexual capacity and of enabling subordinates to participate in this process in accordance with their personal means. Since in historical times Greek and Roman slaves were usually outsiders—members of other poleis or, more commonly, non-Greeks in the case of Greece, noncitizens and, increasingly, non-Italians in the case of Rome—large-scale slave ownership was to a large extent a function of imperial success. In Spartan society, the wholesale de facto enslavement (or enserfment) of entire ethnic groups, classified as helots, served the same purpose (see section 3.3.3). In all those cases, whenever imperial success was contingent on cooperation among the citizenry and associated with the acquisition of slaves, we would expect reproductive inequality to have been shifted from the marital sphere into the grey area of “marginal reproductive success” predicated on the sexual exploitation of slave women.

3.3. The Greek World

3.3.1. Early Traditions: Women, War, and Colonization. With regard to the association between rank and military aggression on the one hand and reproductive success on the other, the social universe of the Homeric epics conforms extremely
closely to Darwinian predictions. This is scarcely surprising, given that grand tales of this kind commonly focus on evolutionarily significant patterns of human interaction.\textsuperscript{246} In the \textit{Iliad}, the Trojans are portrayed as defending their city for the sake of their wives and children, while their women are targeted as booty by the Greek invaders. There is no reference to the actual or prospective sale of captured women; rather, they are earmarked for private use by their captors. Female rank is to be preserved even in bondage: while noblewomen are distributed among the Greek war leaders and turned into concubines (and are repeatedly assigned children by their new partners in the later mythological tradition), commoners keep on serving these ladies as before.\textsuperscript{247} Access to reproductive capacity is invariably a function of rank, that is, cultural success: in the scene that triggers the central conflict of the \textit{Iliad}, Agamemnon lets Achilles know that “I shall take the fair-cheeked Briseis, your prize, I myself going to your shelter, that you may learn well how much greater I am than you, and another man may shrink from likening himself to me and contending against me” (1.184–7). Later on, trying to lure Achilles back into action—that is, to ensure the cooperation of an indispensable subordinate—Agamemnon promises him “seven women of Lesbos . . . who in their beauty surpassed the races of women” (9.128–9) and, after the fall of Troy, will “let him choose for himself twenty of the Trojan women who are loveliest of all after Helen of Argos” (9.139–40). Meanwhile, Achilles already has other captive women at his disposal: “and a woman lay beside him, one he had taken from Lesbos, Phorbas’s daughter, Diomede of the fair coloring; and in the corner, Patroklos went to bed; with him also was a girl, Iphis the fair-girdled, whom brilliant Achilles gave him, when he took sheer Skyros, Enyeus’s citadel” (9.664–8).

Two features merit attention: these sex partners are invariably obtained through military success, and their allocation is governed by a redistributive system in which superiors, that is, high-status men, make use of their seemingly automatic, a priori claim to such captives in order to reward subordinates, that is, lower-status men whose cooperation is desired or required. Multiple layers of hierarchy are discernible (Agamemnon/Achilles, Achilles/Patroklos); women are assigned according to the status of their male recipients.\textsuperscript{248} This rank-based prerogative is challenged by Thersites, reminding Agamemnon that “your huts are filled with bronze, and many women are in your huts, chosen spoils that we Achaeans give you first of all, whenever we take a citadel” (2.227–8). His reproach not only confirms the posited principle of a priori high-status privilege but also casts light on the tension between the leaders’ desire to increase their inclusive fitness and the reluctance of subordinates to forgo fitness benefits.

As a consequence, it is only logical that individual leaders are endowed with multiple mates. Next to their \textit{alochos} (the commonest term for the legitimate wife), several of them keep one or more additional women as wives; examples include the Trojan king Priamos, with three wives, and Telamon and Oileus. In addition, concubines (\textit{pallakes}) produce illegitimate children.\textsuperscript{249} In the \textit{Odyssey}, Odysseus makes up
a story that he is the son of a rich man who had sons with his legitimate wife, while Odysseus was borne by a bought pallakis, and that, after the father’s death, the sons kept most of the estate, giving him just “a house and little else” (14.199–214). Once more, we encounter the familiar motifs of the association of wealth and polygyny and of the concurrent desires to improve inclusive fitness through estate preservation and to branch out into “marginal reproductive success.” Slave women are freely accessible to their owners: Laertes refrained from sexual congress with his female slave “for he shunned his wife’s wrath.”

Considering the considerable difficulties of explaining the emergence of SIM in the Greek polis (discussed in section 3.1), it would be helpful if we were able to determine whether or in which ways “Homeric society” reflects historical conditions. The same is true for quasi-mythological traditions concerning early Greek colonization. According to what appear to be two aitiological myths handed down by Herodotus, early Greek migrants operated in a “Homeric” mode. In one case, the Ionians, when they took over Miletus, killed the native Carian men but took their women to wives; in another, the Lemnians raided Attica, seized Athenian women, and kept them as concubines, producing rich progeny. Stories like these raise genuine historical questions: did Greek colonization entail the violent appropriation of non-Greek women and/or contribute to reproductive inequality in the target regions, and did it increase the reproductive success of the migrants? If, as we must assume, founding expeditions were skewed in favor of men, where did their future wives come from? Jean Rougé, one of the few to address this important issue, argues that intermarriage with locals must have been common all over the Mediterranean during the archaic period. However, it is far from obvious that local women were readily available, especially since some—probably most or all—populations in the target areas would have practiced some form of resource polygyny. In a highly fragmentary passage, Archilochos seems to claim that when the Parians wrested control of Thasos from the native Thracians, they took native women as their wives. The reproductive implications of the subjugation of native populations by Greek settlers are worth considering. And, even in cases of peaceful interaction or fusion, the occupation of fertile land by Greek settlers and their other resources may have attracted local women at the expense of low-status local men, heightening existing reproductive inequality. Thus, even in the absence of imperial structures, once Greek settlements had been firmly established, male colonists were likely to have enjoyed an edge in competition for local sex partners. The slave trade could only have widened this inequality.

It may not be entirely coincidental that the archaizing motif of “tribal-style” military action for the express purpose of forcibly obtaining female mates repeatedly resurfaces in both Greek and Roman historiography. Herodotus treats his audience to the tale of how soldiers from Chios, retreating after a defeat at the hands of the Persians, entered the territory of Ephesos after dark when the local women were celebrating a religious holiday in the fields and were attacked and killed by
the Ephesians, who “at once supposed them to be brigands who were after their
women.”257 The most famous incident of this kind is the mythical “Rape of the
Sabine Women,” when the all-male citizens of newly founded Rome staged a festival
to lure young women from the surrounding communities into their city, then seized
and turned them into their wives.258 Ancient authors even fabricated a mirror image
of this momentous “event”: thus, after the Gallic sack of Rome several centuries
later, their Latin neighbors are made to attack the weakened city, demanding the
surrender of a substantial number of women for marriage in return for peace.259
In view of the unquestioned real-life custom of appropriating the female members
of defeated populations, the male anxieties and desires reflected in all the accounts
surveyed in this section may well be grounded in subliminal appreciation of the fit-
ness implications of territorial conflict.

3.3.2. Athens. In historical times, Athenian citizens married monogamously. By
the fifth century, monogamy had come to be considered a quintessentially Greek
custom. Monogamy among an alien culture merited notice (as for instance with
Herodotus’s questionable claim that the Egyptians practiced monogamy, “as the
Greeks do”), whereas polygamy was regarded as unhellenic.260 Euripides ascribes
bigamy to the Thracians, rejecting it as a “barbarian” custom: “we count it shame
that over two wives one man hold wedlock’s reins.”261 Overt polygamy was not
only un-Greek but also inequitable, the mark of tyranny; Dionysios I had multiple
wives.262 Tyranny is portrayed as sexual as well as political in nature; nonconsen-
sual intercourse in particular was seen as hybristic, a dishonoring act if performed
among citizens.263 The imperial Roman biographical tradition was to produce a
plethora of variations on that irresistible theme (see section 3.5.3).

However, Athenian men were expected only to marry, not to mate, monoga-
mously. Husbands were not required to be faithful to their wives. Just as in Assyria
or Rome, married men were incapable of committing adultery vis-à-vis their wives.
In keeping with the axiom of estate preservation through the limitation of legitimate
heirs, only proper wives were ordinarily capable of producing legitimate children.
Marital monogamy made this principle easier to uphold than in polygamous societ-
ies.264 The only known exception to this rule dates from the late fifth century B.C.E.,
when male citizens were temporarily permitted to father legitimate offspring with a
second woman in addition to with their own wives. This procedure, which may well
have entailed bigamous marriage, was probably an emergency measure prompted
by the catastrophic casualties of the Peloponnesian War.265 It deserves attention that
the only men reputed to have availed themselves of this concession were celebrities
who moved in elite circles, from the super-wealthy Kallias to Euripides and Socrates.
From a Darwinian perspective, it would not be surprising if men of means were the
main beneficiaries of this exceptional relaxation of SIM.

Extramarital sexual relations resulting in illegitimate offspring permitted prop-
ertyed Athenian to enhance their “marginal reproductive success.” This could be
achieved in any of three overlapping legally and socially condoned ways: concubinage, prostitution, and domestic slavery. The best-known passage on this subject may well engage in special pleading (and eschews reference to sexual intercourse with those domestic slaves who are not subsumed under concubines) but nevertheless suggests the simultaneous presence of different layers of sexual relations in the lives of married men: “Hetairai we keep for pleasure, concubines (pallakai) for the daily care of our bodies, and wives (gynaikes) to procreate children legitimately and to have a trusty guardian of the things inside.” A citizen could have a concubine (pallake)—a loosely defined category perhaps best summed up as “kept women”—instead of or in addition to a wife. Men associated with free concubines “with a view to free children.” Free women of this kind would be either citizens or resident aliens (metics). Concubinage normally implies co-residence. Some—a few, many?—concubines were slaves, and sometimes war captives.

Evidence of stable polygynous relationships involving a man, his wife, and one or more concubines is scarce. As is to be expected in a prescriptively monogamous society, and even more so in a participatory democracy wary of upper-class rule bending, it was considered socially desirable to keep up appearances. Married Athenian citizens could maintain sexual relations inside and outside the household as long as some basic rules of social propriety were observed with respect to the feelings and standing of the legitimate wife. Thus, wives and courtesans were expected to be kept physically apart, as with Mantitheus’s two partners in separate households in Demosthenes 39 and 40. According to another speech, Lysias refrained from bringing two hetairai to his own house “out of respect for his wife” and other coresident female kin but lodged them with an unmarried friend of his. A very wealthy old man abandoned his family for one of his slaves, a former prostitute, who managed a tenement block for him. Even in the absence of a legitimate wife, plural relationships called for physical separation: the successful orator Hyperides (then apparently widowed) reportedly kept three mistresses in separate homes in different parts of Attica. Failure to show a minimum of consideration invited censure: thus, Alcibiades’ wife was alleged to have tried to divorce him for bringing free and slave hetairai into their house. In Sophocles’ Trachinian Women, Deianeira allows her husband license outside the home but finds cohabitation with other women in the marital household unbearable. It was the violation of etiquette, not the fact of polygyny as such, that constituted transgressive behavior, and it is primarily in regard to social protocol that Athenian polygyny differed from resource polygyny in other societies.

For wealthy Athenians, this must have been a small price to pay, all the more so as these norms of propriety did not necessarily impair “marginal reproductive success.” The passages cited in the previous paragraph confirm that in the same way as in all other cultures under review, and in keeping with the Darwinian correlation of cultural with reproductive success, men of property were most likely to engage in this kind of resource polygyny. Further evidence could be added: in one speech,
for instance, another wealthy man was reputed to have freed one *hetaira* and given another one away while he was married. Davidson is surely right to conclude that “it was considered a mark of prosperity or of extravagance to keep more than one woman.”

Moreover, while open concubinage in the joint household of a married couple was deemed inappropriate, casual sex with domestic slaves did not occasion similar opprobrium. It is unremarkable that these relations hardly ever surface in Athenian oratory: relationships with slaves were of no consequence. Even so, Lysias once hints at the tensions in a household where the wife suspected her husband of having sex with a domestic slave woman: “so that you may have a try here at the little maid (*paidiske*)—once before, too, when you were drunk, you pulled her about.” The jealousy of wives who suspect the existence of sexual relations between husbands and slaves is a recurrent motif. On the stage, Aristophanes could present this kind of affair as an ordinary occurrence. Only comparative evidence (see section 3.2) is capable of conveying an impression of the probable scale of this practice. Incidentally, one of the numerous divergent theories seeking to explain Pericles’s citizenship law of 451–450 B.C.E. reckons with significant transfers of the offspring of masters and slave women into the citizen population. From that time on, only the children of an Athenian father and an Athenian mother were admitted to citizenship. Walters speculates that previously, sons of masters by slaves had been presented as legitimate and enrolled as citizens. In this connection, it may be relevant that Aristotle knew of the enfranchisement of mixed citizen–slave offspring in other Greek *poleis*. If citizens had once indeed had the option of selectively legitimizing children fathered with slave women, this would merely have given them more leeway in defining the boundaries between “official” and “marginal” reproductive success. Slaveowners had no obligations to such progeny. Dio of Prusa regaled his audience with the story of one of Kallias’s sons, who was accompanied on a military campaign by a slave his age who looked so much like him that when the slave returned to report the son’s death, he could claim to be the son himself and lay claim to his estate. The logical implication that this doppelgänger slave was in fact likewise Kallias’s son did not have to be made explicit: in the same speech, Dio observed that many Athenians had sexual relations with their slave women, some secretly, others openly.

To a large extent, commercial prostitution also relied on slavery. Davidson describes the archaeological remains of an Athenian brothel with at least twenty rooms, inhabited by what appear to have been foreign slaves from Thrace, Anatolia, and Syria. The discovery of more than one hundred loom-weights in the same building shows that sexual exploitation and forced manual labor went hand in hand; the combination of prostitution and weaving must have increased overall productivity. *Ergasterion*, factory, was also a word for brothel. Outside brothels and the streets, prostitutes, *hetairai*, were also available at upper-class symposia. Although Plato and Xenophon, our main sources for the Greek symposion, “take great pains
to avoid intimations of fornication” (though rather clumsily in the case of the latter author) and never mention *hetairai* among the dinner guests, in other sources the presence of hired women was commonly associated with those events. In Dover’s words,

No danger attended the sexual use of women of servile or foreign status, whether they were prostitutes owned by a brothel-keeper, *hetairai* who were looking for long-term dependence on agreeable and well-to-do men, concubines owned by the user himself or lent by a relative or friend, or dancers, singers, or musicians whose presence at men’s drinking parties exposed them to importuning, mauling, kidnapping (an occasion for fighting between rival males), temporary hire, or straightforward seduction enjoyed by both partners.

Just observes that, while “the evidence for all manner of sexual licence outside the home with women of non-citizen status is overwhelming,” “if chastity was a virtue, it was a virtue reserved for the wives and daughters of Athenian citizens.” Thus, extramarital sex was contingent upon access to noncitizen women. At the same time, it required financial resources: multiple concubinage and attendance at symposia in particular must have been privileges of elites. In other words, polygynous-bearing structures were firmly entrenched in Athenian society, and the proximate determinants of reproductive success (i.e., mating opportunities) were, as usual, correlated with cultural success (i.e., socioeconomic status).

This raises the question of whether differential reproduction was facilitated by imperial expansion and exploitation. Kurke links the emergence of the *hetaira* (as opposed to the common prostitute) to the generation of new wealth through long-distance trade and monetization in the sixth century B.C.E. Further economic expansion would likely have increased the scale of polygynous relationships. There can be no doubt that in the fifth century B.C.E., Athens benefited, in material terms, from its naval empire. The concentration of imperial revenues served to attract foreigners, who took up residence in Attica as metics, and enabled the acquisition of slaves. Prostitution had an urban bias, and imperial success advanced Athens’ development as a major city. War captives often ended up in brothels. Moreover, successful warfare provided additional mating opportunities even for subelite men; apart from rape, soldiers must often have been able to obtain slaves they could not otherwise have afforded. Even so, leaders may again have benefited more than others. The seizure of land from defeated enemies or rebellious allies and the foundation of substantial colonies of citizens in such territories provided both direct access to the female members of subordinate or, at any rate, comparatively less privileged populations and enhanced indirect access to mates by way of the assignation of new resources, such as land (allowing lower-class citizens to join the hoplite class). On all these issues, our sources are virtually silent. The main exception is Aeschines’ claim that his opponent Timarchos, as archon of Andros (an
island under Athenian control), “in his treatment of the wives of free men showed such licentiousness as no other man ever did.” While the truth of this allegation perforce remains doubtful, it suggests that Aeschines—and his audience—appear to have regarded sexual exploitation as a credible instance of maltreatment of Athens’ subjects. One late and expressly fictitious character, the Athenian citizen in Terence’s comedy *Phormio* who is married in Athens but takes another legitimate wife in Lemnos, gives us an idea of the presumably more impressive opportunities afforded to the mobile and aggressive Athenian citizenry of the bygone imperial period.

As we have seen in section 2, in premodern societies, imperial success commonly increases reproductive success among the main beneficiaries of imperial exploitation. In the case of despotic societies, these benefits are to a large extent monopolized by rulers and nobles and only to varying but invariably limited degrees percolate into society at large. As a result, imperial success tends to raise variance in male reproductive success. In democratic Athens, we might expect the resultant inequalities to have been less pronounced than in more traditional sociopolitical formations. SIM had the effect of channeling the resources of high-status men into relations with out-group women of free alien or unfree status. At the same time, ordinary citizens would have expected to partake in extramarital reproductive opportunities. While this relationship is impossible to substantiate on the basis of primary evidence, it seems reasonable to assume that, on average, Athenian citizens enjoyed fitness benefits they would have lacked in the absence of successful imperial exploitation. The allocation of land in subject territories must have raised the marriage prospects of previously underprivileged members of the citizen community, while the transformation of tribute into compensation for services must have raised the purchasing power of the citizen population of Attica, and especially of those residing in Athens, facilitating concubinage for married and unmarried men alike and supporting immigration-based professional prostitution. Last but not least, the spoils of empire may have been instrumental in preserving abiding inequalities in wealth in the face of political egalitarianism: as long as wide sections of the citizenry benefited from the exploitative opportunities of the Athenian empire, the elites were guaranteed enjoyment of their riches old and new, together with the attendant fitness advantages. Thus, in the final analysis, the principal beneficiaries of imperial success may have been high-status men who were able to maintain, or even raise, reproductive variance in an environment that was hostile to traditional modes of monopolization of political power.

### 3.3.3. Sparta.

For many generations, Sparta had been the only major hegemonic power in Greece. Just like other Greeks, the Spartans practiced monogamous marriage. Indeed, until King Anaxandrides was allowed to supplement his infertile wife with a second spouse, bigamy had supposedly been “unheard of in Sparta.” However, domination of the helot populations of Laconia and Messenia gave Spartan citizens sexual access to comparatively huge numbers of powerless subordinates.
Nothoi, bastards born “(out) of helot women,” were presumably the illegitimate sons of Spartan citizens. These children appear to have been identical with the mothakes, non-Spartiates reared together with legitimate citizen sons: Aelianus describes them as foster brothers of the sons of wealthy families, while Phylarchus claims that “the boys of citizen status each . . . make some boys their foster-brothers—some one, other two, and some more.” Of course, not all of these foster brothers need have been the biological half-brothers of the Spartiates’ sons; even so, as Ogden points out, “systematic mass-generation of nothoi should not be ruled out.” Foster care along these lines was inevitably correlated with wealth, something that is made explicit by Aelian and also implied by Phylarchus. Hodkinson, while disputing the conventional identification of nothoi with mothakes, argues nevertheless that since nothoi could be reared in style only by propertied fathers, “the presence or absence of nothoi will have been a visible mark of differentiation among Spartiate families.” This suggests that, to some extent, the prestige of citizen households was based on sexual relations between the household head and his female servants.

Under those circumstances, the sexual exploitation of subject women facilitated resource polygyny, deprived subject men of mating opportunities, and helped strengthen the system at the same time, given that these foster sons would perform military service alongside legitimate citizen offspring. Access to helot women enabled individual Spartiates to translate cultural success (i.e., material resources) into reproductive success, and, by inducting select bastard sons into the in-group, helped Spartan society as a whole to maintain control over its helot population and its network of foreign allies.

3.4. Hellenistic Empires

The polygamous habits of the kings of Macedon and several of the Diadoch empires highlight the fragility of SIM even in culturally “hellenized” environments. There can no more be serious doubt that the Argead kings of Macedon were traditionally polygamous but failed to establish clear hierarchies of wives and their sons. In the light of comparative evidence, Ogden’s suspicion that Macedonian rulers married many wives “simply because they could” seems by far the most obvious explanation. As we have seen, it is monogamy, not polygamy, that requires explication.

Philip II is known to have had eight wives. In this regard, he could be distinguished from the Persian king Darius III only in that, unlike the latter, he “did not take his women to war with him.” His son Alexander eventually acquired four parallel wives: Barsine, the hellenized daughter of a Persian noble, in 332 B.C.E.; Roxane, a captive Bactrian noblewoman, in 327 B.C.E.; and Stateira, the eldest daughter of Darius III, and Parysatis, the youngest daughter of Artaxerxes III, in 324 B.C.E. In addition, he reputedly kept Darius III’s 360 royal concubines for his own personal use.

A number of the Macedonian rulers of the hellenistic successor kingdoms followed the example of Philip and his son. Lysimachus was married to four women,
and to at least two of them simultaneously. Ptolemy I had four known wives and was likewise known as a polygamist, as was Demetrius I Poliorcetes, with his eight known wives. Demetrius II Aetolicus also practiced polygamy; four of his wives are known, one of them a Thessalian war captive.  

Besides, more casual relations also resulted in offspring: Eumenes II may have fathered at least two sons with two different concubines. Ancient source coverage of royal concubines is extremely uneven, and most remain unknown. Even so, Ptolemy II is credited with eleven courtesans known by name, and Demetrius I with nine. Problems of definition arise from the fact that “there were few absolute distinctions of status or profile between queens, wives, concubines and courtesans.” Whenever the origin of royal consorts is known, it is almost always a city in Greece, and not normally Macedon itself. In the case of hellenistic kings, imperial wealth and success appear to have attracted high-status concubines. That native women are hardly ever mentioned in this connection may be a result of the fact that only the most privileged partners of hellenistic kings came to be mentioned in the sources, and those were usually Greek. Moreover, local populations would probably satisfy demand at the lower rungs of the new ruling class.

Whether or to what extent Macedonian and Greek commoners from Egypt to Bactria sought to emulate the polygynous habits of their rulers remains unknown. Marriage contracts from the Egyptian chora forbid the husband to bring other women into his household or to keep a concubine, have children with another woman, or keep a separate household that his wife will not manage (presumably for a concubine; cf. section 3.3.2). Since the state was unable to enforce legitimacy limitations, restrictions of this kind had to be stipulated in formal contracts. The fact that, according to early Ptolemaic census documents studied by Clarysse and Thompson, immigrant families of Greek and Macedonian origin were more likely to own slaves than native Egyptian families underlines the superior socioeconomic status of many of these newcomers. In view of the general correlation between resources and mating advantages, it is hard to imagine that these inequalities—which must largely have been the result of privileges conferred upon these immigrants whose presence was crucial in maintaining imperial control—did not translate to differential reproductive success.

3.5. The Roman Empire

3.5.1. Marriage and Concubinage. In Roman society, from the earliest recorded times, monogamy was mandatory. In fact, polygamy appears to have been impossible even in theory: marriage with someone other than an existing wife caused the cessation of any existing relationship because it implied that the requisite marital consensus had come to an end. Roman law and custom acknowledged quasi-marital relationships that did not legally count as marriage, that is, concubinage. For us, the principal question is whether married Romans could also keep
concubines during their marriages. Modern scholars have repeatedly affirmed as well as rejected this notion: in purely quantitative terms, the literature is split right down the middle.326 There is no compelling reason to think that it was impossible, or unheard of, to take a concubine without repudiating the current wife.327 Some legal provisions suggest that, at the very least, parallel relationships were considered an option that had to be reckoned with. According to the grammatician Festus, “the ancients rightly labeled her a paelex who married a man who [already] had a wife,” apparently envisioning her as the Roman equivalent of the long-term Greek concubine (pallake/pallax).328 In the third century C.E., Papinian referred to a marriage contract that obligated one husband to pay his wife a penalty if he resumed relations with a former concubine,329 an arrangement that is reminiscent of the Ptolemaic texts mentioned earlier (section 3.4). Although in the sixth century C.E. Justinian held that, in keeping with “ancient law,” husbands were forbidden to keep wives and concubines simultaneously,330 we cannot be sure just how “ancient” this prohibition actually was, and if it predated the third century C.E. In any event, for all we can tell, parallel relationships with wives and concubines do not seem to have been common or socially acceptable.331 Literary allegations of polygyny among married men or multiple concubinage are now usually rejected as hostile rhetoric.332 Epigraphically attested quasi-marital unions between one man and different wives that could be interpreted as polygynous may well have been successive rather than parallel relationships, even if this is not made explicit in these texts.333 In most cases, a formal association with a concubine was established instead of, and not in addition to, a legitimate union.334 For wealthy Romans, concubinage served as a means of avoiding the fragmentation of estates and of preserving social disparity: concubines were not expected to produce legitimate children and heirs.335 Thus, in Darwinian terms, Roman concubinage was designed to contribute to “marginal reproductive success” by creating offspring that was excluded from primary paternal investment. While concubinage facilitated the continued exploitation of former slaves—as concubines—it did not normally create polygynous relationships outside the sphere of slavery.336

3.5.2. Sex and Slavery. In the absence of polygamy or habitual polygynous relationships with wives and concubines, sexual access to chattel slaves constituted the principal means of increasing male reproductive variance. In Gardner’s pithy summary of the legal situation since Augustus, “sex with a slave counted, for a married woman, as adultery under the terms of the Julian law. For a man, sex with slave girls did not count.” Various types of evidence leave little doubt that this situation was exploited widely.337

It is undeniably true that many of the literary references are satirical or moralizing in nature. Some make fun of it the practice: well-known examples include Horace (“When your organ is stiff, and a slave girl or young boy from your household is near at hand and you know you can make an immediate assault, would you sooner burst with tension? Not me. I like sex to be there and easy to get.”), Juvenal
("I’ll wager that you are one hundred percent a man. It’s a bet. So will you confess, or must the torturer rack the truth from your slave girls?")

and Martial (“You know you were begotten by a slave, and you blandly confess it, Sosibianus, when you address your father as ‘master;’” or, more extreme (1.84), “Quirinalis does not think he should take a wife, meanwhile he wishes to have sons; and he has discovered how to secure that object: he fucks slave girls, and fills his town-house and his rural estates with home-born slave-knights. A genuine pater familias is Quirinalis.”). Those who simply take it for granted, as in Petronius (“what a master orders is not shameful”) or in the Elder Seneca, according to whom unchastity was “a necessity” for slaves. Plutarch stands out for his advice to the wives of slaveowners: “If a man in private life, who is incontinent and dissolute in regard to his pleasures, commits some peccadillo with a paramour or a slave girl, his wedded wife ought not to be indignant or angry, but she should reason that it is respect for her which leads him to share his debauchery, licentiousness, and wantonness with another woman.”

Unique among the pre-Christian sources is a fragment of the mid-first-century C.E. Stoic philosopher Musonius Rufus criticizing the lack of restraint of “the man who has relations with his own slave girl, a thing which some people consider quite without blame, since every master is held to have it in his power to use his slaves as he wishes.” Much later, the Christian Salvian chastized provincial landowners for their sexual relations with their slave women: “When the head of the household behaves like the husband of the slave girls, his wife is not far removed from the status of a slave. And was there any wealthy Aquitanian who did not behave like that? Was there any whose promiscuous slave girls did not have a right to look on him as their lover—or their husband?”

I quote these texts for three reasons. First, spin (and therefore critical literary exegesis) matters little, for, whatever the spin, the message is always the same: owners have sex with female slaves. Second, this message is highly consistent with comparative evidence from better documented slaveowning societies. And, third, it is likewise highly consistent with less loaded statements in other Roman sources. When the slaveowner Larcius Macedo was thought dead, his apparent demise was noisily lamented by his slave concubinae. Slaves had no legal recourse against the adulterous disruption of their quasi-marital unions with other slaves, presumably perpetrated by their owners. The intention to marry one’s own former slave justified her manumission before age 30 (the minimum age-limit set by the lex Aelia Sentia); the fact that a slave was the owner’s biological child (filius/filia naturalis) activated the same exemption. And, indeed, in some inscriptions, the owner of a slave is also the father. Filii naturales of this kind are frequently referred to in Roman law: blood ties between owner and slave become a factor in legal discussions of manumission, damage assessment, and inheritance. The legal anomaly that a slave woman’s children were not included among her fruits (unlike in the case of livestock) made it easier for a putative owner/father to retain a child even if the mother was sold. According to Ulpian, one might happen to inherit an estate
comprising one’s own biological father, mother, or brothers. Such heirs must have been the children of testators by their slave women. In his study of Roman wills, Champlin speculates that slaves instituted as heirs “may have had a sexual liaison with the testator” or “may have been an illegitimate child of the testator.” However, even though slaves and ex-slaves could be made heirs, this often involved adoption. Slaveowners had no legal obligations to children they fathered with their own slaves. At the same time, they were free to choose to acknowledge, manumit, institute as heir, and adopt any of these children. In this way, Roman slaveowners retained the greatest possible degree of control over the allocation of their material resources: while they were unconstrained in disseminating their genes among their slaves, it was also left to them to decide whether or to what extent to match gene flow with the flow of paternal investment: in this regard, their options ranged from the sale of such offspring on one end of the scale to adoption on the other. In short, the Roman slave system optimized “marginal reproductive success.” Syme notes the “singular dearth of evidence about aristocratic bastards,” which he attributes to a pervasive code of silence. This silence is best taken as powerful testimony to the masterful efficiency of the Roman elite in separating acknowledged from marginal progeny and in regulating paternal investment accordingly.

In her study of Roman polygyny, Betzig suggests that “slave women were kept to breed their masters’ bastards.” She also considers it possible that the Romans frequently freed slaves because they were often related to them and suspects biological ties behind owners’ care for vernae, homeborn slaves. Taken at face value, these may seem tall claims, and ones that are not testable against quantifiable evidence. Even so, the proposed link between freedom and consanguinity undoubtedly improves on earlier accounts of Roman manumission that take absolutely no account of the latter; Hopkins’s narrow functionalist analysis is an obvious example. As for Betzig’s more far-reaching assumption that female slaves were owned for the purpose of procreation, it deserves notice that scholars have long been puzzled by the apparent paucity of activities performed by slave women, as opposed to their ostensibly more productive male counterparts. Since female slaves cannot have been much less numerous than male slaves, their sexual capacities may well have been of greater importance than is usually believed. Even so, the implication that slaves were purposely acquired as breeders, and in particular as breeders of their owners’ illegitimate children, is impossible to substantiate. At any rate, the question of conscious motivation does not even have to enter the equation (cf. section 1.3). For that reason, I propose to restructure Betzig’s hypothesis and rephrase it as follows: in Roman society, certain women bred their masters’ bastards because they were slaves.

Owing to the mechanisms of the slave supply—producing balanced sex ratios for unfree births and low sex ratios for war captives and foundlings—many slaves were female; slave ownership was a function of wealth, that is, cultural success; in a society that prohibited polygamy and apparently discouraged polygynous concubinage,
sexual access to slaves offered the quantitatively most important opportunity to increase male reproductive success; therefore, wealthy Roman men must have found it feasible to acquire substantial numbers of female slaves and intrinsically desirable to involve them in sexual relations. In elite households, where husband and wife were served by separate slave staffs, sexual encounters were easy both to engineer and to conceal. Once again, cultural success can reasonably be assumed to have raised variance in male reproductive success, in that “marginal reproductive success” was contingent on, and must have correlated with, the availability of material resources.

The sexual exploitation of female slaves in the context of domestic slavery was complemented by commercial prostitution, which was to a significant extent sustained by slavery. Flemming argues that the clientele of brothels belonged to less privileged strata of society, often those who could not afford to keep slaves of their own. Urbanization facilitates prostitution: hence, the unusually high levels of urbanization in Roman Italy—triggered by imperial success—must have favored the spread of prostitution and enabled growing segments of the general population to participate. Unfortunately, the actual scale of urban prostitution has proven difficult to measure: estimates of the number of brothels in Pompeii, the only Roman city that is sufficiently well preserved to permit detailed examination, have recently dropped from several dozen to nine. In principle, the growth of Roman slavery and Italian urbanization were both functions of imperial exploitation; thus, inasmuch as slavery and urbanization facilitated prostitution, Roman imperialism can be said to have boosted prostitution.

3.5.3. Despotism and Differential Reproduction. In the Roman literary imagination, one-man rule and despotic power are intimately associated with polygyny and the forcible accumulation of sex partners. A few salient examples will suffice to illustrate this point. Caesar had a reputation as a major womanizer; Augustus even “as an elderly man is said to have harboured a passion for deflowering girls, who were collected for him from every quarter, even by his wife”; Tiberius comes across as hopelessly debauched, abducting freeborn girls to corrupt them; Caligula reportedly likewise spoiled married matrons; Claudius is credited with insatiable sex drive and many affairs, and again, his wife, Messalina, procured mistresses for him; Nero put married women into brothels; Vespasian, in his role as a more restrained “good” emperor, kept several mistresses after the death of his principal freedwoman concubine, whereas his son Domitian, designated one of the “bad” emperors, constantly engaged in sexual activities, which he referred to as “bed-wrestling.” Commodus, also “bad,” “herded together women of unusual beauty, keeping them like purchased prostitutes in a sort of brothel for the violation of their chastity”; in this way, he acquired three hundred concubines, “gathered for their beauty and chosen from both matrons and harlots.” Even the “good” emperor Pertinax, having at first dismissed Commodus’s entourage, had many of them brought back “to administer to
the pleasures of the old man.” Elagabalus, beyond the pale even by the standards of “bad” rulers, “never had intercourse with the same woman twice except with his wife” and installed a palace brothel. In a more exotic flourish, he is also made to hitch chariots to women of the greatest beauty, driving them “usually himself naked.”

Asking “how much was the economic and political inequality in the Roman empire matched by reproductive inequality, or polygyny,” Betzig makes much of these stories. At first sight, her willingness to accept them as reliable evidence will seem naïve to the literary critic. Strictly speaking, her suggestion that the internal consistency of such anecdotes confirms their credibility remains a non sequitur: the reverse interpretation—that sexual conduct of this kind was a topos that could indiscriminately be ascribed to different individuals—seems at least as plausible. Then again, her point that the Roman biographical tradition tallies well with what is more reliably known about other premodern kings and emperors may carry greater force. The one thing we can be sure of is that Roman upper-class authors consistently associated the despotic use—for them, abuse—of monarchical power with promiscuity in general and with transgressive sexual behavior in particular. Thus, while reasonably “good” rulers (such as Caesar, Augustus, and Vespasian) are merely credited with strong sexual appetites and polygynous affairs, their “bad” counterparts are portrayed as violating social norms by compelling sex from nonconsenting free or even married women. From a Darwinian perspective, this explicit link between political inequality in its most extreme form and reproductive potential is in itself of considerable interest, given that it mirrors faithfully a fundamental principle of differential male reproductive success. The close match between what Romans thought, or found expedient to claim, their rulers did and what we know rulers in more overtly polygynous cultures actually did is similarly striking (see sections 2.2–3).

Even so, it remains difficult to resolve the tension between these underlying realities and the creative power of literary representation. For a literary critic, the actual conduct of Roman emperors may be of secondary importance or even irrelevant, and it is perfectly feasible to dissect the biographical tradition as a patchwork of complementary stereotypes that could be rearranged in a limited number of constellations in keeping with the biases of the observer. Intertextual relationships also come into play: when the Roman aristocrat Fabius Valens is said to have advanced “with a long and luxurious train of harlots and eunuchs” when he campaigned for Vitellius, we are immediately reminded of such quintessentially “oriental” characters as Darius III or Surenas, the victor of Carrhae (see section 2.4.3). By contrast, the student of reproductive variance must address a more intractable—and less fashionable—question: does the literary tradition reflect existing mechanisms of creating mating opportunities for powerful Romans? Are we to believe that the Romans would have created lurid images of the reproductive consequences of despotic power that are both perfectly plausible in Darwinian terms and compatible
with comparative evidence if they had lacked any practical experience with these consequences? Without proper contextualization, this common-sense “no smoke without fire” approach will seem simpleminded; when judged against the background of evolutionary theory and comparative data, it may become more respectable. However that may be, Roman elite authors inhabited a world of habitual sexual coercion; they were men for whom the sexual availability of disempowered women—slaves—was a given. In their search for a definition of the “tyrant,” it seems to have been attractive to model the relationship between disempowered citizen/subject and ruler/master (dominus) on their own relationship with their slaves. Reducing respectable—that is, free and/or married women—to the status of sexually available slaves, the tyrant-emperor overturns the social order by restaging in the sphere of the free (and upper-class) citizenry patterns of interaction that are unquestioningly accepted between owners and slaves.

Given their immense wealth and the correspondingly large number of women at their disposal, from female slaves and freedwomen to women who would have been attracted by their status, Roman emperors cannot have found it difficult to mate with as many women as they wished. Whether certain emperors chose to display their power by interfering with the reproductive rights of their subordinates—a central theme of the biographical tradition (and a motif also found in other cultures)—remains open to debate. In my view, this tradition is instructive for two different reasons. First, it shows that, with regard to the correlation between cultural success and the proximate determinants of reproductive variance, the literary imagination operates within a conceptual framework that puts heightened emphasis on critical evolved behavioral mechanisms. In this regard, Roman biography (just like Greek stories about tyrants) resembles Homeric myth (see section 3.3.1). And, second, by likening the sexual conduct of emperors to that of slaveowners, this particular strand of the literary tradition helps corroborate our model of chattel slavery as the primary means of translating cultural into reproductive success in societies that upheld SIM (see sections 3.2–3 and 3.5.2).

3.5.4. Imperialism and Mate Choice: The Roman Army. Besides the ruling elites and the metropolitan population, soldiers were the only substantial group of primary beneficiaries of Roman imperial success. We would expect their privileged position as essential subordinates to have enhanced their chances of reproductive success. Rape, prostitution, and access to newly enslaved women may count as obvious means to this end. Successful campaigning would inevitably have provided ample opportunity for sexual coercion. For our present purposes, the crucial question is whether, thanks to successful imperialist ventures, Roman soldiers enjoyed higher reproductive success than they would have without joining up and/or than the male population of the subject regions in which these soldiers were active. While the first half of this question is impervious to empirical examination, the second merits further scrutiny. For the year 171 B.C.E., Livy reports that Roman soldiers on duty in
Spain had produced four thousand children with local women who had to be settled in a Latin colony. In later centuries, when Roman soldiers served for extended periods of time, received regular pay, and were stationed mostly in the frontier zones of various provinces, inequalities in material resources and legal status were likely to benefit these soldiers in the competition for mates.

On a conventional estimate, the military absorbed between two-thirds and three-quarters of the imperial budget during the Principate. Thus, in what must have been the single largest systematic transfer of resources in Western history prior to the modern period, much of the revenue extracted from a taxpayer base of maybe 60 to 70 million people was redistributed to some 350,000 to 400,000 professional soldiers. Annual average per capita GDP probably did not exceed HS 250, and many people were poorer than this; minimum per capita subsistence in the provinces may have been as low as HS 100 annually. By comparison, the base wage of a legionary stood at HS 900 in the first century C.E. and rose to HS 1,200 for much of the second century C.E. and more rapidly in the early third century C.E. Officers were paid in fractional or full multiples of this base stipend; moreover, upon discharge, veterans could expect to receive a bonus equivalent to ten times their annual compensation in cash or land. In general, there can be little doubt that Roman soldiers were significantly better off than the commoner population of their areas of deployment. Widespread slave ownership is indicative of the relative affluence of Roman soldiers. The Roman military also generated significant demand for prostitutes.

The prediction that this privileged access to material resources—as well as their citizenship status, which could eventually be passed on to their children—was likely to translate into reproductive success is consistent with primary evidence. Literary evidence adopts the usual moralizing slant, associating contacts between soldiers and local women with luxury and corruption, inevitably with dire consequences: the train of women, children, and slaves that supposedly slowed down Varus’s doomed legions and the mingling of the proverbially spoiled Syrian army with the local population are just two examples. Even so, these sources merely put a particular spin on what appears to have been common practice. Although from Augustus to Septimius Severus, soldiers could not legally be married, inscriptions document de facto unions, albeit to a much smaller degree than for civilians: fellow soldiers and freedwomen were more likely to dedicate epitaphs for active soldiers than freeborn (quasi) spouses. Soldiers were able to designate their partners and children heirs in the same way as lawfully married men. Even polygynous relationships may not have been unknown. Three papyri from the late second century C.E. record the parallel presence of de facto wives and focar-iae, apparently additional concubines, of Roman soldiers. Military diplomas for auxiliary soldiers took pains to prevent polygamy; some scholars have suggested that they may have reacted to actual attempts. Polygyny is at least a possibility in the case of the will of a Roman naval veteran who gave freedom to two female slaves who also, together with the daughter of one of them, became his heirs; in the
absence of a wife, it is tempting to identify these women as his concubines and the child as his own.\textsuperscript{381}

More than half of all wives of auxiliary soldiers who are known from discharge diplomas had been acquired in the province of service.\textsuperscript{382} The unions of legionary soldiers, who later on usually settled in the provinces where they had been on active duty, would have followed a similar pattern. Congress with Roman soldiers—be it as concubines or lawful wives—was a means of social mobility for native women, who benefited from their husbands’ superior material resources and produced children who could themselves attain citizen status.\textsuperscript{383} Such unions exemplify the Darwinian principle that female mate choice, governed by the desire to increase inclusive fitness, favors mates with above-average resources and the ability to improve the status of joint offspring, thereby contributing to inclusive fitness rather than merely raising lifetime reproductive success. In some cases, the resultant variance in male reproductive success—privileging Roman soldiers over local competitors—may have had a significant impact on the mating opportunities of the native male population.\textsuperscript{384} There are two ways in which a hypergamous mating system may deprive a significant number of low-status men of reproductive opportunities: either the polygynous concentration of women in the hands of an elite reaches such a scale that it creates an absolute numerical lack of mates for low-status men or the introduction of additional high-status men into a given population is sufficiently massive to produce the same effect among locals. Even though slavery, sustained by long-range transfers of human chattels, will have attenuated the impact of the demands of soldiers on the local marriage market, in heavily militarized regions the presence of garrisons that were of substantial size in comparison to the civilian population may nevertheless have created serious imbalances. In Britain, for example, some 40,000 soldiers in their twenties and thirties would have faced between 200,000 and 300,000 women ages fifteen to thirty-five years. Even if some of these soldiers had been of local origin, perhaps one woman in ten had the option to choose a foreign soldier over a native mate or spouse. The potential for competitive pressure would have reached a comparable scale in other frontier zones, above all the valleys of the Rhine and the Danube.\textsuperscript{385} These sexual repercussions of Roman imperialism have yet to be acknowledged in modern studies of provincial “Romanization.”

3.5.5. Conclusion. Roman imperialism entailed the transfer of people and resources on a scale unprecedented in Mediterranean history. Millions of women were uprooted, enslaved, and moved, above all to Rome or to central Italy, to satisfy the demand of the slave markets. Hundreds of thousands of settlers and veterans were assigned agricultural land that had been taken away from its previous owners. During the imperial period, millions of recipients of public revenue were distributed across the empire as professional soldiers. These movements greatly enriched the ruling elite, known for concentrating in its hands ever larger amounts of cash, real estate, and slaves. The attendant inequalities in cultural success provided this
elite with an enormous potential for reproductive success. Cultural institutions, primarily chattel slavery and secondarily concubinage, enabled the elite to convert this potential into tangible fitness benefits. Other segments of Roman society participated on a correspondingly smaller scale: while colonists, soldiers, and veterans had the chance to exploit their privileged access to resources at the local level for reproductive purposes, city-bound migrants gained access to extramarital sexual relations provided by prostitutes. The sexual exploitation of slaves—as concubines, domestic servants, or prostitutes—was pivotal to the transmutation of cultural into reproductive success. In turn, widespread availability of these slaves, staggered depending on status, was guaranteed by successful imperialism; not only were slaves obtained through warfare, but the transfer of material resources enabled the recipients, through their purchasing power, to maintain, expand, or even create market mechanisms that continued to provide new slaves and likewise enabled them to keep female slaves even when it may have been economically irrational to do so.

4. Conclusion: Theory and Evidence

The central predictions generated by an evolutionary approach to ancient imperialism have been outlined in section 1.5 and need not be repeated here. By and large, the empirical evidence gathered and discussed in sections 2 and 3 tends to support these predictions. In all imperial systems under review, regardless of their marriage customs and constitutional properties, the appropriation of resources facilitated reproductive success. “Facilitated” is the critical term: for Darwinian theory to hold, it is behavior that is by nature associated with reproductive success—that is, heterosexual intercourse—that matters, not reproductive outcome as such. This definition has allowed us to include mechanisms such as prostitution in our discussion of fitness-enhancing mechanisms, regardless of whether congress with prostitutes (who may routinely have used contraceptives and abortifacients) actually resulted in conceptions or live births. Moreover, the crucial variable is inclusive fitness rather than lifetime reproductive success. Inasmuch as the future reproductive success of offspring is contingent on socioeconomic status, estate preservation is as important as offspring quantity. In all societies surveyed in this chapter, legal institutions permitted male beneficiaries of imperial success to strike a balance between these two critical variables. In polygamous systems, the designation of one or more wives as “principal” spouses made it easier to focus paternal investment on a fraction of one’s gross legitimate offspring. Concubinage served the same purpose. Kautsky notes that in what he terms “aristocratic empires,” the involvement of aristocrats with nonaristocratic women was the result of interclass marriage prohibitions that limited men’s choices and encouraged them to seek sex without formal commitment. Similar restrictions in Athens and Rome also had the effect of steering upper-class men toward informal relationships that helped them preserve their material resource base. Moreover, since the amount of time spent in stable heterosexual relationships
is an important determinant of male reproductive success,\textsuperscript{387} concubinage of not-yet-married, divorced, or widowed men (or of husbands physically separated from their wives, such as the Assyrian merchants mentioned in section 2.4.1) tended to increase their genetic contribution to the next generation. The sexual exploitation of female slaves offered mating opportunities outside the sphere of marriage or stable concubinage that were inevitably strongly correlated with economic status. In this context, the number of potential mates—that is, wealth—constituted the only real constraint on reproductive success. Slavery had the added advantage of allowing the primary beneficiaries of imperialism to shift the cost of increasing reproductive success—that is, decreasing mating opportunities for others—to subject or enemy out-groups. This mechanism, which helped foster social cohesion within the in-group even beyond the circle of primary beneficiaries, was more strongly developed in nondespotistic societies (such as Greek \textit{poleis} or Republican Rome) than in traditional monarchies. Even so, this difference appears to have been largely a matter of degree.

As I have already pointed out in section 1.5, questions of conscious motivation are of limited relevance here. In the case of domestic slavery, for example, male owners may have acquired female property for any number of reasons. In his discussion of the sexual exploitation of slaves in nineteenth-century Africa, Lovejoy argues that, “for some aristocrats, sexual domination was probably a substitute or an expression of political power.”\textsuperscript{388} The first reason may well have held for wealthy Athenians or Romans of the imperial period, who, constricted in their ambitions by democratic ideology or monarchical rule, derived vicarious pleasure from the penetration of powerless subordinates. However, regardless of such proximate factors, only ultimate consequences are of genuine significance for our understanding of human behavior. In this regard, the convergence between (1) imperial expansion, (2) the exploitation of imperial success in the form of forced transfers of resources and humans, (3) cultural norms and legal institutions that facilitated both the conversion of cultural into reproductive success and the balancing of the complementary aims of maximizing quantitatively a man’s genetic contribution to future generations (by increasing lifetime reproductive success) and of optimizing offspring quality (through the preservation of heritable status) for the sake of enhancing inclusive fitness, ordinarily achieved by raising “marginal reproductive success,” and (4) actual behavior (insofar as it can be reconstructed from inadequate ancient sources) merits particular attention. The interplay of these four variables determined the actual consequences of imperial success for reproductive success in general and variance in male reproductive success in particular. It is easy to imagine counterfactual conditions that would have favored different outcomes. For instance, SIM might have been strengthened in substance by an ideology that was hostile to extramarital relations of any kind, as Christianity was to be in later centuries; male infidelity could have been penalized by law; the marriage or adoption of slaves could have been prohibited; slaves could have been granted legal recourse against sexual
exploitation in the same way that law and custom sometimes recognized a limited right of excessively brutalized slaves to appeal to the authorities. Any of these measures would have made it more difficult to convert cultural into reproductive success. As it is, and despite the general Darwinian prediction that “the function of laws is to regulate and render finite the reproductive strivings of individuals and subgroups within societies, in the interest of preserving unity in the larger group,” it would seem difficult to devise social and legal norms and institutions that were more conducive to the maximization of inclusive fitness of the primary beneficiaries of imperial success than the norms and institutions that actually prevailed across a wide range of ancient empires, from Mesopotamia to Rome.

Were ancient empires established in order to facilitate sexual exploitation? At the most superficial level of conscious deliberation, motivation, and justification, the answer must be no. There is no evidence that the acquisition of new sex partners figured prominently—or at all—in the dominant ideologies of ancient empires. Regarding the most fundamental underlying behavioral mechanisms, the answer must be yes. Since imperialism is ultimately an expression of evolved innate propensities from cooperation to male dominance and intergroup aggression, and since dominance and successful aggression confer status benefits that are positively correlated with reproductive advantages, ancient—or any—empires would not have been established in the absence of behavioral traits that have evolved to promote inclusive fitness. Both approaches leave much to be desired. While the former, “culturalist” perspective fails to relate ideological representation and observed behavior to deeper, subconscious motivational structures, the latter, “geneticist” view is static and almost tautological in its reductionist simplicity and neglects the proximate determinants of human behavior. The challenge lies in amalgamating these approaches into a coherent whole. So far, traditional historical studies have persistently ignored the sexual dimension of imperial exploitation or—not explicitly but by implication—marginalized it as a coincidental side effect of imperialism. As I have tried to show in this essay, evolutionary theory strongly suggests that increased reproductive opportunities or variance in male reproductive success, far from being merely accidental consequences, were ultimately the most significant rewards of empire. Cultural studies of the representation of sexual relations in imperial contexts might therefore benefit from an appreciation of the underlying behavioral predispositions, thereby reconnecting protean language games with the hard surfaces of genetic heritage. At the same time, Darwinian interpreters of historical phenomena would do well to turn their attention to the interplay between ultimate motivation and proximate causation in order to identify the mechanisms that allow evolved behavioral propensities to influence and to be expressed in social and cultural institutions.

In terms of the causal nexus between cultural and reproductive success, the experience of ancient empires appears to have been broadly typical of that of premodern societies in general. For most of human history, competitive and exploitative
strategies that were ultimately grounded in evolved fitness-enhancing behavioral propensities would on average tend to increase actual fitness. The dissociation of cultural from aggregate reproductive success (to the extent that traditionally fitness-enhancing traits and accomplishments have begun to fail to translate to actual reproductive success: cf. section 1.3) is a comparatively recent phenomenon, at first limited to Western societies and only gradually disseminated across the world. This development is well outside the remit of the academic field of ancient history. Rather, students of the ancient world need to inquire into the causes of regional and temporal variation in the sociocultural institutions that mediate cultural and reproductive success in an attempt to relate observed differences in the norms and conventions governing sexual competition to specific ecological, economic, or ideological contexts and circumstances.
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18. Irons and Cronk 2000: 13 single out cultural anthropology for its increasingly lonely rejection of evolutionary perspectives, arguing that as “the study of behavior has largely been supplanted in cultural anthropology by the study of meaning,” its “continued biophobia…is related…to the focus on meaning.” (Kuper 1999 offers a trenchant critique of the current emphasis on cultural determinism in anthropology. For a first attempt to reconcile cultural relativism with evolutionary theory, see Cronk 1999.) The same is true of postmodernist historiography, largely for the same reason. Cf. more generally Hinde 1987.
23. Separate field studies have now established a coherent pattern of raiding behavior among chimpanzees, our closest genetic relatives; it entails furtive incursions of bands of adult males into neighboring ranges for the sole purpose of violent and sometimes fatal attacks on isolated males that, if sufficiently successful and frequent, result in the forcible incorporation of fecund females into the victorious band and may even lead to the dissolution of neighboring groups (Wrangham and Peterson 1996: 5–21). In this context—that is, in the absence of extrasomatic wealth—no exploitative arrangements are feasible, and the growth of aggressive/expansionist bands is constrained by low size thresholds for group fission. Under roughly similar ecological conditions, comparable intragroup cooperation and raiding practices can be observed in simple human groups (ibid., 63–82, and cf. Boehm 1992. Keeley 1996, on the character of primitive warfare in general, is consistent with this model). Thus, human aggression appears to be directly rooted in our evolutionary past (going back to the shared ancestors of hominids and chimpanzees: cf. Wrangham and Peterson 49–62). The earlier notion of a behavioral hiatus (in terms of aggressiveness) between great-ape and middle-range human societies—that is, for most of hominid evolution—that interprets observed similarities between the two as homologues rather than the result of uninterrupted evolutionary progression (Knauft 1991) is less economical and suffers from a dearth of reliable information on hominid behavior.


26. Cf. Nishida 1991. With regard to low-complexity societies, Keeley 1996: 125–26 stresses the “interchangeable character of exchange and war”: “Trade, intermarriage, and war all have the effect of moving goods and people between social units. In warfare, goods move as plunder, and people (especially women) move as captives. In exchange and intermarriage, goods move as reciprocal gifts, trade items, and bride wealth, whereas people move as spouses. In effect, the same desirable acquisitions are thus attained by alternative (but not mutually exclusive) means.” I would add that, at the level of complex sociopolitical systems, access to more distant transferable individuals (again, especially women) who would not otherwise have been available (e.g., through marriage) and the ability to extend plunder by means of regular taxation, provide further incentives to imperial expansion.

27. It is possible that socioeconomic changes introduced by the “Agricultural Revolution” have been particularly conducive to male aggression and intergroup conflict: see, cum grano salis, McElvaine 2001, a somewhat eccentric “biohistorical” survey of sexual politics in human history that misrepresents contemporary evolutionary thinking (30–32; for a state-of-the-art summary of gene-environment interaction, compare Thornhill and Palmer 2000: 1–30).
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necessarily be exhibited by all members of a given species; nor does it imply that it cannot be modified by learning or socialisation. Evolutionary explanations about adaptiveness are always context-specific: they depend on the precise balance between costs and benefits. Since these may differ not only between members of the same social group but also between groups living in different environments, the expression of a given trait will vary . . . even if it does have a significant genetic basis.”

32. Cf., however, Meyer 1990, for the importance of psychocultural processes. The interplay of universal behavioral propensities, ecological variation (see previous section), and memetic evolution (see n.4) that determines levels of endemic aggressiveness and expansionism in different societies still awaits detailed analysis. For a wide-ranging critical survey of modern explanatory models of “primitive” warfare, see van der Dennen 1990.
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40. Pérusse 1993. Irons 1997: 49 argues that, since human status striving evolved in an environment that featured resource polygyny and inefficient birth control, it was adaptive for men to compete for status per se, since it was bound to pay off reproductively. Only today, as these conditions have changed, status striving per se does not automatically predict reproductive success and might even interfere with it. For sophisticated models of how modern incentives to parental investment and consumption may invert the traditional correlation of status with reproductive success, see now Kaplan 1996; Kaplan and Lancaster 2000. For a different perspective, cf. Abernethy 1999. Foster 2000 considers the limits of modern fertility decline.
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69. For an earlier discussion of the difference between gene transmission and the social creation of heirs and successors, see Betzig 1993: 57–67.
70. The following analysis of empirical evidence is strictly reductionist; I focus on factors that I consider to be of crucial significance from an evolutionary perspective and exclude all features and implications that I do not consider essential to my argument. As a result, only men are envisaged as actors pursuing their reproductive goals, while the consequences of their actions for the reproductive success and inclusive fitness of their female mating partners—though of considerable interest in principle (cf., e.g., Hartung 1982; Clutton-Brock 1988: 472–73)—will not receive further consideration; this is one of the topics that would merit attention in a more expansive discussion of my subject. The issue of female mate choice is already subsumed within the standard correlation of cultural and reproductive success; in other scenarios, when nonconsensual sexual relations suspend female choice, mate choice has no social force. I focus exclusively on heterosexual relationships: homosexual intercourse has no reproductive potential and is therefore irrelevant in the context of this study. Again, a comprehensive account of sexual exploitation would also need to explore the Darwinian dimension of nonreproductive relations. (Cf., e.g., the finding that cross-culturally, polygyny is positively correlated with tolerated male homosexuality at certain ages: Cvorovic 2001.)
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79. Einon 1998: 423. Moreover, in the absence of substantial extrasomatic wealth and attendant formalised privileges, very high status may adversely affect reproductive success (cf., e.g., Dunbar 1995; Packer et al. 1995; Mueller and Mazur 1998). This problem is unlikely to arise in highly stratified complex societies such as premodern empires.
80. Cf. also Hartung 1999. Elite focus on access to women characterized by youth and/or physical attractiveness—attributes correlated with high fecundability—enhances the fitness
benefits of differential reproduction (on cross-cultural uniformity in standards of beauty, see, e.g., Kenrick and Keefe 1992; Cunningham et al. 1995; Singh and Luis 1995; for variation with regard to body mass, cf. Anderson et al. 1992). This preference is well attested in the record: see Betzig 1993: 54–56, and in the following sections.
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343. In Portugal, sex between men and slave girls was regarded as a joke (Saunders 1982: 103). The audience of Roman satirists clearly shared this view. However, Roman elegy may arguably show some appreciation of the helplessness of female slaves in the face of sexual exploitation: e.g., James 1997. For parallels to the more critical statements quoted earlier, see section 3.2.
350. *Digest* 30.71.3.
355. Hopkins 1978a: 115–32. “For the masters, manumission was economically rational” (131).
356. E.g., Treggiari 1979.
359. While Evans 1991: 137 still reckoned with 22 *lupanaria*, Laurence 1994: 73 reports only nine purpose-built facilities, of which seven are single *cellae*. Earlier estimates went as high as thirty-five or more. McGinn 2002 is the most recent discussion.
360. Suetonius, *Caesar* 50–2, *Augustus* 71 (cf. section 2.4.1, on the wife of Zimri-Lim of Mari), *Caligula* 36; Cassius Dio 40.2.5–6, 40.18.3; Suetonius, *Nero* 27, *Vespasian* 21, *Domitian* 22.
361. *Historia Augusta, Commodus* 5.8, 5.4.
364. The association of male high status with female beauty frequently found in Greek and Roman accounts of forced sexual intercourse (Doblhofer 1994: 43–44) underlines this point. If physical attractiveness is an honest signal of reproductive potential (see Thornhill and Grammer 1999: 106–9 for a survey of pertinent scholarship), the status of the exploiter can be expected to be positively correlated with the physical appearance of the exploited. For pertinent references, see n.80. Etcoff 1999 summarizes evolutionary insights into the nature and function of beauty.
365. For an example of the problems involved, see McGinn 1998b.
367. As in the case of the Roman aristocracy in general, it does not really matter that evidence of imperial bastards is extremely rare (Scheidel 1999: 279); cf. section 3.5.2.
368. According to Saletore 1974: 83–84, an Indian king “would forcibly halt all nuptial pro-
cessions passing through his capital without assigning any reason and, without any sense of
shame or guilt, pounce on the bride, take her away to his palace to deflower her and after he
had done the foul deed would send her to her husband’s house.” Again, while the facticity of
this account is uncertain, the imagined link between despotism and sexual predation is the
same as in Rome.
369. Thus, a Roman officer credited with raping a Galatian queen could be described as
“making a soldier’s use of his good fortune” (Plutarch, Moralia 258d-f). Thus also Livy 38.24,
about a centurio “characterized by both the lust and greed of the soldier” who rapes a beauti-
ful war captive; Polybius 21.38 notes that he “used his good fortune as soldiers do.” Phang
2001: 254–55 and now esp. Phang 2004 discuss the historical evidence. For a Darwinian study
of rape, see Thornhill and Palmer 2000.
370. Livy 43.3.1–4.
375. Cassius Dio 56.20.1–2; Tacitus, Histories 2.80.3. But see also Tacitus, Histories 4.65.
376. Friedl 1996: 229–69 and esp. Phang 2001. Unions were never banned; rather, the state
merely withheld legal acknowledgment.
377. Since the reign of Hadrian, even the children of soldiers who had died intestate were
able to claim limited inheritance rights if they were able to document their descent: Phang
378. Friedl 1996: 256–57 discusses possibly polygynous relationships in inscriptions, con-
cluding that they were probably successive rather than simultaneous. Phang 2001: 412–13
concludes that the evidence is ambiguous. Cf. section 3.5.1.
383. I remain unimpressed by the absence of unions between Roman soldiers and native
women recorded on epitaphs in North Africa (Cherry 1998: 101–40). As Cherry makes clear,
these texts show not “how often Roman married indigene (which is historically unrecover-
able), but the incidence of intermarriage across cultural identities” (ibid. 100). The poten-
tial weakness of the epigraphic approach is highlighted by his observation that only 1 out
of 185 known unions with soldiers involves a wife with a non-Romanized name (120 table
4.1), an implausibly low frequency of intermarriage (as Cherry himself concedes: cf. 122).
It might make more sense to assume that soldiers married local women who had already
switched to Roman names or who did so after marriage. This is not to deny the possibility
that some of the soldiers’ wives were the daughters of other soldiers (e.g., Shaw 1983: 148).
In any event, the African garrisons may arguably have been more isolated from the native
populations than garrisons in other provinces. Cf. also Pollard 2000: 151–59 for much more
meager evidence from Roman soldiers’ unions in Syria. In general, about 90 percent of all
wives of soldiers and veterans in the epigraphic record bear “Roman” names (duo nomina
with a Latin nomen gentile and a Latin or Greek cognomen), leaving little room for indig-
enous single names or “Roman” names with an indigenous cognomen, commonly indicating
recent enfranchisement (Phang 2001: 191). Taken at face value, this would seem to suggest
that soldiers overwhelmingly formed unions with women who were either “Roman” (in the narrow sense of citizens who were of Italian origin or descended from other citizen soldiers or enfranchised auxiliary veterans or women who were “Iunian Latins,” that is, informally manumitted ex-slaves who had belonged to Roman citizens), or (both legally and culturally) “Romanized” in the sense that they descended from (long?) enfranchised locals. See furthermore Scheidel 2007a.

384. For what may have been a related issue, cf. Digest 34.9.14 (with Stumpp 1998: 191 and n.117), on sanctions against (previously honorable) women who committed *stuprum* with soldiers.

385. However, at least in the early stages of occupation, unions with slaves and freedwomen appear to have mitigated this pressure to a considerable extent: cf. Phang 2001: 193–94 (42–50 percent of legionaries’ epitaphs at the Danubian frontier in the first century C.E. were set up by freedwomen). Unions with indigenous women may have required a certain amount of social and cultural integration: see n.383.


387. Low 2000a: 66–67 notes that human societies practising serial monogamy experience greater variance in male than in female reproductive success and are “functionally polygynous.”
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